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LETTER
FROM

THE CHIEF CLERK OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT,
TRANSMITTING

A report ~lpon the reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, made in the
summer of 1873 by Captain William .A.. Jones, Corps of Engineers.

TheUhiefClerk of the War Department, in the absence of the Secretary
of War~ has the honor to transmit to the House of Representatives, in
compliance with resolution of the Honse of the 20th ultimo, report of a
reconnaissance made by Captain W. A. Jones, Corps of Engineers, in the
year 1873, for a wagon-road from the line of the Union Pacific Railroad,
in Wyoming Territory, to the Yellowstone National Park and. Fort
Ellis, Montana Territory, together with letter of the Chief of Engineers,
of the 13th instant, transmitting the same.
H. T. CROSBY,

Chief Clerk.
WAR DEPARTMENT, June 16, 1874.

OFFICE OF 'l'HE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, D . 0., June 13~ 1874.
SrR: In compliance with the reference to this Office of a resolution of
the House of Representatives of the 20th ultimo, I have the honor to
transmit herewith a copy of a report of a reconnaissancP- of North westm·n
\Vyoming, made in the summer of 1873, by Captain yv. A. Jones, Corps
of Engineers, chief engineer of the Department of the Platte, under the
orders of Brig. Gen . .E. 0. C. Ord, commanding that department.
It would appear from the report of Captain Jones that the wagon-road
to Montana, by the Yellowstone Park, proposed uy him, would open a
route that, \vhatever may be the advantages of the Missouri River route,
would tend to keep down rates, and would prove advantageous to the
Government in the transportation of military and Indian supplies.
The route passes the military posts o.f Camp Stambaugh and Camp
Brown and the Crow Indian agency, and is stated to be the shortest
and most practicable route to the Yellowstone Park and Montana; traversing a fine mineral and agricultural country in the Wind River Valley; an extensive area of well-timbered and well-watered country about
the upper valleys of the Snake and Yellowstone Rivers, where the soil is
fertile and the rain falls equably through the season; and also a :fine agricultural country in the ,·alley of the Ye1lowstone below the falls.
It woul<l give an outlet to the mineral and agrioultural resources of
Montana, which js stated by Captain Jones to be one of the most productive mining regions of the West; and, in that connection, it is to be
H.Ex.285-l
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noted that this route would save two hunrlred and fifty miles of railroad
transportation, or the distance from Point of Rocks to Uorin11e, which is
t.be present point of departure on the Union Pacific Railroad for the
posts in Montana.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. A. HUMPHREYS,
,
Brigadier- Genera.l and Chief uf Engineers.
Hon. 'VM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
Unexpected dela,y has occurred in the copying of the maps by wbieh
the report is accompanied, and they will be transmitted within a few
days.

HEADQUARTERS DEP.A.RTMENT OF THE PLATTE,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER OFFICER,

Omaha, Nebr., 111ay 9, 1874-.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith my final report upon the
military reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, made during the
summer of 1873.
I take great pleasure in thanking my associates in the field-work for
their uniform courtesy and devotion to. duty; the officers of the department staff for their kiudly anu efficient assil:\tance while I was preparing my outfit for the field; the officers and men of Company I, Second
Cavalry, for their constant and willing assistance; Lieut. R. H. Young,
Fonrtll Infantry, for his extremely arrluous and efficient services as
acting assistant quartermaster and assistant commissar,y of subsistence
for the expedition; and Mr. Charles Uurtis, pack-rnaster, for his untiring
energy and enthusiastic devotion to duty.
.
The report is accompanied by the following reports, viz:
Botany, by Dr. C. C. Parry ;
Geology, by Professor T. B. Comstock;
Astronomy, by Lieut. S. E. Blunt, Thirteenth Infantry;
Entomology, by J. D. Putnam; and
One map (in the preparation of which valuable information was obtained from the maps of Professor Haycien anrl Captains Barlow and
Heap, United States Engineers) srowing the region traversed, and
forty-nine trail-maps, showing, on a large scale, the topography along
each day's march.
Considering the extremely successful results in tLat field, tue report
upon botany is rather more meager than I had anticipated. Ten new
species were collected, none of which are described.
Dr. Heizmann's report upon !Tiineral and thermal waters bas not yet
reached me; delayed, I suppose, by his sickness. It will be transmitted
as soon as I recei Ye it. *
In couclusion, permit me, sir, to thank you for your kindly interest and
~onstant and intelligent assistance, to which much of our success must
be ultimately att.r ibuted.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. A. JONES,
Captain of Engineers.
Brig. Gen. E. 0. C. 0RD,
Commanding Departuwnt of the Platte.
*Report since received, and is appended hereto.

-_.--------~~~----~-- --p
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HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLAT'l'E,
Omaha, N ebr., May 11, 187 4.
SIR: Captain Jones's report and accompanying maps of an exploration
of Northwestern Wyoming are herewith inclosed. He received from me,
besides the written instructions· tltated in the report, verbal directio ns
to :find, if possible, a good route from the south, via the Wind River Valley and Upper Yellowstone, into Montana, which the report show s he
accomplished.
The trail-maps give a correct and detailed picture of the country
passed ov·er; the reports of the geologist and botanist, with Captain
Jones's description, explain its resources and capacity to support a large
population, and show that the country to the south and west, and in the
vicinity of Yellowstone Lake, will not, for agricultural purposes, require
irrigation, as does the most of Wyoming and Montana.
Valuable minerals were found, especially in the Wind River and
Shoshone Mountains.
1
The fact that this route, north of the Wind River Valley, passes
through a timbered country, over which the mild southwest win.ds
prevail in winter, renders it probable that, even at great elevations, it
is not liable to drifting snows. Its shortness compared with the present traveled route via Corinne, the mildness of the climate, fertility of
the soil, and abunrlance of water, coal, wood, &c., in the Wind River Valley,
are strong reasons for opening the route for the use of the military posts,
and the people of Montana, which section is languishing for the want of
an outlet for its valuable mineral and agricultural productions.
I therefore recommend that Congress be asked for an appropriation
of $60,000 to open a wagon-road from Camp Brown, or some convenient
point on the Union Pacific Railroad, to Fort Ellis, or Helena, Montana.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E . 0. C. ORD,
Brigadier-General Omnmanding.
Tqe ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY,
Through Headquarters M,i litary Division
of the 1lfissouri, Chicago, Ill.
[First indorsement.]

HEADQUAR'l'ERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI,
Chicago, May 15, 187 4.
Respectfully forwarded to the headquarters of the Army.
P. H . SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant- General Commanding.
[Second indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, May 18, 187 4.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General.
By command of General Sherman :
WILLIAM D. WHIPPLE,
Assistant Adjutant- Gene'ral.
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[Third indorsement.]

WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJU1'ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, Jllay 19, 187 4.
Respectfully referred to the Chief o£. Engineers. To be returned.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.

CHICAGO, May 16, 187 4.
UoLONEL: The inclosed order* was issued in order to give Capt.
William A. Jones, Engineer Corps, a chance to have his work of last
summer published; but I wish it to be distinctly understood that I in
no manner can indorse the contemplated road from the Point of Rocks,
on the Union Pacific Railroad, to Fort Ellis, via Yellowstone Lake, as a
military necessity.
If the Government desire to make appropriation for tbe benefit of the
mining population at Atlantic City, and the settlers in and about Camp
Brown in the Popo ~L\..gie Valley, I have no objection; but I am not prepared to give even a shadow of support to anythjng so absurd as the
military necessity for such a road.
The land-transportation now, via Carroll on the Missouri River, to
Fort Ellis is only two hundred and twenty miles, over a good road.
I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. H. SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant- General Commanding.
Col. W. D. WHIPPLE,
Assistant Adjutant- General,
Headquarters of the Army, Washington, D. 0.
[First indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, May 19, 187 4.
Official copy respectfully forwarded to the Secretary of War.
.
W. T. SHERMAN,
General.
[Second indorsement.]

WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, May 20, 1874.
Respectfully referred to the Chief of Engineers, to whom was referred
the report of Captain Jones of his explorations in North western W yoruing, on the 19th instant. To be returned.
By order:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.
1

*Special Order No. 30, Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, May 15,·1874.

GENERAL

REPORT.

CHAPTER I.
DESCRIP'riVE

JOURNAL.

Fort Bridger-Pacific Springs-Hostile Indians-South Pass-Sweetwater RiverCamp Stambaugh-Camp Brown-Shoshonee agency-Hot Sulphur Spring-Wind
River-Owl Creek Mountains-Valley of the Big Horn-Discovery of the Sierra
Shoshonee-Ascentoftbe Washakee Needles-Shoshonee Village-Washakee-Indian
Scouts-Stinking water River-Crossing the Sierra Sboshonee-Stin kingwater PassYellowstone Lake-Great Falls on Grand Canon-Explanation of origin-Hot Springs
on Orange Creek-Great Hot Springs on Gardiner's River-Description and explanation-Fossil gas-bubbles-Amethyst Mountain-Fossil trees with hollows containing
crystals of amethyst-Geyser basins-Yellowstone Lake-" Our Twenty-eighth
Hop"-Ascent of Mount Sheridan-A deserted camp-Trouble with Indian scoutsUpper Yellowstone River-Discovery of "Two-Ocean Water"-The Three TetonsDiscovery of Togwotee Pass-Teton Basin-Head of Wind River-Return to Camp
Brown.
[Special Orders No. 80.-Extract.l
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,

Omaha, Neb., May 15, 1873.
4. Capt. William A. Jones, Corps of Engineers, will proceed as soon as practicable
to Northwestern Wyoming, and there make a reconnaissance of the country within the
territory about the bead waters of the Snake, Green, Big Horn, Grey Bull, Clark's Fork ,
and Yellowstone Rivers. He will organize and equip his party at Fort Bridger.
Second Lieut. S. E. Blunt, Thirteenth Infantry, will accompany Captain Jones as
assistant.
Assistant Surgeon C. L. Heizmann, United States Army, will report to Captain Jones
for duty with the expedition, and to the commanding officer of the escort as medical
officer for the troops.
The acting assistant quartermaster and assistant commissary of subsistence appointed
by the commanrling officer of the escort for his troops will perform the duties of assistant quartermaster and assistant commissary of subsistence for the expedition.
5. Company I~ Second Cavalry, (Noyes's,) is detailed as escort for the reconnaissance
of Northwestern Wy(lming by Captain Jones, Corps of Engineers. The company will
proceed by rail on the 4th proximo to join Captain Jones's party at Fort Bridger.
The Quartermaster's Department will furnisn the necessary transportation.
8. Second Lieut. R. H. Young, Fourth Infantry, will report in person to Capt. H. E
Noyes, Second Cavalry, for temporary duty with his company.
By command of Brigadier-General Ord.
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
Assistant Adjutant- General.

In compliance with the above order I organized an expedition in
Omaha, Nebr., consisting of the following persons, viz : Professor T. B.
Comstock, geologist; Dr. C. C. Parry, clerk, botanist, and meteorolo
gist; A 1sistant Surgeon 0. L. Heizmann, U.· S. A., chemist; Second
Lieut. "S. E. Blunt, Thirteenth Regiment of Infantry, astronomer;
Second Lieut. R. H. Young, Fourth Regiment of Infantry, acting assistant quartermaster and assistant commissary of subsistence; four topographers, one astronomical assistant, one meteorological assistant, three
general assistants, one chief packer, two guides, and two laborers.
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The party \vas concentrated and went into camp at Fort Bridger,
W,yoming, June 5, tbe escort joining the same date. Tbe officerR on
dut.r with the latter wPre Capt. H. E. Noyes, Lieutenants C. T. Hall,
F. V\T. Kingsbury, and H. H. Young.
The sum of $8,000 had previously been allotted to me from tbe appropriation for "surveys for military defenses," for the purpose of making
the reconnaissance, and proved sufficient.
.
1'he transportation, as furnished by the Quartermaster's Department,
consisted of eight wagons and sixty-six pack and saddle mules, in charge
ot one pack-master and ten packers; also three six-mule teams and
wagon·s were tnrued over to me for transfer to Camp Stambaugh.
Until June 12, tbe time was occupied in equipping the party, making
final preparations for tlJe march, and completing the preparatory work
of the several field-parties. From Colonel Flint, the commanding officer
of the post, I received the most cordial and hearty assistance, which
eontributed not a little toward our success.
A.u expedition for an ascent of the Uintah Mountains, at the head of
Henrs's Fork, was sent out, but on account of the great quantity of
snow and the limited time at their disposal, was obliged to return unsuccessful. On the 6th of J nne the water rose so high in Black's Fork
as to force us to abandon our first camp aud seek a drier one.
Thursda.y, June 12.-The expedition broke camp at 8 a. m. and took
up its line of march, moving northeasterly to the Big Muddy River, a
distance of eighteen miles.
On the march the party was organized as follows : geologist, with
one assistant; meteorologist, with two assistants; astronomer, with one
assistant; medical officer, with a complete outfit for the analysis, in the
field, of mineral and thermal waters and gases; chief topographer, with
two parties of two each, one on the general triangulation and tbe other
in charge of the odometer measurements and geueral description of the
line of march. The odometers (three) were carried on a wheel attached
to a pair of shafts, arranged for facility in moving over bad trails
through timber.
The train , consisting of eleven wagons with the packers as teamsters,
was in charge of Lieut. R. H. Young, acting assistant quartermaster for
the expedition. These wagons carried a four months' supply of proYisions, a complete outfit for a pack-train, and ten days' half-forag{', besides the usual stores and camp-equipage. All supplies and train-material were eoncentrated at Fort Bridger in preference to the Wind
River posts, because of the greater certainty with which it could be
done in a limited space of time.
The triangulation was carried on with a small transit- theodolite, starting from points established by me in 1871, and using the prominent
landmarks along the route as signals. The system worked well, the topographers having no difficulty in keeping up with the column in any
march it could make. The odometers did not work well, three of them
on the same \Theel failing to record a like number of revolutions or even
any approach to it.
The unusually high water in Black's Fork had seriously undermined
the abutments of the bridge north of the post, but fortunately nine of
the wagons crossed it with safety. The tenth broke through, but was
quickly rescued, and the hole repaired, valuable and timely assistance
being rendered by Captain Noyes and his eommand.
Tbe line of march lay across the country known as Colorado Desert,
flanking the southeastern extremity of the Wind. River Mountains, and
thence following up the Wind River Valley to Camp Brown. As far as
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these mountains the region is almost rainless, but the extraordinary
spring rains had extended over it and fallen as snow in the surrounding
mountains in enormous quantities. As a consequence, the streams were
swollen to a remarkable extent, and rendered well-nigh impassable.
At this camp there is no wood, but little grass, and the water was
excessively muddy.
Friday, June 13.-Broke camp early and commenced the passage of
the Big Muddy. This was attended with great difficulty, as the stream,
barely fordable, was running very swiftly, and the bottom was soft.
The first wagon mired in the rapid current, and the mules were rescued
with much difficulty, great skill and e11ergy being displayed by the
men in charge. After this accident a line was led from each wagon to
the opposite bank and manned by Captain Noyes's men, and only the
best teamR bitched to them. TlJe passage, though tedious, was effected
~uccessfully, and a march of 13.2 miles made to Ham's Fork by 3.30 p.m.
Here the water ·was so high that the valley was largely overflowed and
the ford absolutely impassable. Fortunately an old abandoned bridge,
with its middle piers washed away, was found across the main channel,
and this was successfully used in making a passage. The teams were
unhitched and the wagons lightened to 1,000 pounds, and a detachment
from the escort was then stationed on the opposite side, who drew them
over the shaky bridge with great caution by means of a line. The unloaded material was then carried over by these men, and the teams led
over with extreme care. There remained about one-fourth of a mile of
low bottom, of alkaline soil, whieh was considerably overflowed and cut
up with sloughs, over which the greatest difficulty was experienced.
Work continued until 11ightfall, which found six wagons with their
cargoes safely across, wllile the remainder were mired in the bottom,
which was strewn with material unloaded from them.
Good grass and wood at this camp.
Satttrday, June 14.-Commencing early, the passage was completed by
1 p. m., but the men and animals had worked so hard that it was not
deemed advisable to make any march, and we went into camp. I consider this passage quite a feat, the success of which was -very largely
due to the conception and energy of Captain Noyes and to the untiring
efl'orts of Mr. Curtis, wagon-master.
During the night some horse-thieves, who bad been prowling around
us, succeeded in getting two horses belonging to the escort. A party
was sent out but failed to find them. Before lea\ing, however, the
services of a citizen of Granger were secured to capture them if possiule.
Sunday, Jttne 15.-Marched 18.9 miles to Green River, which was at
flood-height. Excellent road and good camp.
Jl1orv'~ay, June 16.-Moved 3.3 miles down the river to the stage-ferry,
by means of which we effected a crossing by 1 p.m., and went into camp.
Green River flo\YS through a narrow flat valley which is covered with
sage-brush interspersed with good meadow near the water and ou the
islands in the stream. Groves of the inevitable cotton-wood are numerous. The stream is here of considerable size at anv season of the
year, but generally is fordable at a few places. Good camp.
Tuesday, June 17.-Moved 12.4 miles to the Big Sandy and commenced
crossing it at 11 a. m. This stream was at flood-height, and the ford
difficult from moving sands in deep water. The wagons were unloaded
and reloaded after their beds had been lined with tarpaulins and tentcanvas. 'reams of eight and ten mules were then hitched on, and they
were carefully drawn through the swift current, the water coming up
auove the middle of their beds. The passage was effected by 2 p. m.,
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and we went into camp. One mule was drowned. The two stolen horses
were brought in this afternoon, having been recaptured near Black's
Fork. The country passed through is a flat plain marked b.r a few
buttes and benches; soil dry and sandy in many places, and the whole
covered with a thick growth of sage-brush.
Big Sandy River is a stream having its source in the Wind River
Mountains, and runs through a narrow sandy valley with hut little
grass and no trees.
This camp is at a stage-station on the route from Bryan to South
Pass City and the Sweetwater mines. A little grass and no wood.
Weclnesday, June 18.-Moved 17.1 miles to the second crossing of the
Big Sandy. The ford was much more difficult than that at the first
crossing on account of holes and quicksands. The channel was very
much wider, though the water was hardly so deep. Twelve mules were
hitched to one wagon, and hauled it safely across; but as this exposerl
too !llany mules to the danger of getting tangled in the harness and
drowned in the rapid current, a line was led across to the opposite side,
to which a ten-mule team was hitched, besides being manned by all of
the men of Captain Noyes's command. By this means the wagons were
pulled across, but not without much difficulty and very bard labor.
One wagon was overturned in the stream, but its contents, except a
few insignificant articles, were saved by prompt anu skillful action.
Fortunately they wPre not of such a nature as to be damaged seriously
by being wet for a short time. One mule became entangled in the barness amid-stream and was drowned.
The ford was reaclled 12 m., and the crossing completed by 4 p. m.,
when we went into camp.
This is an eating-station on the stage-route. Water and grass; no
wood.
Thursday 7 June 19.-Marched ten miles to the Little Sandy, where the
crossing was made by 12 m., and camp was made. There is plenty of
grass here, but no wood. The country traversed in the past two days is
a hot, sandy plain, supporting a thick growth of sage-brush and greasewood, and swept by strong winds from the southwest daily after about
10 a. rn., during the hot season.
Commenced immediately laying out a secondary base-line. This work
was finished by noon ofFriday, June 20, when we broke camp and marched 13.8 miles to the
Dry Sandy. Gnats were extremely troublesome at this camp, where
there is but little grass, and no wood. It is a stage-station. The Dry
Sandy is an insignificant stream which goes dry except at the stagestation, where there is a spring. The country traversed has the same
characteristics as that passed through on the previous days.
Sat~trday, June 21.-Broke camp at 5.30 a. m., in the midst of a driving storm of cold rain, which soon turned into snow, anu marched 10.6
miles to the stage-station at Pacific Springs. Here the storm turned into
a severe gale of cold wiud. Wood, grass, and water at this camp, which
is on the northern border of the hot sage-brush plain over which we
have been traveling. This vicinity is the " South Pass" of the early
geographer~, about which there bas been so much fictitious writing and
picture-making. As there are no mountains about it, and as the old
road hardly crosses a hill of any magnitude, the misnomer is evident.
Tlle road, however, crosses at this point the divide between the Atlantic
and the Pacific flowing waters, and this gave origin tp the name.
Captain Noyes, Lieutenant Hall, and a small escort went ahead to
Camp Stambaugh.
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At this point I received a communication from the commanding officer
of Camp Stambaugh, informing me of the presence of hostile Indians in
his neighborhood. Rumors ha<l already reached us of their depredations, and I had alrea<l,y commenced precautionary measures b.v keeping
my guides in the morning and evening on the lookout for signs.
Sunday, June 22.-The night was very cold, the minimum thermometer registering 210 F. Broke camp at 1 p. m. and marched four to six
miles to the Sweetwater River, crossing over a bridge that is used in
high-water seasons. The stream is generally fordable. Evidences of a
recent and considerable fall in the water were abundant. The river
here runs through a narrow, flat-bottomed valley, with sharp rugged
sides of metamorphic rock. The soil is rich in garnets of small size,
wit.h slight indications of gold. The road traversed thus far from Fort
Bridger has been excellent.
Jlonday, June 23.-Broke camp at 6.30 a. m., and marched sixteen
miles to Camp Starn baugh.
The route passes through the mining-towns of South Pass City and
Atlantic City, and traverses the gTeater portion of the Sweetwater goldmining region across the slopes of the southeastern extremity of the
Wind River Mountains. These mines are in a belt of metamorphic
schistose rocks that occupies the axial line of the mountains. They are
very favorably located for working, aud good roads are within easy
reach, although water is so scarce that placer-mining does not prosper
as it certainly otherwise would. On Strawberry ()reek, near Camp
Stambaugh, it was found remunerative to haul the dirt several miles to
water. The gold oceurs singularly free in '\feins of a bluish, impure
quartz, genera11y rather thin. For some reason, or reasons, this industr,y is in a languishing condition. This was partly caused by a great
silver excitement in Utah, which drew away a large portion of the
miners to that ever-fascinating new country that they do not happen to
be occupying. There is every indication here of gold in paying quantities, but a stage has been reached where capital is needed for further
development.
Camp Stambaugh is situated on the southeastern extremity of the
Wind River range, where it bas run out to an elevation of about 8,000
feet above the level of the sea, and is exactly on the divide .• Thus elevated in position, it lieR between and commands the two lines of approach
and escape over which the marauding parties of Sioux, Arapahoes, and
Cheyennes, from about Fort Laramie and Fetterman, make their almost
regular annual descents Uf>On the Wind River and Sweetwater settlements and stage-stations, lj·ing respectively to the north and south of it.
These two lines are counected by difficult trails over the high foot-bills
of the range, above and to the northwest of Camp Starn bangh and the
exposed mining settlement, so that either can be chosen as a line of escape
after au outrage.
The obvious mode of get.ting at these Indians, after their presence
bas been made known in the usual manner by some depredations, is to
move the troops with the utmost celerity to some point near the junction or convergence of these lines, which probably would not be more
than oue hundred miles to the east or north of east from Camp Stambaugh, and there throw out an efficient line of signal-pickets. By this
mea us, if they did not reach their objective point in ad vance of the
escaping Indians, they would not be unlikely to stumble over them on
the way.
Indians travel over a country guiding themsel 'Tes by the prominent or
noticeable landmarks, and when these are not sufficient, they build piles
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of stones on a hill or in a doubtful pass. As a consequence, their trails
of general travel must almost of necessity couverge or diverge at or
near some of these points, and however much a party may scatter, it
will come together again in the vicinity of some snch place. These are
really strategic points in Indian warfare, because the most difficult part
of the matter is to get at the Indian, and he can best be reached through
a thorough knowledge of his modes of travel.
.About Camp Stambaugh and the Sweetwater mines the grazing is
generally good, but the countr,f is nearly barren of timber, which, however, is abuudant higher up in the mountainR. The climate is very
severe, and strong winds are almost constantly prevalent.
Until June 28 the time was occupied in shoeing animals, repairs, &c.,
and as many as possible of the mines were examined by Professor Comstock and myself. Both of the box-chronometers, which had been carried by a mounted man in a basket attached to a sling, had been so erratic
in their rates that they were left behind here, and tbe remainder of our
work was done with pocket-chronometers. 'fhree wagons and teams
which we had brought from Fort Bridger were turned in.
We were received at this post with tLe utmost courtesy and attention,
and the commanding officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Brackett, cheerfully
accorded us every assistance in his power.
Frida-y, J~tne 27.-Starting at 6 a. m., we marched 8.2 miles to
Twin Creek. The road passed through Miner's Delight, the most thriving of the mining towns in this locality, was very hilly, and in some
places qnite boggy from the late-melting suows. The long slopes of the
foot-hills of the mountains are here CO\'ered with a splendid growth of
grass, and there is a scattering growth of timber, pine, spruce, and aspen.
It is a region admirably adapted for grazing.
Saturday, June 28.-Broke camp and marched 12.2 miles to Murphy's
ranche, on the Little Popo-Agie River, which latter had very recently
fallen so as to just permit us to ford it. There is here a small but wellsheltered valley of rich soil, where vegetables and hardy cereals a.re
successfully cultivated.
Sunday, 'J,une 29.-At 6 a. m. we broke camp and marched 15.5 miles
to the Noeth Fork of the Big Popo-Agie River, crossing the valley of
the principal stream on the route. This latter is of considerable size,
has a rich soil, lies well for irrigation, and is well watered. The climate
is quite mild. It is the old site of Camp Brown, and is now occupied by
a small settlement of whites, among· them several women.*
The valley of the North Fork is quite similar, although the land does
not lie so well for irrigation. The grazing-land everywhere around is
very fine.
Mondct!l, June 30.-Marched eleven miles to Camp Brown. The road
from the cro8sing to the Little Popo-Agie follows a monoclinal valley
parallel to the mountains, and is excellent. 'rhe country is rolling, with
a good soil, supporting a fine growtll of grass, but no trees. Camp
Brown is situated on the right banl\ of Little Wind River, just alJove
the mouth of its north fork. The stream has just emerged through a
short canon from tlw long rolling outlines of the mountains, and shows
a broad, fiat, and well-watered valley of rich soil. A large area of land
in this valley can be irrigated with but little expense. The climate is
very mild and, so far as observation has yet gone, but little snow falls
during winter. The mild and dry climate is easily accounted for from
" .Shortly afterward hostile Indians made a descent upon this settlement and butchered two of these women. They also attacked Murphy's rauche, but were driven off.
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its situation undP-r the lee of a very high range of mountains, which
catches the prevailing storms on its southern face and deflects them to
the south, whence they are drawn down the ~weetwater Valley as
through a funnel, making a fierce eddy and the corresponding severe
climate over South Pass City and Camp Stambaugh.
On the river, two miles below the post, there is a large, bot sulphur
spring in a small lake, which bas remarkable properties for bathiug. An
analysis of the water, by Dr. Heizmann, discovered chloride of lime as
one of the cons tit nents. The temperature is usually 110° P. Near by
there is a running oil-spring, and also large beds of gypsum and alabaster. There is also a cold sulphur spring a few miles southwest from
the post.
Near by is the agency of the Eastern bands of the Shosbonee Indians.
Their chief, Washakee, is thoroughly well known 011 the plains, and is a
man of considerable ability and foresight. He expressed a strong desire to see a railroad come tllrough hia country as a result of this expedition, and took great interest in it.

Table of distances.
Mile:>.

Fort Bridger to Camp Stambaugh .... ------ ........ -----· ...... ·-- ..... ---..
Bryan, on the Union Pacific Railroad, to Camp Starn baugh .. __ .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Bryan to South Pa.es City ...... . _................................. - ....... -.
Bryan to Camp Brown ........ -------- .............................. ---. .. . .

135
99.5
9:3
146 ·

Bryan is the point from which supplies are shipped to the Wind River
posts.
Until July 10 we were engaged in turning in the wagons and wagontrain material, rigging up the pack-train, and in measuring out a baseline and carefully locating the principal landmarks with a large transittheodolite. An expedition for the ascent of·tbe Wind River Mountains '
went out on t.he 5th and returned on the lOth. Ten Shoshone Indians
were enlisted as scouts, and Narkok, a petty chief, was employed as
guide. These Indians stipulated that their families should be permitted
to accompany them. To this I had no objection, as it insured their good
behavior, and they could easily travel as fast as we would be likely to.
We received the utmost courtesy and attention from the officers at the
post, and the most cordial assistance from the commanding officer, Captain Torrey, and Lieutenant Guthrie, post quartermaster. On the lOth
of July we broke camp early and attempted to make a march, but many,
in fact most, of the train-mules were entirely new to packing, and created
such baYoc, that we were quite contenttomoYeonehalfofa mile across the
river and go into camp again. It took all day to accomplish even this
much, and there was great amusement and excitement over the desperate struggles of the frightened and frenzied mules. Mules require a
season of training before packs should he put on them for a march,
but this we bad no time for, and were obliged to break them in while
on the march. This inYolved the breaking of nearly every breakable
ar«icle in our outfit, and many a sigh was mingled with the laughter
over the antics of some wild mule as one after another of the fragile
~nxuries of camp-life disappeared from usefulness.
Fnday, July 11.-The morning was spent in repairing the damages of
yesterday's attempt at a march. Made a start at 2.30 p.m. and marched 8.4 miles to Sage Creek. This small stream has a bottom of soft
mud and runs between almost vertical banks of alluvium. Onr camp
was at the nearp ~ +-. point to Camp Brown where it is fordable. There is
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no ford below it. Poor camp. There is a little grass, no wood, and
poor water.
Saturday, July 12.-Marched 10.7 miles to Wind River. Passed over
a high plateau covered with sage-brush, from which there is a considerable desQent to the valley of the river. This was swollen to a great
height and was not considered fordable. We were prepared to make a
raft-ferry over it, but I thought it advisable while looking for a suitable
spot to also see if a ford could be possibly found.
S~tnday, July 13.-This morning the Indians set at work with the utmost spirit in search of a ford. They stripped off all clothing except
the soldier's blouse, with which they had been furnished, and, mounting
bare-back, drove their ponies into the stream at every possible point,
where they soon became involved in many dangerous as well as ludicrous
situations. Three or four hours of this sort of work was followed by
the announcement that they had found a possible ford. The line wonnd
around and up and down among the islands and shoals in the channel
in the most tortuous manner, and displayed an intuitive knowledge of
the effects of flowing water that was remarkable. It was really a skillful feat. Great care had to be observed in this crossing, as the line frequently ran along narrow shoals amidstream, where the rapid current
was more than swimming-deep a few steps on either side. Six hours
were occupied in effecting it, when we went into camp on the opposite
side.

Fig. 1.

Wind River Ford.

(Shown by broken line.)

A fine specimen of gold quartz (float) was found near this camp,

washed down probably from near the summit of the Wind River range.
Crossing the river afforded a rare spectacle; for a while, the long, tortuous ford was completely lined with the motley crowd of soldiers, citizens, pack-mules, and gandily-dressed Indians, with their squaws,
children, and numerous loose ponies. Among them was a colt which,
on account of the deep water, was strapped legs up, to the pack carried
by its mother. The presence of these Indians, who formed a small
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village, gave us a rare opportunity of studying their habits and mode of
life. Tlley proved to be extremely vigilant, and their conduct was unexceptionable.
Monday, July 14.-Marched 14.8 miles up Dry Creek, on which we
made our camp. The country rapidly grows coarse, dry, barren, and
very dusty. No water, except in the creek, where it is poor; wood and
grass are scarce.
Tuesday, July 15.-A topographical party which had been sent to a
station in the Wind River Mountains overtook camp at 10 a. m., when
we took up the marcll and moved 10.3 miles along the same creek, going
into camp at a spot where there was plenty of wood, tolerable grass, and
poor water. Dry Creek, from its name, probably does not always carry
water through the season.
Wednesday, July 16.-Broke camp 9 a. m., and marched 18.5 miles
through the foot-hills of the Owl Creek Mountains. The line of march
lay through a country extremely desolate and quite mountainous in its
character, the rocks being frequently tilted vertically, with some very
large dikes of quartzite. Some quite extensive beds of gypsum and alabaster occur, with deposits of iron-ore, (brown hematite.) These give:to
one canon on the route a highly variegated appearance, which led us to
call it "Painted-Rock Canon.'' Along the route, water, wood, and grass
are very scarce, and only one stream (the Little Muddy) was crossed.
It was almost dry thus early in the season. At camp the water was
from springs that were nearly dry, and was quite alkaline; and the
grass was thin and poor. There is no wood. In this region the rocks
are tilted and flexed in quite a remarkable mann-er, apparently by forces
from two directions, making a considerable angle with each other. I
saw indications of coal, but may be mistaken.
Thursday, J~tly 17.-Broke camp at 9.30 a. m., and marched across the
Owl Creek Mountains, camping on the Middle Fork of Owl Creek.
Distance 10.5 miles, over an easy trail. Wagons from Camp Brown
have been taken a0ross at this point aud as far north as the Grey Bull
River.
The mountain-slopes are generally rounded, and covered with a fine
growth of grass; timber, aspen, pine, spruce, and hemlock, occurs in
extensive groves, and there are many spriugs aud small streams on the
northern water-shed.
At 5.30 a. m. I took a small topographical party, with. an escort and
some Indian scouts, and started to make the ascent of the peak which
forms the climax of the range, and reached the summit by 9 a. m.
I have named this peak Phlox Mountain, from the extensive tields of
white phlox that its slopes display. From this point it was seen that we
were entering the Big Horn Valley close under the eastern flank of an ·
enormous range of mountains whose existence, although suspected, was
unknown. Subsequent observations :showed it to be the same an that
bordering Yellowstone Lake on the east, and connected with it by a belt
of massive peaks fully sixty miles in width. To the north and east lay
the Big Horn Valley, visible through nearly its whole extent, with its
streams running transversely from the unknown range to our left into
the Big Horn River north ward. As far as the eye could reach could be
_seen a grand and endless series of faces of broken strata of the sedimentary rocks looking up to and dipping away from the Owl Creek
range. Strangely enough no strata could be seen dipping from the vastly
larger range on our left. Toward the southeast the Owl Creek range
evidently ran out in the vicinity of their crossing of the Big Horn River;
to the nor.t heast were the Big Horn Mountains, of which little could be
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seen except Cloud Peak and a few peaks in its vicinity, distant one
hundred miles. Subsequent and frequent examinations of this range
from a distance of eighty miles, and from many high points, show that,
with the exception of the cluster of culminating points just mentioned,
the range must be a low one, with the general line of the summit much
below the timber-line. North of Cloud Peak this summit appears remarkably even and free from peaks, from which I infer that it is a high,
rugged plateau. Very little water drains from their western slopes, and
the country ~ppears quite desolate and barren. To the southeast lay
the ''bad lands" that are inclosed within the angle of the ''big bend"
of Wind Ri,'er, coming quite up to the foot of the Owl Creek range.
The qua11tity of water that drains from the south slopes of this r ange
is quite small, and from the north slopes but little is supplied to Owl
Creek, which is in reality a drain fi.·om the mountains to the westward;
to the south, across the valley, the Wind River Mountains staud out in
massive grandeur, with snow-clad peaks along their whole length.
From the Indians I learned that the snow disappears during t e summer from all except in the vicinity of Union Pealr. Along their flank,
and S\veepiug up to their summit from the valley below with wonderful
symmetry and regularity, lay the huge layers of Silurian, Carboniferous,
Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary rocks, forming immense
ridge~, ancl forcing one to the simile of the petrified waves of a mighty
geological ocean.
I noticed in this vicinity that along the sum mit, in the neighborhood
of Phlox Mountain, the metamorphic rocks are similar and are arranged
similarly to those at the summit of the Wind River range. Good camp.
Friday, July 18.-Left camp at 6 a. m., with a topographical party,
accompanied by Professor Comstock and Lieutenant Blunt, to make the
ascent of what appeared to be the llighest peak in the ntnge west of
us, distant about fourteen miles. The approach appeared to be one of
great difficulty, and when I asked the Indians if they could guide me to
a. point somewhere near it, they said they knew of no way to get there
at all. I llad examined the country for an approach the <lay before
from Phlox Mountain, and could see none except by following along tile
sou til slopes of the Owl Creek range. This varied considerably from a
direct line, but seemed to be free from canons. The question was a
serious one, as the peak was so far away, and evidently of such a difficult character, that a mistake would be att(jpded with a considerable
loss of time. At 12 m., after a rapid march of' six hours, I ascended one
of the peaks in the Owl Creek range to reconnoiter for a further
approach, and was fortunate in picking out one by which we could
probably reach the foot of the peak by night-fall. In a short time we
reached Owl Creek, just above its grand canon along the anticlinal
axis of the mountains, and at 6 p. m., thinking oursel \es near enough
for the assault to-morrow, we made our bivouac, after a pretty hard
day's work.
Saturday, July 19.-Taking an early start, we commenced examining
the peak for a feasible point of attack, and marclled up Owl Creek until
9 a.m. before finding one. We then secured our animals, and at 9.30
a. m. the ascent was commenced.
This peak, to which I have giYen the name of the "Washakee
Needles," is a terrible crag. Its appearance from the valley of Owl
Creek, above our camp, is simply frightful, sheer precipices of whitish
lamellar granite rising up from the valle,y fully 2,500 feet high. From
this side it is unassailable, and we spent the best part of the morning in
looking for a way across to the other side, expecting to find there a slope
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of some kind. After :five hours of severe and extremely dangerous climbing, three of the party-two of the topographers, very fortunately, and
to m.v astonishment, with the barometer and theodolite-aud myself
found ourselves at the limit of progress toward the summit. The peak
is formed by se-veral huge plates of granite, wlwse summit-lines are serrated with teeth at which the edges are generally vertical. The summits are
so narrow that in places one can actually sit astride, with legs dangling
over great precipices on either side. We were upon the serrated summit of
the plate adjacent to the highest one, whose sulllmit loomed with precipitous sides fully 200 feet above us. Between was an immense gulf
separating the plates. Not only was further progress impossible, but
we could see now that the summit was absolutely inaccessible except
with the aid of appliances for climbing, and probably not even with
them. We took the angle and estimated the distance to the summit;
finished our instrumental work upon a ledge a little below our highest
poiHt, for there was not room on top to set up an instrument aud use it,
alld were very glad, inrleed, to commence the descent. The situation
'upon onr perch-no one dared stand up on it-was anything but pleasaut, and we left it only with the burning regret that. it had not been the
summit. Messrs. Putnam and Bond, who carried the instruments up,
certainly deserved success. The approximate altitude of th e peak is
12,250 feet. From our dangerous perch the Yiew, spread out to the north
and west~ was grand and e,·en terrible. As far as could be seen lay a
jagged mass of praks of dl-lrk-brown volcanic ejectamenta, \Vhicb showed
black in the shadows of the falling sun, giving to the whole that appearance of black shadow and mystery which always produces such strong
impressions on the mind.
Later observations lead me to the belief that we were looking upon
the headwaters of the Snake and, possibly, the Yellowstone Ri,·ers. We
were upon the highest peak in sight in this range.
By 5 p. m. we had completed the descent, and found the rest of the
party, one of whom, Lieutenant Blunt, had narrowly escaped with his
life.
We marched back over our trail until after dark, and then made our
weary bi\ouac for the night.
Owl Creek, a.bo'e its canon, runs through a splendid park, abounding
in game-mountain sheep, bear, elk, deer, and buffalo.
Sunrla.y, J~tly 20.-Started back a. m. for camp over a route selected
from the mountain yesterday, and reached it 1.30 p. m.
Monday, July 21.-Marclled north-northwest eighteen miles to Cottonwood Creek. The line of march lay through the grassy a.nd wellwatered foot-hills of the mountains. Scrub-cedar grows upon the bills,
and cotton- wood along the streams, both somewhat sparsely. This
country is a favorite range for bu:fl'alo. The grass is very fine. At
camp we found a very cold spring, temperature 410 F. Wood is scarce,
and there is an outcrop of coal near by. I have renamed this stream
lvlee-yer-o Creek, giving it an Indian name. The early trappers, following the Indian practice of referring to streams by means of the natural
features about them, have inf:licted the country with numberless CottonWood, Willow, Sage, &c., Creeks, which is sure to lead to much confusion
hereafter. From what I could gather, I am of the opinion that the
Shoshonees do not have distinct names for the streams and mountains,
but refer them, where they are not in sight, to prominent landmarks or
characteristic natural features in their immediate \icinity; thus, the
Stinking Water River would be spoken of as" the stink water in such a
direction and near such a landmark;" the South Fork of the Stinking
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Water, as "the water with a peculiar-shaped rock close by it;" Beaver
Creek, as "the little water near such a landmark, where there are many
beavers;" Wind River, as "the l>ig water by such a landmark, where the
wind blows very hard," &c. I do not think that they have uames for
the mountain-ranges at all. .As there is a remarkable sameness among
the natural features along the streams iu the plateaus of the Rocky
Mountains, it results that a large numl>er of streams are named alike.
On this account I have changed a few names.
Tuesday, July 22.-Marched 13.6 miles to Beaver Creek, and went into
camp 12.30 p. lll., where we found good grass, wood, and water. The
country is still high-rolling, with fine grass all over it, and few trees.
Extensive patches of the wild gooseberry grow along this stream. I
have renamed it Gooseberry Creek, feeling little apprehension that the
name will be duplicated.
Wednesday, July 23.-I find that by making marches in the forenoon
everybody becomes too tired to work to advantage in the afteruoon, and
have therefore decided to make them in the afteruoon, starting about
noon. Were we simply marching through the country it would be different, but in cases of this kind the marching should be made subsidiary
to the work of examiniug and describing the country. As our marches
are short, it is not too fatiguing to travel in the heat of the day, and we
are thus enabled to examine the country about camp during the forenoon, obviously to greater advantage. Another advantage is that the
animals have plent)' of time to graze before starting ou the march,
which they do not have when an early start is made, and it is very important that pack-animals should eat their fill before starting on a
march.
'
Some Shoshonee Indians came in from Washakee's camp near the
Stinking Water River. They report immense herds of buffalo lower down
in the valley, and that the village is having a grand hunt. We have
seen a number of straggling buffalo in the .past few days, and several
have been killed.
Marched 10.7 miles to Grey Bull River. This is a stream of considerable size, running through a narrow valley, which two or three miles
above widens out very much and encroaches into the mountains. An
expedition of mi ers, called the" Big Horn Expedition," came into this
country from the South in 1870, and brought one wagon as far as this
stream. Here they disbanded and the most of them returned to the settlements via Camp Brown, while a few made their way into Montana by
the way of Clark's Fork and Rosebud.
Thursday, July 24.-Marcbed seventeen miles to a small tributary of
the Stinking '\Vater, which I have named Mee-tee-tsee Ureek-a Sboshonee name. Grass and water are a little scarce. About three mile::;
ahead of us, at the foot of a huge spur from the mountains, the Sbo- .
sbonee -village is encamped. The divide between the Grey Bull and the
Stinking Water is quite high, and the descent into the valley of the latter rather abrupt.
We lJave bad all day a good view of the Big Horn Mountains, and I
am satisfied that, with the ex .. eption of Cloud Peak and a few peaks
about it, the range is comparatively a low one. The valley of the Big
Horn appears very desolate, except along the valleys of the streams,
wltich are fringed, as usual, with cotton-woods and narrow, grassy bot .
toms.
FTiday, ~July 25.-This morning Washakee, with a large party of his
braves, in full dress, made me a state call. He was much interested in
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the expedition, but did not seem so well pleased at having so many of
his best young men go with us as soldiers.
At 2 p. rn. we moved camp 4.4 mileR, to a point near the Shoshonee
village. Five more of them were enlisted by Captain Noyes, and one
joined us as a volunteer, raising the number of Indians with onr party to
seventeen. The captain also swapped off a poor unfortunate fellow wbo
had developed a case of hopeless sore eyes for a healthy one. The tribe is
terribly afflicted with syphilitic affections. The village was perched well
up on the mountain-side, on a small stream which here opeus out into a
diminutive valley, just above a loug, gloomy canon. Its existence would
never be suspected from ~elow. From the lookouts the view of their
sentinels swept all possible approaches thoroughly. Unobserved approach was impossible, and a better place for defense could not well be
selected. Constant incursions into this valley of large war-parties of
Sioux gave wisdom to their preeautions.
To our surprise, the mountain-spur above us is composed almost, if
not entirely, of volcanic matter, which, in some places, contains fossil
t es of considera l>le size. Its measured altitude is 8,607 feet, which is
3,400 above the valley of the Stinking Water. Grass is thin and wood
scarce.
Sat'Urday, Jtdy 26.-Marched 18.8 miles to the North Fork of the Stinking Water RiYer, crossing the South Fork, or Ish-a-woo-a River. I have
given this stream t,he Indian name of a peculiar-sllaped rock, by means
of which they distinguish it. It is a remarkable, finger-shaped column of volcanic rock, standing alone in the valley, about three miles
above our crossiug. The valley of the Stinking Water has here an eleYation of 5,273 feet above the sea, and is the lowest point touched by
the expedition. J nst below the junction of the two forks, and about a
mile below our crossing, the river, by a deep and rugged but short
calion, cuts off the point of a sharp and high anticlinal ridge of ye1low
limestone which stands vertical along the summit, leaving a high, bold
peak on t.he right bank, which the Indians use as a landmark. They
refer to it as the "mountain with many cedars." I ltave, therefore,
called it Cedar Mountain. High up on its southern face is a remarkable
bole, which the Indians called my attention to, and said it was very
deep. I could, with my glass, see that it was a hole, and intended to
visH it after reaching camp, but was prevented from doing so by more
urgent business. .A. bout twenty miles nort.h east from this point is a
small, isolated cluster, which is proba~Iy the Heart Mountain of the
early trappers and guides.
To-day we began meeting with huge spurs running out from tile
mountains at about right angles; also evideu(JeS of tremendous volcanic
action. The drift in the valley is composed of the debris of volcanic
rock. We passed the remains of a large depositing-sulphur spring.
The water oozed from a cylindrical mound of soft mud, a little hardened on its rim and held together by the roots of a rank growth of
water-grasses. It lies close to the Ish-a-woo-a River, on the south side
near where our trail cro~ses, and probably at one time contributed
largely to the odorific title of the main river. ..._<\. few miles lower down,
below the calion, a mass of sulphur springs occur which still give goou
cause for the river's name. On the North Fork we found the extinct
remains of a mass of depositing springs; the whole hill-side was covered
witll the large sedimentary mounds of soft black and brown earths, ha-ving a good deal of transparent gypsum in cr~·stals and small pieces
scattered through them.
On the mountains there is a tolerably heavy growth of coniferous
H. Ex. 285-2
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trees, and along the streams the everlasting cottonwood flourishes. The
valley of the North Fork for a considerable distance above the canon
has very little grass except a very tall, coarse kind, that grows in
patches near the water, and is not sufficiently nutritious to induce the
animals to eat it. The soil has a peculiar greasy, yellowish look, and
only supports a stinted growth of grease-wood and sage-brush. Tile
Stinking Water is a river of considerable size, and, prooably, is rarely
fordable below the junction of its two main forks. We bad considerable difficulty in finding a ford across the Ish-a-woo-a, even this late in
the season, and probably neither of the forks are fordable much
earlier.
Above the canon the waters of both streams are perfectly pure and
have no smell. Fine trout are abundant and game has been very plentiful. The tracks indicated that the elk and mountain-sheep have lately
moved higher up into the mountains.
Sunday, July 27.- Marched 14.7 miles up the North Fork of the Stinking Water, and camped at the mouth of its grand canon. We entered
the mountains yesterday. Along the trail the soil is rather poor and tfle
grass is thin. Wood is abundant. The latter part of the trail, for about
six or eight miles, is quite rough, and crosses a small but remarkable
bed of tertiary deposits of colored marls and clays.
The mountains are very rngged. The rocks are mainly limestone,
sandstone, and a. coarse volcanic conglomerate. The sedimentary rocks
soon disappear, and the peaks are composed of, apparently, horizontal
layers of volcanic ejectamenta. The prevailing color is a dark-reddish
brown, which gives the mountains their marked black haze in shadow
and bronze tint in the light. The conglomerate weathers into the most
fantastic pinnacles, needles, and grotesque forms. When interstratified
with the rich brown saudstones it weat,hers into characteristic rounded
columns, displaying tier upon tier, reaclling above the timber-line into
the clouds, ofsculptured balconies supported by long processions ot pilasters and clustered columns, while, clambering up from below, forests
of spruce and pine, growing on seemingly impossible slopes, cover the
mountain-side to the upper limit of forest-growth. Compared with any
.mountain scenery that I have seen, the effect is quite peculiar, and even
magnificent. The massive grandeur of the huge peaks is suffused
with a rare beauty of form and color. At the mouth of the canon, upon
-either side, stand t\vo lofty and slender peaks of similar form, which I
have named "The Sentinels."
Monday, July 28.-Marched up the stream 9.1 miles. The trail enters
the calion, and is very difficult, leading along steep and seemingly impossible slopes above the river, with frequent precipice>::\ below and
abo\e. To avoid a huge precipice which reached quite into the river,
·unfordable tllrougb the canon, it made a detour to the right over the
.most difficult hill met with on the trip. It did not seem possible for animals to climb it, and the mishaps ·t o the pack-train were quite nnmer.ous.
The grotesque forms of tlle cong-lomerate previously alluded to afforded
·great amusement to the party. It is really something remarkable.
After the bill came a short, broad bottom of sage-brush~ and then the
huge. precipice-walls of the canon closed in upon t.he river, leaving only
a uarrow bank, first on one side and tlien the other, densely covered with
cottonwoods, brush-willows, and scattering pines. It was necessary to
ford the river repeatedly-no easy matter-and the dense undergrowth
of brush made progress anything but pleasant. Earlier in the season
this stream is in all probability unfordable, and progress along our trail
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therefore impossible. At last we came to a patch of grassy bottom,
just large enough for the party to camp upon, and a halt was cheerfully
called.
The canon-walls are streaked with dikes and veins. To-day and thenceforward it was found necessary to send a pioneer party from the escort
ahead of the main body to clear and make the trail. Captain Noyes
generally took charge of this party, and to his untiring e1forts the expedition owes much of its successful progress.
During the day the Indians have been following the fresh trail of two
white men with two led horses, who haYe ascended the valley just ahead
of us. ..A. ftp,r reaching camp one was sent ahead to reconnoiter, and
about three miles farther on he found them, just as they had predicted;
two white men with two spare horses, which were packed. They were
prospeetors from Clark's Fork, and were greatly relieved when they
found we were not Sioux, as they had supposed upon first sight of our
Iuuian scout.
Tuesday, July 29.-J..Jaid in camp. The pack-train was so badly used
up that it was necessary to give the animals rest, and replace the lost
shoes and tighten the loose ones.
Wednesday, July 30.-Broke camp and marched 14.5 miles up the
stream. The trail was extremely difficult atnd beset with danger, both
upon land and in the water. In one place it was so dangerous that even
the Indians dismounteu and led their ponies over it. Those who understand how Indians stick to their ponies in the most unheard-of places
rather than dismount, will appreciate the difficulties of a situation that
induced them to travel on foot. The stream was forded seven times.
At one of these cros::~ings, which was quite difficult, a pack-mule lost
his footing and floated, pack and all, some distance down stream.
Through the extraordinary exertions of Mr. Curtis, our chief packer,
this animal was saved, though at the expense of its cargo and aparejo.
Mr. Curtis came very near drowning, and broke one of the bones of his
right Land-a ·serious accident.
On this march we emerged from the canon and came into the park
that is usually found near the head of mountain-streams. At camp
there was splendid grass and plenty of wood. Along the stream is a
thick growth of cottonwood, pines, cedar, and willow. The mountainslopes are densely timbered.
We are passing through what appears to be one ridge of maximum
elevation in the mountains. They seem to be composed entirely o~ material thrown from or poured out of volcanoes, and yet no distinct craters, or anything that looks like them, can be seen. Estimating from the
timber-line, many of these peaks are over 12,000 feet high, and some
carry at this season vast fields of snow on their northern slopes. From
the precipitous character of the weathering about their summits, many
of them will probably be found inaccessible.
Th/I.Wsday, July 31.-The Indians say that I can make one ''big march '7
to the divide, or two easy ones, and get across it. I choose the latter,
and we start at 12.30 p. m., marching eleven miles up the river.
The trail leads through a perfectly lovely country of open pine forests,
carpeted with long soft grass and the mountain-hnckleberr.v. This berry
is quite small and red, and has a very delicate flavor. We camped in
a spot that was absolutely perfect, having ice-cold water, a broad meadow
of thick grass, with dark forests of spruce and pine close around, carpeted with a long grass that makes our camp-bed feel like down. Elk,
deer, and trout are abundant. A mule deer was killed.
I find to-day that we have crossed the highest ridg·e of the mountains .
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and that the pass at the bead of the Stinking Water is probably through
a secondary ridg·e, and not the main divide. ·
At this point it became necessary to ascend a neighboring peak to do
some important topographical work, aud it was decided to lay over one
day for the purpose. In this conuection the question of provisions
asserted its importance. It appeared that by making all possible haste
to Yellowstone Lake, and sending the pack-train from there to Fort
Ellis for supplies, the party left behind would be out of provisions before
it could get back. As one day more or less in a case of that kind would
not make much difference, it was decided to lie over, do the necessary
work, and meet the consequences by shortening. the allowance of provisions, should it become necessary. An examination showed that the
sokliers had eaten more than their allowance of flour; that my part.Y had
consumed considerably more tllan its allowance of everything, and that
tlle Indians bad devoured their rations long ago and were subsisting on
tlle country. They frankly confessed that the supplies thu"s obtained
were rather scanty, and that they were getting huugry. Just here may
be explained the secret of the tremendous marches made by war-parties
of Indians. HaYing the power of going several days without food, they
have no need of a train to incumber their progrt:'ss.
Frida.y, August 1.-Start~d at 5.30 a. m. with a party consisting of
Dr. Parry and Messrs. Bond and Putnam, with the theodolite and barometer, to make the ascent of the peak before mentioned, and reached
the summit after three hours of pretty stiff and some dangerous climbing. The point proved a Yery good one for examining the eastern !51ope
of the divide between the Big Horn and Yellowstone drainage. We
were in the midst of a mass ot wild and rugged peaks, seemingly thrown
together in the direst confusion. To the west, and not far distant, was
a lin.e of peaks which evidently formed the "divide," and through a
depression in it, to the north west, we could see mountains, which were
evidently upon the farther side of the Yellowstone Valley. The day
was spent in work at the summit, and we reached camp at 7 p. m. very
tired and hungry. TIJis peak we have named" Sailor Mountain."
Saturday, August 2.-Broke camp at 8.30 a. m. and marched 14.4
miles, across the divide and into the Yellowstone basin, about one mile
from the pass. The trail was excellent, except the short spurt of ascen
into the pass,- which was severe. This slope is on a friable volcanic
sandstone, carrying but little soil, and smooth and bare in many places.
The horse in the odometer-cart broke down completely at this spot,
and the cart had to be left behind.
After the Indian guides, I was the :first to reach the summit of the
pass, and, before I knew it, had given vent to a scree(;hing yell, which
was taken up with a wild echo by the Indians; for there, seemingly at
their feet, and several miles nearer than I had expected, was spread. out
a scene of exceeding beauty-Yellowstone Lake-em bosomed in its surrounding plateau, and a mass of green forest ex tending as far as we
could se.e. Slowly, and in single file, the remainder of the party came
toiling and panting up, leading their animals, and, spite of lack of
breath, each gaye the same involuntary yell as the wonder-land burst
upon their vie\Y. Perhaps there was something that moved us. in the
broad and startlmg contrast between the dreary deserts, the sage-brush
plains, the awful and majestic mountains, and that broad expanse of
fresh, hazy, and sensuous beauty tllat looked up so invit.ingly at us from
below; but there was also the proud feeling that we had crossed the "im·
pas~able" mountaius.
There was no time to be lost, howeYer, and I ascended a neighboring
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peak in company with the theodolite-and-barometer obsenrers, to do the
important work that was now presented to us. From this point it could
be seen that Yellowstone Lake lay in a broad and high rolling plateau,
densely covered with trees; that from it, to the west and south, there
are no 'mountains except Mount Sheridan and the Tetons, and that the
country probably slopes off gradually in those directions into the basin
of Snake River. We found fresh tracks of mountain sheep exceedingly
numerous, but there was so much noise that they took the alarm in time
to get out of sight. Two bears came down to witness our passage, but
the hostile demonstrations of our Nimrods scared them away.
We reached the camp of the main party at sundown, when it appeared that Dr. Parry and the two white guides were missing.
I have named these mountains "The Sierra Shoshonee," because the
right to name them is clearly mine, as I have been the first to cross
them and mark out their geographical position and extent. Professor
Hayden has called what he has seen of them and their western bordet
sometimes the "Snowy l\iountains" and sometimes the ''Yellowstone
Mountains," but he has also applied the latter name to a range lying
south of Yellowstone Lake, that has no existence.*
Sunday, August 3.-0wing to a miserable contretemps, this day was
lost. The trail to the lake was not found by 2 p. m., so I had the
train unpacked, and went into camp without making any move. This
camp was in a small opening in the forest, near a very large, gushing spring,
·whose temperature was 38° F. There are also, close by, some bubbling
gas-springs from pools of water at 38° F., that ha\"re regular one-minnte
intervals between times of maximum action. The gas is sulphurous acid.
Grass was very scarce and poor about camp. Measures were taken
in the morning to discover our whereabouts to the supposed lost members of the party, and the odometer-cart was brought in. At 2.30 p.m.
I took four packers and went back to the old trail, which we rapidly
followed down to the prairie on Pelican Creek that was open to the
lake. Returned. to camp at 6.30 p. m., where I found a note from Captain Noyes, informing me that be had made his way to the lake, and
that the three missing persons were there, and not likely to suffer, as
they had killed an elk .
.Monday, A~tgust 4.-Broke camp at 9 a. m., and marched about
eighteen miles, to the outlet of the Yellowstone I.Jake. The last of the
three odometers gave out to-day. About six miles from camp we came
upon a lake of warm water, with a multitude of diminutive hot sulphur
and gas springs on its eastern shore, and some large springs breaking
out from beneath the water near this shore. It is the recipient of quite
a stream of pure cold water from the mountains~ and has an outlet into
Yellowstone Lake. On the south side of the lake is a small mud-puff,
steaming and fuming away, depositing various forms of sulphur. Two
kinds of rock seem to be forming in its immediate vicinity; one a conglomerate from the surface-material. A careful study of the way in
which rocks are decomposed and others formed from the resulting
material by the hot steam and gases from the springs of this basin
ought to throw light upon the dark subject of metamorphism.
On Pelican Creek, in the timber about six miles farther on, there is
another system of depositing-springs, supplying a large mass of red
earths and recently-formed rocks. An analysis showed the existence
in those deposits of chromium, a rare mineral.
The trail down the mountain side was through a dense forest, very
"See Report of United States Geological Survey, 1871, and map of Yellowstone Lake,

p. 101, and also same report for 1 72.
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much obstructed with fallen timbAr. Along Pelican Creek is a strip of
rolling prairie, with marsh close by the stream, while near its junction
with the lake the greater portion of its valley is marsh. This prairie is
the home of great numbers of field mice and moles, which have burrowed up the ground to such an extent that it is traveled over with difficulty. The 8ame is true of a great deal of the open country in the
Yellowstone basin. Along the north shore of the lake the timber is
. interspersed with many grassy openings.
Tuesday, August 5.-I sent the pack-train to Fort Ellis for supplies.
It was accompanied by Captain Noyes and the escort. Lieutenant
Hall and a few men remained with us. There is very little, if any,
danger from hostile Indians in the park at present. Small parties of
Bannacks, Mountain Crows or Snakes, (''Sheep-eaters,") might try to
steal something, but they are arrant cowards.
As far as my observation went, good camping-grounds for parties of
ordinary size can be found almost anywhere in the basin.
At this camp a complete series of astronomical and hourly meteorological observations was instituted and continued during our 3tay.
Two p. m. found the beach sprinkled with explorers, spread out at
full length, with strained eyes close to the sand, waiting for a crystal to
"pop up." The sand is full of clear, sharp but diminutive cryRtals of
different minerals, mostly silica. These crystals are perfectly shaped,
and quite beautiful. They come from a porphyritic-trachyte porphyritic
with glassy feldspar and silica, that occurs among the igneous rocks of
this region. Much of the quartz is amethystine. The north shore of
the lake has a long, shallow, sloping beach of soft sand, \.,.ery convenient
for bathing. The temperature of the water varies between 500 F. in
the morning and 65° :F. in the evening. It is influenced considerauly
by the beat of the sun, but at any time is cold enough to break down
the constitution of the strongest bather if persistently applied. I have
T"entured to name this place Crystal Beach for the benefit of future
poets and sentimentalists.

Fig. 2. Crystal Beach.

We find, as others before us, that the trout of the lake are perfectly
splendid in size an&condition, but are full of parasitic intestinal worms,
which leave the intestines and enter the flesh.
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The forest here is made up almost exclusively of pine, (P. contorta.)
Toward the lake their branches are stunted and bent upward toward
tile trunk, while on the north side (from the lake) they grow out long
a,nd free. The contrast is very noticeable, showing that the prevailing
storms come from the south (south west~). This is to be expected as the
basin is all open toward the south and west, aud is completely hemmed
in b.v high mountains on all other sides.
Thursda,y, August 7.-While breaking camp this morning- a party of
horsemen were discovered upon the other side of the river. They proved
to be a party of officers from Fort Ellis.
After placing in a cache a lot of provisions and material, for which we
did uot lutve transportation; we started at 12 m. and marched fifteen
miles to Yellowstone Falls. · The river near the lake is not fordable, and
generally between the lake and the falls is unfordable. Just below the
mud volcano there is a ford that can be used late in the season. Our
Indians stopped here, where they crossed the river to await our return
upon the otller side.
Two of m,y topographers started down the river upon a rude raft
which they had constructed, expecting to get down to the falls before
the main party. They were to ·sketch the stream and make soundings.
Unfortunately about six miles below the lake they were swamped in
some rapids, whose existence they had not discovered in time, and were.
obliged to abandon their raft, from which they escaped with much difficulty. They did not reach camp that night.
The trail is very good, about eight miles of it next to the falls being
through open country. Some very fine springs occur opposite and a little
below the mud volcano. Along the streams tlJere i~:; considerable marsh,
and al so along the river just above the rapids.
Friday, August 8.-Decided to remain at this camp two days. We
are follo wing the trail of Captain Noyes, which here runs into the direst
confusion, branching off here and there, but each part always returuing
upon itself. They have evidently lost the trail and have been bunting
for it. W e had no guides who were conversant with the country about
the lake, and I had trusted to our ability to pilot ourselYes by the map
of Captains Barlow and Heap, United States Engineers, who were
here in 1871. I sent the guides out to find a continuation of the trail,
and afterward visited the upper falls and examined the rocks in the
canon and about the falls with much care. With Lieutenant Blunt I
went below the fall. This required some pretty nast.v climbing along
the water's edge about the immediate approach, perhaps not so much
from the actual danger as from the moral effect of the terrible torrent
just below, which seemed to clamor and roar at the prospect of a misstep by the human intruders upon a smooth, slimy shelf of rock, scarcely
wider than the foot, which had to be passed at one place. Ten or
fifteen feet from the mass of falling water, just on its flank, and a little
to the rear, farther progress became impossible, for here the loose debris
which occurs at intervals along the torrent's edge gives out, and one
stands against the face of the vertical wall of the fall gazing into the
cauldron of unknown deptll, which the impinging water bas worn into
the igneous rock, softened and disintegrated by the heated gases and
vapors from God's awful laboratory beneath. B.v the barometer the
beight of this fall is 150.2 feet. 1ts beauty is really remarlrable. The
water contributes beauty of form and color, and the rocks grandeur, as
from their vertical jointage they weather and are worn into vertical
walls, sheer and straight, of tremendous height. Just before taking the
leap there is a sharp bend in the channel, which narrows considerably
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and wears out below, and to the right a huge semicircular precipice.
The rocks are a porphyritic trachyte, and a loose conglomerate containing quite a large variety of igneous rocks. This conglomerate will repay
future study.
We then went to the lower fall, but became separated on the way.
Be descended to the bottom of the calion below, while my progress became obstructed at the verge of a precipice about 80 feet high, springing up from the seething waters close by the flank of the fall. The
rocks, like those about the upper falls, weather verticall,y, and, from
greater decomposition, into pinnacles and isolated slopes of deb1·is lying
thin on the softened and disintegrated surface .
. I did not enjoy the sight of this fall at all, as my 'attention was constantly diverted to the steep and narrow gulch in the rock, at whose
foot I stood, fearing that Lieutenant Blunt, whom I expected down every
moment, might, by accident, start a loose stone fron:~ the cUbris, a mishap which would have inevitably knocked me into the waters below.
Besides, there was just above me a huge drift of snow, and I began to
feel certain tllat the time had come for it to be a small avalanche. I
scram l>led up the gulch with considerable difficulty, and soon found myself in camp with clothing thoroughly saturated from the spray about
the falls.
During the early morning I had visited a mass of hot springs and
gas-vents on the sides of a hill nf'ar camp. It seemed to me that I saw
here evidences of the disintegration of the rocks by the hot waters,
gases, and vapors from the springs.
I have noticed that whenever there is a mass of gaseous springs, either
in action or extinct, if they come from a hill-side, the whole mass of
rocks adjacent is disintegrated and of yellowish alld white color.
Some of the party, while walking down the river along the edge of
the grand canon, stumbled across what is probably Captain Noyes's trail.
Progrpss in this direction bad been c0nsidered impossible. It afterward appeared tlJat he had pushed ahead, making his own trail, after
having lost half of one day in looking for the old one, which had l>ecome
indistinct.
~aturday, August 9.-I sent back to the ccwhe for extra supplies, and
taking a :::;mall party, including Lieutenant Blunt, Mr. Hitt, and Mr.
Putnam, returned to tbe lower fall, where we descended to the bottom
of the grand canon. We could not approach nearer than about 100 feet
from the fall. The water in the river is quite high for this season, and
probably at a low stage a nearer approach can be made; but not much
nearer, for soon the rocks at the water's edge slope smootlt and almost
vertical into the torrent, and no debris can remain along the edge of
such a tremendous current; hesidt:>s, there is such a dense cloud of spray
that nothing could be seen even if a nearer approach were made.
I have noticed no hot springs along the river between the falls,
although there is abundant evidence of their former action; bnt inunediately below the lower, or great falls, they are quite numerous, oozing
and spouting from holes in tlJe solid rock. Here I saw three that threw
up slender columns (about half an iuch in diameter) of very hot water,
two or three feet high, like a fountain. The flo·:v was continuous . . A
similar one across tbe river was just below the water's edge, and is only
seen as the waves recede. Down the river little columns and clouds of
steam gav~ eyidence of the existence of numerous others. I infer that
there are many of these hot gas and water springs, active and extinct,
along the channel of the river through the grand canon. Other explorers report their existence wherever they have reached the bottom of it.
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Of those that we could examine, the greater number issued from cle~n
holes in the hard smooth (water- worn,) rock. Probably the material
deposited from the water' gets. washe~ off, while the gase~ stai~ the
neighboring rocks. One ~poutmg sprmg, howe~~r, had bu~lt for Itself
quite a symmetrical bee-hive-shaped mound of_ SiliCa. An Idea of tlJe
shape can be gained from the sketch below, (F1g. 3.)

r-------------VERT IC AL SECTION
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Fig. 3. Spouting Silica Spring, Yellowstone Falls.

By improvising a horizontal sight we set np the barometer at about
the level of the bottom of the fall, after which we ascended to its crest.
We were on the right bank, where there is a narrow ridge, very steep,
with loose dirt on it, which leads down to the crest of the fall. We set
up the barometer here, with the feet of the tripod in the water, at the
only spot where the water's edge can be approached at all. The sharp
ledge of rock here overhangs the precipice, and may fall off at some
future day.
From this point one gets the fullest idea of the grandeur of the fall.
The depth of the cut seems immense, and the effect is heightened by
the tremendous vertical wall on the right, which has a sheer height of
fully 500 feet. On the face of this mighty gash in the rocks the column
of falling water dwindles and appears small, and this, perhaps, is the
reason the effect of the fall is not so impressive from below, or even from
the bottom of t.h e canon; the volume of water appears small in comparison with the great height and mass that encompass it. The fall is
so great that the whole volume of water seems to break into drops and
spray before it reaches the bottom, and the chasm for one-third of the
height from the bottom is filled with a mass of white vapor which very
much lessens the apparent height to the eye looking from below. But
looking down from the crest, one gets the full effect of the great height.
The chasm is so deep that the trees along the bank have but a slight
effect in the beauty of the surroundings. The heig~t of the great fall
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from our measurements (barometrical) is 328.7 feet. This differs from
the results obtained by previons parties, but from the satisfactory manner in which our altitude work checked itself, I think it can be relied
upon as a reasonable approximation. After examining the rocks from
the top of the calion above the upper fall to the bottom of that below
the lower fall, with a view of arriving at an explanation of their origin
and the attendant phenomeua, 1 find that at the upper fall the rock is
mostly a hard porphyritic trach,Yte, and Professor Comstock saw two or
three dikes of trap. Higher up, and outcropping between the falls, a
la~· erof coarse, soft sandstone, (conglomerate,) apparently horizontal, and
distinctly stratified, occurs. It carries a good deal of obsidian in coarse
grains, and its debris covers a good deal of the country on both sides of
the river. Below this, and to the bottom of the upper calion, occur an
amygdaloidal conglomerate; a very coarse conglomerate, (rather breccia,)
containing reddish-brown sandstone and obsidian, with well-marked
cleavage; a coarse, friable stone, made up of grains of spherulitic obsidian; and the hard porphyritictracbyte observed above the fall. Between
the falls I observed no marked change iu the character of the rocks. A
yellowish color appears over the whole j ust above the lower fall, bnt it
is only on the outside, and is evidently a stain. About and in the Grand
Canon the rocks are nearly all tinged a brilliant yellow, and along tbe
walls are weathered largely into pinnacles with their summits tinged
reddish brown. Everywhere that I broke the rocks the fracture showed
clearly that the yellow color was only a tinge, and revealed their igneous
character, and I tested some of the most marked specimens. I found
the same hard porphyritic trachyte and granular obsidian rock that
occurs abo\e. Close by the hot springs in the calion the trachyte carries
the strongest tinge of yellow, (sometimes whitish,) and is sometimes converted into a cellular rock, the imbedded crystals having evidently been
destroyed.
I therefore suggest, in explanation of this phenomenon, that during a
former period, when Yellowstone Lake covered a much more extensive
area than .now, the line now occupied by the river below the lake,
especially from the falls down ward through the Grand Canon, became
the line of escape for the hot gases, vapors, and chemical W;-tters from
the volcanic depths below; that their action softened and disintegrated
the rocks until the waters of the lake could wear them away and form
the present river-channel. There is evidently a sudden break in the
quantity of this action at the falls, with its maximum effect below; consequently the Grand Canon commences in a very marked manner. This
view is further supported by the fact before alluded to, that generally
where these hot springs come out of the side of a hill, that side is excessively eroded and the rocks stained yellow.
In the deep tranverse
gulches that lead into the Grand Canon from the east, there is an excessive quantity of thermal and gaseous spring action. In many of
these spots I have noticed what appeared to be solid rock, with the
greatest similarity of outward contour to the undoubted igneous rocks
close by, into which Lhe finger could be thrust with ease, although tbe
interior would be found very bot. A further examination t han I had
time to make would prove whether or not these are igneous rocks disin
tegrated by heat and chemical action, as I am much inclined to believe.
As the jointage is vertical, or nearly so, the walls of the caiiou weather
vertically.
Notwithstanding the remarkably extensive evidences of volcanic
action, we have seen nothing yet that could be satisfactorily identified
as an extinct crater.
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Deer-flies, (a kind of horse-fly,) mosquitoes, and gnats are very numerous below the lake, and future travelers should be well supplied with
nettjng, both for themselves and animals. They are not troublesome at
night, owing to the cold. In other mountain localities they disappear
with tile extremely cold nights of July, but here, in the vicinity of the
bot springs, they :find pleuty of warm rocks to roost upon when the
nights are cold, so they can live on for an indefinite lateness of season.
S'Mndcty, August 10.-Started on the march at 10 a. m., with the packmules very heavily loaded. The trail, for a considerable distance, follows close to the canon through a dense wood, and is quite difficult.
l\farched twelve miles to Orange Creek. Much of the cargo had to be
thrown off on the way, to be sent back for on the following day. The
chief difficulty was in· getting through the thick timber, which had not
been sufficiently cleared away.
~Monday, August 11.-Remained in camp. Provisions are getting low;
sent back to the cache for what was left there. One of our cooks was
lost in the forest, and remained .out over night. I felt much worried,
because it is a serious thing for a man to get lost in these forests as
there are no landmarks visible from which he can determine his position.
Tuesday, August 12.-Sent parties out to the highest neigh boring
points to :fire signals, and also sent out a guide to make a circuit around
camp and :find, if possible, the trail of the lost cook. Rain had been
falling all night~ and was still falling. Our efforts were successful, and
the poor fellow came in about 10 a. m. in a pitiable plight, having bad
neither :fire nor food. H,ain was· falling so hard that it was not considered advisable to move camp. It cleared up, however, by 1 p.m., when,
with Lieutenant Hall, I started, with a few pack-mules and such of the
cargo as was not required for immediate use, to carry it forward on the
trail as far as possible. Our means of transportation were so limited
that it took us two days to mah:e one march. we· moved fourteen miles
to the East Fork divide, and returned to camp by sundown, leaving the
cargo under proper guard.
Hot springs are very numerous along this trail, and the whole atmosphere is saturated with their vapors to that extent that we were somewhat nauseated by them. The trail follows for a while an old Indian
trail, which, becoming too difficult, Captain Noyes had evidently abandoned jt, and tried to get around by tile bead of the sharp ravines. It
led in a very tortuous manner through heavy forests and over very steep
bills. Along the bank of the Grand Canon, by bridging a few of these
ravines and deep gulches, a very easy road could be made.
TVednesday, August 13.-Broke camp at 9 a. m., and marched twentyeight miles, directly over the highest point of the East Fork divide, to
the East Fork of the Yellowstone River, one mile from the bridge over
the latter stream. Through the ranch man at the bridge we have news
of Captain Noyes and the train. Knowing that we would be short of
pro·visions before he could get back to us, be had made a very rapid
march into }.,ort Ellis and would probably get back to us in :five or six
days.
While on the high summit of the East Fork divide we were greeted
with quite a severe mountain-storm. During the march along the trail
among the numerous bot springs we were again nauseated as on the
day before.
On Orauge Creek, near our last camp, occurs a notable mass of springs
that have so cut down and discolored the rocks that I named the locality
Orange Rock Springs. Orange Creek is a wild mountain-stream, running at this point through a picturesque canon whose walls are fully
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200 feet high. From the bed and banks of the stre.am, and at the .foot
of the canon walls, countless springs are issuing. The air is saturated
with gases; the noise deafening, and the smell sickening. The spot
has most of the physical characteristics of our best authenticated conceptions of bell; and one of our guides, who dh;covered it, did not tarry,
for he felt certain that "the devil was not far off." The stream dashes··
over a series of rapids and cascades. The rocks are disintegrated and
discolored with the greatest variety of hues-white, yellow, red, various
shades of green, brown, and drab. Along the summit of the .canon
walls lie huge blocks ready to drop off, while the foot of the slope is
strewn with masses of fragments of the trachytic rock. On the northeast side, close by the water, is an exceedingly large jet o.f steam~ escaping under such pressure from a narrow fissure that the noise is deafening. The steam smells of a sulphur gas, and is excessively ho~. Close
around it are three large hot springs with steam issuing from them, one
of whicll is turbid white and quiet, whilethe other two are boiling and
geyser-like. Very little water escapes from tllem by the surface into
the stream. Directly across the stream, a little to the west, is a large
boiling fountain spring, with an outlet whose channel is lined with silica.
Besides, there are multitudes of small gas-jets, depositing sulphur in a
variety of forms.
Where the trail crosses a small tributary of Broad Creek is another
active mass of springs. Among them, one elliptical in shape and about
20 by 30 feet in opposite diameters, is quiet, bas a whitish scum, and
emits a sulphur gas. It has a slight overflow. Another of dark drab
mud is 15 by 31 feet across, and is constantly in violent ebullition, throwing the mud 2 and 3 feet high. Steam and gas escape from it.
I demded to wait in this vicinity until the return of the train from
Fort Ellis.
Thursdcty, August 14.-Sent back for the cargo left on the trail yesterday.
Across the str('am, to the north from our camp, is a high ridge of granite, whose direction is not at :first sight apparent. It runs across the ereek
close by camp, where it is quite low, and the surface debris can be seen
for some distance to the south. A little east from us it shows two wellmarked crags close by the south bank of the creek, wllich latter makes
through it a sharp canon, commencing about two miles from its mouth.
About 200 yards farther up it cuts through a layer of sandstone, rarryiug numerous fossil plants, which rest upon a bed of volcanic conglomerate. This latter crops out extensively along the stream above, and
its debris is scattered over the rounded bills to the south. It is certainly peculiar. We have seen it in varied conditions and structure.
All of the way across, from one side of the mountains to the other, at
the Washakee :Needles, and, in fact, everywhere that we have come in
contact with these mountains, it can be recognized in the distance by
its columnar and fantastic weathering, and somber brown~ sometimes
almost black, hue. It is made up of a smoothly-rounded debris of a
great variety" of volcanic rocks, in sizes varying from a pebble to enormous bowlders. I have seen these latter in position that were from 10
to 15 feet in diameter, and others that clearly came from it very much
larger. Along this stream it carries large bowlders of granite and
basalt. Being so near to the granite ridge just mentioned, I was doubtful
al>out the source of the granite bowlders until I found a huge one in the
bed of the stream with some of the matrix still clinging to it, and
~:;hortly afterward numbers of them stuck along a vertical wall of the
conglomerate. It is probable tllat the blocks of granite strewn over
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tlie country south from camp are from this source, because they appear
to be rounded from wear rather than from concretionary structure,
while the granite of the ridge is lamellar, and gneissic in stnwt,ure. A
notable feature of the conglomerate is, that it is frequently stained and.
its constituents sometimes thoroughly impregnated with a green mineral (silicate of iron,) which might easily be mistaken for carbonate of
copper.
As far up East Fork as can be seen from these granite knobs the
valley is quite open, fairly timbered with spruce, pine, and aspen, and
is clothed with excellent grass on the rolling country between the cailons
where the stream cuts through some minor ridges. On these there are
many ponds of stagnant water. To the north and northeast the mountains are very high and rugged.
Priclay, August 15.-I started at 7 a. rn. with a small party, carrying
rations and bedding on our saddles, for the Great Hot Springs on Gardiner's River, distant twenty miles down the Yellowstone. We made
our nooning near a lovely fall on the east fork of Gardiner's River, after
traversing a beautiful country of high, rolling hills, well watered, with
excellent grass everywhere, and wood scattered here and there in groves
and masses. At the fall the rock is basalt, stained to a dull yellowish
hue. The weathering about it and in the canon below is quite similar
to that about the Upper Falls of the Yellowstone.
A beautiful effect is produced about half-way down the face of the
fall, where a horizontal dish-like ledge juts out from the wall. Some of
the falling water rushes down and into the dish of the ledge, so that its
impetus throws it up again at several points in low, heavy, fountain-like
jets, while another portion jumps clear over and beyond. tile ledge, in a
thin transparent sheet whose convex surface looks exceedingly like a
glass cover preserving the little fountains beneath from defilement.
We reached the springs at 3 p. m., and spent the afternoon in looking
over this very interesting and beautiful phenomenon. A settlement has
sprung up here for tbe purpose of accommodating sight-seers and bathers. I have not much confidence in the bathing properties of the water.
Saturday, August 16.-Completed an examination of the springs and
the surrounding country, and started back to camp, which we reacheu at
8.30 p.m. As the Great Hot Springs have been described and thoroughly
photographed, I will only offer an explanation of their structure, as my
views materially differ from any that I have yet seen advanced. The
maximum temperature of the water given (1640 F.) was obtained by
Dr. Heizrnann and myself by penetrating through the clouds of steam
and over the hot and dangerous crust to the main fissure, from which
the water was escaping with considerable violence. Looking back at
this performance it seems foolhardy; for no one can tell, in snell a mass
of steam, whether the crust nuder their feet about the edge of the fissure is firm, or thin and overhanging, a common feature. These springs
(see sketch, Fig. 4) are the source of a small stream which empties into
a sink near Gardiner'~S River, a short distance above where the latter
joins the Yell0wstone. The water comes out at temperatures varying
from 92° F. to 164° F.; the latter at the fissure, where the maximum
quantity of water is escaping now, and is strongly impregnated with
certain minerals, principally calcite, which latter it deposits profusely
upon exposure in thin layers to the atmosphere. The springs originally
came out at the top of the hill above them, which I should judge to be
fully 1,000 feet above those in action now.
The effect of the rapid deposition from the water is quite remarkable,
there being formed. by this agency level-topped hills, sometimes 200 feet
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high in successive terraces, one below the other down the slope of the
bill-probably along a line of rupture in the rocks-their faces showing
fig

s.

Ideal _section of spring and its deposits.-

beautifully corrugated surfaces whieb imitate very closely the Meandrina
coral, and display, while the water is flowing over in thin sheets, delicate and coarse tints of carmine, pink, rose, yellow, and brown.
The proof tbat the progress of these formations is from the top downu~ard, and not from the bottom upward, as explained by Professor
Hayden,* is conclusive ; at the top, the springs are all dead, and the
deposits are decayed and almost hidden beneath vegetable loam from tbe
dense forrest that has overgrown them, while all of the active springs are at
or near the bottom. He saw the dead remains at the top, but after observing closely their characteristics as hot-spring deposits, he falls into
the strange error of saying: "But in what manner was it formed~ I
believe that the limestone was precipitated in the bottom of a lake,
which was filled with hot springs, much as the calcareous matter is lai_cl
down in the bottom of the ocean at the present time. * * * * *
The deposit was evidently laid down on a nearly level surface and the
strata are horizontal."
After the water ceases flowing the surface bleaches snow-white or
bluish-gray.
The process commences with the water running from one hole or fissure, (Fig. 5,) or several, under sufficient pressure to rise as a column to
a height varying with the pressure, and from theuce flowing off down
the hill, with its surface covered with concentric ripples, caused by pulsations in the current; along the scolloped lines of these ripples lie the
minimums of velocity in the flow, and the maximums of deposition of
sediment; consequently, little wave-lines of ridges commence forming
very soon, and once startea, another check to the velocity is introduced
whose value is continuously increasing. This, in time, makes shallow
pools, which are soon filled up with sediment, and in time the upper
*Report United States Geological Survey, 1871, p. 68; ibid., 72.
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ones merge into one large one around and below the orifice, on a level
with it and bordered by a scolloped rim, over which the water flows in a
continuous sheet, (Fig. 5.) The water flowing over this rim and downward, builds up, as the rim rises and advances outward, a steep slope
with the maze of corrugations on its surface that result from it~ rapid
throbbing flow. Any serious obstruction on this slope will bring about
the formation of a seconday pool on the face of it, a feature of common
occurrence. This process builds up a large hill, with the large shallow
pools on top of it, but everywhere on its slopes and top-surface the slightest cause tends to produce the general resulrs just de:scribed in miniature.
Hence, on top we find the large pools whose surfaces are literally meshed
with the scalloped rims before described, and the slopes are stu<lded with
little shallow. basins with scalloped rims and corrugated si<les, the hill
itself in miniature.
It was along these rims that Dr. Heizmann and I made our way to
the very e<lge of the largest orifice and took the temperature of the
water in it. The spring thus builds for itself a characteristic mound of
great beauty, both of form and color, which ultimately becomes its tomb.

a. Hillside
b. Sprin;;deposit;

c. Sprinj

For, in due course of time, the level surface about the orifice becomes
raised so high that the water can no longer flow out and over it, whereupon the deposition gradually chokes it up with thin, cellular curved
layers of calcite.
.
Now, if the cause of this action were continuous and of constant
power, the spring would break out again in a favorable spot, and build
up another mound of about the same height, and the process would
be repeated so long as there remained any possible means of escape for
the confinPd waters in that locality. But, although the cause is thus
far continuous, tbe power is actually decreasing, as is evidenced by the
extensive distribution of the dead relics of former volcanoes and the
multitude of extinct and waning thermal springs; consequently, wbere
the spring breaks out afresh, it must, in this case, be at some point
lower down, as the line of rupture in the crust of surface-rock evidently
runs down ward toward Gardiner's River, and a new moun<l will be
built up of less height than the last one. Sometimes small vents ha\e
broken out below the le\el of maximum aetion, producing a fountainspring, throwing a jet of water nearly as high as the level of the princi-
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pal spring. Tbe deposition from tbis would produce
umn, with the top narrower aiHl rounded. (Fig-. 7.)

a c.vJindricaJ co/

The "Liberty Cap" described by Hayden, and a similar column near
it, are illustrations of this, and there are other examples higher up. If,
instead of such an orifice, there should be a narrow fissure, a sharp,
rounded ridge would result, of which there are numerous examples.
Local circumstances may concentrate the force in certain small orifices or
fissures, and thus keep up the action in a feeble manner at a level where
the principal action is extinct. Thus there is now feeble action on three or
four levels above the principal one, which at one place has produced
an illustration of all the structural peculiarities on a diminutive scale.
Sometimes the water has found a vent lower down, before the orifices
above have closed over, thus leaving the craters bare, displaying numerous small caves.
I infer that the hill of maximum actioh now has about reached maturity, from the fact that the water from the principal orifice is only
thrown a little above the surface. We may, therefore, expect springs
to break out lower down the bill, if indeed they have not already done
so.

4
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Amoug the peculiarities of deposition are delicately-beautiful hollo\',,. spheres, about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, sometimes open
on the tcJp, with a lid. Tiley are so thin and fragile as to break at the
slightest touch. I put forward with some hesitation a curious explai1atioll of their origin. From the soft sediment at the bottom of the pools
about the main orifice, small bubbles of carbonic-acid gas are constantly
but quite sluggishly arising. Now, the deposition is here so rapid that
any bn bble that lingers a certain length of time on the bottom-as
many of them can be seen doing at any time-receives a coat of it over
its film of surface sufficient to keep it there, thus forming a fossil bubble.
Lying there on the bottom, it is soon surrounded and covered up with
the ordinary material of deposition. This is the origin of the small
spherical cells which are so marked a feature of the rocks deposited
fi.·om these springs. Certain forms of coral are imitated, notably the
-~1adrepores and Jlfeandrina; stalactitic forms are common, and the soft
deposit in the pools seems to harden into an irregular interlaced mass
of strings and fibers.
Sunday, A'ug~tst 17.-I went out to-day with the miners at the bridge
to a place called by them "Specimen Mountain," a noted locality for
amethysts, forms of chalcedony, opal, and silicified woorl. V\t.,.e were
fortnuate in finding some notably :fine specimens of amethysts aud yellow crystals of quartz. The containing-rock is the igneous conglomeratr, before mentioned. In it, at this locality, are a good many silicified
trees, the hollows of which are frequently lined, in short sections, with
varieties of quartz in very beautiful and perfectly-presenTed crystal
forms; rock-crystal, yellow, blue, amethyst, and opal, and many kinds
of chalcedony. The amethysts seem to predominate. In the process
of silicification these trees generally become divided into short sections
by cleavag-e planes at right angles to their length. It is these sections
that are occasionally hollow and lined with crystals, the adjacent sections being plain, unpretentious petrified wood. Much of the latter is
perfectly black, as though it had been carbonized b,y heat before the fossilizing material came in.
Loaded with specimens and very tired, I reached camp a little after
dark. Camp had been this day moved three miles across the river,
to meet the train from Fort Ellis. Mr. John. Barronett has built here a
very sul.>stantial bridge across the Yellowstone River for the use of
miners Yisiting the head at East Fork. It is only suitable now for packanimals.
lllonday, August 18.-Pack-train in charge of Lieutenant Young arriYetl at 3 p. m. from Fort Ellis, with twenty days' supplies for the
escort and twenty days' supplieR for my working-party.
Tuesday, August 19.-Moved camp seventeen miles, across the Elepbant's-back Mountains to Yellowstone Falls. ThQ trail proved very
bad; many animals fell down hill, and there was considerable bad bog.
The train was pretty badly used up, and two mules were lost; all this,
too, after leaYing half tiJe cargo at the old camp to be sent back for.
The ouometer is again in use, having been repaired at Fort Ellis.
Camped on Uascade Creek. Along the trail the country is pretty open
north of the mountains, with excellent grass, plenty of water, and
groYes of trees . .Across the divide the fore.s t is quite thick, with small
openings of meauow, There are three trails across the divide, and we
unfortunately took the worst one. I made the ascent of Mount Wash
burne witlt a topographical party.
Trednesday, August 20.-Sent back to the old camp for the cargo left
behind yesterday. The lost mules were found. Lieutenant Kingsbury
H. Ex.285-3
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with the escort arrived at 2 p. m. from Fort Ellis; they had staid
behind to get their horses shod. Uaptain Noyes bad beeu taken sick
. and could not join us. He proposes to meet us at Camp Brown.
Thursday, August 21.-We remained in camp, shoeing the animals and
resting them. Rain fell during the whole day. Sent to the cache for the
. remainder of the cargo left there.
Priday, August 22.-In camp; rained all day.
Saturday, August 23.-.lYioved camp thirteen miles to the Hot Springs,
on vVarm Spring Creek, where it emerges from the t,imbered bills. The
Indians were in camp on this stream waiting for us. Our party, with
the exception of Captain Noyes, was now altogether again. 'rile country along this creek, f<;>r about eight miles from Yellowstone River, is an
open, rolling prairie, extensively burrowed b,y moles and field-mice.
About the springs the water of the creek and its tributaries is eitller
hot or sonr, frequently both. We found good water, after a little search,
in a marsh above the springs, on the South Fork.
Sunday, Augttst 24.-.lYiarched 13.3 miles across the divide between the
Yellowstone and the Madison, to the Lower Geyser Basin, on :b'ire-Hole
River; met two parties of sight-seers from Montana. The trail passes
by a small lake, very near the summit, and down a sharp but short llill,
on the west side of the divide, and soon strikes the waters of the l\Iadison. The size of this stream bas been exaggerated; it is from two to
three feet deep. A depth· of 10 feet, as reported, would overflow its
banks and the whole valley. Along this stream there is a good deal of
,m arsh, meadow and many groYes of timber. Good water can be easily
found in the Ge:yser Basin by hunting for it.
Monda-y, August 25.-Marclle<l ten miles to tlle Upper Geyser Basin.
·The trail from the I..ower to the Upper Geyser Basins is very bad from
marsh; witll a little trouble it could be carried along tlw hillside through
the timber and made very g-ood. :F'ire-Hole Hiver is the principal East
Fork of the Madison. Its waters in the Geyser region are gene-rally
quite warm, sowetimes hot; just abo,·e Old Faithful, in the Upper
Basin. it becomes cool and potable again.
The boiling water from the silica springs was used for cooking and
found very con\Tenient. The structure of the geysers or silica springs
is quite similar to that of the calcite springs on Gardner's Hiver,
.except that the silica deposits slowly, while the calcite deposits rapidly,
making a corresponding difference in the size and shape of the mounds
formed. There is a good deal of silica (geyserite) about the springs in
a soft, pasty condition from solution in the presence of alkaline salts,
which ought to throw light upon the formation of chalcedony. Other
explorers have devoted much of their time and attention to the description and explanation of these geysers and springs~ to which, in my
hasty visit, I have seen nothing to add. Further elucidation must be
the result of careful observation and Rtudy, over greater periods of time
than are at the disposal of exploring parties; besides, the question of
getting back to Uamp Brown is becoming rather serious; the pack-train
is badly used up, from traveling excessively laden, over bad trails~ (the
.cargoes average over 250 pounds,) and there is considera,ble doubt
whether the rations will hold out while we are making way through the
"impassable" .country at the head of vVind River, described by our
forerunners.
The immediate difficulty, howeYer, is, that the Indians have failed to
find the trail hack to Yellowstone Lake. They seem to be nonplussed
.and are depending upon me, and this evenng informed me that we were
.lost. The explanation of this is, that they are'' plains Indians,'' and are
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wholly unaccustomed to travel among forests like these, where all landmarks disappear. It will, therefore, be necessary to make a trail-no
pleasant prospect in such a country, where one has so many people and
animals dragging along after, to multiply the consequences of getting
caught out in the dense forest without any camping-place. An individual or an animal might easily stray a short distance from the trail
aml get lost, if there was any halting or confusion, and to get lost in
this dense forest, where the hills are so rounded that nothing can be
seen from their tops, would be a terribly serious matter.
TuesdaJ;, August 26.-Taking a picked party of Indians, the guide
Smith, and the escort as pioneers to blaze and clear the trail, I started
out early in the morning, with the intention of making a trail to Yellowstone Lake, if the old one could not be found. The train was to wait
until 10 o'clock before starting. After a short and fruitless search I took
out a compass, and giving the Indians the direction, told them to go tbat
wa.v all the time, and pick out the best way. Tllis they did with great
skill, but as our route lay directly across the water-drainage, the hills
were freqnent, and the trail pretty rough.
An Indian seems to have an instinct which enables him to pick out
the best couutry to travel over, and to avoid natural obstacles.
Four p. m. found the advance part,y at the lake, at tlle spot we had set
out for, but it was perfectly certain that the train would have to stop on
the way. Fortunately there were suitable camping-places aloug the
trail. With empty stomachs, and saddle-blanket lodging:3, we made a
large fire, and spent a remarkably long night in vain efforts at sleep.
Wednesday, A~tgust 27.-The minimum thermometer last night registered130 F., the greatest cold we have yet experienced. At 8 a. m. an
orderly arrived ~Vith a message from Lieutenant Hall, commanding the
escort, informing me that the mules of the train were so badly used up
that it could not move to-day. l\iuch of the cargo had been thrown
off along the trail, and one loaded mule was lost. Later in the morning
Lieutenant Hall himself arrived and further informed me of the state of
affairs. The odometer-cart had worn ont completely and was abandoned.
The packers had gone baek on the trail to gather up the cargo and find
the lost mule. Sending all baek to camp except the Indians, my orderly,
and tlle guide, I remained to look up the trail ahead.
By noon, having gone without food since morning of the day before,
the pangs of hunger overcame a violent prejudice and I ate some fish
from the lake worms and all. The Indians have been eating these
wormy fish all along and I doubt whether there is anything injurious
about them. I might have obtained something to eat from them, but
there is a feeling in the average white man's breast which prevents him
from asking such a favor from an Indian. It is very unreasonable, but
it is there. The Indian, on the other hand, asks favors from the white
man, feeling within himself that all that the white man has belongs to him,
and he is therefore only getting back his own. He never returns thanks
for such favors.
The principal difficulty on the trail yesterday was that it was not suffieiently cleared to allow the pack-mules to get through without get.ting
frequently stuck between trees-a mishap in which a mule will waste
strength enough to carry him and his pack several miles.
I have often been struck with the philosophical way that a packer
proceeds from the grass that a mule eats to the work that it will do.
In his eyes so much grass represents so mueh mule-work, and no grass
represents pretty nearly no work, while it is true that very little work
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can be expected of a train of pack-mules that have not eaten pretty
nearly their fill of grass or something else before starting.
Thursday, August 28.-The train came in duriug the morning and
went into camp at the Hot Springs ou the lake three miles ahead. The
trail was good, but somewhat obstructe(l 'vith timber aloug the shore
of the lake. There is a first-rate trail along the west siue of the lake,
over which I would lla-ve sent the greater part of the expeuition had
I kumvu of its existenee, thus a,·oiding the Fire-Hole Basin, and our
trials in getting away from it. It would have been perfectly easy to
get a small p<'trty from that ha~in to the lake.
Along the west shore of the lake are numerous small streams with
meadows and mars~1.
The lost mule, with a cargo of flour, beans, and coffee, was not found
yesteruay, although the search was carrieu back to our camp in the
Fire-Hole Basin. Word was left with some gentlemen visiting the
geysPrs, who were coming across on our trail, to take this mule back to
Fort Ellis in case it should find its way back to the trail before they
carne along. Our rations were too short to permit any more time to be
spent in search and it was therefore abandoned.*
Tlle flour belonged to the escort anu is a severe loss, necessitating
half rations of bread for them during the remainder of the trip.
At night the Indians iu camp up the valley bad a scalp-dance over
two Sioux scalps tbat had been given by the Crows to two of the Indians with Captain Noyes's party going to Fort Ellis, who hau
visited the Crow agency. They invited everybody to join, which
invitation was eagerly accepted by the young men of my party, the
guides, packers, and soldiers. This dance gives every one a chauce to
sing and yell with all bis might, and they literally made the welkin
howl. There was 1 considerable lung-power in action. The waves of
sound were echoed back anu forth from the woods and llills on either
side of the narrow grassy valley, and came billowing to the lake with a
tremendous effect, which was heightened by the lurid glare from the
numerous camp-fires. standing out in tile darkness against the mass of
black forest behind. 1'he West Pointers in the party called it" Our
twenty-eighth hop."
Friday, A~tgust 29.-I made arrangements for the main part.v· to move
along the south shore of the lake toward the ri,Ter, and started at
11 a. m. with Professor Comstock and a topographical party to make
the ascent of Mount Sheridan, about ten miles south of the. lake.
The country is covered with a dense mass of timber on low rounded
hills, with the fallen timber so bad as to make much of the country impassable for animals. There was no trail and no one who knew anything about the country. . I ·went ahead, steering by the compas~,
going around the masses of fallen timber and picking out the highest
ground and ridges to travel over. \Ve were lucky enough to make
camp at the foot of the mountain after a march of betweeu three and
four hours. \Ve could not see it at all at starting·, and only caught one
glimpse of it on tile way before we came directly upon it, and yet it
towers to a beigllt of 3,000 feet above the surrounding country.
Saturda.y, August 30.-Started up the mountain 7 a. m.; a Yery late
start for such work. As there was no chance to reconnoiter, we had the
ill luck to take the longest and most laborious line of ascent. The party
becoming separated, to my great surprise I reach-ed the ~ummit fir~t at
9.45 a. m., and the rest of the party an hour later. 11 hinking myself
~ This-

mule was found by them and turned in to the quartermaster at Fort Ellis.
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behind I had made great haste so as to reach the summit before the
others were ready to come down.
Mount Sheritlan is a high mountain mass, rising alone from tlJe rapidly
sloping hills of the 8nake River drainage, just south of the Yellowstone
divide. All the rocks seen were igneous, ·sometimes stained and decomposed from hot-spring action. Springs and feeble geysers being stiil in
action along the streams from its north and east slopes.
To the east and. southeast is a ridge of high timbered bills, which
sweeps around to the nortln~ard and terminates in Promontory Point
at the south end of the lake. To the south, as far as the Wind River
range, auout sixty miles distant, the couutry is a mass of high timbered
ridges, formed by the erosion of the waters of Snake River, all rapidly
sloping down to the eastern base of the Tetons, which lie south 10°
west, about fort.v miles distant.
Westward, and from the ':retons, there are no mountains, only low,
ronnde<l, heavily-timbered bills, as far as the eye can reach. To the
north west commence the high ridges of bald mountains which lie between the different tributaries of the Gallatin and Madison Ri,-ers.
Between Mount SheriUan and the lake, the divide between the Snake
and Yello\-vstone waters-the Continental Divi<le-is certainly not more
tllan 300 feet above the lake, and in many places runs within a mile of
the latter. It is a broad, comparatively low, gently rounded stretch of
country, so flat on top that the opposite-shedding waters are frequently
interlocked. It is dotted with lakes, some quite large, and carries a
good deal of marsh and strips of meauow along the streams. All of
the lakes in sight, except one, <lrain into the Snake River.
'rhe divide between the waters of the .Madison and the Yellowstone,
above the falls, is a stretch of smooth hills, rising but little above the
Yellowstone Basin, and having steep, roeky slopes only in few places.
All of the country in the basin about Yellowstone Lake and extending
far to the westward is very densely timbered, with only small openings
along the streams and about the marshes.
There is a great deal of fallen timber, such as to sometimes completely obstruct progress, but I have observed that the most and the
worst of it lies in the immediate neighborhood of water, either in lake,
stream, or marsh, and can be very largely avoided by traveling high up
on the hills and ridges. Along the sllores of Yellowstone Lake a great
deal of water is held in the numerous swamps which afford a constant
supply to the multitude of small brooks feeding into the lake. There is,
consequently, here an excessive quantity of fallen timber.
The huge mass of the Sierra Shoshouee Mountains closes in and
around to the northward of the basin, showing a comparatively low
granite ridge running from the East Fork with a northerly trend down
the right bank of the Yellowstone River. The highest portion of this
mass seems to be that northeast from the basin, about the headwaters
of Clark's Fork and the Hosebud. Northward from there it soon runs
out aud makes way for the valley of the Lower Yellowstone River. Its
structure seems to be buried beneath the most extensive outpouring of
lava and volcanic matter yet observed on the globe. Along its eastern
base we gained only an inkling of its structure . from the dip of the
upper-lying rocks. Probably the key lies in the country on the MuscleShell River, to the northward. It is probable that the southern portion
of this volcanic overflow at one time overlaid the northeastern slopes of
the \Vind River rauge, and that the erosion of the drift period has cut a
channel through on this flank, forming the Wind River Valley and leaving the extensive deposits of volcanic debr·is in the valley as well as tre-
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mendous precipices of castellated basalt, trachytes, conglomerates, and
sandstones that fringe and seemingly seal its head and northern lwrder.
I had the topography of the country in sight from this station sketched
with great care and reasonable precision. It is the best geodetic station in the region traversed. My topographical party bas now inspected
the Yellowstone La.ke Basin from mountain-peaks favorably situateu
on its eastern, northern, and southern borders.
We commenced the descentat12.30p. m., and as soon as possible took
up the march for the main party. Their trail was struck at 5 p. m., and
followed until sundown, when we camped on the spot they bad left in
tile morning.
The smoke was still rising from the smouldering fires and the ground
still fresh on tileir departing trail. As I rode up to tlw scene so lately
rife with the jest; tbe coarse shouts of laughter; tile murmuring of many
voices; the bugle's blast; the loud words of con1mand; the round-toned,
cadenced shouts of the Indians; the shrill, clarionet-like cry of tl.te
squaws; the cr_ying of papooses; the barking of dogs; neighing of
horses; braying of mules; tile roaring and crackling of great campfires; and the occasional rifle or pistol shot at some misguided squirrelit seemed utterly cheerless and desolate. What can appear more desolate than a freshly-deserted camp Qi
Sunday, A ·u gust 31.-We have now only twelve days' rations, and
between us and Camp Brown is the ''impassable barrier never scaled
l>y white man or Indians." If it were not for the question of provisions
I would laugh at it, because we have an outfit that can go almost anywhere; but the question of time now assumes an unhappy importance,
and I begin to feel much worrierl.
\\'e arose at dayligllt, cooked a hasty breakfHst, and started off at
sunrise, overtaking the main party at 9 a.m. on Yellow·stone Lake, just
as they were preparing to start on the march. Tiley bad made one
march of ten miles o\·er a good trail, and the one of the day before of
nine miles, which bad been beset with difficulties, owing to the attempt
to follow the lake-sLore too closely. There was no trail, but a great
deal of marsh and fallen timber.
Owing to some misunderstanding, tlte Indians Lad become angry
with Lieutenant Hall, and considerable jealousy had sprung up among
themselves, whereat the greater portion of them had left our camp and
gone off.
After a short rest I started off with the guides to make a trail. It
was pretty rough for a few miles, but after that we struck a good
trail, with many freshly-blazed trees marking it. A queer freak of
the disaffected Indians was here displayed. They had deserted the
main party and gone ou aLead, when, finding this excellent trail, they
bad freely blazed it with their bunting·-kniYes for quite a distance until
the work aud slow progress inYoh·ed became monotonous. I regarded
this as an olive-brancl1, and treated them very ldndly, as though nothing bad happened, when we passed them. They ~taid away two or
tilree days a11d then came back in driblets, out I never, by word or
sign, let them knO\v that their absence had been thought of. Their own
jealousy continued a few days longer, aud then everything went on as
happily as before.
We marched ten nliles and camped at the extremity of the arm of
the lake that we left this morning. rrhere is a well-marked beach along
this shore of the lake, but it iR frequently deceptive and dangerous from
quicksands where the water comes in from marshes above; the timber
gradually becomes more open and meadows replace the swamps; the
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country to the south rises rapidly into hills of considerable magnitude,
and the water drains oft' too rapidly to permit the formation of much
marsh.
llfonday, September 1.-Broke ca.mp and marcheu ten miles into the
valle.v of the Upper Yellowstone River. The trail strikes the southeast
arm of the lake, thence following up the valley of a small tributary
of the lake whose course is parallel to the river to a point high up on
the hills bordering the west side of the valley. The latter part is
pretty bad from marsh and underbrush. Our camp was abouL ten miles
from the mouth of the river.
The valley about the mouth is very marshy, with numerous small
ponds and sloughs. There is also a great deal of timber on the low
grounds on the west side, but from its proximity to water there must be
.
in it a great deal of fallen timber to impede progress.
While the advance was quietly following a first-rate trail, it was suddenly observed to lead up a high ·bill to our right. I sent an Indian to
see what became of it up there, who came back with the information
that it led to an open rocky place on top, and was after that ''kaywut,"
(played out.l It now appeared that the top of the hill was used as a
stamping-ground for elk, and they had made such a broad trail leading
np to it as to completely deceive us. Sending back word to the train
to go into camp, we started in search of our lost trail, which was soon
fouud considerably lower clown in the valley.
We have now reached a country from which one of our Indians says
he knows the way back to Uamp Brown by the head of Wind River.
He belongs to a baud of Shoshones called '' Sheep-eaters," who bave
been forced to live for a number of years in the mountains away from
the tribe. A heavy rain-storm set in about night-fall.
Tuesday, September 2.--Broke camp a.m. and marched up the Yellowstone H,iver thirteen miles. The trail leaves the timber an<l goes into
the open valley. This latter is probably quite marshy earlier in the
season. It is also probable that the rhTer is not fordable in the spring.
The storm of last night burst out about noon with great violence and .
continued during the day and night. A good deal of snow fell in the
mountains about 1,000 feet above us.
We camped iu the edge of a grove of pines with a dense fringe of
fallen timber on its border. It was a cold, wet camp in the border of
the timber, and considerably mixed witbal. As it was raining hard when
we reached it, everybody dropped into the · first place that preseuted
itsP-lf; the fallen timber monopolized nearly all of the ground, so that
there was little choice; the l'esult was, that Indians, soldiers, citizens,
and officers were all camped together in the direst confusion, on a small
spot that it seemed possible almost to cover with a blanket.
All through this basin game-trach:s ha"\'e been very abundant, but
our party from its size makes a good deal of noise, which will account
for the fact that we did uot see a great deal. A magnificent elk crossed
the valley in a_clvance of us, and in plain sight to-day. Be was a royal
fellow, indeed, and seemed to resent our intrusion u1wn his cboseu rutting-ground. The party was too much drenched and too cold from the
driving rain to make any attempt to get him ; the first instance of the
escape of anything (except bear) that came ill sight of it. The trail
was ver.v good except the last mile, which was quite marsby.
lVednesday, September 3.-The storm continued. Broke camp 8 a. m.
and marched thirteen miles. The trail soon leaves the main streaw and
follows up a small tributary that comes in from a little west of south,
crossing a low divide to a tributary of the Snake.
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At this divide occurs a curious phenomenon, probf;tbly the one referred to by the earl,y trappers as the "Two Ocean Pass.''
Marching at the head of the column where the trail approached
the summit, I noticed that the riband of meadow in which the stream
lay we had been following suddenly dropped away iu front of
us with a contrary slope. I could still see the stream threading it, and for a moment conl<l scarcely believe my eyes. It seemed
as if the stream was running up over this divide and down into
the Yellowstone behind us. A hasty examination in the face of
the driving storm revealed a pllenomenon less startling perhaps,
but still of remarkable intereHt. A small stream coming down from
the mountains to our left I found separating its waters in the
meadow where we stood, sending one portion into the stream ahead
of us, and the other into the one behind us-the one following its <lestiny through the Snake and Columbia RhTers back to its home iu the
Pacifc; tile other, through the Yellowstone and Missouri, seeking tlJe
foreig-n water of the Atlantic by one of the longest voyages known to
running water. On the Snake River si<le of the divide the stream becomes comparatively ·large at ouce, being fed by many springs, and a
great deal of marsh.
While the small advance party were approaching camp two of our
Indians discovering three elk close by gave us au illustration of skillful
bunting by crawling up and killing the tllree with four rifle-shots. They
were extremely large and fat. As examples of Indian generosity to
white men are becoming rare, I wish to put on record this one where
one of them made me a present of the whole carcasR of one of these rlk.
Being lnmgry euougb to eat it all myself, after the long march in the cold
rain, I had a vivid appreciation of the gift.
T!Jc trail was good, passing around a beautiful lake in the Yellowstone VallPy, which is probably the Bridger Lake of the ol<l maps.
The valley of the Upper Yellowstone iR quite flat, and lies between
grand and rugged walls of bare, broad mountains of volcanic ejectamentc£.
It is from one to three miles wide, and interspersed with broad meadows,
and groves of pine and spruce. The amount of water that it receives
from the slopes on either side is astonishing, and accounts sufficiently
for its marsby cbaracter.
There is a remarkable discrepancy between the volumne of water in
the riYer above and below the lake. 'fhe storm pre-vented ns from making observations for a comparison, and I can onl;v say that above the
lake tile stream seems ridiculously small compared to what it is below.
The Yolume of water which the lake receives from small s~reams and the
numberless marshes along its border mnst be very great.
Th~trsday, 8eptember 4.-There is Ollly one Indian in the party who
knows the country between here and \Vin<l H.iver, and he seems to be
getting proud of the power he has over us and wants to exercise it a little.
When all ready for the start it war-:; discovered that he was enjoying all
the comforts of a home in the bosom of his family and taking a quiet smoke
after having been told to get ready an hour before. Here was a dilemma.
It was his second offense, and must be noticed, but to rebuke him and
rouse his anger might be followed by his certain departure, followeu in
all likelihood by all of llis dusky brethreu. It was no easy matter to
make tl.1em understand us when we were perfectly quiet. How muoh
misapprehension must o~cur in case all should become excited and
angry. I sent another message to him, and rode along myself trying
to look solemn and determined during its delivery. To onr great gratificatiOn be surlil,y saddled up his pony and struck off on the trail, assuming from thence forward a winning smile and air of boyish oblivion.
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We marched fourteen miles across the high rolling outliers of the
Sierra Slwshonee, with the mountains close on our left, and camped on
another tribntar.v of Snake Ri,·er.
The hills between the valleys are quite large but considerably worn,
so as to prt-sent accessible slopes. The dense timber which has caused
us so much trouble and labor is rapidly thinning out so that the trail
can be picked out mostly clear of 't. Magnificent slopes of grass and
luxuriant flowers are becoming numerous.
In getting through the timber and over the terrible trails that we
haYe seen so much of, it has bt-en my custom to start first on the march
·with a small party, consisting of the guides, a few of the best Indians,
<lnd two soldiers with hatchets to blaze our trail. Immediately after comes
:1 pioneer-party from the escort with axes and shovels to clear the trail
that bas been blazed; cutting away trees and fallen timber; cutting
down steep banks, filling bogs with brush, and making a passable ·way
for the crowd of animals and pack-mules that were to start two or three
hours later. How necessary it was to keep the clearing party well ahead
of the train will appear when it is known that the pack-train conld not
stop in the dense forest without great danger of losing some of the
animals, as it would be impossible to keep them on the trail; and, once
off of it, there was little hope of finding them.
Out he march, a train of pack-mules travels as a unit,-as though each
mule were connected with the one in front,-but let a halt be called, and
each one becomes a free and independent creature to hunt for grass, or
the bell-mare, at will.
Just before reaching camp, two of the Indians and. one of the white
guides killed three bears after a lively skirmish. There are wood, water,
and grass all along the trail, which is excellent.
Fdday, September 5.-The Indian difficulty came up early. The fellow
after l:Jeiug told to get ready in time to start with us, went off' up the
stream to trap for beaver. It was evidentl~v time to deal with him. Calling the one who acted as interpreter, and several of the most prominent
Indians about me, I endeavored to make them understand that this fellow
was not doing as he had agreed to with me; that we had to travel back to
Camp Brown as fast as we possibly could or else our rations would give
out, and there was not game enough in the country to feed such a big
crowd; that I could go back without his assistance, only it would take
longer to find the way, and we might get very hungry before we
got uack to Camp Brown; that I had sooner do that than have any more
nonsense from him, and that he either must do as he had promised, or I
would have him tied up and carried back to Camp Brown and put in
the white man's jail there. I then sent out two Indian runners to follow
up his trail, find him as soon as possible, and tell him that he must
come in as fast as be could-well knowing t.hat they would tell him all
that I had said. To my utter relief, in about half an hour they were
discovered away up the valley returning with him, and driving their
horses at desperate speed; without a word he took his place in advance
of the column, and soon appt-ared perfectly cheerful and contented. Still
I bad a fear that be might in resentment lead us out of the way, and
watched him with mueh apprehem;ion. The few days following proved
my fears groundless. He as well as the others were overawed, and said
that" the captain" was "heap mad." The only misunderstanding that
arose from my talk to them was an impression that I was goiug to put
him and a few of his intimate friends iu jail upon our return. We did
get into a great deal of trouble on this tlay's march, but no one worked
harder than be to help us out of it.
We broke camp at 8 a. m., and after a march of nine miles the trail
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led across a large densely-timbered bill. About half way up it the fallen
timber lay so thickly across the trail that it soon appeared to be a herculean task to get through it. Everybody took hold, officers, men, guides,
and, to the astonishment of all, even the Indians who were with
the advance, but before we had any hope of getting through, the train
came up with us, making it unnecessary to go into camp.
Sending back word to it to camp before attacking the hill, I sent
out the Indians and guirles to look up a better place for crossing, and
in the mean time scrambled ahead on foot over this trail far enough to
see that it would take at least a day to clear away the fallen timber so
as to make it practicable.
Toward night the Indians returned, having been successful in finding
a way across. They pointed it out to me, and I am free to confess it
seemed about as feasible as to lead the train over a squirrel-trail up a
tree. It boldly attacked the bill by way of numerous openings at its
steepest part.
The trail to camp was good, with '\\'ood, water, all(} grass abundant
The vegetation is luxuriant.
All of the Snake Rh'er drainage above the Tetons concentrates in a
low-lying tract along their eastern base, called Jackson's Hole. For
this reason I have called this partial water-shed the Teton Basin.
Viewed from the east, the Tetons rise from a low elevation, and, being
projected against a low country, their appearance is truly majestic.
From their aspect at this distance, I should judge their structure in
altitude to be the same as that at the Washakee Needles, i.e., lamellar
granite, forming numerous acicular pinnacles.
Saturddy, September 6.-Broke camp at 7 a.m., and making a trail over
the tremendously-steep bill by continual zigzags, up which it took
the train one hour and a half to climb, we marched ten miles over a
very good trail, and camped close by the pass to "\Yind River.
I rode ahead into the pass with the Indian guide, who pointed to me
Wind River Valley displayed at our feet in its full length, with evident
pride and satisfaction. Dismounting, I climbed the high mountain south
of the pass with much difficulty, and bad a view that seemed to unravel
a good deal of the mystery in which this region bas been wrapped. I
found myself on the extreme point of the south western angle of the
Sierra Shoshonee, and at the very head of Wind River.
Along their southern wall to tlle southeast lay the 'V'ind River Valley,
in which I could see Crow Heart Butte, not far from Camp Brown.
Across came the grand Wind River Mountains, sweeping up to a climax
in Union Peak and running out at a point ten miles south from me. From
just south of this extremity, running west as far as Snake River near
the southern extremity of the Tetons, and culminating in suow-clad peaks
along the western half, lay a range of mountains wllich have hardly
attracted notice before as such, and which I have named the Wyoming
Mountains. From the south they appear as a continuation of the \Vind
River Mountains. To the west, distant forty miles, the Tetons seemed
to pierce the sky with their needle -like spires; between and to the northwest and north lay the Teton Basin, a semi-funnel-shaped region of high,
rolling, green-clad bills, narrowing to a focus in Jackson's Hole at the
foot of the Tetons, and far beyond was just a glimpse of Mount Sheridan
-a grand mountain, which will always do honor to the general's name.
The culminating point of the Tetons has for a very long time been
called the Grand Teton. It is a good nanw, and I see no reason for
. changing it, although some members of Dr. Hayden's party of 1872 have
seen fit to rename it after him. I know of no man who is more worthv
· of having his name left behind him in the Rocky Mountains than he~;
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but certainly, among the "thousand peaks worthy of a name" which he
describes, along the western face of the Sierra Shoshone, some one
might have been selected which would have gone down to posterity
with a clearer title.
The Teton Basin is notable for the abundance of its streams, the luxuriance of its vegetation, and the happy distribution of immense areas
of low-lying timber-land among a liberal display of grassy slopes and
valleys.
Togwotee Pass lies between the head of Wind River and a small
tributary of Snake Ri,~er. It has an altitude of 9,621 feet above the sea,
but, notwithstanding this altitude, the approaches to it are quite easy.
A railroad could be carried over it without extraordinary expense. Just
south of it is tbe last peak of the Sierra Shosbonee in this direction. It
is composed of horizontal layers of volcanic ejectamenta, (sand, sandstone, and conglomerate,) and rises to an elevation of 10,625 feet above
the sea.
Sunday, September 7.-We crossed·the divide and camped on Wind
River, after a march of fifteen mil.es. The trail is good, except about
two miles of fallen timber on the Wind River side. After this there is
no more timber in the 'Vind Hiver Valley, except the cottonwood along
the streams. Grass occurs in meadows along the streams and sparsely
over th c rolling hills, on either side.
A marked change of climate is noticeable immediately upon entering
Wind River Valley. It is considerably warmer, bot.b by day and night,
and the relative humidity is very much less. The effect of this is noticeable in tbe comparative scarcity of springs, streams, and marshes, in
the dry and dusty character of the soil, in the sun-cured grasses, and in
the gray and .sun-dried appearance of the face of the country so peculiar
to tl.te rainless region of the Rocky Mountains. In the Teton and Upper
Yellowstone Basin the grasses look fresh and green; there are numberless marshes, springs, and small streams, and the black soil does not
fly into a cloud of dust at first touch. Indeed, our whole train rarely
broke the soil enough to raise the dust. These considerations, taken in
connection with the weather observations made on the trip, lead me to
infer that we may find in these basins a region of equable precipitation
of nlin-.a phenomenon of rare occurrence in the great Rocky Mountain
plateau. I think it quite probable that here the soil can be cultivated
without irrigation; and it may be as well to remark just here that the soil
of this great plateau is generall.v quite rich, however unpromising it may
appear at first sight; but in these basins, coming, as it does, from the
decomposition of volcanic rocks, it is peculiarly fertile.
llfonday, September 8.-Broke camp at 10 a.m., and marched seventeen
miles down Wind River. The trail is good and well marked, being the
one used by the Indians in their trips to Snake River and Fort Bridger.
There is good camping-ground almost anywhere in Wind River. The
heat anfl dust are oppressive.
1'uesday, September 9.-Sent a small party of Indians to Camp Brown
to announce our return and o~tain information regarding the presence
of hostile Indians. Broke camp at 9.45 a.m. and marched twenty miles.
TI7ednesdt;ty, September 10.-Lieutenant Hall and a small party started
at 5 a. m. for Uarup Brown, expecting to get in before night. Broke
camp at 10 a.m., and marched twenty miles to a point about three miles
above the mouth of Bull Lake Fork; grass rather thin.
Thursday, Septembm· 11.-Broke camp at 9.30 a.m., and crossed Wind
Rh·er, moving on down to Lal\:e Fork. After crossing the latter we
struck across a very high plateau to Sage Creek, coming upon our out·
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going trail and camping near a former camp. Distance traveled, seventeen miles; grass and poor water; no wood.
Friday, September 12.-Broke camp at 8.30 a. m., and marched eight
and one-half miles to Camp Brown.
,
September 17, 18, and 19.-The expedition marched back to Camp
Stambaugh, where it was disbanded.
I take the greatest plea~mre in according to Captain Noyes the credit
that is due him for having, by his skill and energy in assisting us, contributed very largely to whatever of success that bas attached to the
expedition. Perhaps this will be better understood when I state that a
delay of three days at the Big Muddy and Ham's Fork, which might
very easily have occurred, would have been followed by a delay of two
weeks at Green River on account of the freshet. This delay would have
brought us into the Big Horn Valley after the arrival there of a powerfbi war-party of Sioux, wbicb, it is known, came in shortly after we went
out, and who certainly would have driven us back to Camp Brown, and,
perhaps, made the expedition a failure.
In conclusion, I may perhaps be pardoned for referring to the opinions that previous explorers have held with regard to the character of
the undertaking accomplished by this expedition.
From the report for the year 1872 of N. P. Langford, superintendent
of the Yellowstone National Park, I extract the following:
The park is only accessible from Montana. It is trnpossible to enter it j1·orn Wyomin g,
Attempts to scale the vast ritlge of mountains on the eastern and southern borders
have been made by several expeditions across the continent, commencing with that of
Wilson G. Hunt, the chief of Astor's overland expedition in the year 1811. As late
as 1833 the indomitable Captain Bonneville was thwarted in a similar effort, and,
after d evising various modes of escape from the mountain-labyrinth in which be was
lost, determined to make one more effort to ascend the range. Selecting one of the
highest peaks, in company with one of his men, ·washington Irving says:
"After mnch toil he reached the summit of a lofty cliff', but it was only to behold
gigantic peaks rising all around, and towering far into the snowy regions of the atmosphere. He soon found that he had undertaken a tremendous task; but the pride of
man is never more obstinate tllan when climbing mountains. The ascent was so steep
and rugged that he and his companion were fi:equently obliged to clamber on hands
and knees, with their guns slung upon their backs. Frequently exhausted with fatigue
and dripping with perspiration, they threw themselves upon the snow, and took handfuls of it to allay their thirst.
,.
~
*
As they ascended still higher,
there were cool breezes tbat refreshed and braced them; and springing with new ardor
to their task, they at length attained the summit.

As late as 1860, Captain Raynolds was foiled in repeated efforts to
cross the barrier. While camped on Wind River, at the southeastern
base of this formidable mountain, he wrote, (Seuate Ex. Doc. No. 77,
40th Congress, 1st session:)
To our front and upon the right the mountains towered above us to the height
of from 3,000 to 5,000 feet in the shape of bold, craggy peaks of basaltic formation,
11
their summits crowned with glistening snow.
*
*
*
*
Directly across our route lies a basaltic ridge rising not less than 5,000 feet above us, its
walls apparently vertical, and no visible pass, or even caflon. On the opposite side of
this are t.he head waters of the Yellowstone. Bridger remarked triumphantly and forcibly to me upon this spot: "I told you you could not go through. A bird ccwnotjly ore1· that
witlwut taking a sttpply of grub along." I had no reply to offer, and mentally conceded
the accuracy of the information of the "old man of the mountains."

Dr. F. V. Hayden, in his Report for 1871 of the Geological Survey of the
Territories, p. 134, says:
The range of mountains on the east and south of the Yellowstone Basin
*
"
* seems to be entirely of volcanic origin; they are also among the rnggedest and
most inaccessible ranges on the continent. From the valley of Wind River they present
a nearly vertical wall from 1,500 to 2,000 feet high, which has never been scaled by
white man or Indian, but are covered with perpetual snows to a grea ~er or less extent.
From any high point a chaotic mass of peaks may be seen.

*
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CHAPTER II.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
General description-Green Uiver basin-North Platte basin-Wind-Rig-Horn basinYellowstone-Teton basin-Indian trails.

The region traversed by this expedition lies in the western extremity
of the Territory of Wyoming, including the whole extent of the Territory from the southern to the northern boundary. It lies between N.latitude 41o, along the base of the Uintah Mountains,-a little south of
the Union Pacific Railroad,-and 45° at the north boundary of the Yellowstone National Park, and W. longitude 108° at the Big Horn River,
and 111o near the western boundary of Yellowstone Park, and the eastern base of the Wahsatch Mountains. It forms a trapezoid, with the
longest dimension running north and south, with an area of about
41,925 square miles. Distance across, at the southern boundary, one hundred and fifty-seven miles; at the northern boundary, one hundred and
forty-seven miles; and length from Routh to north about two hundred
and seventy -six miles.
It is a portion of the plateau from wlwse surface rise the numerous
ridges wllich, taken together, form the Rocky Mountains. Between north
latitude 41° and 46°, tlle general trend of these ridges changes from a
northerly to a northwesterly direction, and in the obtuse angle thus
formed tbe ridges themselves are so broken and scattered that the eastern water-shed breaks quite through and takes a considerable portion of
the drainage from the western slopes, while between them, and extending as far west as the "\Yabsatch Mountains, in west longitude 1110 30',
the plateau itself is exposed, opening out into the great plains of the
Missouri on the east, through the valley of theNorth Platte River; across
the gap between the northern extremity of the Black Bills and the Big
Horn Mountains; and on the north through the valley of the Big Horn
River between the Sierra Shoshone and the Big Horn Mountains. The
Black Bill~ ofDakota form aremarkableoutliernearly opposite the eastern
opening and the point of the angle~1ying obetween the two main forks of
the Big Cheyenne River, a tributary of the Missouri, in latit.ude 430
north and longitude 1090 30' wes~ from Greenwich.
Hypsometrical ol>servations enough have now been taken by the numerous parties that have traversed it, to show a fair approximation to
the mean height of this plateau above the sea, but they are not available for my reference, as this writing is done at a place where the necessary means of reference upon scientific subjects are very scant indeed.
Enough has come within my observation, however, to lead me to estimate it at about G,500 feet.
lts l>reaclth from east to west along the parallel of 42° north latitude
is three hundred and nine miles, and its length along the meridian of
1080 30' is three hundred and forty .five miles. The area described is, as
a rule, semi-barren and treeless, although tlle soil is quite rich and supports a scanty growth of extremely nutritious grass in connection with
a few very hardy shrubs.
The line of the Rocky Mountain divide, ·or water-parting, passes
through this region. This line, after traversing the country from
Mexico in a northerl.r direction between the meridians of 106° and 108°
west longitude, is deflected from its course in north latitude 40° 30',
where bending around the head of North P~rk it soon leaves the ridge
of maximum elevation-in fact leaves the mountains altogether--and,
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taking a north west-by-northerly trend, follows a low line at an elf\\"ation of about 7,500 feet across the plateau just described to the \Yind
River range, making a sharp detour about the head of the Sweetwater
River, which here breaks through the low ridge and intrudes upon the
Pacific water-shed, giving a poor excuse for the name of Soutll Pass;
thence following the summit of the range to its northwestern extremity;
thence by a tortuous course about the heads of the Wind, Snake, and
Yellowstone Rivers in the Sierra Shoshone range, from which it shortly
emerges into the Yellowstone Lake Basin; thence northwesterly, skirting the southern border ofYellowstone Lake, at an altitude, in some places,
of between two and three hundred feet above it, running-still a very
tortuous.line,-between Shoshone Lake and the Upper Geyser Basin, on
Fire-Hole River, tothelowridge, withadeepfl.exuretothesontheast, which
surrounds the sources of the Three Forks of the Missouri; thence returning to the line of direction departed from it takes a north-north we terly
course into the Britisll Possessions. It will be seen that for the greater
portion of this distance the continental divide is a comparatively low
line, with high mountain-ridges arranged on eit.her sid~ of it, on the
opposite slopes of the great plateau.
Including the portion of this divide between the parallels of 44P and
51° north latitude, we have the crown of the water-shed of the continent, ft·om which the water is shed literally in all directions, as from
a poiu t ; to the north through the .M ackenzie River, to the Arctic Ocean;
to the east, through the Saskatchewan and Lake Winnipeg, to Hudson's
Bay; to the east and south, through the Missouri, Yellowstoue, "\¥ind,
and Big- Horn, to the Atlantic Ocean; to the south, through the Green
and Colorado, to the Gulf of California anu the Pacific Ocean; and to
the west, through the Snake and Columbia, to the Pacific.
The table-laud of \V~·oming-, previously described, forms, in the
Ronthern half, the most important pass through the RockJr l\fountain
chain. It is a belt about one hundred and fort.y miles broad, from north
to south, and is traYersed by roads along its northern and southern
borders and through the middle, the latter being the line of the Union
Pacific Railroad.
•
The principal water-sheds formed are five, viz: 1st. The MackenzieSaskatchewan; 2d. The Missouri-Mississippi; 3d. The Colorado-Snake;
4th. The Columbia; aud 5th the remarkable region lying between north
latitude 330 and 430 and west longitude 1110 and 121o, where the surfacewaters are either carried. into lakes without outlets or into" sinks," where
they disappear from the surface. To give a description of these watersheds would. lead me be_rotH.l the scope of tllis p ,tper into a field for
which sufficient material for reference is not available. The description
will, therefore, be confined to tbe subordinate basins lying near their
superior limits and within tile field of the reconnaissance. These are the
Green Hiver, the North Platte, the Wind River, the Big Horn, the Upper
Yellow; tone, and the Teton Basins.
THE GREEN RIVER BASIN.

This basin is formed by the Wyoming and Wind River l\fountains
and the continental divide on the nor~h and east, and by the Wahsatch
and Uintah Mouutains on the west and south. Hs dimensions are two
hundred aud twenty-three and one hunclred and se,·enty-five miles along
the forty-first parallel and tlw one hundred and tenth meridian, respectivelv.
· The Wyomiug l\fountains form a spur, which leaves the Wind River
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range near Union Peak, in latitude 43° 25', longitude 108° 50', running
in a westerly direction to Snake River. The highest elevation is Mount
Leidy, near the western extremity. Near their junction with the main
range the altitude becomes quite low, forming one of the passes through
which the Sboshonee (Snake) Indians reach the head of Green River.
The Wind River ::vlountains rise from the continental divide, in latitude
42o 30', longitude 108° 48', at Uamp Stambaugh, and rnn, with a northnorth westerly trend, at an elevation of about 13,000 feet, to latitude 400
37', lo11gitude 1090 55'. The culminating points are: (1) Union Peak,
near the uorthwestern extremity, witll an estimated altitude of 14,000
feet; and (2) Fremont's Peak, near the southeastern extremity, whose
altitude is 13,750 feet. This range is one of the principal elevations in
the i{.ocky Mountains. It is a huge ridge, with the sedimentary rocks
sweeping up in long, broken slopes to a broad belt of crystalline schists
at the summit. This belt is estimated to be about eight miles broad,
and is ,-ery much cut up by fissures. Numerous veins of quartz occur
in it. The Sweetwater ·mines are found in these rocks, on the southwestern extremity of the ridge.
Along the northern slope deep rnonoclinal Yalleys occur, from which
the waters escape to the plains below through short, but ver,y sharp
and deep, canons. Only a few of these openings occur, and between
them the long, smooth slopes have suffered comparatively little from
erosion, and are probably seen now in something like the original shape.
The principal valleys .are longitudinal, and not transven;e, as is usually
the case. Considerable timber occurs, but it is in the valleys above the
lower ridges.
There is a pass across to the bead of Green River, near Union Peak,
and another across to the Gros Ventres Fork of Snake River. Animals
have been ridden across from the bead of Green Ri\'er to Uamp Brown,
but it is probably quite a difficult task.
The continental divide is simply tlle line of superior elevation of
the plateau itself. Its altitude is about 7,500 feet; but little above the
surrounding country. South Pass is where the Sweetwater ureaks
throu gh, and does not deserve tlle name of pass at all.
The \\' ahsatch range in Northern Utah ha8 a trend that bears a little
west from uort.h; toward the southern extremity the direction of the
range seems to be,ar off considerably to the west, but I surmise from
a hast.v personal examination that this is caused by a number of the
parallel ridges, so characteristic in Utah, lapping over each other thus:
N
The rang-e comprises a series of three or more parallel
/ ridges, which termiuate in about latitude 430, although
/ it is probable that the Tetons, much farther north,
really belong to it. Its southern lin1ithasnotbeen very
yet, but it ill not be far wrong to place it
--······· ..- --·
m latitude 37° InN ortbern Utah the peaks are generally from 10,000 to 12,000 feet high, the latter limit
being reached in the Twin· Peaks, a little southeast
from Sah Lake City. The range is not more than fairly
timbered.
The Uintahs are considered a spur from the Wahsatch, hut it is more
probable that they are one of tbe transverse ridges of the Rocky 1\iountain chain. Their elevation is considerably greater than the Wahsatch .
Tiley leave the latter in the vicinity of latitude 400 30', thence trending
northwesterly by a curved line, which turus a little to the south before
reaching Green Rh~er, where it praetically terminates. The extreme ele\ation is attaine<l in the vicinity of Gilbert's Peak, where :Mount Hodges
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and l\fount Toh-kwana have an elevation of about 13,500 feet. Gilbert's Peak is 13,250 feet. The range forms an immense ridge, with an
almost level but badly-broken-up ridge on top, having a width of from
twenty-five to tllirty miles, and an altitude of about G,OOO feet abo,'e
the table-land on the north, and about 7,000 feet above the similar tableland ou the south.
The valleys are numerous, deep, and narrow, except at the beau, ancl
extend quite up to the summit. Between them, on the north, are the
transverse and generally unbroken ridges, by means of which the summit can be reached by a gradual ascent. On the south these ridges are
badly broken toward the summit. Ranged on either side of the summitline are enormous basins of erosion at the head of the valleys. They
bave a direction co11Riderably oblique to that of tlle prevailing wiuds,
and in consequence the amount of snow that drifts in during the winter
mu13t be enormous. At such an altitude this snow melts comparativel.Y
slowly and furnishes an almost continuous supply of water to the very
numerous mountain· streams, much of which is first caught in the multitude of small lakes that are sprinkled around the border of the basins.
On the north slope there is a good deal of marsh in these basins, but ou
the south the water, having to make about 1,000 feet more descent in
reaching the plains, runs off much more rapidly, and leaves but little
marsh. This circumstance, combined with the greater heat of the
southern exposure, makes many of the smaller streams run dry early in
the season.
TlJe opposite valleys frequently start from about the same point and
ba\e between their sources only a thin precipitous wall, which erosion
is slowly removing. Gilbert's Pass, at au elevation of 11,000 feet, is such
a poiut. Here the wall has been snftieient1y worn away to admit of the
construction of a road across it. There are probably few such places at
present. The broad belt or strip along the summit is broken and eroded
enormously; ridges of high peaks extend across it between the valleys,
and many narrow precipitous cations occur, both along the valleys and
transversely to them. Tlle sides of these ridges are generally masses of
broken rock. TlJe country along the base of the mountains, both on the
uorth and soutlJ, is an elevated, highly-terraced plateau of soft earth,
the slopes of the terraces being generally as steep as the earth will stand,
and frequently quite barren.
The timl>er-line, or superior limit of forest-growth, is at an altitude ot
1.1,000 feet. Below tlJis these mountains are covered with a dense forest, very much interspersed with small openings of meadow.
Of the northwestern outline of this basin comparatively little is known.
It is probable that the divide here between Green and Snake Rivers is
a low ndge of mountains-a continuation of the Wahsatch system.
Of the mountain-ranges described, none rise to the limit of perpetual
snow. Only a few large banks or drift~ on their northern slopes remain
from one winter to another.
The l>asin itself is a broad highly-terraced plain, the bed of an ancient
lake. Away from the immediate vicinity of its scanty streams the
excessive erosion of the soft soil bas left many isolated buttes and
patches of bad lands, and there is e\erywhere the appearance of lmrrenness given by the gray lJue of the universal sage·brush and greasewood. The soil, however, as a general rule, is quite rich, aucl produces
splendid crops where sufficient water can be supplied to it by irrigation, and when the unseasonable frosts do not interfere. Bunch-grass,
which is extremely nutritious, grows sparsely among the sa.ge-brush.
· The \Yater comes entirely from the surrounding mountains, springs
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oeing very rare indeed. Some very fine springs occur near South Pass,
at Pacific Springs.
The valleys of the streams are narrow, with meadow and pasturage
near the mountains, but toward the interior the vegetation is rather
sparse. No trees grow except a few cottonwoods along the streams,
and away froru the mountains even these are rare. The region is infested with great swarms of grasshoppers. In and near the mountains
the valleys are fertile, well watered, and, together with the lower slopes,
furnish an extensive and abundant pasturage. Some rain ·falls, but
probably not sufficient for cultivation of the soil without irrigation.
All of the hardy cereals and vegetables can be successfully cultivated
both in the mountains and on the plains.
.
In the mountains extensive forests of coniferous trees occur, but as the
streams are generally not large enough to float logs, they are, or rather
will be, for some time inaccessible.
The rivers are Green River ancl its tributarieR. Green River rises in
the southwestern slopes of the Wind River Mountains and soutlJern
slopes of the \Vyoming Mountains. Its course tlJrough the basin is
generally southerly until it strikes the base of the Uintah 1\lountains,
where its course is deflected to the left in seeking for a passage through
them in longitude 108° 53'. It receives numerous tributaries from the
outliers of the Wahsatch on tlJe right, and, with the exception of Bear
River, the whole drainage from the north slopes of the Uintahs, and a
few on the left from the continental divide.
Of those on the right the principal ones are: (1) Black's Fork, which
drains the angle between tlJe Wahsatch and the Uintahs; and (2) Henry's Fork, whiclJ drains the middle slopes of the Uintahs. On the left
we have: (1) The Big Sandy with its tributaries draining the southern
slopes of the vVind River range and a short portion of tl.Je continental
divide; (2) Bitter Creek, which rises in the continental divide and traverses a country where the soil generally carries a considerable quantity
of alkaline salts, giving their character to the few streams that flow
through it; and (3) the Little Snake River, which drains that portion of
the continental divide which lies south of the Union Pacific Railroad •
.THE NORTH PLATTE BASIN.

This region is bounded on the south and west by the continental
divide and the sotltheast extremity of the vVind River range; on the
north by the low divide that separates the Sweetwater and North Platte
Rivers from the Wind ahd Powder Rivers; on the east by the Black
Hills. Its greatest dimensions are 204 miles along the parallel of 42°
30', and 173 miles along the meridian of 106° 30'.
The Black Hills form the continuation of the easternmost ridge of
the Rocky Mountains beyond the point where the line of general direction of the range is deflected to the north west. Their northern limit is
near Laramie Peak, in latitude 42° 10' and longitude 105° 25'; from
this point their direction is almost due south to latitude 41°, where the
Cache-la-Poudre, a tributary of the South Platte, breaks through the
ridge. The general altitude is between 8,000 and 9,000 f~et. It IS a
low range with gently rounded slopes, and a .ridge of granite crags
along the summit, culminating in Laramie Peak, one of the noted landmarks of the West. The western slopes, running down into a tableland whose elevation is about 7,000 feet, are much shorter than the
eastern, which leave the plains at an altitude of 6,000 feet-1,000 feet
lower. The axis-line lies quite close to their western border. But little
water is drained from their western slopes, while the eastern is quite
H. Ex. 285--4
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well watered, furnishing many fine valleys susceptible of cultiYation.
There is good grazing all over the range. Timber occurs, but somewhat sparsely;· TI.Je ridge is crossed by numerous roads.
The .Medicine Bow Mountains are the continuation of another ridge
of the Rocky :Mountain chain in Colorado, which extends as an isolated
ridge into the basin of the North Platte, between the Black Hills and
the continental divide. This high range bas its northern limit near Elk
1\-Iountain, in latitude 410 40', longitude 1060 30'. From this poiut the
range bas a southeasterly trf'nd to its southern extremity, \vhich is imperfectly known, and indeed but little is known of the range itself.
The basin has very nearly the same surface characteristics as the
Green River Basiu. Whetller the ancient lake that once occupied the
latter extended across the divide into this, to cut it up into terraces
during its subsidence, is still· an unsettled question. 'l'his much is certain, that the country is smoother and not characterized by terraces to
anytlling like the extent of the former.
The Laramie plains is a bight of lan<l exteudlng iu a southerly direction between the Black Bills and the .Medicine Bow .Mountains. This is
the most favored spot in the wllole plateau; the surface of tlle country is
rolling, and thinly covered with grass, while the valleys of the streams
through it afford excellent pasturage. Irrigation is necessary in the
cultivation of the soil. Quite a noticeable feature of the whole plateau
is that grazing is possible during tlle whole year; and although but
little rain falls, yet the grasses become sun-cured, anfl are always very
nutritions. The Nortll Platte River rises in North Park, an elevated
valley of the Rocky .Mountains, in latitude 40° 3V, longitude lOGo, and
flows in a northwesterly direction, carrying the <lrainage of tlle Medicine Bow range and the continental divide, to latitude 41° 30', where
it bends to the north-passing the Union Pacific Railroad at Fort
Steele, as far as latitude 42° 20', when it enters a deep calion of inconsiderable length, and, sweeping around in a semicircle to tlle east and
south, marks out, perhaps, the northern limit of the easternmost ridges
of the Rocky l\iountain chain.
On tbe right its principal tributaries are: (1) l\iedicine Bow River,
which drains the north slopes of the range of that name and the soutll
slope of the bills in the great bend of the 1;iver; and (2) the Laramie
River, which drains the eastern slopes of the Medicine Bow Mountains
and the slopes in the angle between the latter and the Rocky Mountain
range, and flowing northerly through the Laramie vlains makes a short
bend to the eastward, in latitude 42°, cutting a canon quite through tlle
Black Hills, and joins the North Platte in latitude 42° 12', at Fort Laramie. On tbe left its onlytributaryofimportance is the Sweetwater River,
which takes its rise in the southern slopes of the Wind River J\fountaius
and flowing in an easterly direction joins the North Platte in latitude
420 25'.
The roads that cross the two basins just described in the <lirection of
the parallels of latitude have already been mentioned. ' They are also
traversed by-(1) a road from Medicine Bow Station, on the Union Pacific
Railroad, in a northerly direction to Fort Fetterman; (2) one from Point
of Rocks, on the railroad, northward to South Pass City and the Wind
River Valley; (3) one from Bryan, on the railroad, northeasterly to the
Sweetwater mines and Wind River Valley; (4) one from Fort Bridger to
South Pass in a northeasterly direction, (the old eilJigrant-road to Salt
Lake City and the Pacific coast;) and (5) one from Evanston, on tlle
· railroad, northward along the valley of Bear l{iver to the Mormon settlements at Bear Lake to Soda Springs, and to Fort Han, in the Snake
River VaHey.
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TIIE WIND-BIG HORN BASIN.

This l>asin opens into the basin of the Lower Yellowstone on the
north; has the Big Horn Mountain on the east, the low divide between
the Sweetwater and the V\Tind-Big Horn on the south, and the Sierra
Shoshone and Wind River ranges on the west. Its longest dimensions are one hundred and seventy-five miles along the meridian of 1080
30', and one hundred and twenty-six miles along the pai'allel of 43° 30 1•
Of the Big Horn range but little that is reliable is known. The
probability is that the axis is a curved line. Commencing very low,
about in latitude 430, longitude 107° 30', the line of direction runs
northeasterly as far as Cloud Peak, the summit of the range in latitude
440 23', longitude 107°, and thence northwesterly to the Big Horn River
in latitude 450 10', longitude 1080 7'. The culmination seems to be a
cluster of peaks. To the north of these the range sinks to a low elevation, where tlJe summit has something of the character of a plateau, and
to the soutlJ also the elevation seems to be quite low. The streams that
flow from their eastern slopes are ver.v uumerons and water a fine
country along their base, while from the western slopes scarcely a
stream flows that is worthy of the name, and the bordering country is a
barren waste.
The Sierra Shoshonee range sends off a light spur, half-way across
the basin, in the Owl Creek :1_\,fonntains, whose line of direction is about
south 270 east from latitude 430 40', longitude 1090 10', from whence
they run w~th au average elevation of about 8,250 feet as far as the Big
Horn Ri"Ver, attaining a maximum elevation of 9,136 feet in Phlox
Mountain. The foot-hills on the south are much more rugged than the
mountains themselves, showing many sharp ridges where the rocks are
tilted vertically, apparently in two directions, one parallel to the range
and the other making an approach to a right angle with it. Above these,
and on the north, the slopes are smoothly rounded and support a fine
growth of grass and sparse groves of aspen, hemlock, spruce, and pine.
The summit is formed by ledges of the sedimentary rocks, arranged, in
a measure, alternately along the opposite sides of the axis-line.
The amount of water that is shed from the sonth slopes is extremely
small, while the north slopes are comparatively well watered. A strange
freak occurs at the western extremity of the range, where Owl Creek,
after taking its rise at the Washakee Needles, cuts through to the anticlinal axis of the Owl Creek range, which it foUows for quite a distance
through a wild precipitous cailoll, from whence it emerges into the
plains seemingly from a source in this range, whereas its source is really
in the Sierra Sboshonee Range. The Sierra Shoshonee range is probably the most remarkable one in the great Rocky }_\,fountain chain. The
original range, if there ever was one, and of this there are many indications, lies buried beneath an outpouring of material from the fluid. interior of the earth, which it is safe to estimate as being now from 4,000
to 5,000 feet thick. This statement is warranted by the fact that" the
section cut through by the Stinking \Vater River shows only this volcanic m~terial down to au elevation of 5,500 feet, while the peaks are
all over 10,000 feet, and many reach an elevation of over 12,000 feet, and
are composed entirely, so far as our observation went, of this material,
(except the Washakee Needles, which is granite.) It will be more appropriate to speak of it as a mountain mass, wlJich extends from latitude
43° 10' in a northerly direction, to 45° 10', with a general width of over
sixty miles in peaks that will certainly average over 10,000 feet in elevation . The culminating points are at the Washakee Needles, near the
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southeaste1·n extremity, where the elm·ation is 12,253 feet, anu in a
cluster of peaks, in latitude 45°, whose elevation is not known. Between these, however, there are probably quite a number of summits
that equal and, perhaps, exceed them in elevation.
It is doubtful whether any of the craters, from which this enormous
mass of once-fluid material escaped, have yet been discovered. There
are many appearances of volcanic cones, but a close examination will
probabl,y show them to be simply peaks of erosion. This mountain mass
has been eroded to a remarkable extent, an<l the streams have cut their
channel into it accordingly in the most irregular manner. The Snake
cuts clear through from the west to the east side, and the Grey Bull and
Stinking Water on the east have their sources in the very westernmost
rim. Their vaUeys are simply hnge canons, except the usual park-like
opening near their sources.
The mountain-slopes are co\ered with forests of coniferous trees,
wperever it is possible for trees to grow, and streams are very numerous.
Perhaps more water is shed from this mass of ·mountains than from any
of equal size in the Rocky l\lountain chain.
There are no roads across the Sierra Shoshone range, and this expedition is the first that ever crossed it, a feat that had been previously
considered very difficult, if not impossible. Three passes were found
across: one along the Ishawooa River to the llead of Yellowstone Lake;.
one by the North Fork of the Stinking \Vater to the foot of Yellowstone
Lake ; and one from the head of Clark's Fork to the East Fork of the
Yellowstone.
The basin is dh·isilJle iuto, 1, the \Yind Riv ·~ r Basin; and 2, the Big
Horn Basin.
1. The former is triangular in shape and traversed by the Wind River
and its tributaries. It is characterized by high benches, dropping off
by steep slopes to the river. .AJong the right bank of the river, as far
down as Bull Lake Fork, a great deal of bowlder drift occurs, and the
soil, away from the narrow bottoms along the streams, is quite rocky.
On the left bank there is not so mueh of this drift-soil, and it disappears
below Crow Heart Butte, a noted landmark in the valley, which seems to
have been left to point toward the amount of erosion tllat bets taken
place. The favored portion of the valley is along the foot of the Wind
River Mountains, in the region watered by Wind River, below Crow
Heart Butte, Little Wind River, and the Popo-agies. ~'be mountainslopes are clothed with grass, and. the valleys of these streams are quite
fertile and lie well for irrigation. North of Wind River the country is
generally rather barren.
2. The Big Horn Basin is generally barren, except the narrow belts
along the streams, the foot-hills of the Sierra Shoshonee and Owl Creek
]\fountains, and the strip of country along the base of these mountains,
which is tolerably well watered, fertile, and clothed with grass. Except
along the streams, but little timber occurs. The general aspect of tb.e
country is rugged, parched, and barren.
The Wind-Big Horn River rises in the angle between the Sierra Shoshone and the Wind H,i,·er Mountams, in latitude 43° 40', longitude
110°, and, with the name of \Viml Hiver, runs in a southwesterly direction for nearly the length of the 'Yind River.Mountains, whence, rounding to the northward, making the'' big bend," it proceeds northerly to
its canon through the Owl Creek l\Iountains; here it loses its first name
and is called, thenceforth, the Big Horn River, which flows northerly
·to its canon through the extremity of the Big Horn 1\Iountaius, and
thence to its junction with the Lower Yellow~tone. The name "Big
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Horn" comes from the Indian name for the mountain-sheep, which are
·quite numerous in the mountains about this basin. The Indians call
them "big horns." It was the custom of early trappers to name localities from such circumstances as the abundance of certain kinds of game,
trees, &c., in their vicinity. The principal tributaries, on the right, are
Campbell's Fork, Bull Lake Fork, Little Wind River and its tributaries, the two Popo-agies and Beaver Creek from the Wind River Mountains, and Bad Water Creek and No Wood Creek from the Big Horn
Mountains. On the left, DeNoir Fork, North Fork, and Dry Fork, from
the south slope of the Sierra Shoshonees : Muddy Creek from the south
slopes of the 0\vl Creek Mountains, and Owl Creek, Meeyer-o Creek,
Gooseberry Ureek, Grey Bull River, and Stinking Water Hiver, from
the Sierra Shoshonee.
A wagon -road, opened by James Bridger, leaves the old North Platte
road from Fort Laramie near Red Buttes, follows up Poison Spring
Creek, aucl thence across to the Big Horn River, which it follows up a
short distance and then strikes across the basin to Heart Mountain,
from whence it proceeds iri. a north westerly direction to the settlements
in Montana. It traverses a very barren country, in which good water
is very scarce for a considerable portion of the <listance.
'I'IIE YELLOWSTONE·'l'ETON llASIN.

As the region here to be described is quite small, it is thought advisable to treat it as a whole, although it is traversed by the main divide
oftheRocky Mountains-here very low-and part of the divide between
the Upper Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. It includes the Yellowstone National Parle. It has the Sierra Shoshonee range on the north
and east, the Wyoming Mountains on the south, and the Tetons on the
southwest. All but the latter have been described. This range is
quite short, and extends in a northerly direction between the parallels
of 430 30' and 440 15', in longitude 1100 35'. A few peaks are quite
acicular in character, and attain in the Grand Teton and Mount Moran
the altitude of 13,835 and 12,800 feet respectively, as given by Professor Hayden. The figures are largely in excess of what the previous
estimH,tes of these altitudes had been. This region is an elevated plateau, lying about the sources of some of the principal rivers of the continent. It has a surface of high, rolling hills, covered with dense forests, with many lakes, some quite large, about the sources of the
streams which lower down have cut very deep valleys.
The northwestern portion about the sources of the Gallatin and
Madison is mountainous, culminating in Mount Washburn, overlooking
the Grand Oailon of the Yellowstone at an elevation of 10,105 feet.
About 10 miles south of Yellowstone Lake is .M ount Sheri<lan, a small
knob, with an eleYation of10,156 feet. The soil is quite rich, and v-egetation flourishes, although there are indications of a severe climate.
At the foot of the Tetons, on the east, is a large, fertile valley called
Jackson's Hole. In the midst of it is Jackson's Lake, a considerable
body of water. The whole region is thoroughly "-ell watered and is
notable for the quantity of timber which it carries on low-lying land.
Its greatest djmeusiou is one hundred and four miles from north to
south, and there is au area of over five thousand square miles. Southwest from Yellowstone Lake is a cluster of small lakes-of which the
largest is Shoshonee Lake-all at the sources of Snake River.
Yellowstone River riRes in the Sierra Shoshouee range about fifty
miles above the lake, to which it flows in a northwesterly direction.
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Shortly after leaving the latter it makes a fall of about 500 feet into it
Grand Canon, through which it flows in a curved line, emerging with
a northwesterly direction, and afterward makes a grand detour around
the northern extremity of the Sierra Shoshtmee, from whence it joins
the :Missouri by an easterly and northeasterly course.
·
Within tbe limits of the region described, the only tributaries of
consequence are Pelican Creek and East Fork, on tile right, flowing
from the Sierra Shoshonee.
Snake Hiyer rises along the Continental divide, between latitude
43° 50' and 44° 30', in a large number of streams tllat spread out like a
fan from a base at the foot of the Teton Mountains. The principal
ones are: 1st, Lewis Fork, rising in a series of lakes lying southwest
from Yellowstone Lake; 2<1, Barlow'8 Fork, a tributary of the latter
from the east; 3d, Pacific Creek, rising near Two-Ocean Pass; 4th,
Buffalo Fork, rising far to the eastward, in the vicinit.Y of the \Va~ha
kee Needles; and 5th, Gros Ventres Creek, rising near tile head of ~7 ind
River.
.
There are no roads traversing this basin. On/3 from Fort Ellis lt>ads
to the Great Hot Springs, just inside of its northern limit.
INDIAN TRAILS.

The following are some of the important Indian trails traversing the
region visited by the expedition:
1. From Camp Brown, up V\Tind River Valley nearly to its bead, and
across the divide to the Gros Ventres Fork of Snake Hiver. Here it
forks, sending one branch down the stream as far as Jackson's Hole,
where it forks in turn, one portion leading down the Snake River to
Fort Hall, and the other, bending sharp around to the northeast, follows
up Pacific and down Atlantic Creeks to the Yellowstone River, down
which it follows, passing, to the east of Yellowstone Lake, to the Crow
country in Montana-a branch of it following Lewis Fork and the west
side of the lake and river; the other branch leaves the Gros Ventres
near its head, and, bending to the soutlt, crosses a low pass in the
Wyoming Mountains to the headwaters of Green l{iver, which it follows down to the open country and thence to Fort Bridger.
2. From Camp Brown to the North Fork of Wind Hiver, which is followed up, and two divides-one to the headwaters of Snake Hivercrossed to reach the headwaters of Yellowstone Hiver, which is followed down to Yellowstone Lake, where it joins the trail previously
described. The divides crossed are extremely difficult.
3. From the "big bend" of "\Vind River along the left bank to Dry
Fork, which is followed up to its bead, and a low divide crossed to the
headwaters of Owl Creek near the Wasbakee Needles, whence it passes
up this stream to its source, passing through a remarkably fine huntingground for mountain-sheep. There is here one of those luxurious
mountain-parks which Nature seems occasionally to throw oft' in the very
midst of her most forbidding works. Its existence would never be
suspected from without, as there is about it nothing but the most desolate and forbidding scenery, while Owl Creek, the natural approach,
after leaYing it, flows for a long dist.ance through a tremendous canon
along the very axis of the Owl Ureek Mountains, from whence it emerges
into tlie plains, seemingly from a source near their summit; a higher
source would scarcely be suspected. This park b<>ars many evidences of
· having been used as a hiding-place. Our Indians knew nothing of it, and
yet there are all through it numerous trails, old lodge-poles, uleached
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bones of game, and old camps of Cheyennes and Arapahoes. VVe may
expect to hear from it some day as a hiding-place for horse-thieves
·
and other marauders.
4. From Camp Brow·n northward OYer the Owl Creek Mountains, and
still fnrther north to the lmffalo-groun<ls of the Big Horn Valley a.nd the
Stinking Water River, near IIeart l\fonntain, thence up the North Fork of
that river and over the divide to the trail along Yellowstone Lake.
5. From the ''big bend'' of \Yind River eastward along the northern
face of the Sweetwater Valley, by the head. of Powder Hiver to the Sioux
country east of the Big llorn l\Ionntains.
6. From the "big bend" of Wind Ri-ver northerly into the Big Horn
Valley.
7. From Camp Brown to the head of Wind Rivf'.r, thence through
Togwotee Pass, and northerly across the drainage of Snake River, striking at Pacific Ureek, a previously-described trail from the Tetons to the
east side of Yellowstone Lake.
8. From 'the Wind River Valley across the "\Vind River )fountain~,
abO\-e Uuion Peak, to the headwaters of Green HiYer.

CHAPTER III.
THE YELLOWSTONE ROUTE TO MONTANA.
A short route to the Yellowstone National Park.

The discovery of Togwotee Pass, at the head of Wind River, is pregnant with results to tlle future commerce of theW est and Northwest, as
it discloses in all probability oue of the principal highways tbat will in
the future bind their interests with those of the Mississippi Valley and
the Atlantic States.
One important object of the expedition was to discover, if possible, a
practicable approach to Yellowstone Lake from the south or southeast,
an approach which would not only furnish the shortest route to the Yellowstone National Park, now practically inaccessible, but would open a
new route to Montana by a wagon-road. but little, if any, longer than the
present one from Corinne, Utah, that would save a considerable distance
by rail. In this it bas met with a gratifying success.
In the firstplace,it wasascertained thatthereare three passes through
the Sierra Slwshonee affording approaches to the Yellowstone Basin
from the east. These are : 1st, from the head of Clark's Fork to the East
Fork of the Yellowstone; 2d, from the head oftbe North Fork of the
"Stiuking \'\rater, ('ntering the basin opposite the foot of Yellowstone
Lake, (tlle route of the c:x;pedition ;) 3d, fi.·om the head of the Isbawooa
H.iver, entering the basin opposite the head of Yellowstone J.1ake. These
passes aer all difficult.
Also one at tl1e bead of vYind River. a little southeast from Yellowstone Lake, which aifords a perfectly p1·acticable passage to the rellowstone Valley, rvia ·wind Rirer Valley and the head of Wind River. I
have named it Togwotee Pass, preferring to attach easy Indian names,
wliereyer possible, to the prominent features of the country. lt lies•in
latitude 43° 46' 29", longitude 110° 1', and bas an altitude of 9,621 fePt
above the sea. Notwithstanding this altitude the slopes approaching
the summit so long and regular tbat·a railroad could be built o\er it at
a reasonable cost.
At present there arc two routes to Montana, over which the interchange

~
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of produets between that Territory and the East is carried on, and government supplies shipped to the military posts and the Indians in that
country. These are: 1st, the Missouri River route, by which supplies
are carried by steamboat as far as Fort Benton, Montana, and from
thence distributed through the Territory by wagons; aud, 2d, the Union
Pacific Railroad route, over which supplies are carried by rail as far as
Corinne, Utah, and from thence nortb.ward, by wagons, to Idaho and
Montana. In the Government's freighting contracts of .1873, the rates
from Fort Benton to points in the Territory, and from Corinne to the
same points, are exactly the same. Of course, so far as rates are concerned, the land-route cannot compete with the water-route; but the
river-route is only open during a few months of the year, and during the
remainder of the time the land-route is not brought into competition
with it. Furthermore, during the season that the river is open, its
navigability is far from being certain and reliable at all times; so that
shipments over it are detaiued a very long and wholl.v uncertain length
of time 'in transitu. As the business of the country is now conducted,
men can ill afford to have their money lying idle for months, or weeks,
or even days, locked up in goods in transitu. Every day saved on
goods, of whatever character, is the equivalent of money gained. It is
this element of time and its money equivalent that underlies the astounding success of railroads as competitors with water-lines of traffic-success through which the steamboat is disappearing from our rivers; success that is proving to us that there is no such thing as slow freight;
that men want some kinds of freight shipped faster than others, but that
there is none they want shipped in a slow and unreliable manner.
These considerations are so potent that, were a railroad constructed
to Montana from some point on the Union Pacific Railroad, it would, iu
all probability, be followed by virtual disappearance of steamboat-traffic
from the :Missouri River; and it is by no means improbable that the
great saving in distance effected by the new Yellowstone route will, even
without any more railroad, enable the land-route to compete successfully
with that via the Missouri. In all events, the proposed route is fraught
with benefit to the people of Montana, through the bringing of the rival
lines into a closer competition.
The present land-route leaves the Central Pacific Railroad at Corinne,
Utah, and runs in a northerly direction through Idaho to Montana,
crossing the Bannack Mountains on the divide between the Snake and
.l\lissouri Rivers. The distance from Corinne to Fort Ellis, ]\fontana, is
four hundred and three miles. The proposed road should lea'"'e the
Union Pacific Railroad in the vicinity of Point of Rocks, "Vyoming, and
run about north into the Wind River Valley; thence following up that
va1ley to its head, and through Togwotee Pass, northerly, to Yellowstone Lake, and through the Yellowstone N atioual Park to Fort Ellis.
This route would pass directly by all of the principal phenomena of the
park-except the geysers, which could easily be reached b,y a short sideroad. By it, the (listance from Point of Rocks to Yellowstone Lake is
two hundred and eighty-nine miles, and to .Fort Ellis four hundred and
thirty-seven miles.
COMP.\.RATIVE TABLE OF DISTANCES .

•
Omaha, Neb., to Corinne, Utah __ ._ •.. __ . _..............••••.....•....... 1, 055
Omaha, Neb., to Point of Rocks, Wyo ...... ---·.........................

805

Distance saved by miL __________ ..•• _.. _.. _.•........ _.•.. _. . . . . • . . • . • •

250

miles.
"

"

r
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Omaha, l{eb., to Yellowstone Lake.
Omaha to Corinne ............••...•............•.....•...... 1, 055 miles.
Corinne to Fort Ellis, Mont ................. :. . . . . • .. • . . . . . . . . 403 "
Fort Ellis to Yellowstone Lake .............................• 118 "
Omaha to Yellowstone Lake, (present route) ...... ·....••....•.•
Omaha to Point of Rocks...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805
Point of Rocks to Yellowstone Lake.... . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • • • 289

1, 576 miles.

"

"

Omaha to Yellowstone Lake, (proposed route) ....•............

1,094

Proposed route shortens distance to Yellowstone Lake ........ .

482

,,

Omaha, Neb., to Fm·t Ellis and Bozernan, Mont.
Omaha to Corinne .....................•..................... 1, 055 miles.
Corinne to Fort Ellis.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 403 "
Omaha to Fort ElJis, (present route).... .. . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . .
Omaha to Point of Rocks ....................................
Point of Rocks to Fort Ellis ..................................

1, 458 miles.
805
437

''
"
1,242

Omaha to Fort Ellis, (proposed route) ...................... ..

"

"
It is fair to presume that the freight and passenger rates will be about
the same ov-er the proposed as they are over the present route, as the
distances are nearly the same. A reasonable comparison between these
rates can therefore be made from the following table, showing those
paid by the Government to the Union Pacific Railroad.
216

Proposed route shortens distance to Fort Ellis ..............•..

TABLE OF RATES.

Transportation of persons-( amount for each person.)
Omaha to Corinne ....................................................... .
Omaha to Point of Rocks ................................................. .

$79 25
57 25

Amount per man saved by the propose(l route .............................. .

22 00

TRANSPORTATION OF FREIGHT.-TIIIRD CLA.SS.*

(4 cents per ton per mile.)
Omaha to Corinne, (1,055 miles,) per ton....................................
Omaha to Point of Rocks, (805 miles,) per ton...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$42 20
32 20

Amount per ton saved l>y the proposed route .... ........................... .

10 00

SHIPMENTS OF I~REIGIIT TO MONTANA.

Shipments to Montana via Union Pacific Rail1·oad.
Years.

Amount.

1869 .....................................•....................••
1870 ............................................................
1871. ...........................................................
1872 .............. ...................................... _.. ......
1873 ...................................... .... .......... (al>out)

1, 125, 960
6, 89ti, 723
7, 501,280
6, 129, 644
6,000,000

pounds.
pounds
pounds.
pounds.
pounds.

Shipments from Saint Louis to Montana, via all1·outes
Years.

Amount.

i~~~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~::: :~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~: ~:: ~ ~: i~: ggg: g~g ~~~~~::

1873 ...................... _...... _.... _..... _....... ___ .. . . . . . •

6, 000, 000 pounds.

*Based upon present rates of Union Pacific Railroad from Omaha to Oguen.
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The proposed route will not be blocked by snow so much as the preRent one, as the snow-belt lies in a heaYily-timbered country, in which
the snow will not drift much. This will include a distance of fully one
b,undred and fifty miles north from \Vin<ll{i ver Valley. It will open
up a body of 3,000,000 acres of tim ber-land, well watered, and with a
rich soil. Observations thus far indicate tllat this is a region of equable
precipitation of rain, and that irrigation will not be necessary in cultivating the soil. There is considerable frost even during the summer,
but in spite of it the vegetation is always quite luxuriant.
There is goou reason for believing that the Yellowstone National Park
will, in time, become the most popular summer-resort in the country,
perhaps tile world. This, of itself, is a sufficient reason for opening
the way to it at once.
To sum up, the proposed route will save two hundred and fifty miles
of distance by railroad; four hundred and eig!Jty-two miles in reaching
Yellowstone Lake, and two hundred and sixteen miles in reaching t!Je
principal cities of Montana; is a direct route to the Yellowstone National
Park, which at present is practically inaccessible, and will e-ventually
be tbe shortest railroad line to Montana; it opens up a Yery large tract
of low-lying timber-land, a feature of rare occurrence in the great Rocky
l\fountain plateau; it will open up to settlement the Wind River Valley,
the Teton Basin, and the valley of the Upper Yellowstone ; and, finally,
will throw open the Yellowstone National Park to the wonder-seekers
of the world.

CHAPTER IY.
METEOROLOGY.
Instruments-Climate of Green River, Big Horn, and Yellowstone-Teton basinsProbable region of equable precipitat.ion of raiu-Table of altitudes-Table of
weather-ob~>ervations.
·

Observations were taken with barometers~ (two cistern and three
small aneroids,) thermometers, llygrometer, maximum and minimum
thermometers, and solar and terrestrial radiation-thermometers. In all
possible cases, the temperature of springs, including thermal springs,
was taken. The temperature of the latter will be treated in the report
of Dr. C. L. Heizmann, assistant-surgeon U. S. A. Observations were
generally taken by Mr. J. D. Putnam, under the direction of Dr. 0.
C. Parry, and are, in my opinion, thoroughly reliable. Mr. Putnam
deserves special mention for having carried cistern-barometer No. 1972
(Green) the round trip, frequently in very difficult mountain climbing
and marching, without getting it injured in any manner that could affect
the reliability of its readings. The terrestrial radiation thermometer
was unfortunately broken on the ma.rch to Uamp Brown. The minimumthermometer was also broken, but afterward obsen·ations were taken to
get the minimum just before sunrise, which I think can safely be relied
on. Observations for maximum are not so numerous as I wished to
have them, because the column was generall.Y on the march at that
period of the day when it usually occurs. All altitudes are deduced
from readings of the cistern barometer.
A careful comparison of the aneroids with a cistern, (.1972,) in the
office and on the march from Fort Bridger to Camp Brown, in all the
circumstances of rapid and wide variations of temperature incident to
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bypsometrical observations, led me to look with suspicion upon their
reliability. In bringing tllem down from great elevations, they require
a long and erratic period of time .for returning to their normal indications, w bile in going up they indicate the decrease of pressure too rapidly, thus leadiug to the excessive altitudes usually resulting from their
use. It would seem as though the corrugated metallic box offers less
resistance to expansion than compression, and that at high altitudes it
is likely to take a set, thus preventing a complete return to the shape
which it held at the lower leveJ. Furthermore, where the diurnal variations of temperature are Yery wide, these aneroids, although compensated, were Yisiuly affected by heat, and there is nothing to show to
what extent. The result of oflice-comparisons is given below iu Tables
I, II, and III.
CO:\IP.UUSO:X OF BARO::\IETERS.
T .\BLE I.
Omaha, Neb., altitude ................•.................................. 1, 000 feet·
Error of cistem-barometer No. Hli2...... ......... .... .... ...... .. . ......
+O. 005
Error of cistern-barometer No. 1804......... ... . . . . . .. ... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . ..
-0.042
Cupillarity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .
+O. 004

Mean of 44 comp:uisous with 19i2 ..................................... ..

-0.038

Fort Bridger, vVyo., altitude ............................................ 6, 639 feet.
Error of cistern-barometer, (1854.) ..................................... ..
Mean of 14 comparisons....................... .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .
-0. 039
Probable constant error of Jo. Hl54 ...... -----· ...... .... .... ....... ....
-0.03
TABLE

II.

A nero ids."'
Omaha, Neb., elevation ............................................... .. 1, 000 feet.
Error of aneroid No. 1, (mean from 34 read iugs) ......................... .
-0.118
-0.04:3
Error of aneroid No. 2, (mean from :34 readings) ......................... .
Error of aneroid No. 3, (mean from 34 readings) ........................ ..
+O. 034
TABLE

III .

.Aneroids. *
Fort Bridger, Wyo., altitude .................................... . ....... 6, 639 feet.
\ Error of aneroid Jo. 1.. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. ..
+0. 524
+ 0. 66i
Mean from 2:3 com pari sons .. ) Error of an ero~d No. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c Error of aneroid No ..3............... . . . . . .
+0. 646
Meau from 115 comparisons.

~

Error

of aneroid No.1. ................... .
of anero~d No.2 .................... .
Error of aneroid No.3 .................... .
~rror

+0.632
+0. 818
+O. 728

N. B.-These aneroids were compensated.

On the 16th of May I sent Mr. Pntnam to Fort Bridger with all the
barometers and other necessary instruments for making (before the expedition took the field) a thorough comparison of their readings. This
be <lid very faithfully, and tbe result showed that my aneroids were not
reliable, although I still hoped to use them for special trips, by comparing them immediately before leaving and at once after returning to
camp. It soon appeared, however, that they were not fit even for this.
The aneroid is a good weather-glass, but is hardly fit for hypsometrical
work; this is a great pity, for there is great merit in its portability
where mountains are to be climbed, and in its non-liability to breakage.
k

Com1)arecl with No. 1972, (cistern ,) at 32° Fahrenheit.
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On the march from Fort Bridger the mercury in cistern-barometer
1854 leaked a little through the bag. The oxidation of this mercury
between the threads of the elevating-screw soon clogged it, so that it
could not be turned without great difficulty. Mr. 0. T. Creary, who
was carrying it, very ingeniously remedied the difficulty by making a
wooden screw to work in its place. This answered the purpose a<lrniraably until we arrived at Camp Stambaugh, when he made a new screw
of iron, that answered its purpose during the rest of the trip.
The leakage was caused by attempting to screw up the mercury until it
filled the tube, in putting it up for transportation. This bring~ too much
pressure on the bag of the cistern, and the mercury is crowded through
it. It should only be screwed up until the cistern is full. The small
motion in the mecurial column that is thus permitted does not endanger
the instrument so much as the leakage when it is screwed up too tight.
vVorks on meteorology do not call sufficient attention to this point, but
rather convey the idea, if they do not positively direct, that the tube
should be filled. The Smithsonian directions for meteorological observations, under the head of Barometer, say, page 17: ''If circumstances
compel this (moving) to be done, we should begin, before taking it from
its place, by raising the mercury in the cistern by means of the screw
so as to fill the cistern and the tube." Now, for transportation in the
field, when at high altitudes, a comparatively large portion of the mercury gets into the cistern. This will not do at all, and, indeed, I should
not think it advisable ever to screw up the mercury more than enough
to fill the cistern.
In compadng these barometers, my attention has been particularly
called to the unsatisfactory manner in which the attached thermometer
registers the temperature of the mercury in the tube. Its bulb i~ placed
in a small metallic case fastened to the outside of the brass frame of
the barometer, which has a small hole sometimes cut in it opposite the
bulb. It makes but little difference whether the hole is cut or not; the
thermometer registers the temperature of a small inclosed space that
receives the impress of increments or decrements of heat, . somewllat
less rapidly than the air outside, and the whole would make no sensible
change in the readings. But the column of mercury is very slow to
receive impressions of heat, and yet it is the temperature of this mercury that we rnust have in order to proceed with certainty to a common
point of comparison for all observations. flere is undoubtedly tlle reason why no satisfactory results can be obtained in the comparison
between two barometers. The true difference can only appear from the
mean of a good many observations. In hypsometrical work this must
be the cause of serious error, and when it is remedied the barometer
will indeed be a remarkable leveling instrument.
Through the courtesy of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army I have
obtained the barometer-readings at Cheyenne, Corinne, aud Fort Benton
for the period covered by our trip. They have been plotted, and theresults are showu in the accompanying chart. Jj.,rom these I was enabled
to refer Camp Brown, our field-base, to Salt Lake City, at a time when
the whole region was equally affected by barometric disturbance, thus insuring excellent altitude results, as an examination of the table of altitudes
will show. To instance this I will call attention to the altitudes of Yellowstone Lake. We camped upon its shore five times, making almost
the circuit around it. By leaving out one observation, that '"as not made
at a proper time in the day for nice work, as the others were, it will be
seen that the results compare quite closely. The mean of these gives
7,56! feet for the altitude of the lake, which, tlwre is good reason for
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belieYing, is a fair approximation. I am somewhat specific on this
point, because these figures differ so widely from those obtained by
Professor Hayden, who, in 1871, finus this altitude to be 7,427 feet, and
in 1872 fi n<ls it 7, 788.
At Fort Bridger, Camp Brown, and the outlet of the Yellowstone
Lake, I had hourly observations taken, fvr the purpose of getting an
~pproximate horary curve for each. The results are gh~en in the annexed chart, and will be of much interest.
The barometric readings at Corinne, Fort Benton, and Cheyenne,
show that over the field embraced by the reconnaissance, the abnormal
barometric oscillation was very nearly uniform. '£he computations for
altitude were made by Lieut. S. E. Blunt, Thirteenth United States Infantry.
GREEN RIVER BASIN.

In the Green Hiver Basin the diurnal temperature varies between
pretty wide limits. This is largely owing to the extreme dryness of the
atmosphere, which leaves almost nothing interposed to interfere with
the radiation from the sun and earth. The relative humidity is very
low, and dew and frost are quite rare. Rain seldom falls. The amount
of solar radiation, as will be seen from the observations, is large, and
the same causes that produce it will also probably produce a correspondingly large terrestrial radiation; all this indicates a severe climate.
The winds, with remarkable unanimit.v, are from the southwest and
west, an<l the quantity of motion is great; a gale of wind can be confidently expected every day, commencing a little before noon. The natural tendency of the winds to come from the southwest over this region, is augmented by the local configuration of the ground. The west
end of this basin is a cul-de-sac, with high mountains nearly surrounding it-the Uintahs on the south, the Wahsatch on the west, and the
Wind River range on the north. The annexed sketch will illustrate it,
(Fig. 8.)

FIG. 8.-Explanatiqn of winds in Green River Basin.

The air over the plateau becomes inordinately heated from radiation,
while the cold air from the mountains rushes in to take its place, as it
rises, and restore the equilibrium. The resultant motion thus produced
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is in a northwesterly direction, and as this is about the mean direction
of the general currents of the air in this latitude, it will be seen that the
different causes that tend to set the air in motion mutually re-enforce
each other, prouucing the high winds that are such a well-known fea·
ture of the climate.
There are times when this local disturbance must be excessive, and
perhaps we may look here for the origin, or at least a clew to it, of the
storms that sweep across the continent to the eastward, and spend tlleir
fury on the Atlantic Ocean.
Local storms and squalls from the mountains sometimes descend a
short distance into this basin, but generally clouds are rare, except the
low fringe of cumuli on the horizon, that is so characteristic of fine
weather.
WIND RIVER BASIN.

Fig. 9.

- - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - r - - 1 42?

Explanation of winds in Wind River Basin.

The climate here is comparatively mild. Tbe diurnal temperature
has not such a great range as on the other side of the Wind River range,
alt4ough in summer the air gets exceedingly warm about mid-day. The
solar radiation is still very great, but terrestrial radiation is smaller, as
the nights are warm. The relative humidity is also extremely low, caus-
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ing a rarity of dew and frost. The mountains lying so close around, a
slight rain-fall is caused by the summer showers from them, but the
quantity of water that falls is very small. The general prevailing winds
are entirely intercepted by the mountains, but the local disturbance
caused by the air getting highly heated over the valley, and the rush of
the cold air from the mountains to establish an equilibrium, is very great,
causing daily currents of such strength and persistence as to give origin
to the name of the river and mountains. This action is illustrated in the
annexed sketch, (Fig. D.)
TilE BIG HORN BASIN.

The climate here is probauly quite similar to that of the Wind River
Valley; as far as our ouservations go such are the indications. There
is the same and perhaps a somewhat greater cause for violent winds.
The Indians repeatedly called m.v attention to the fact that it was very
windy here, e\en more so than in the Wind River Valley. This is sufficiently accounted for by the fact that the mountains are very extensive,
and the country at their feet and across to the Big Horn Range is
mostly bare soil and rock, capable of becoming very strongly heated
under the effects of the great solar radiation.
Away from the western face of the basin where the summer-squalls
bang down from the edge of the mountains, the region is probably
largely exempt from rain. This is further indicated by the fact that an
€Xtremely small quantity of water is drained from the western slopes of
the Big Horn ~ountains. The streams are of rare occurrence, and are
frequently dry. On account of the scarcity of water, travel in the
lower part of this uasin, and more especially along its eastern face, is
attended with much inconvenience.
UPPER YELLOWSTONE-TETON BASIN.

These two basins, although on opposite sides of the main divide of
the Rocky Mountains, are yet subject to the same climatic influences;
for this divide is so low between them as to lose its mountainous character almost entirely. This is supplied by the Sierra Shoshonee range
which borders them on the east, the 'Vyoming Mountains to the south,
and the Tetons which lie to the west.
·
This region is also characterized by wide extremes of diurnal temperature, although the day temperature is generally rather low, making an
agreeable summer climate. The freezing-point seems to obtain quite
commonly just before sunrise; and late in August, different parties, in
three consecutive years, have noted at this time of the day such very notable temperatures.as 14° F., 13o F., and 120 F. Xhe nights are extremely
cold as a rule. An approximation to the mean annual temperature obtained from the temperatures of some springs east of Yellowstone Lake,
and one between the lake and the fall~, is i570.5 F.
The relative humidity is remarkably high for the Rocky :L\Iountain
region, which. is so generally characterized by the small proportion of
aquous vapor in its atmosphere; as a natural attendant upon this exceptional feature, the whole region is densely timbered.
There is ample evidence of a moderately copious rain-fall in and
around this basin, especially about the headwaters of Suake Hiver, the
vegetation is always fresh and tolerably luxuriant; the country is amply
supplied with water in marsh, spring, stream, pond, and lake, and the
meteorological records of parties who have visited it for three years in
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succession point clearly to it. We bad several rainy days while travers·
ing it, days in which the rain fell almost continuou::;ly during the night
and day. This is a notable fact.
It is probably a region of severe storms; for an inspection of a: gen.
eral map, together with the annexed sketch, shows that the principal
Fig. 10.

Yello-wstone-Teton Basin.

southwest air-current, moving over a low portion of the mountain mass
of the Pacific coast, reaches the Teton's and Sierra Shoshonee range
without being deprived of much of its vapor. It is not only checked
in its course by this high, cool wall, but the tremendous acicular ridge
of the Tetons stands in such a position as to produce a strong eddy
about the head waters of the Snake and over the lake basin.
The equable precipitation fa\""ors the growth of forest and rank vegetation, while the latter stores up the water, to be constantly vaporized and
held ready for reprecipitation, the cause and. effect each favorably acting upon the other. The indications are that this region along the
western base of the Sierra Shoshone Mountains,* and lying between
*I use the word "mountains" in connection with sierra in deference to the custom
different shades of meaning. To the majority of Englishspeaking people mountain is the only word tba,t completely covers the idea involved.

of considering them words of

--·----------~-~-~-~ ~-
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the parallels of 430 30' and 45° 30' north latitude, is one of equable
precipitation. The severity of the summer frosts, however, will prevent
any extensive tillage of the soil, which, by the way, is a rich black
loam. The prevailing winds are westerly, and mild in their character.
Table of altitudes.
All observations with mercurial barometer.
Place.

Altitude.

Port Bridger ..........• _.............................••................
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Camp No.lO ............•............•..........................•.......
Camp No.ll ........................................................... .
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Summit of South Pass ................................................. ..
Camp No.l3 .................. ~ ----- .......•............................ .
Camp Stambaugh ...................................................... .
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Camp No.l5 .................. ------------ ................ ------ .....••.
Bench at head of Red Canon ........................................... ..
CampNo.l6 ........................................................... .
Ranch ou Big Popo Agie, (old Camp Brown) .......................... __ .
Camp No. 17 ....•..•............................................•.......
Camp Brown ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. _•••.......• __ .. _.. .
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.
Foot of first hill ...................................•••••.........••.
Top of first hill .........................•.......................•...
Top of second hill ......••......••...••......•.........•.........•• _.
Summit of Bald Mountain ........................................ ..
Timber-line ...........•..........•..... __ .......•.••...............
Summit of Chimney Rock ....................................... __ ..
Camp No. 20 ................................•....•..............••..
Divide Sage Creek and Wind River .................................... ..
Camp No. 21 ........................................•............•... _..
Camp No. 22, (across the river from Camp 21) .......................... ..
Camp No. 23 ....... __ ..••..................•...•........................
Camp No. 24 ...............................................•.•..........
Camp No. 25 .... _. _.......................................... __ ........ .
Pass over Owl Creek Mountains ........................................ .
Summit east of pass ...••..........••... _.....••••.••••••.•......•......
Summit of Phlox Mountain ........................................... __
Camp No. 26 ..•.••........................................••.... _. .. __ ..
Camp on head waters of Owl Creek .................................... ..
Tim her-line on the W ashakee Needles ............................ __ .... ..
Summit of the Washakee Needles ...................................... ..
Last divide before Camp No. 27 ........................................ ..
Camp No, 27 .............................•............•...•. . .......•• _.
Hill south of Camp No. 27 .............................................. .
Camp No. 28 ........................•... ___ ...••...•.••.................
Camp No. 29 .•..•........•........•. _............•.......••.......... __ .
Camp No. 30 .....•.....•.........••...•..............•.•...•.••..•......
Spur from the mountains .............••....••.•.....•••..•.••...••......
Camp No. 31 ..................................••••..............•••• _•..
Camp No. 32 ....•.........••........••..•••....••...••.•........ _•.. _...
Camp No. 33 .........••••........•....••••.......•..•.....•..••••.......
Camp No. 34 .......•....•........•.........••.......•.....••...• _..• _••.
Ridge S. S. W. from Camp 34, 1st point ................................ ..
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u
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.............................. .

Feet.
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6314.9
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Table of altitudes-Continued.
Place.
RidgeS. S. W. from Camp 34, 3d point ...•................•..............
Camp No. 35 ...•.............••.......•.................................
Camp No. 36 .........................................•..................
Summit of Sailor Mountain ............................................. .
Timber-line on Sailor Mountain ........................................ .
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First triangulation-point north of pass ................................. ..
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Camp No. 37 ........................................................... .
Yellowstone Lake, (at outlet) ......................................... ..
Camp No. 39 .......................................................... ..
Height of Upper Falls of the Yellowstone ............................... .
Height of Great Falls of the Yellowstone ................................ .
Camp No. 40 ........................................................... .
Camp No. 41 ................................................•...........
Jack Baronett's cabin .................................................. .
Yellowstone River at bridge ............................................ .
Camp No. 42 .............................•..................•...........
Summit of Mount Washburne ......................................... .
Camp No. 43 ........................................................... .
Camp No.44 .......................... : ... ............................ ..
Camp No. 45 ....•.......................................................
Camp No. 46 ....... . .........................................•..........
Camp No. 47 ...............•.•...........................•, ............. .
Camp No. 48, (Yellowstone Lake) ....................................... .
Camp No. 49, (Yellowstone Lake) ....................................... .
Camp No. 50, (Yellowstone Lake) ....................................... .
Camp No. 51, (Yellowstone Lake) ....................................... .
Yellowstone Lake, (mean adopted) ..................................... .
Summit of Mount Sheridan ............................................. .
Camp No. 52 ......•......................................................
Camp No. 53 .....•.....................•.•.........•...•................
Camp No. 54 ..••••...•......................•••.........................
Camp No. 55 ...............•.....•.....•...•................•...........
Camp No. 56 .............••..............•.....•••.....•................
Hill above Camp 56, (crossed by trail) ................................. ..
Camp No. 57 ..........•....................................•............
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Camp No. 58 ...•.....•.•................................................
Camp No. 59 .............•.•.......... .............................•....
Camp No. 60 ........................................................... .
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lf1amp No. 62, (Camp No. 20) ........................................... ..
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23.606
23.602
23. 608
23.670
23.682
23.684
23.656
23. 649
23.622
23.660
23.678
23.683
23. 683
23. 665
23.622
23. 614
23. 604

48.5
51
54
50
39
51
67
58
62.5
68
49
45
36
44.5
52
55
55
63
56
45.5
32.5
33.5
36
50.5
54
59
47.5
50
39
41
44
62
62
79
60
61
50
48
48
58.5
71.5
72.5
70
37
48.5
57
69
64
75
62.5
51.5
40

·----- 50
.......... 53
56.5
.......... 51
46
.......... 56
70
--... ---...... 65
62.5
. .......... 70
------ 51
. ......... 48
39
------ 46
......... 53
.......... 56
69
.. .......... 63
...........
. .......... 47
.... .. ...... 34
............ 35
37
------ 52
........... 54
.......... 63.5
45
.......... 50,5
38
.......... 46
44.5
........... 67
... ....... 74
.......... 82
60
.......... 63
........... 50
49
53
64
1
75.5
-----72.5
...........
.......... 69
........... 37
............ 52.5
.......... 59
........... 61
. .......... 67
......... 75
60.5
------ 50
....•. 40

44.5
46.5
49
46.5
44.5
51
54
50.5
50
52.5
4::1
41
37
41.5
44
45
55
49
...........
42
32.5
33
35
45
46
51.5
38
44
35.5
37
35
55
61
48
51
44
46

·-----·-···· ·----- ------ ·----Cumulus ......... __ .. _... _..
Cumulus . ... __ . _............

..................................................

Fog ...•.................... .
Cumulus ....................
Cumulus .. .. ···--_------ ....
Cumnlo-nimbus. ---- ...... __
Cumulus ...... -----·._ ... __
Cumulus . ............ _. _....
Cirro-cumulus, cirro-stratus.
Cumulo-stratus ... .. . .. ... .
Cirro-cumulus, cumulo-strat.
Cirro-cnmulus. __ ......... _.
Cirro-cumulus ..... __ .......
· ci~~~:c~~~i~~; ~-u:~~~io-~t~~t:
Cumulus .............. -----·
Nimbus .....................
Nimbus .....................
Cumulo-stratus ... _....... .
Cumulo-stratus ............ _
Cirro-stratus._._ ............
Cumulus ......... _..........
Cumulus, nimbus ...........
Cumulus ....................
Cirro-cumulus ..............
Cirro-stratus ................
Stratus ............... . . __ ..

........................................................
...................... ............. .... ..................

. C"i~-~~~-:::: ::::::::::: : :::: ::
Uirrus .............. ___ .. ·..;: .
...........................................
Cumulo-stratus .. . .. " .......
Stratus .... -... - - -..........
Cumulo-stratus .............
- .... - - .... -.. -....................... - - .. -.... -..
~

......................................................

57
........... . c·i~~~~- : : ~ ~ : : : : ~ : : ::: : : : : : : : :
.......... ...................................................
.....................................................
46.5 ........................... . .................. . .....
48.5 ..............................................
•19
............................ .. ....................
....................................................
52
56
Cumnlus. --··---·· ..........
Cirro-stratus ....... __ ......
47
41
............................................
............... ....... ............. ...........
35

0 ·- ------------·
1 Northwest .. - . 1
6 West . ........ 2 Light rain.
... ... ............................. .. ......
Southeast ..... 1 Heavy dew.
2 Southeast ....
1
2 West··------- 2
South
......
__
.
9
3 Storm to'south.
9 West.-----·-· 3 Light rain.
5 West ......... 3
3 Northwest .... 3
9 Nort.hwest. _. . 2
8 West ......... 3 Ice one-eighth inch.
7 West ......... 1
3 East .... _..... 2
8
8
9
9
6
6
4
8
9
7
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
3
6
9
9
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

.N-~~tit-~: : :: : : :
South ... . . __ ..
West ........ .
We:>t .........
Southwest ....
Sout.bwest. _..
N ortb ..... _..
West .........
West .........
West .........
West .. .......
West .........
West .........
North ........
East ..........
East ..........

·-------------Northwest ....
·---------------

West ... .... ..
West .. .......
West .. .. . ... .
West .........
West .........
·west.----- ...
West ...•.....
West .........
West .........
Northwest ....
Northwest ....
East .....•....
East ..........
West .........
Northwest ....
\Vest ...• .... .
West .........

1
1
2
2
1 Ice one-eighth inch .
1
1
3
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

'

.

2

0

z
zI>

......

Ul
Ul

I>

z
0

t:r_j

0

1-:rj

z
0

~

1-3

p::

~
t:r_j

Ul

1-3

1
2
3
3
1
1

~
t:r_j

0

t:r_j
~

z

.

2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
0 Slight aurora.

~
~

0
~
H

z

0

O':l
<:.0

\

TABLE

I.-Meteorological1·ecord of JVorthivest Wyoming Expedition jTom May 19 to September 13, 1873-Continued.
~

~

Station.

a5

1e
A

Fort Bridger ..... .

.June 3

\

.June 4

.June 5

.June 6
.June 7
.June 8

.June 9

.June 10

<!i

s

~

7 0 a.m .

8 Oa.m.
9 0 a.m.
10 0 a.m.
11 0 a.m.
1 Op. m.
2 Op.m.
4 Op.m.
7 Op.m.
8 Op.m.
6 0 a.m.
7 0 a.m.
2 Op.m.
7 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
7 0 a.m.
10 0 a.m.
12 0 m.
3 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
5 0 a.m .
12 0 m.
6 Op.m.
7 0 a.m.
9 0 a.m.
Jl 0 a.m.
12 30p. m.
3 30p. m.
6 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
7 0 a.m .
2 Op. m.
6 Op. m.
9 Op.m .
6 0 a.m .
7 0 a.m.
12 30 p.m.
2 Op.m.

s

~

~

23.689
23 689
23.689
23.689
23.683
23. G83
23.664
23. G:i5
23.603
23.584
23. 681
23. 691
23.532
2:3.509
2:3.505
23.574
• 23. 594
23.588
23.567
23.538
23. 539
23. 532
23.564
23.574
23.652
23.664
23.686
23. G74
23.6:H
23. 610
23.634
23.668
23.666
23.629
23. 614
23.624
'.l3. 6fi8

23.653
23.644

CLOUDS.

..., ....• .;g.,;

,.<:l

..;
.8
Q;>

.s

"C<l:>

<J:>S
..<:lo

~s
~

Q;>

"C~

~~

_ss
Q;>

A

,.Q

to

A

1 - -1- - 1 - -1

...;
~

.p

.-d

~

~

g
s
..,q

~

g
~

Remarks .

a5
<:,)
....

0

~

~

zz

....

M

0

0

>
H

0

1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

00
00

Showers in mountains.

Do.

z0>

M

0

~

z

Showery to east.

0

~

~

l
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
0
0

P:l
~

M

00
~

M
~

z

~

-<

0

~

H

z

:~ ~ ~ ~ ~~-8~:~i~::: ~::: ::::::::::::::
......

~

<:,)
Q;>

~
51
Cirrus........... . .......... 1 West ....... .
58
47
~
Cirrus...................... 1 Northeast .. ..
58
...... ...... ...... ............ 0 Northeast .. ..
R5 47
61.5
Cumulus.................... 1 Northeast .. ..
M5 50
64.5
55
Cumulus.................... 1 North ........ .
~
69
~5
80
Cumulus . ............. ----~ 1 North ....... ..
63
~5
61
Cumulus.................... 1 West ........ .
79. 5
79
w 53 Cumulus.................... 2 W est ....... ..
65
~
52
Cirro-cumulus.............. 1 Northwest ... .
52
44
00
Cirrus...................... 5 North ........ .
~5
50.5
46. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 West ........ .
~5
58
51
.. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 0 West ........ .
76.5 .................. Cumulo-stratus............. 2 West ....... ..
61.5 .................. Nimbus..................... 1 Northwest .. ..
44
................. . ..................... . ........ 0 South ....... ..
fi3
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cirrus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 North ....... .
78
.. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . Cirro-cumulus .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1 Southwest ... .
78
.................. Cumulus.................... 2 West ........ .
79
.................. Cumulus.................... 1 West ....... ..
72.5 . ........................ . ...................... . ... West . ....... .
47
...... 47
42
.............................. 0 South . ....... .
47.5 ..... 50
...... ...... .......................
o West . ....... .
74
74
...... ..... Cu1nnlus... ................. 3 . .............. .
69
65
...... . .... Nimbus..................... 3 West ....... ..
49
50
61.5 69
71
70
73
70
64
62
54
57
48.5 48
47.5 47
0 ' .............. .
76
72
1 West
65.5 63.5
1 Southwest ....
44
45
0
46.2 50
63.5
o I 'v_est ........ .
0 West ........ .
78.5
1 West ....... ..
86

~i: gI :::::J::::J~:~~~~i~~:::::::::---- ·

0

WIND •

:9.,

.ci
';3
,.Q

-=!

Instrum'ts exposen to sun.

Do.

1
1
2

Do.
Do.

.. Do.

~

June 11

June
Camp 3, (6,308') ..•. .............. -~June
June
Camp 5, (6,315') .................. June

12
12
13
14

Camp 6, (6,210') .. ................ -~ June 15
Camp7 .......•..... , .............

~~~: ~~

Station-house south side of Big
Sandy ...•...................... June 17
Camp 8, (6,257') ..................•. June 17
June 18
Station-house crossing o( Big
Sandy .......................... June 18
Camp9, (6,569') ..... ............•. June 19
Camp 10, (6,658') ................. .
June 20

June 21
Camp 11, (6,743') ..••....•.... · ···-~June 21
.Jtme 22
Dry Sandy station-house.......... June 22
Camp 12, (7,134') .................. June 22
June 23
June
June
June
Camp Stambaugh, (7,767') ........ -\ June
June

23
23
24
24
25

9 Op.m.
6 0 a.m.
1215p. m.
2 Op.m.

23.596
23.592
23.644
23.632

n5

9 Op.m.
7 0 a.m.
7 30p. m.
815 a.m.
9 Oa.m.
12m .. ...
3 Op.m.
7 Op.m.
4 30 p.m.
6 Op.m.
7 Oa.m.
11 Oa.m.
12m ..... .
2 Op.m.
6 Op.m.

23.634
2:t 728
24.004
24. 013
24. 016
23.982
23.948
23.922
24.038
24.036
24.049
24.057
24.046
24.032
23.995

~

~

w
~

71.5
~

n
m

········

45
65.5
62.7
67

M
~

00
~5

n

Stratus.
Cirrus ..................... .
Cirro-stratus ........ . .... ..
68

1 57
~~- 5 . ~~~ ~
64
53.5

~5
~5
~

TI
71

·

54
c·irr~:~~~~i~-;:
54
74
Cumulus ................... .
71.5 ......•. ..... , Cumulus ............. ...... .

73
70.5
55.5
78
83
82
67

93 5 170
!.16.
...
93
68
65
55

Cumulus ............... ..
Cumulus ........ ...... ..... .
Cirrus _. _. . . . ............. .
Cirrus, cumulo-stratus ..... .
Cumulus, cirrus, nimbus ... .
Nimbus, cumulus, cirrus ... .
Cumulns, nimbus ........... .
Cumulus, cirrus .... ___ ..... .
Cumulus, nimbus .. _....... .
Cumulus, nimbus ...... _... .
Cumulo-stratus ............ .

0

2
4
8
1

2
1

~

6
2
7

8
8
6
2
7

6
8

I West
........ .
South ....... ..
West ....... ..
Southwest ... .
South ........ .
West . . ..... ..
West ....... ..
West ....... ..
,.............. ..
South ....... ..
West ....... ..
West ........ .
East ........ ..
Southeast . ... .
East ........ ..
South ........ .
Southeast ... ..
West ....... ..
West ....... ..

1
1

21
Do.
2 Instrum'ts exposed to sun;
a few drops of rain.
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
3
1

12 m ...... 123. 962180. 5181. 5
1 0 p. m. 23. 949 77
78
8 0 p. m. 23. 898 57
55
4 30 a. m. 23. !310 41
41

Cirro-stratus ......... _.... ..
Cirro-stratus ............... .
Cirro-stratus ............... .
Cirrus ..................... .

71
7
1
1

West ....... ..
West ....... ..
West ....... ..
East ........ ..

2
2
0
0

78.2
76.5
48
88
82.6
52.5
55

Cirrus ..................... .
Cirro-cumulus
Cirrus .............. .
Cumulus .. ................. .
Cumulus ................... .
Stratus .................... .
Cirro-stratus ............... .
Cumulus .................. ..

41
4
1
1
1

West ........ .
West ....... ..
Southeast .... .
East ........ ..
Southwest .. .

2
2
0

2 30p.m.
4 30p. m.
5 30 a.m.
2 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
6 Oa.m.
12m ..... .
2 Op.m.
8 Op.m.
12m ..... .
730p. m.
5 Oa. m.
7 Oa.m.
4 Op.m.
5 Op.m.
6 0 a.m.
12m ......
3 30 p.m.
6 30 p.m.
5 0 a. rn.
7 20 p.m.
7 0 a.m.
9 0 a. rn.
10 0 a.m.
11 0 a.m.

23.642
23.640
23.705
23.634
23.573
23.534
23.558
23.570
23.510
23.472
23.442
23.102
23.110
23.138
22.986
22.992
23. 126
23. 148
22.788
22.858
22.830
22.l'\16
22.567
22.568
22.575
22.572

77.8
77

57
88
84.8
57.5
59.3
85
92
88
66
68
81.5 83
61.2 '58. 5
48
45.5
41
40
50.5
52
49
48
52
55
m
56
59
52
51
55
36
29
65.5 60.5
62
62
77.5 78
70
69.5
70
71

~
~

M
9

oo
~

n
m5

49
57

00
~7

fl
~5

m5

~5
~
~

1
1
1

0
1
Cumulo-stratus ........... .
Cumulus .................. .. 4
Stratus .................... . 3
Nimbus, cumulo-stratus . ... . 8
Nimbus .......•............. 10
Cumulus ............ .
7
Cumulus ................... . 6
141
~ -----·· ... --··· .............. . 0
...... Cumulus ................... . 1
0

:::::: 1:::::: 1~~~~~-str~'t~8: ~:::::::::::

0
1
1
0
0
0

0

North ... .... ..
South ....... ..
South ....... ..
West ....... ..
South ........ .

0

z

z

Thundering.
Instrum'ts exposed to sun
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

3
2
2
2

1

t>

zQ

t%.1

z

0

t;:d

1-3
Do.

l:I1
~
t%.1

rn
'-3

3
4
2
4

4

/Xl
/Xl

"'j

2
0
0

2
3

>

~

0

21

0

West ...
Southwest ... .
West ........ .
West ....... ..
West. ....... .
South .. _.. . .. .
West ....... ..
West ....... ..
East .... ..... .
West ....... ..
West ...... ..
Southwest .. . .
Southwest ... .
Southwest ... .

pj
t%.1
0

0

~

~

z
I A few drops of rain.

Hard rain and snow.

~
~

0
~

z
~

2

1
2
2
2
3

-::J
1--'-

TABLE
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~

Q)~

C1l

Q)~

Station.

"Q3
<!i
~

A
Camp Stambaugh, (7, 767') . ....... . I June 25

June 26

June 27

<!i

s
E=1

12m . . ....
1 Op.m.
2 0 p.m.
3 0 p. Dl.
4 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
8 0 p.m.
9 Op.m.
10 0 p.m.
11 0 p.m.
12m .. ....
1 0 a.m.
2 0 a.m.
3 0 a.m.
4 0 a.m.
5 0 a.m.
6 0 a.m.
7 0 a.m.
8 0 a.m.
9 0 a. ru.
10 0 a.m.
11 0 a.m.
12m . .....
1 Op.m.
2 Op.m.
3 Op.m.
4 Op.m.
5 Op.m.
6 0 p.m.
8 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
7 0 a. rn.
8 Oa.m.
9 0 a.m.
12m ..... .
2 0 p.m.
6 Op.m.
8 Op.m.
9 Op.m.

s
0

;

P=l

I

....,.., ........
"'"·
"'"·
C1l

'd"Q3

'd"Q3

..<::lo

~s
..,

..q

Q)s

..0

~s
Q)

.0
h

~

...

A
A
-- ---- -22.576
22.568
22.576
22.5112
22.594
22.598
22. 640
22.610
22. 690
22. 676
22.680
22.708
22.710
22.735
22.740
22.764
22.758
22.774
22.790
2-2. 806
22.808
22. 815
22.810
22.811
22.811
22.813
22. 801:!
22.816
22.820
22.838
22.848
22.875
22.884
22.880
22. 882
22.873
22.850
22.848
22.851

"13. 8

74
73
75
74.5
73
68
69
68
68.5
67.5
67. !.i
66.5
65.5
65
62
61
64
68
69.5
72.5
74
75
75.5
74
75
76
73.5
71.5
69
67
65
()9
72
75
74.5
74
70
68

WIND.

C1l

..<::lo

Q)s

CLOUDS.

-:]
~

76.5
79
74.5
74
70
60
57.5
63
54
51.5
46.5
44.5
42.5
41.5
42.5
51
61
65.5
68
71

~

...............

~

.0

...;

+>
Q)

..a

~

~

~

r:s

~

----- ...........................................
--. - -. ... - -- . -... --- .. - ... -- . ... -- - .
46
---·-····------··--· .. ····----............. ..........................................
~

75
.........
.............
. ..........................................
70.5 44.5 ......................................
·--- ·- Cumulo-stratus .............

------

........... .......... --·-------·--· ·· ······· ·-----

70.5
................................................
77.5 75
47.5 ................................................
81.5 ............ ........... .............................................
75
76.5 47.5 ............................. ..... ...........
74.5 ........... ........... . .............................................
76
........... ·----- .. ..................................................
73.5
··---·---------------·--·----70
71
45.5 . .............................................
57
............ .................................................
·----54
------ ............ . ................................... . ............
64.5
. ..............................................
68.5 ........... ........... ------------·----------------72
·---------------···
·---------80
76.5 4H
................................ . ......................
74
4()
75
......................................................
69
69.5 43.5 ...................................................
57
------ ........... ..................................................
56
Stratus .............. -- .....

Remarks .

<!i

~

tr:l

s
..q

Q

i=i

J'<.t

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

South .......•.
South .........
Southwest ....
Southwest ....
Southwest ....
Southwest ..•.
Southwest ....
Southwest ....
Southwest ....

1

0

---------------·
............................

......

z
0

.......... ........ ..........................................
............. ........... ·---------·--- ........................
........... ........... ......................................... ---................................ . ..................
------ ........... .................................................. .... .. .
............. ........... ...................................................... ---............ ----·· ....................................................... . .....
........... ............ ..................................................... . .....
... ........ ............ ---- ............................................
---·
64.8 45.5 . ................................ .... ...............
... ....... --- --- . ...................................................
.......... ........... ---------------·-··----------........... ........... . ...................................... .... ..........

.i

0

:,3

Q)

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

Q

...

...0
3
3
4
4
4
~

2
2

......................... ·--·
............................ ........
............................ ......
............................ ---.....
---------------West ........ 1
Southwest .... 2
Southwest .... 2
Southwest .... 2
Southwest .... 2
Southwest .... 2
Southwest . ... 2
Southwest .... 3
Southwest .... 3
Southwest .... 2
Southwest .... 1
Southwest .... ]
West ......... 1
Southwest .... 0
\Yest .... ..... 0
Southwest .... 1
Southwest .... 1
West ......... 1
Southwest .... 2
West . ........ 3
We8t ......... 2
West ......... 2
West ......... 2

0

0

!Z

z~
~

rn
rn

~

z

0

t:;j
~

~
~

IJ:l
~
tr:l
rn

~

tr:l

PO

z

:d

~

0

a::
z
H

~

Juue 281 6 0 a.m.
Camp 15, (6,937') .•.............•. ·J June 2~
7 15 p.m.
Camp 16, (5,407').................. June 29 12m ......
2 Op.m.
6 0 p.m.
415 a.m.
June 30
Ranch on Baldwin Creek, (5,311'). ·J June 30 12 30 p.m.
115 p.m.
3 45 p.m.
Camp 17, (5,447') ................. . June 30
8 0 p.m.
5 Oa.m.
July
6 Oa.m.
C.amp Brown, (5,498') .....•••...... I July 2 12m ......
2 Op.m.
815 p.m.
July 3 / 7 0 a.m.
8 Oa.m.
9 0 a.m.
10 0 a.m.
11 0 a.m.
12m ......
1 Op.m.
2 Op.m.
3 0 p.m.
4 0 p.m.
5 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
7 Op.m.
8 Op.m.
9 0 p.m.
10 0 p. ill.
11 0 p.m.
12m ......
July 4 J 1 0 a.m.
2 0 a.m.
3 Oa.m.
4 0 a.m.
5 Oa.m.
6 0 a.m.
7 Oa.m.
8 Oa.m.
10 0 a.m.
l1 Oa.m.
12m ......
2 Op. m.
7 Op.m.
Jnly 5/ 9 20 a.m.
12m ......
2 Op.m.
4 0 p.m.
6 Op.m.
9 0 p.m.

22. 838 . 61. 2 58
23.332 53
44
24.713 88
76
24. 663 87
76
24. 573 75
74
45
24. 533 46
24.620 67.5 66
24.630 71.5 70.5
24. 551 66
64
24.531 51
51
24.468 41.5 42
24.472 48.2 54
24. 420 76.5 79
24. 406 78.5 80
24.440 73
66
24.472 63
58
24.507 68
64
24. 510 72
68
24.509 73
71
24.508 75.5 74
24.510 77
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24.544 82
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24.586 75
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24.620 68.5 62
24.626 67.6 59
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24.652 81
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Camp Brown, (5,498') .• .' ........... 1 .July

.July

Camp 19

1='1

7 0 a.m.
9 Oa.m.

Camp Brown, (5,498') .............. 1 .July

.July
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.July 16
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24.680
12m .... .. 24.666
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7 Op.m. 24.678
10 0 p.m. ~4. 670
7 0 a.m . 24.698
8 0 a.m. 24.696
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0
1
1
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4
1
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North ....... .
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2
3
0
0
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Clilllulus . ... _............. .
Cirro-clilllulus ............. .
Cirro-cumulus .. _.......... .
Cumulo-stratus ..
Nimbus, cumulus
Cumulus . .......... . .... .. . .
Stratus .... ........ ........ .
Cirro-cumulus, cumulo-strat.
Cirro-cumulus, stratus ..... .
Cumulus, cumulo-stratus . .. .

3
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Southeast .... .
West ........ .
South ........ .
South ........ .
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Camp 22, (5,556') ___ -- ___ . -----. __ -I .July 13
.July 14
Camp23, (6,140')

·-----------------I

8
6
7
7
8
7
12
7
7
8
7

0 p.m.
Oa.m.
0 a.m.
Op.m.
Op.m.
0 a. ru.
m.
Op.m.
0 a.m.
Op.m.
0 a.m.

24.563
24. 605
24. 610
24.007
23.996
24.030
24.030
23. 51l
23.590
23.798
23.949

62
59
63.6
73.7
65.5
66.3
86
74
69
62
62.5

17 10 0 a.m.
17 · 1115 a.m.
17
6 0 p.m.
18
4 30 a.m.
18
2 Op.m.
18
8· Op.m.
l9
4 30 a.m.
6 0 a.m.

22.636
22.303
24.080
24. 084
22.859
22.142
22.092
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60.1
46
69.8
43.5
36
51.5

2 Op.m.

19. 406

57.5

3 Op.m.
2 0 p.m.
7 30 p.m.
6 45 a.m.

20.608
23.864
23.802
23.730
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89
77.5
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3 Op.m.
6 30 p.m.
8 0 p.m.
4 45 a.m.
6 0 a.m.
2 Op.m.
8 0 p.m.
5 Oa.m.
5 0 p.m.
8 0 p.m.
5 30 a.m.
7 Oa.m.
10 0 a.m.
6 30 p.m.
6 0 a.m.
~ 15 a.m.

23.196
23.884
23.886
23.968
23. 991
24.232
24.245
24.260
24.434
24. 486
24.556
24. 609
24.620
24.235
24.222
24.230

84
77.5 .....................
69.5 68
......................
62.5 65
.......................
47.5 45.5 ......................
65
65
.................... .
82.3 81
........................
59
58
............ ...........
52
54
.... ................. ..
84
83
83
58.5
......... .......... ..............
65
49
50
........................
62
62.5 62.5 54
71.5 72.8 72.8 57.5
70.3 66.5 66.5 51
63
64
........................
67.3 66.4 ......................

- c·~~~it~s: :::::::::::::::::::
Cumulus ...... ------. __ . . __ .

11 0 a.m.
7 Op.m.
615 a.m.
215 p.m.
6 45 p.m.
5 0 a.m.
7 0 a.m.

22.320
24.099
24.047
24.956
24.962
25.048
25.066

72.5
64
59
68.5
60.9
47.5
56.5

75
.. ......................
59.5 ....... ................
59.2 ............. .........
65
..... ...................
59.5 . .....................
47
. .......................
57
. ................

Cumulus .... ·--··-----·----·
Cumulus ________ .--·-------Nimbus ....... - --------··--·
Nimbus, cumulus_._ .. ---- __
Cumulus, cumulo-stratus __ .
Stratus, cumulus .. _.. ___ --.
Cumulus ..•••• ------·-----_.

.July 14
.July 15

Camp24, (6,320') ---·---·----·----- July
.July
Camp 25, (6,2081) _____ - - · - - - - - - ___ • .July
.July
Highest point on trail over Owl
Creek Mountains, (7,836'). _____ . .July
Summit, east of pass , (8,233'). ____ . ,July
Camp 26, (6,16S) _. __ . ___ :-_.. ___ . _.. .J nly
.July
Cam£ on Dry Creek-------------· .Jul:v
Hea waters of Owl Creek, (8,610') . .July
.July

15
16
16
17

Highest point reached on Washakie Needles, (12,0531) . . ____ . . ____ .July 19
1.'imber-line on Washakie Needles,
(10,683') .. __ ... __ . _________ _____ . .July 19
Camp 26, (6,168')----·---·--------- .July 20
.July 21
.Jnly 21
.July 21

.July 22
Camp 28, (6,121')

------------------1 .July
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July 23
.July 23
.July 24

Camp 30, (6,166') ·-----

------------1

July 24
.July 25

.July
.July
July
Camp32, (5,273') ·-----------------l.July

25
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.July 27

1
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.................... Cumulus.-·- ______ -- ___ . ___.
.................... ........ .. ....................................

...................... -------·---·······-···-···-···
72.5 ..................... .............................. ............... ..
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------------
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. .....................
......................
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· c-~~~i~~::::::::::::::::::::
Cirro-stratus. __ .. __ .. __ .. _..
Cumulo-stratus . _. _.. __ .. __ .
...............................................
-------------------------- .... - ..
............................................

1
0
0
0
0
1
5
7
0
0
0

South. ___ . ___ . 1
Southwest._ .. 1
South. ______ .. 0
West ......... 2
West ......... 1 j Brilliant meteor at 8.35p.m.
West.·--··--- 0
'Vest --- ------ 1
South.-------- 2
West ......... 2-4
Northwest .... 2-3
Southwest._-. 1

......................
.. ..... North---·---...................... ~:~~
North-------··=--· · ------ ................................................... 0 East __________
........................ ..................................... ................ . 0 Southeast .. __ .
.................... ......................................................... 0 Southwest . __ .
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Cirro ·--··- ---·--··--··
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. _____
. __ . ______
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.. _____ . _____
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2
2
1
1
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0
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9 . ............. ...... .......... 0
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11 0 a.m.
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Camp 34, (6,042') ................ --I July 28
7 0 p.m.
615 a.m.
July 29
1 0 p.m.
2 Op.m.
6 0 p.m.
6
20 a.m.
Camp 35, (6,319') ................. -I July
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6 0 p.m.
July 31
5 Oa. m.
7 0 a.m.
10 45 a.m.
4 35 p.m.
Camp 36, (6,683') ............ ------ 1 July 31
7 0 p.m.
Aug. 1
4 30 a.m.
515 a.m.
Summit of Sailor Mount, (10,046')- 1 Aug. 1
9 30 a.m.
10 0 a.m.
12 m .....
Camp 36, (6,683') .................. Aug. 21 5 0 a.m.
6 30 a.m.
Summit of Pass, (9,444') . . . . . . • . . . . Aug. 2
2 0 p.m.
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Aug. 10
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Aug. 12
Aug. 13
Camp41, (5,741') .•....•........... 1 Aug. 13
Aug. 14

Aug. 15
Aug. 16
Aug. 17
Camp 42, (5,813') ....... . .......... I Aug. 18
Mount Washburn, (10,1051) •••••••• , Aug. 19
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Aug. 23
Aug. 23

··----------··----1

~2

6
9
7
2

Op.m.
0 p.m.
0 a.m.
Op.m.
6 Op.m.
9 Op.m.
7 0 a.m.
7 0 p.m.
6 0 a.m.
12m ..... .
7 0 a.m.
2 Op.m.
3 0 p.m.
615 p.m.
5 30 a.m.
6 Op.m.
7 0 a.m.
2 Op.m.
6 Op. m.
515 a.m.
2 Op.m,..
7 Op.m.
6 0 a. ru.
7 20p. m.
9 30 a.m.
1 Op.m.
2 Op.m.
6 40p. m.
12m .....
6:10p.m.
6 0 a.m.
210p. m.

22.825
22.828
22.816
:.!2. 838
22.794
22.760
22.734
2'2. 701
22.734
22.813
22.851
22.886
22.892
22.870
22.844
22.491
22.484
22.478
22.455
22.389
22.407
22.409
22.450
24.283
24.374
24. 355
24.373
24. 421
24. 404
24.330
24.335
24.302

61.8
54.5
51.5
67.5
62.2
41i. 5
49
61.4
35
66.5
47.5
67.5
72
66

5 30 a.m.
10 50 a.m.
7 0 a.m.
215p.m.
7 30 p.m.
1 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
715p.m.
7 Oa.m.
2 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
7 Oa.m.
7 Op.m.
5 30 a.m.
7 Oa.m.
215p. m.
610p. m.
7 Oa.m.
6 30p. m.

24.342
24.334
24. HIS
24.16ti
24. 110
20.835
22.599
22.574
22.592
22.594
22.578
22. ;)48
22.511
22.484
22.490
22.490
22.475
22.590
22.615

39.5 39.5
70
67
48. 8 49.1
81.5 80
56
53.6
64. 5 .. .. ..
62.7 59
50. 5 50. 5
48.5 48.5
65.5 64
63
64
50
39. 5
56. 1 56. 5
40.6 40.2
46. 2 46. 0
56
56.0
48. 8 48
38. 5 38. 8
54
53.9

33

67
51.5
71

60.2
47.6
61.5
54.7
43.1
63
60.5
67.6
60
56.8
66.2
64.5
43.5
79.5

61.8
53.5
50.5
66
62.7
46.5
47
53
37
65
40
72
70.8
66.5
31.5
62.6
52
68.5
60.4
48.5
59.5
52.6
44
57.1
63.1
66.5
59.5
55
65
64.5
43.5
77

.62. 7 54. 3
. .. . . . .. .. ..
............
............
63
50.1
48.3 43
51. 4 46. 5

Cumulo-stratus ............ .
Cumulo-stratus ............ .
Cumulus ................... .
Cumulus ................... .
Cumulus .................. ..
Cumulus .................. ..
............................ - .

·4o· .. ·37·-- ·ci~·o:~i;~t~s~::::: ::::::::::

5
7
2
4

West .........
South.........
South.........
Southeast.....
North.........
South .........

1
2
0
0 ...............
0 . ........... ·-0 South.........
1 South.........
9 South.........
9 South.........
8 ................
1 ................
3 West .........
3 ................

............
70.8 49.5
66. 5 50. 5
31. 5 30. 5
62. 6 51. 5
52
47
68. 5 49
60. 4 52. 5
.......... . .
59.5 54.5
52. 6 49. 5
............
. .. . .. .. .. ..
63. 1 55
...........
59. 5 52. 5
55
51
...... ......
.. .. .. ... . ..

Cirro-stratus .............. ..
Cirro-stratus ............... .
Cirro-stratus .............. ..
Cirro-stratus .............. ..
Cirro-cumulus ............. .
Cirro-stratus .............. ..
Cirro-stratus . .............. .
Cumulo-stratus ..... .. ..... .
Nimbus ................... ..
Cumulus, nimbus .......... .
............. - - ....... - ...... .
Cumulus .. . ........ ....... .
Cumulo-stratus; ........... ..
Cumulus .................. ..
Cumulus, nimbus ........ ..
Cumulus, nimbus .......... .
Cumulo-stratus ............ .
Cinus, cumulus ........... .
Cirrus, cumulo-stratus ..... .

·77 .. · ·6i: 5·

·e:·u:~~i~s:

... .. . ... . . .
............
. . . . . . .. .. . .
...... ......
............
.. .. .. . .. .. .
............
.. .. .. .. . . ..
48.5 44
64
46
64
51
39. 5 36
56. 5 45. 8
40.2 38.9
46. 0 42. 7
56
51
48
48
as. 8 37. 8
...... ······

. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ...... ...... 0
Cumulus .................... 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 0
.............. ................ 0
Cumulus . ................... 1
Cumulo-stratus............. 2
Cnmulus...... .............. 2
Cumulo-stratus .. .. .. . . .. . .. 2
Cirro-cumulus.............. 1
Cumulo-stratus............. 6
Cumulo-stratus .. ----·---·.. 2
............ - .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. 0
Stratus ................. : . .. 0
Stratus..................... 10
Stratus . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 10
Nimbus ........ ............. 10
Cirro-stratus . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 6
Cumulo-stratus . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
...... ...... ...•... .. . ........ 0

:::::::::::::::::::

l • e • • • • • • - • • • J• • • • I • • • •

10 Northwest. ..
10 Northwest . . .
10 ................
9 West.........
0 ... .. ............
10 East ....... ..
1 South ...... ..
9 North ....... .
8 North ...... ..
10 West ....... ..
1 Northwest .. .
2
!l
0 ................
2 West.........

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
L
1
2
3
1

~

~

a
0

z

Thin layer of ice .

Southeast .... .
Northwest .. .
East ........ .
South ....... .

z
Threatening.
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Northwest ... .
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M
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z
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Southeast .... .
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1
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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z0
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TABLE

I.-Mete01·ological 'reco1'd of Nm·thwest Wyoming expedition from May 19 to Septembe1' 13, 1873-Continued.

-:)

00
~

~

~

Station.

~

a)

a)

s

~

fi

A

Camp 44 ........••••.•••.•..•.... ·1Aug.
Camp 45, (7,132') .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. Aug.
Camp 46, (7,373') .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. Aug.
Aug.

24
25
25
26

Camp 47, (8,302') .................. 1 Aug. 27
Camp 4R, (7, ~. 65') . . .. . .. . .. .. . • . . • . Aug. 28
Ang. 29
Camp near base of Mount Sheridan Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Summit of Mount Sheridan, (10,156') Aug. 30
Camp 49, (7,!'64') . . • .. . .. .. • . . .. .. . Aug. 30
Camp 50, (7,552') . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . Aug. 31
Camp 51, (7,56;i') . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 31
Sept.
C=p 52, (7,788') ------------ ------~ Sopt
Camp 53, (7,848') . • . • . . .. .. .. . . .. . . Sept.
Sept.
Camp 54, (8,081') .. .. . . . • • . .. . . .. .. Sept.
Sept.

1
1
2
3
3
4

Camp 55, (7,575') .................. I Sept. 4
Sept. 5
Camp 56, (6, 8~2') ..•....•....•..... I Sept. 5
Sept. 6
Camp 57, (8,917' ) ......... . ........ Sept.
Sept.
Mountain southwestofpass(10,625') Sept.
Togwotee Pass, (9,621')... ... . • . • .. Sept.
Camp 58, (7,498') . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . Sept.
Sept.

6
7
7
7
7
8

Camp 59, (6,942') ............ . ..... I Sept. 8

•

515a. m.
7 Oa.m.
2 Op.m.
5 40 a.m.
9 30a. m .
515p. m.
7 Op.m.
7 Oa.m.
9 45 a. m .
6 35p. m.
515a. m.
11 0 a. m.
12m . .. . ..
7 Op.m.
9 30 a.m.
4 Op.m.
6 Op.m.
6 Oa.m.
6 Op. m.
7 30 a.m.
8 30 a.m.
6 30p.m.
7 30 a.m.
9 Oa. m.
6 Op.m.
7 Op.m.
7 Oa.m.
3 Op.m.
6 30p. m.
6 Oa.m.
8 Oa. m.
630p.m.
7 Oa .m.
10 35 a. m
1130 a. m.
6 Op.m.
6 Oa.m.
9 Oa.m.
6 Op.m.

':5..;

-:5..:

'd"*

'd~

~s

s

..clo

~

~

0

I=Q

22. 616
23.214
23.049
22.999
23.016
22.253
22.852
22. 825
22. 835
22.560
22.556
20.840
20. 842
22. 840
22.859
22. 836
22. 82~
22. 773
22. 604
22.558
22.590
22.396
22. 462
22.480
22. 846
22. 820
22. 890
23.496
23.496
23.567
23.580
21. 884
21. 809
20. :>68
21.376
22.997
22. 9RO
23. 017
23.536

~

~s

I

~

I

WINDS.
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38
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69.2
41.5
65.8
54.5
46.5
34
50
52. 3
44
57
60.4
52
56.2
68.5
62
46
50.5
52.8
45.6
36.6
44
46
45
41
34.5
64
50
32
38
44
33. 5
49.5
51.5
53.8
a2
62.5
58.5
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-----58.5
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. C"i~~~-s~ ~~~-~i~~ '.'.'.'." ::::::: .
Cumulus ..... . .............
Cumulus ............ . ...... .
Cumulus . ....... ..................
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44.5 Cirrus, cnmulo-stratus ......
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. .........
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. ..........
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1=1
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7
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......... .............. Cumulus . . ........... . ...... 2
........... . .......... ...................................................... 0
............. . ......... Cirro-stratus . ............... 1
............ .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , ........ -............................... - 0
................................ .... .. ......... ... 0
52.3 42
0
........... .......... st~~t~~-:
1
............ . .......... Cirro-stratus ..•............ . 1
Cirro-stratus ................ 1
.. ........... . ......... Stratus . ............ . ....... 4
Cirro-stratus . . ...........••• 3
68.5 53
Cumulus . . ................. . 2
62
52
Cumulo-stratus . ....... . .... 8
........... ........... Cumulo-stra tus . . ........... 9
·----- ---.. Cumulus, nimbus .. . ....... .. 8
·-...........
---- ...........
-----· Cirro-cumulus . . ........... . 1
Cumulus, nimbus . ... . ...... 9
. .......... . .......... Cumulus, nimbus .......... . 9
............ ............ Cumulus . .................. . 7
Cumulus .................... 9
45
43
Cumulus . ................... 7
41
39.5 Stratus . ................... . 1
34.5 33
Cirro-cumulus.. . ........... 1
Cumulus .................... 5
50
46
Cumulus . ................... 5
33
33
Fog ......................... 10
38
37.5 .............................. .. ............ 0
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..,;
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,Q

,Q

-----36
38.5
71.1
42
66
53.9
50
39
58
54
43
64
65
57
57.5
69.5
63.5
51
58
60.5
50
40.5
43
46
48.5
42
37. 7
64
50
30. u
38.5
47.5
33
61
62.1
59. 5
31
69.5
59

CLOUDS.
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0

zz
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0
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West .........
North ......... 1
. ............... 0
West ......... 2
South .... . .... 3-4
W est . ........ 1
Southwest . ... 1
Northeast ... . 1
W est ......... 0
W eHt ........
1
West ......... 1
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s~;;ih:::::::: ~
..........
South . ....... .
. ...............
South . ....... .
.......... . .....

...........................

. .. ---.. -....... - .....
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Northwest ....
W est ....... . .
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Southwest ....
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1
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1
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3
0
0
0
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0
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0
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0
0
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0
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t_.:j
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Fog on mountains.
Do.
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Slight frost.

0

~

~

a::
~

z

Q
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Camp 60, (6,172') ........ . ......... 1 Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Camp 61, (5,7~ ') .................. Sept.
Sept.
Camp 62, (5, 799') .................. Sept.
Sept.
Camp Brown, (5,498') .••.......... Sept.
Sept.

10
11
11
12
12
13

6 Oa.m.
730a.m.
9 Oa.m.
6 Op.m.
6 Oa.m.
8 Oa. m.
9 Oa .m.
610p. m.
7 Oa.m.
615p. m.
7 Oa. m.
6 Op.m.
8 Oa.m.
2 Op.m.
6 30p. m.

23.500
23.518
23.524
24.120
24.105
24.115
24.113
24.392
24. 438
24.518
24. 636
24.750
24. 744
24.658
24.634

42.5
63.5
67.5
70.5
r.o. 5
59.5
66.7
73
57
64
57
67.5
58
78
72

42.5 42.5 36.5
43.5
53
53
66
66
51
70
48.5 48.5 40.5
59
59
46.5
67
67
51
67.5 ----- - -----53.5 . ......... ........... . .
65. 5 . ........ . . . . . .......
55.1 . ........ ............
61
51.2 59
49.6
83.2 56.1
76
67
411
68

Cirrus ...•.• ------ .•........
Cirrus ......................
Cirrus . .. .. .................
Cirro-cumulus ..............

. ..................................... . ....

. ......................................... .. .......

Cirrus . ..... .. ........... . . .
Cumulus, stratus . ...... . ....
Cirro-cumulus ............. .
Stratus, cumulus ............
.............................. . .................

. ..........................................

·ci~~~8- ~ ~ : : :: ::::: : :: ~ : :: ::::
Stratus .....................

1 West ....•.... 1
1 West . ....... . 0
1 . ............................ 0
1 West .....·... . 2
0 W est ...... . .. 2
0 W est ........ . 0
1 West ...... . .. 1
1 W est ...... . .. 0
3 . .. . .... . ...... . 0
8 Northwest .... 1
0 West ........ . 0
. .................................
0 . .. ........................
2 Southwest ....
2 W est .........
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RECONNAISSANCE 01!, NORTHWES'l'ERN WYOMING.
TABLE

H.-Record of radiation, maximum and minimum thllrmometera.
Radiation.

Heat.
Station.

Date.
Max.

Min.

Solar.

Terrestrial.

-------------------1----1·---- ----------

1874.
Bridger ....••................................ .June 9
.June 10
.June 11
.June 12
Camp 5 ................... ·........................ . .June 14
Camp 6 ....•....................................... .June 15
Camp 7 ........................................... . .June 16
Camp 8 ........................................... . .June 18
Camp 9 ........................................... . .June 19
Camp 10 ..........•..•............................ .June 20
June 21
Camp 12 ............•.............................. .June 23
Camp 13 ........................•...•.............. .June 24
Camp Stambaugh ................................ . .June 25
.June 26
.June 27
Camp Brown ..................................... . .July 2
.July 3
.July 4
.July 9
Camp 26 ......................................... .. .July 19
.July 20
Camp 34 .......................................... . .July 29
Camp 35 .......................................... . .July 30
.July 31
Camp 36 .......................................... . Aug. 1
Aug. 2
Camp 38 .......................................... . Aug. 4
Aug. 5
.A.ug. 6
Aug. 7
Camp 39 .......................................... . Aug. 9
Aug. 10
Camp 40 ......................................... . Aug. 11
Aug. 12
Aug. 13
Camp 41 .......................................... . Aug. 15
Aug. lti
Aug. 17
Camp 42 .......................................... . Aug. 18
Aug. 19
Camp 43 .......................................... . Aug. 20
Aug. 21
Aug. 22
Aug. 23
Camp 44 .............................. . ........... . Aug. 24
Camp 45 ......................................... . Aug. 25
Camp 46 .......................................... . Aug. 26
Camp47 .......................................••.. Aug. 27
Aug. 28
Camp 48 .......................................... . Aug. 29
Camp 49 ......•...............••................... Aug. 30
Camp 50 ..........................•................ Aug. 31
Camp 51 ..............................•............ Sept. 1
Camp 52 ...........•..............•................ Sept. 2
Camp 53 ....................................•...... Sept. 3
Camp 54 ......................................... . Sept. 4
Camp 55 .......................................... . Sept. 5
Camp 56 .......................................... . Sept. 6
Camp 57 .......................................... . Sept. 7
Camp 58 . ......................................... . Sept. 8
Camp 59 ..................................•........ Sept. 9
Camp 60 . ......................................... . Sept. 10
Camp 61. ......................................... . Sept. 11
Camp 62 .......................................... . Sept. 12
Camp Brown ...........•....•...........•.....•.. Sept. 13
For~

79.5
82
82.5

61
29
45.5
39.5

96

140.5

115

90
62
78.5

58
2~.5

45

......... .

170 (1) ........ ..

88.5
97

126. 75
133
142.5

150.7
38.5
45.5
41
37
23
21
68
36

83
!:!3

3l:l

82
83
86
82

66
49
50.5

........ ..

152.5
148
......... .
149.25 ·........ ..

140.75
143. 8
138. 6
147.2
148

161.25 ........ ..
129.5
46.5
44.5
36.5
33

58.5
67.8
69

34
.......................
39.7
46
37
22.5
30.2
38.5
46.6
37
38.5
38
31
35
32.5
26

40.2
33
38

35
41.5
48
13.5
24.5
27
27.5
38

78.5

36
37
35
29
27
28.5
26
42
46
46.5
34.5
39

·----··-·· .............. .

................... .
·········· ......... .
.................. ..
................... .
................. ..
.................. ..
.................. ..
................... .
146.5
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TABLE

Date.

Time.

1873.
13

June
June
June
June
June
June
Julv
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

III.-Temperature of springs, waters, c}'c.

19
19
19
2ti

29
21
25

3
4
5
6
7

Temperature.
0

m. Sand, on r~d~e between Big Muduy.and Ham's Fork .....•...........
9 30 a.m. Sand, on dtvtde between Btg and L1ttle Sandy .....•..•••••..........
6 0 a.m. Water in well at station-house, near Camp 9 .•.•.•••••••..•••••..•••.
6 Oa.m. Water in Big Sandy ................................ . ............... .
2 Op.m. Water in well at Camp Stambaugh ................................ ..
5 0 a.m. Spring near Camp 15 ..........·..................................... ..
7 Op.m. Spring at Camp 27 ...•.•.•.•••.....•••••..•••••••••••.•...••••••••••.
2 Op.m. Spring near Camp 30 ............................................... .
6 30a. m. Spring at Camp 37 .••...•...••.•.••...••••••••••••••••.•••...•.•••.• .
4 Op.m. Yellowstone Lake .................................................. .
7 0 a.m. ...... do ............................................................. .
6 Op.m. ...... do ............................................................. .
6 Oa.m. ...... do ............................................................. .

12 0

H. Ex. 285--6

1'26
112
36

53
40
42
44

37.5
37
60.5
5G
65. 5'

58

ASTRONOJ\fiOAL REPORT.
BY LIEUT.

S. E.

BLUNT,

'Ihirteenth C"nited States Infantry.

Instruments-Fc.tilurc of chronometers-Examples of computations.
ENGINEER OFFICE,

Omaha, Neb., January 1, 1874.
SIR: I have tlle honor to make the following report concerning the
astronomical work of the expedition to Northwestern Wyoming dnring
the summer of 1873. The observations were taken by myself, assisted
by Mr. George C. Hitt.
The onl;v iostruments used were one sextant, one reflecting circle, and
one artificial horizon; two box-chronometers, one regulated on mean
solar time, and the other on sidereal time, were used in connection with
the sextant at Fort Bridger, and part of the way to Camp Stambaugh.
The boxes containing the sextant and reflecting circle were carried on
the backs of men in the saddle; thus transported, the instruments remained in good order, and, though they were always examined before
taking an observation, adjustment was lmt seldom found necessary.
The box-chronometers were also packed in the usual manner for field
transportation and carefully carried on the back of a man in the saddle; but it was our experience that the slight motion that they were
thus unavoidably exposed to, so impaired their rate as to render them
worthless as a means of determining· longitude. 'l'hey were left at Camp
Stambaugh, and a pocket-chronometer (Frodsham, 9898) was used during the remainder of the trip, and gave satisfaction; its rate bad been
determined at Omaha, and also at Camp ·Brown, before leaving and after
returning; all three results closely agreeing.
Longitude at the following places was obtained by means of lunar observations; the distance of the moon from the sun, and also from a
planet or star, or from both, being taken.
At Fort Bridger, mean of two lunars; Camp Brown, mean of fourteen
lunars; outlet of Yellowstone Lake, mean of four lunars; Camp 49, on
Yellowstone Lake, mean of four lunars; Camp 56, on Buffalo Fork of
Snake River, mean of three lunars.
Some of the lunars at Camp Brown were taken before departure for
the Yellowstone, the remainder after our return-the fourteen observations being taken on four dift'erent days.
To show the manner of taking the observati~ns for longitude by lunar
distances, and for field- work the closeness of the results obtained, I gi ~e
the observations at the outlet of Yellowstone Lake, (Camp 38.)
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Observations fur longitude by lu11ar distances, moon, Mars.
Garnp 38, August 6, 1873.
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Index error of sextant, 00". Barometer, 22.824 inches. Error of
eccentricity of sextant, 00". Attached thermometer, 55°.5. Detached
thermometer, 540.5.
The altitudes of the moon were taken at equal intervals before and after
the time of observing for distance-the same in regard to Mars; the
means of the altitudes thus obtained were used as the altitudes at the
time . the distance was measured, this being mo_re accurate than any
other method that could be atiopterl by a single observer.
The computations were made accor<ling to Ohauvenet's method of correcting lunar distances.
Longitudes for other points were determined from the error of the
pocket-chronometer on local mean solar time, its error on the mean solar
time at Camp Brown being found by computation; lunars serdng as
checks upon these where the longitude was obtained by both methods,
and the two determinations agreeing closely ; the longitudes by time
can be regarded as close approximations.
The mean solar-time at place of observation was found either from
equal altitudes of the sun or of a star; Arcturus, a Serpentis, a Ophittchi, or a Aquilcc being generally used.
Latitude was obtained by circnm-meridian.altitudes of the sun, or of
the same stars as used iu the observations for time. Whenever the
party remained more tllan one day at the same camp, latitude was de·
termined each noon, as well as by tlle stars at night. Here, too, very
satisfactory results were obtained, remembering that no other instrument but a sextant was used in the observations.
I give one of tbe observations, and the mean of the deductions from
four others, to show how closely the results agree with each other.
Detm·minalion of the latitude, front ob8el'1'ed double circnm-merirlian altitudes of the snn.
Camp 38, (outlet of Yellowstone Lake,) August 5, 1873.
Time of ol.lserva·l Ohs!'rved double
tion by watcl1.
altitude of sun.

Latitude rleducecl
from each observation.

I
I

Remarks.

-------------------------h. ?n. s.
4
0 55
5il 30.5
1
4
4 31.5
6 2:t 5
8 24
10 40
13 22.5
1.3 42

123

46
52
55
57
57
57
55

40
30
30
40
50
20
30

52 20
41:1 30

44

34
34
3·1
34
34
:H
35

51.26
57.94
58.30
55.64
!::5. 47
53.19
00.76

35 00.01
34 56.77

Barometer 22.803 inches.
Attached thermometer 65° .
Detached thermomer 65o.
Index error of sextant +40".
Error of eccentricity of sextant 00"
\Vatch fast of mean solar time, 1h om 13•. '>7.
Approximate longitude, 33° 15' west from
Washington.
Approximate latitude, 44° 34'.
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The latitude deduced from the mean of these nine obserYatious ou the
sun is 44° 3±' 56".59, and from the other four ~ets 440 34' 47".2; 440 34'
52".23; 440 34' 53".56, and 44° 34' 49".97, respectively, giving a mean for
the final result of 440 34' 51".91.
.
The following is the list of latitudes and longitudes determined:
List of astronomicetl stations.
Stations.

Latitude.

Fort Bridger ...•.•.....•..............................................
Camp No.8 ..••............................•..........................
Camp No.lO ..•......••...............................................
Camp Stambaugh ............•................••... .... ...............
Camp Brown ....................•.........•.•........................
Camp No. 21 .............................................................................................
Camp No.26 ......................................................................................... ......
Camp No. 28 ...................... ........................................................................
Camp No. 30 ........................ ....... ...............................................................
Camp No. 32 ..................................................................................... ... ....
Camp No.33 ...................................................................................
Camp No.34 ............................................. .......................................
Camp No.35 .................................................................................
Camp No.36 .......................................................................................
Camp No. 37 ............................................................ .. ......... .. ................. .
Outlet of Yellowstone Lake ..................•.....••..............•..
Camp No. 42 ..........................................................
Old Faithful, (Upper Geyser Basin) ......•............................
Camp No. 49 ...•.....•••.....•......•.••.....•.•.....•................
Camp No. 55 ........••••••••.................................•.••.....
Camp No. 56 .....•......•..•••....................................... .
Togwotee Pass .•...........••.........................................
Camp No. 59 ...............•...................................•......
Camp No. 60 .•.•.....•...•...•...................... ..................
Camp No. 61 ........................................................................................

_

41
41
42
42
42
43
43
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
43
43
43
43
43
43

15
54
7
29
59
12
41
2
HI

30
28
28
28
33
32
34
56
28
22
56
51
46
33
26
17

37
36
43
56
11
25
00
30
15
16
48
6
11
46
45
52
13
30
26
47
13
29
13
45
15

Longitude.

110 22 3!)

.......................
.....................
108
108
10
108
108
109
109
109
1119
109
109
110
110
110
110
llO
110
110
110
109
109
109

4
53
57
50
51
7
14
30
3!)
52
59
10
21
23
53
18
5
9
00
38
14
2

28
51
28
22
22.3

54
4
34
14
13
15
46
56
30
51
50
20
10
57
10
36

51

The magnetic variation could not easily l>e obtained very accurately
with the instruments at my command; three or more observations, however, were taken whenever the declination was obtained, in order to
eliminate errors as much as possible, and a mean of the results adopted
as the final result. Tiley can probably be depended upon to within5'.
Table of magnetic t•ariations.
Date.

Stations.

J nne 9....... .• • • . • . . . • • • . . . .
June 17 .........••......•••..
June 19 ...............•••..•.
June 26 ..•......•..........•.
July 4 ... ............••••....
August 6 ......•......••••.•..

Fort Bridger ...............•...........•.................
Camp No.8 ..•................. .....• •................ ...
Camp No. 10 ......•.....................•................
Camp Stambaugh ...•.•................•.................
Camp Brown .... ............•.................... ........
Outlet of Yellowstone Lake .... .................... ..... .

±~i~H ir~~: :::::::: ~ ~~~: ~ : -~~~-:¥::~~~:-~~~i~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: :~ ~~ ~: :~: ~ ~:::::::::::: ~:::::

Declinations.

:

September 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Camp 56, ITeton Fork, Snake River) .................... .
September 9 ...•....•........ Camp 59, Wind Ri>er ................................... .

~:E~::~:~ i~ :::::::::::::::: 8~:~ ~~: ;i~~l ~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

September 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

Camp B1·o-wn ............................................ .

0

I

17
17
17
17
17
19
19
19
19
19

30
30
3:!
25
33
1

0
1
3:!
6
1tl 43
1 36
18 27
17 3.3

I am, sir, yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
STANHOPE E. BLUNT,
Secon(1 Lieutena.n t Thirteenth Infantry.
Capt. W. A. JoNES,
Corps of Engineers.
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GEOLOGICAL

REPORT.

BY PnoF. THEO. B.

Co::~rsTOCK.

OH.APTER I.
I~TROD UCTION.

Explanation-General plan of

~eological

report-RarratiYe of special trips.

Before proceeding to the more special and detailed account of the
geolog,y of the district traversed by Captain Jones during the summer
of 1873, it will be proper to devote a little space to a hasty review of
some points connected with the trip itself, which come justly within the
scope of this report, and which, if not here introduced, might leave
unexplained some matters of greater significance. It is also desirable
that some explanation should be given of the causes which ha\e led to
the appearance of the report in its present shape.
Upon my ret urn from the :field with an abundance of material, in the
form of notes and specimens, for the preparation of a report upon the
geological structure of the greater portion of the western third of Wyoming TerrHory, it very soon became evident that the labor of arran_ging and elaborating completely the whole of the work done in the field
would require much more time than could well be allowed me. This
difficulty would have been grave enough bad the region explored been
of no more than ordinary interest; but when the wonderful extent and
\ariety of this section is fully realized and considered, it will be seen
that my task has thereby been greatly increased. In addition to this
difficulty, circumstances beyond my control have compelled me to work
with very few advantages of reference or comparison. As a natural
result, regretted by no one more than by the writer, the following pages
will be fonud lacking in several important particulars, among which
two interesting subjects require some notice in this place. I refer to
paleontology and chemical geology, in both of which departments much
material was collected, but which, for the reasons mentioned, have been
necessarily treated qnite summarily. So far as I have been able, I have
identified the fossils collected, and, in most cases, I have thus been enabled to cletermiue with certainty the formations from which they were
obtained.
PLAN OF GEOLOGICAL REPORT.

In the preparation of this report I have sought to arranlle its component parts in such a manner as to combine utility with conciseness of
expression and ease of reference. In a work which is intended merely
as a 1·es'wne of the more important results of :field-labors, it is excusable,
not to say necessary, that events aud discoveries should lJe narrated in
the order of their occurrence, but, howev·er easier it may be to thus send
forth the final results, such a report can only l)e accepted as t.he forerunner of a more complete and elaborate treatise in the future. Though
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indulging the hope that the ample material now in my possession may
yet yield richer fruit under more f<worable circumstances, I have yet
felt, in the absence of such assurance, that the present work should
have as much of the air of a fiuished production as can well be given to
it within necessary limits. For this reason the piau of arraugeu1eut
adopted in the follo"ing pages is the grouping of facts and couclnsions
under appropriate lleads, witlllittle or no regard to sequence of ouservation~ except when essential to the complete elucidation of any subjeet.
Each broad division of geology and related subjects L discussed in succession, each occupyiug as many chapters as may be deemed expedient.
In each chapter the several prominent topics are plainly inllicated by
head-lines in the text, and these, with minor topics, will readily be found.
by referring to the copious index at the close of the report. This method,
which, I believe, will prove most satisfactory to the majority of tllose
who will use this report, will necessitate a somewhat more careful
attention than \Yould be required by an arrang-ement which would allow
of more frequent repetition; but I am persuaded that if this treatise be
incapable of resting upon its own merit, nothing in the way of mere
composition can make it any more desenTing of generous approval. It
has been thougllt desirable, however, in one or two instances, to give a
brief 'resnrne or recapitulation of several chapters, as in cllapter VI,
which is devoted to a general review of local geology, systematic and
economical.
The order of arrangement of the sm·eral chapters is in a measure
natural and progressive. Beginuing with a notice of the physical
geography, or the resultant of all tlle various forces which have combined to produce the present surface features, then proceeding to the
uiscussion of geological structure or the resistance encountered, the
d~ermination of the forces themselves comes next in order, after which
such special subjects as are not directly connected with the. geology of
the region are considered. To the latter class belong the chapter of archreological notes and the notes upon the Shoshone tribe, with a \ocabulary.
N ARRATIYE OR ITINERARY OF SPECIAL TRIPS.

It would be entirely superfluous to write anything like a narrati\'e of
the occurrences from day to day along the line of march; nor h<l\·e I
thought it necessary to transcribe the greater portion of my field-notes
in the form of a journal. I found it necessary, however, upon se,·eml
occasions, to make independent side-trips for the purpose of obtaining
more extended information than was possible at all times in the immediate Yicinity of our trail. As the incidents and observations of these
sorties will not be elsewhere related, it will be well to describe them
without amplification in this place. Each is numbered in the order of
its occur;rence.
I.-TRIP 1'0 'l'HE UIN'l'AH MO'GN'l'.AINS.

June 6.-A delay of se,·eral days at Fort Bridger, incident to prepa
ration and organization, afforded an opportunity for a somewhat extemled
trip, of which I availed myself by a run to the Uintah Mountains for
the purpose of obsen·ing the structure of that range, and with the
intention of learuing as much as possible of the inten·ening country
and its geology. I was accompanie(l by Mr. J.D. Putnam, who carried
a mercurial barometer and an aneroid, with which frequent observations
were taken. We were piloted by vVilliam Somers, a guide of much experience in this section of country. Our route, which was as direct as
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possible so early in tile season, lay across the southwestern corner of
the great Green River Basin, in a general south-southeastern direction.
\Vhen we left the post the water of Black's Fork at that point was
unusually high, causing serious damage to bridges, and knowing ones
predicted the failure of our little expedition. A ride of eight miles
brought us to the crossing of Smith's Fork, which was found to be too
high for fording, and we went some distance above, where the creek
divides into several smaller streams. Even these proved difficult to
cross. One must see these swollen torrents and ford them to fnlly
appreciate their force and the consequent amount of sediment held in
suspension. In seasons of heav.y floods many of the mountain-streams
are veritable rivers in size, and .such they are usually named, to the
great wonder of those who have seen them only in midsummer, when
many are almost dry. All the streams that we were obliged to cross in
our progTess toward the mountaius were very much swollen, and we
were not infrequentl.v obliged to cast about for suitable places to ford.
After crossing Smith's Fork we bore south ward for several miles, passing through a portion of the Grizzly Buttes,* a "bad lands" district
now made famous as the scene of the labors of Professors l\iarsh,
Leidy, and Cope, resulting in the discovery of numerous remains of
extiuct vertebrates. This formation is more or less restricted, flanking
the edges of quite extensive benches as a kind of fringe at this point
about one mile in width. The buttes are usually capped by grotesque
masses of weathered rock in the form of columns or pyramids of various
shapes, wllich often bear a fair resemblance to familiar objects, such as
huts, an.,dls, chimneys, steeples, monuments, nestling birds, &c.
Continuing our course over benches becoming broader and more extended nearer the mountains, we :finally reacheu and crossed Cottonwood Ureek, one of a dozen so named within a limited area in the "',.est.
From this point we continued our course across sage-brush plains,
with little of variety, except an occasional alkali bog, in which our
mules sank to their bellies, or an alkali hole, filled with a sloughy mass
of the consistency of soft-soap, with irregular streaks of blue and yellow.
Pushing onward rapidl.Y we crossed the divide to the slope toward
the west branch of Henry's Fork, camping just at dusk near a fine cold
spring, in a sheltered depressioq upon the hill-side. This camp was at
an ele\-ation of about 2,000 feet abo,,.e the valley of Black's Fork at
Fort Bridger, and it was distant by au air-line nearly nineteen mile:S,
and by our course about twenty-two miles from the same point.
June 7.-Left camp quite early, bearing east of south toward the
mountains. On our way we encountered quantities of fallen timber,
which very seriousl.Y impeded our progress. Between two wide belts .
of this we were obliged Lo ·climb a steep bluff strewn with bowlders,
largely of red sandstone, but with a beautiful grassy summit almost level.
Passing through a narrow opening in the timber which skirts this ridge
there is brought to view an inclosed pasture of several acres, evidently
.a favorite resort of the elk, judging from the number of shed antlers
which lie strewn over its surface. The view from this point is very :fine,
and quite extensive. The ridge slopes rather abruptly upon both sides
to the streams below, one of which ripples through a grassy bottom, apparently walled in upon all sides, with a narrow gap where the water
*In a paper entitled ''On the Geology of Western Wyoming," published in the
American J onrnal of Science and Arts, vol. VI, December, ll::l7:3, I have offered an explanation of the origin of this name, which proves to be erroneous. Judge W. A. Carter
states that the name originated from a report that au old hnuter had there discoyered
a petrified grizzly.
•
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:flows out. This was pointed out by our guide as one of his f<tYorite
places for wintering stock. Beyond this we passed through an extensive tract of fc"tllen timber, part of it scattered over the surface of a hill
which we descended to reach the vallev of a small creek to which I have
given the name of Bog Creek, merely for convenience of reference.
The left bank of this stream for sev-eral miles has a very gentle slope
toward the creek, an'd it is, therefore, very boggy and dotted with standing pools, at least earl~y in the season. The slope upon the right bank is
very much greater and the bulk of the stream :flows along that side of
the valley. Passing up the stream by a graduaJ ascent we suddenly
reached a small belt of timber stretching across the valley. This w·as
but a few rods in wid til, and very quickly the water was found running
off rapidly in the opposite direction by a series of small cascades, extending nearly to the junction of the "est branch of Henry's Fork, not
a great distance below.
The west branch, or Burns' Fork, runs through a broad alluvial valley,
very irregularly, frequently, as at this point, splitting into four or five
parts, which again unite and separate indefinitely, causing constant
changes in tile channels by the formation and destruction of islands,
peninsulas, ponds, &c. This valley is in many respects the counterpart
of the Lower Amazon, but on a very small scale. Even ihe fluctuations
of level caused by the tides in the mighty Brazilian stream, which I
have observed at a distance of five hundred miles from the Atlantic
coast, are simulated in this average mountain-stream in the rise and fall
produced by the alternate melting and freezing of the snows.
Directly opposite our point of approach a side valley opens, but its
stream, hugging the right bank, enters Burns' Fork some rods below.
Crossing the latter, we ascended this tributary. The upper portion of
the valley wa3 very miry, and we were soon in the midst of immense
drifts of the slowly-melting snows. For at least two miles our mules
fairly floundered, sinking above their knees at almost every step, until
we finally reached a high hill covered with loose bowlders, which we
ascended by a very steep course to a height of about 4,000 feet above
:b.,ort Bridger. Descending upon the other side, a Rtill greater slope, not
less than 1,000 feet in height, we reacilP-<1 the main stream of Henr.v's
Fork, which ilere runs through a comparatively narrow gorge. It was
my original intention, after crossing, to push on as far as good forage
existed, and there leav-ing the mules in charge of the guide, to proceed
with :Mr. Putnam to make the ascent of Gilbert's Peak, one of the most
accessible elevations, with an altitude of 13,250 feet. To a.ccomplish
t.ilis I soon saw was impossible; for tile swollen creek, with its fierce current, was rapidly rising, and we dared not attempt its passage. Indeed,
we had barely t,ime to kindle a fire and partake of a hasty meal ere
we were forced to climb the hill by the flooding of the narrow valley.
Baffled in our purpose, we coulu only make up for our disappointment
by returning by a different route. \Ve retraced our steps, however,
with little divergence until we reached the valley of West Branch, which
we crossed., camping near tile entrance of the Cascade Creek before
mentioned.
Game in great variety is plentiful in this section; deer, elk, bear, and
grouse of several kinds being quite common, particularly in the neigllborhood of Burns' .Fork, while antelope, and some varieties of grouse,
freqm~nt the grassy benches nearer the plains. While at this camp a
large drove of elk came very near to feed upon the rich grassy bottom,
and all of the game in this vicinity seemed remarkably tame.
J 'nne 8.-We crossed the lo--v divide to Bog Creek, following it down
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near its junction with one of the forks of Sage Creek, to which I will refe.r
under the name of l\feadow Brook. Bog Creek Valley continued swampy
upon its left bank, widening gradually until we left it, when it descended
more rapidly from 50 to 100 feet into the terraced valley of Sage Creek.
Crossing the latter, we bore northwest for several miles, gradually veering to the north and northeast, crossing benches, .descending as by an
irregular succession of steps, until we reached onr camp at Fort Bridger.
A short distance beyond Sage Creek we came upon a small camp of friendly Ute Indians returning to their resernttion from a visit to Fort Bridger
for trading purposes. We found our party in Camp ~,having been
driven from Camp 1, on lower ground, by the overflow of the stream
during our absence. The whole distance travele<l upon this trip was
not far fwm one hundred miles.
II.-RED CANO~ ROAD ALO~G DEEP CREEK.

J 'ttne 29.-Just beyond Camp 15, on Twin Creek, the road forks; one
branch, called the Red Calion road, passing by a very steep hill down
into the narrow -valley of Deep Creek, while the other follows a monocUnal valley farther from the mountains, which leads b,y a more direct
course to the crossing of the Little Popo -Agie near Murphy's Ranch.
The train took the latter route, and I followed the former with a small
escort. Deep Creek flows through a narrow valley or calion, originally
a monoclinal -valley, bounded upon one side by a carboniferous ridge
with precipitous bluffs of Triassic red sandstone upon the right, probably extending upward into conformable beds of Jurassic sandstone of
a lighter color. The whole valley, for a considerable height, has been
filled in with red drift material, through which the stream has cut nearly
to the base, leaving a series of terraces high up on the ridges. The
name appropriately refers to the manner in which the present stream
bas cut through its bed; for in some places the narrow creek runs through
a gorge with almost vertical sides, at least 20 feet in height, making a
veritabl~ canon in the soft material of the drift, a form of erosion which
is somewhat peculiar under such circumstances.
This valley lies very favorably for irrigation, as it receives several
fine streams from the mountain-side of the calion, where the descent is
rather gradual. Several fine gardens are here tilled, affording a choice
and varied supply of "truck" for consumption at Camp Stambaugh,
Miner's Delight, and the settlements in the vicinity of South .Pass. Six
or seven miles below its source, Deep Creek joins the Little Popo-Agie,
almost at a right-angle, just beyond the point at which the latter emerges,
with considerable force, from a grand old calion cut through the limestone ridge. Prom this point we followed down the left bank of the
Little Popo-Agie River to J\furpby's, where the main party joined us, and
made Camp 16. The valle.v of the river, as it may be styled, pursues a
nearly straight course away from the mountains until it reaches a point
below :Murphy's Ranch, when it is deflected greatly to tl1e left for some
distance, cutting diagonally through the next ridge. This, and other
interesting features of these streams, have a peculiar interest to the student of dynamical geology, and they will be further considered in connection with that subject in another chapter.
III.-TRIP TO NUCLEUS OF WIND RIVER

~IOUNTAINS

FROM CAil'IP BROWN.

July 5-8.-Left Camp 18, at Camp Brown, with Doctor Parry, l\fessrs.
Le Hardy, Pntnam, and Jewett, and Somers, my own object being the
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study of the structure of the range at this point from nucleus to ext(~rior.
As in all other cases, I give here only the incidents and general observations of the trip, reserving for future chapters the discussion of geologica,! structure and topics of a special nature. At the kind suggestion
of Doctor Irwin, the much-esteemed and highly-successful Indian ageut
of the eastern Shoshone reservation, we directed our course toward a
prominent land-mark in the nucleus known in the neigllborhood as
Chimney Rock. Passing for five miles over a comparatively level tract,
with abundant evidence of ancient glacial action, we followed a well-worn
wood-choppers' road, wLich led us upward for three-quarters of a mile
over the regular surface of a ridge of carboniferous limestone with a
slope of :wo, (1,900 feet to a mile.) From the top of this we descended
several hundred feet only to climb another ridge of older rocks, aud so
on, ridge after ridge, until the last (i. e., the earliest formed) exposures
of the unchanged sedimentary rocks had been passed, when we struck
through the metamorphic series, and thence into the granitic nnclens.
"\Ve were fortunate enough to find our way into a magnificent park,
which afforued fine .pasturage for our mules, which we rode as far as
practicable, leaving them at our second camp to make the ascent of
the ridge on foot. This feat proved much more tedious and difficult than
we had anticipated, though it was accomplished iu a shorter time tllau
we had supposed possible. l\ir. Le Hardy and myself left the camp
toward evening, hoping t.o reach a point half way up the first ridge
before dark; but we were much surprised to find that the distance to the
summit wasles.s than estimated from below, so that we were able to build
our sig·nal-fire just at dark, near the edge of the timber-line, at an altitude of 10,500 feet. The first part of our way lay for a short distance
through a treacherous bog, partly covered with icy-cold water, wllich,
safely crossed, gave place to a long stretch of huge granite bowlders
irregularly tumbled together, making it necessary to make steps of
uneqnal lengths, occasionally leaping, now up, now down, in places \-rhere
a misstep was of SArious consequence. Oftentimes it became necessary
to force our way through dense thickets of small but springy undergrowth, reminuing one strongly of the impenetrable laurel-brakes of the
Alleghanies. After this experience, the long steep climb, through a
forest strewn with the dead pine-needles, rendering a sure footing all but impossible, was welcomed as a pleasant variety. This
was succeeded by a long, perilous stretch of meltiug snow, in huge
drifts, covering quantities of bowlders, ready at any moment to start
from their places and go hurling down the almost vertical declivity
thousands of feet into oue of those clear, cold lakes that are to be found
only in these far-off mountain-fastnesses. It was impossible to climb
directly np this slope, and we were obliged to pursue a long (}iagonal
course to the summit. Finally, we passed beyond the snow, continuing
our course over le8s dangerous but not less tiresome bowlders, until we
had reached a point several bun<lred feet above the timber-line, where
there grew ~::~orne small patches of straggling cedars. Here we kindle<l
a roaring fire, and spent the night. Next !llorning very early we pushed
on and succeeded in reaching the "chimney" before the mist had completely obscured the surrounding country. The summit of this isolated
maRs of rock can only be reached by climbing in the rear to a narrow
cavernous opening well toward the top, through which it is necessary
to crawl, or, more properly~ to drag one's self. The front of this is a
very narrow ledge, more thau 500 feet from the debris below, which
leads to a series of rough, irregular steps by which the top can be
gained with caution. From this point, 11,853 feet above the level of the
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sea, we ohtain·ed a view of the whole countr.v north and east of the
monutaiu s for a distance of one hundred and fiftv miles. In front lav
the Owl Creek Mountains, "·ith the Wind Hiver l'nce a thread l>et\\een',
and far in the background the Big Horn range with its prominent peaks
towering high in air. To the north the Sierra Shoshone and the extension of the Rocky Mountain divide appeared to meet, and no donbt we
saw many high peaks far 1Jeyon(1, which seemed to form portions of oue
of these chains.
Tbe return-trip was but a repetition of the experiences already narrated, with the addition of much discomfort arising from the short snpply of provisions, which gave out before we started backward. Tbe
total distance traveled was about tllirty-fi ve miles.
IV.-TO

·w ASIIAKIE

NEEDLES, SIERRA SIIOSIIONEE.

Long before reaching tlle Owl Creek l\1ountains we had in view wlJat
appeared like a double peak lyiug beyond, and rising mnch higher than
the main crest of that range, and this assumed so much importance in
the topography and geology of the countr,y that a party was organized
under the direction of Captain Jones for the purpose of visiting it.
Though one of the most interesting excursions made duriug the trip,
there is no call for description here, as it will be g-iven in the general
report of tlte expedition. \Ve left Camp 26 on the 18th of ,July, traveling in all more than sixty miles, and returning Jul.v 20. The peak was
ascem1ed to a greater or less height by each. member of the party, the
highest point reached being- over 12,000 feet above sea-level. T!Je geological re~;ults of this excursion will be found in the recapitulatory cllapter on th(1 general geology of the whole trip.
V.-1'0

S1'EA.~'IBO.A.T

SPRINGS, ON YELLOWSTONE LAKE, ETC.

Aug~tst 6.-From Camp 38, at the outlet of Yellowstone Lake, I weut
alone to Steamboat Springs, an interesting locality upon the lake·shore,
about three miles above the mouth of Pelican Ureek. In order to make
much head way in this vicinity it is necessary to follow. as closely as
possible, in most cases, the lake shore or the valleys -of the larger
streams. By crossing the marshy valley of Pelican Creek rather near
its mouth and crossing a wide belt of fallen timber, I sa,Ted t\VO or three
miles in the distance by the usual trail, but the tiJ+le occupied in reaching my destination was largely increased. The groups of hot and cold
Rprings at Steam Point and in the neighborhood are rather numerous,
but many of them are very insignificant when compared with those in
other localities. Like nearly all of the groups within the Yellowstone
Park, however, they present peculiar and distinctive features of their
own. Among these none is more interesting than the Steamboat, the
noise of which so closely resembles tlle puffing of a small lake-steamer
that one involuntarily casts a longing eye over the surface of the water
in the hope that such is really there. This sound is produced by the
escape of vapor, under pressure, from a small orifice in a cavernous
opening in the rocks. A short distance beyond the vapor issues from a
kind of cavern near the water's edge, with a seething sound as it, comes
in contact with the waves, and this adds greatly to the effect, simulating very closely the escape of waste-steam from a boiler on a windy
day.
My work at the springs w~ls completed by 4 o'clock, when I endeavored to pass in a straight course to a point on Pelican Creek, several
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miles above its mouth, but I was so delayed by the fallen timber that I
was barely able to reach a favorable camping-spot on Sulphur Pond,
not more than two miles in a direct line from Steam Point, before night
set in. I selected a delightful place at the edge of a small grove of
trees near the mouth of the eastern inlet of tlle pond. 1\Iy camp wa:-{
upon a well-worn game··trail, \Vhich led up a bluff within a few feet of
the fire. Being much fatigued, I turned in early, but, when fairly in a
doze, I was aroused by the frightened mo\ements of my mule picketed
near by, and I presently beard tlle doleful howl of a large wolf, which
was slowly approaching along the trail. In anticipation of a trifling
adventure, I lay down again with my carbine close at hand. It was late
in the morning when I woke, and all was quiet; but a little investigation showed that the animal llad been lying in the grass at the edge of
the bluff, just above my bead. This locality seems to be a favorite
resort of many animals. Our train approached it by following a prominent game-trail, at least a dozen of \Vhich, extending for miles into the
forest, meet at this point. Upon my first visit to this place, the day
before the passage of the train, fresh tracl(s anu other unmistakable
signs of their presence were visible. To-day I started numbers of elk
while passing through the fallen timber, not far from some acti\e
boiling springs. This is probably explained by the fact that there are
here a number of cold springs containing sodium chloride, or common
salt.
.
During the night a'~ heavy mist en,eloped the pond like a cloud.
It was quickly dispelled by the heat of the sun in the morning.
August 7.-Followed up the small creek near camp for two miles and
attempted to cross the divide to Pelican Creek, but I was obliged to
return nearly to la:st night's camp, on account of a comparathTely narrow
belt of fallen timber, which baffled my utmost endeavors to pass.
Nearly the whole of the summit of the ridge was blocked by long windrows of blasted pines, not infrequently forming impenetra,ble walls four
or five feet in height. Reaching the valley of Pelican Creek, I ascenderl
the stream for two or three miles, then crossing, returned, taking nayden's so-called Sulphur Hills and the hot springs of Lower Pelican
Creek on the way. Arriving at Camp 38, aocl finding it deserted., I followed the trail to Uarnp 39, which I reached soon after dark.
VI.-FR0::.\1 CA::.\IP

40 BACK '1.'0 CA1IP 38, 'l'HENCE UP PELICAN CREEK
AND DO,VN EAS'I.' :FORK 'l'O CA::.\IP 41.

August 12.-DiscO\~ering, while at Camp 4:6, that a necessary portion
of my outfit bad been placed in a cache at Camp 38 during my ab:;ence,
I determined to return for it, extending my trip so as to reach the next
camp of the main party by a circuitous route. With Mr. Creary as an
assistant, I followed back upon onr trail as rapidly as possible to Camp
38, at the outlet of Yellowstone Lake, securing my goods, and camping
in a grassy spot upon the bank of the river. As we emergeu from the
timber into the open space al>Ont Camp 39, a badger, ( Taxidea A.mer·icanct
Waterh.,) unwittingly approached quite near to us, but I did not succeed
in killing it, although I fired twice at it. About 1 p. m. we stopped for
lunch nearly opposite a group of bot springs, about seven miles below
Yellowstone Lake, upon the west bank of Yellowstone River. Here
Mr. Creary shot with a Colt's re\~olver a fine male of Erithizon epixanthus Brandt, commonly known as the yellow- 1aired porcupine, of which
I obtained the skull and some of the quill.l. From the size of the
testicles, and the presence of a pecnliar white, soft, waxy secretion on
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the exterior of the urinar.r orifice, as ·well as the strong sknnky odor of
the animal, I judge that it was at the beginning of the rutting season.
It was also remarkably fat. vVhen shot it was lying in the crotch of a
tree, about 10 feet above the ground. Some of our Indians, who were
then encamped upon the opposite side of the river, were rejoiced at the
gift of the offensive carcass; Luisant remarking that it was "Heap good
eat.''
August 13.-Left camp early, making a short cut through the timber
to Pelican Creek, which we followed up along the right bank for several
miles, until, when near some hot springs, at the junction of two of
its forks, we struck a prominent trail, evidently that of Doctor Haydeu's party of 1871. This we follmYed for a number of miles, but left
it before crossing the divide, choosing another route which led us over
the ridge in another place. After struggling through much fallen timber we again struck the trail upon the other slope of the divide, near
the point at which it makes an abrupt descent to a tributary of the East
Fork of the Yellowstone. From the forks of Pelican Creek the trail
leads rapidly upward, passing a series of cascades with one interesting
waterfall, the -valley for the most part being rather broad and grassy.
Plentiful tracks of game were noticed, out we saw very little untiluear
the summit, when we met a large drove of elk and some deer. After
reaching the south branch of the East Fork, our course lay through a
belt of fallen timber, all but impassalJle for some distance, when we succeeded in keeping clear of the greatest difficulties by following the most
open of the very numerous game-trails high above the stream. By this
means, however, we passed unawares the junction of the north and
south branches, at which point I had proposed to camp for the night.
It had been raining hard all da} and we camped at dark in the mud
near a mountain torrent in the midst of a dense forest, our exhausted
animals refusing to proceed farther.
August 14.-0ontinuing our course, four miles of excessively difficult
travel through marshes with.tangled undergrowth and fallen timber,
brought us opposite the mouth •of Soda Butte Creek, where we met the
well-traYeled mmers' trail leading to the mining district of Clarke's Fork
of the Yellowstone. Beyond this point our ride of uine miles to Camp
41 was comparatively easy. This we reached at 3 p.m., having traveled,
since lea·dug Camp 40, about seYenty-:fi.ve miles.
7

VII.-FRO:J.\1 CAMP

,

ON E.AST FORK OF YELLOWSTO~E, TO GARDINER'S
RIVER HO'l'·SPRINGS, AND RETURN.

41,

This excursion, though made independently of Captain Jones's party,
was practically over the same ground, and, therefore, requires but little
attention here.
A~tgust 15.-Left Camp 41, with l\1r. Creary, and ·c rossed the bridge
oyer the Yellowstone River. At the foot of a steep bill, which we ascended,
about a mile beyond the bridge, three fair-sized Cctliforma raccoons
(Procyon hermandez, 'Vagler,) crossed our path. Tllis neighborhood
seems to be well supplied with these animals, as I noticed others at
points not far distant. We reached the falls upon the East Branch of
Gardiner's River soon after 1 o'clock. I spent the greater part of the
afternoon iu the examination of the stnwtnre between this point and
the springs, reaching Captain Jones's camp, near the latter, toward
evening .
..thtg~tst 16.-Spent the whole day in the study of the springs, leaving
our camp upon the return about 5 p. m. Being Yery anxious to gain
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time, we rode the whole distance back to Camp 41 the same night, reaching it soon after 11 p. m., being obliged to move upon a walk on account
of the darkness and the fragile nature of the specimens which I had
col1ected.
YIIT.-FRO:M CA~fP 42, ON YELLOWSTONE RIVER, TO HELL·RO.A.RING
CREEK, THENCE BACKW.A.RD TO AMETHYST MOUNTAIN, RETURNING
TO C.A.MP 43.

A.ugust 19.-With Mr. Creary Hs assistant, I went back from Camp 42,
crossing East Fork just above Camp 41. Here we found a trail which
led us, by a very direct course, to Hell-Hoaring Creek, one mile aboye its
junction with the Yellowstone. On the way we met with several large
droves of antelopes feeding upon the fine pasturage here afforded with
much security, owing to the irregular topography, which enables them
to seek immediate shelter upon the approach of danger. At the time of
onr visit the great antelope country along the left bank of East Fork
was remHrkably free from their presence, which may doubtless be explained by the recent passage of several parties of miners. Near the
mouth of Hell-Roaring Creek we met another raccoon, which quite savagely resisted an attack until it was forced to beat a hasty retreat.
After spending the greater portion of the day in the study of the geology
of tbis section, we returned to East .li'ork to camp, reaching a favorable
spot opposite Camp 41 long after dark.
August 20.-Urossed East Fork, and followed the miners' trail up along
the left bank of the river to Amethyst Mountain, which we ascended
nearly to the summit, collecting a number of fine mineral specimens, and
returning to Uamp 42, where we found a small guard in charge of supplies
left behind by the train. We proceeded to Tower Creek and spent the
remaiuder of the day in its examination, camping in its canon for the
night.
A~tgust :n.-Left c.amp quite la.te in the morning, and followed the
trail over ~iount Washbnrn to Camp 43, on Cascade Creek, where I
packed my collections anll prepared for an advance movement on the
following day.
IX.-FR0~1 C.A.i.Y1P

43

VIA GEYSER BASINS TO C.AMP

47.

August .2.2.-Iu order to gain as much time a~ possible for investigation among the geysers of the headwaters of :l \Iadison River, I pushed
ahead of the train with Mr. Oreary, in a drizzling rain, which continued
with occasional heav-y showers throughout the day. The route followed
was mainly that taken by the train during the following days. Our
:first camp wa& in the Yicinity of a few prominent silica springs or jets,
near the point· chosen by the main party next day as Camp 44. Owing
to the storm, we did not reach our destination until nearly dark.
A1tgust 23.-Took notes and collected specimens from the springs,
starting forward at 8 a. m. Passed an area of sulphur jets, and suon
struck the old trail of Captain Barlow, (1871,) leading over the divide
to a branch of East Fork of :Madison River. We then left the trail, crossing the stream much above Barlow's Ford, and striking across the
country in a 11early direct line to Bast Fork, cro"sing the latter twice
via Barlow's trail. After a hasty re-dew of the springs and geyRers of
the East Fork we visited t,he lower geyser basin of Fire-Bole River,
camping toward its upper en<.l, near the White Dome Geyser.
August 24.-Visited the spring3 and geysers not previously examined.
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About noon we hastened by a short cut through the timber to the Upper
Geyser Basin, examining the inte1·vening springs by the way. Camped
near the lower end of Upper Basin.
A~J,g?.J,St 25.-Pushed on very early to the upper end of the basin,
leaving heavy articles near the spot designatefl as Cainp 4G. vVith my
assistant the whole clay was spent in a careful study of the principal
geysers, until too dark to work.
A~tgust 26.-Remained in the Upper Basin until 5.30 p.m., the train
having moved on to Camp 4·7. Rode until after dark, when we picked
our way for two or three miles on foot, leading our mules until we could
no longer feel tlJe trail, and were finally compelled to camp about 9
miles from Camp 46.
Au,qust 27.-:\Iove<.l on at daybreak nine miles to Camp 47, reaching
it just in time for a late breakfast.
X.-FR0:;\1 CAlVIP

48 TO MOUNT SHERIDAN, THENCE TO CAMP 50.

On this trip I made one of a small party led by Captain Jones from Camp
48, at the south western extremity of Yellowstone Lake, to Mount Sheridan, a prominent elevation near the sources of Snake River. We left
camp August 29, reaching a camping-spot in the vicinity of some hot
springs at the base of the mountain, about 3 p. rn. The ascent of the
peak was made by ali but myself on the following day. With consid·
erable difficulty 1 succeeded in reaching a prominent point, sev eral
hundred feet below the summit, when I was forced to relinquish an
attempt which had been made ag.a inst the advice of my friends, on account of previous over·exertion.
The total distance traveled by myself in these ten excursions, exclusive of that portion oYer the trail of the main party, was very nearly
four hundred miles.

CHAPTER II.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Ge:.1eml snrf,lCe

ft~a.tures-mountains-plateaus

or table-lands-river systems.

While it is true that the examination of the minute topography of a
country, the contour and forms of relief of its surface, falls some what
out of the domain of the geologist engaged in the study of the past history of the earth, it is evident that a thorough appreciation of the causes
which have protluced the present external configuration of our globe is
only possible after study of the results. In other words, we hay·e no
means of judging of the past except by comparison with the present. It
becomes necessary, therefore, at the outset, to devote a little space to
a consideration of some of the results of the action of natural forces over
the area ern bra ced by our reconnaissance. Moreover, the physical
geography of any portion of the earth's surface is closely related to its
geology·, and it is consequently necessary to examine, with some degree
of care, the external features before proceeding to the investigation of
internal structure. A full discussion of this subject in all its bearings
would, however, lead to encroachment upon the field of others engaged
upon the survey, and it is only intended in this chapter to refer to those
features which bear more or less directly upon the solution of questions
concerning the geol06'Y of the <.listrict.
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Few Americans at the present day are so ignorant of the general
topography of their country as not to know that the approach to the
central portion of the Rocky l\Iountain chain from the east is very
gradual in most places, but it is very doubtful whether this fact is fully
realized by those who have never visited this region, and yet the
traveler in the West, unless he be provided with a list of elevations of
the principal points, would scarcely be prepared to acknowledge that in
passing westward from Omaha to a distance of five hundred miles he
had reached an altitude of 5,000 feet above his starting-point, while
apparently traversing a level prairie. Southward, along the line of the
Kansas Pacific Railroad, the slope is even less, averaging little more
than eight feet per mile, while north ward, near the latitude of Saint
Panl, Minn., it is not more than two feet to the mile.
The ridges of the Rocky l\fountain system, considered separately,
appear to trend quite irregularly, as if all attempts to arrange them into
a general system would prove futile, but when viewed as parts only of
a vast whole they are all seen to be subordinate ranges of a great system or chain, with an average northwest-southeast trend.
The district comprising the field of our labors during the summer of
1873 is included between the forty-first and forty-fifth parallels, and the
meridians of 108° 14' west ancl111o west. The whole of this tract is
within the limits of the two counties of Uintah and Sweetwater, in the
western third of the present Territory of Wyoming. For our purpose,
though not strictly correct, on account of the convergence of the meridians north ward, it may be considered in outline a parallelogram with a
length of two hundred and se\renty-~ight miles, and a width of one
hundred and thirty-nine miles. B.Y reference to the topographical map
it will, then, be seen that the parallel of 43° north divides this district
into two equal squares, each containing 19,300 square miles, the northern
diYision containing the bulk of the mountain-masses, while the southern
square is proportionately free from extreme elevation, being mainly
occupied by a continuous plateau. Again, if the diagonal from the
northwest to the southeast corner of the parallelogram be drawn, it will
be noticed that the greater portion of the mountainous country lies
within the limits of the northeastern half. The central meridian of this
tract (109° 37' west) cuts the northern square into two such halves that
the western portion contains the uulk of the westward, or Pacific- bound
waters, and the eastern half contains the greater portion of the Atlanticbound streams within the district, but each half also contains a certain amount (about equal in each) of the headwaters of rivers belonging
to the opposite slope. This latter feature is somewhat remarkable from
the fact that it is caused not so much by the distribution of the mountain -masses, as by the operation of apparently insignificant forces, which
have produced extraordinary results. In the southern square but a
small proportion of the precipitated moisture is carried off by way of the
eastern slope, although less is carried westward than migh.t be imagined
from the examination of an orograpbical chart of this region.
ROCKY

~IOUNT.AIN

SYSTE~L

Tlw whole of this district may be said to constitute a portion of the
great Rocky Mountain chain, as generally understood, although, geologically, this term cannot properly be applied so loosely, because it would
imply that over this area all tlle secondary ranges belong to a single
system of upheaval; that is to say, from such a term one might justly
infer that the whole tract was occupied by those mountains only which
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were simultaneously ele\ated, which is not the case. It will, however,
be ·e onvenient to use the name in this sense, and chiefly because the only
portions of other determined systems which lie within this area are upon
its borders, and have not received as much attention as the remain ing
ranges from the members of onr s·u rvey. The mnin crest of the Rocky
l\Iountain system, strictly speaking, passes tortuously across our field 1 in
some places so nearly upon a lm'el with the surrounuing country that
its true course has only been determined after extended and laborious
stuny upon the part of many explorers; at other points rising abruptly
from the plains to a lofty height, with prominent peaks towering high
above the mass of the chain. The eastern slope is so gradual that the
irregularities of the crest are rendered much more noticeable than similar
variations in chains, such as tlw Appalachian, which rise quite abruptly
from base to summit, and at the same time these variations are in reality
more extensiYe. This is one reason that names of purely local application are so common among the western mountains, being almost necessary in order to avoid difficulties which would arise from the confusion
of the main divide with rauges which, though more conspicuous, may
afterward proYe to be subordinate to it, or even of another system. A
glance at any ordinary map of Western North Amer-iea will show the
force of these remarks, and their application is perhaps nowhere more
manifest than in the section of country now under consideration.
The Rocky Mountain crest has been traced and mapped with considerable accuracy throughout the greater part of its winding course
through the territory of the United States, from the thirty-fifth to the
forty-ninth parallel. The general direction of the axis of the chain,
north ward from the thirty-fifth to the forty-first parallel, is nearly north,
but at this point it bends gradually to the west until South Pass is
reached, in latitude 420 25' north, longitude 1090 43' west, when it is
continued northwest in the Wind RiYer Mountains, beyond which it
follows a flexuous course, crossing the forty-ninth parallel ten degrees
of longitude west of its intersection with the thirt.y-fifth parallel.
The elevations of passes through the crest vary greatly throughout
its length; Ver111illion Pass, in British America~ having an altitude ot
less than 5,000 feet, while in Colorado the pass between Gray's and
Parry's Peaks is reported by Whitney to be 13,623 feet above sealevel, which is higher than any recorded peak of the divide in Wyoming or Montana. The point of greatest elevation in the Rocky Mountain crest within the limits of this sun~ey is Fremont'~ Peak, of the Wind
River Mountains, with an altitude of 13,570 feet.
O'I'HER RANGES AND SECONDARY RIDGES.

The Wahsatcb range and the Uintah Mountains belong, geologically
speaking, to a different period of upheaval to that in which the eastern
ranges were elevated, a conclm;ion first adopted by Prof. J. D. Whitney,
of the California survey, with respect to the Sierra Nevada range, which .
was synchronously thrown up, and afterward extended to the Wahsatch
and its parallel ranges with their connected ridges, by Prof. Clarence
King, in charge of the survey along the line of the fortieth parallel.
Very little more than thefoot-hillsor outlyingridges of either the Wahsatch or the Uintah ranges lies within the district comprising our field,
but the relations of both to the g·eology of this region are so close and
important that a general review of their features will be useful.
The Wahsatch Mountains form the boundary between the so-called
Great Basin and the basin of the Green River, including the upper porH. Ex. 285--7
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tion of the valley of the Colorado. The basin of the Green and Colorado Hivers is divided into two parts by the prolongation eastward,
near the forty-first parallel, of the Uintah Mountains. The upper portion of this basin (i. e. the portion north of the Uiutah Mountains) is
commonly called tlle Green Hiver Basin, anu the southern portion has
received the name of Uintah Basin. Rising abrubtly from the plains,
the 'Yahsatch Mountains stand ont prominently in the topography of
the country, although their elevation above the Green Rin~r Basin is
comparath ely small in amount. The culmination of the crest is, bowever, south of th~ forty-first parallel in Central Utah. A peculiar ruggedness is produced by the deep-cut ~afions wllich abound, not infrequently extending nearl,y or quite down to the base of the mountains,
which is but little a hove 4,000 feet in many places at the foot of the
western slope. The Union Pacific Railroad in its course through this
range, along the caiions of Bear and Weber Rivers, nowhere reaches
an elevation as much as 1, 750 feet above its cro~sing of Green River.
The Uintahs present much the same general features as the vVahsatch
:Mountains, but with less of ruggedness in outline, owing partly to the
existence of fewer and less eroded cafious, but principally to the trend
of the range and its consequent ~tructure. It should be explained that
the V\Tahsatch chain runs north and south with a series of parallel
ridges separated by synclinal valleJ·s, while the Uintah range trending
at a right angle forms one immense anticlinal extending across a basin
which sheds its water southward. This fact, to a student of dynamical
geolog,y, is alone sufficient to account for a very large portion of the existing topography. In the Uintah range there are several peaks with
elevations above 13,000 feet, and the greater portion of the crest rises
certainly above 11,000 feet. The altitude given by Clarence King for
Mounts Hodges and Tohkwano is 13,500 feet, and Gilbert's Peak,
according to the same authority, has an altitude of 13,250 feet.
Among the secondary ridges lying directly in our line of march, the
Sierra Shoshone and Owl Creek ranges are the most important.
The Sierra Shoshone in its present aspect can scarcely be termed a
range of mountains, being more properly an irregular mass of elevated
territory, longer than broad, with a succession of isolated points appearing above the general surface in irregular curvefl. The causes which
have produced this configuration have operated since the original formation of a range which is now greatly obscured. Hemnants of this
pa1;tly obliterated· range are to be seen in some localities, bnt in most
places it is entirely concealed by a thick formation of volcanic material
subsequently deposited. Several imperfect prolongations of the underlying range seem to stretch southward across the upper portion of the
Yalley of Wind River, even in one or two instances extending quite to
the fo.ot-hills of the Wind River Mountains. This subject constitutes,
however,. one of tbe most important structural problems of the trip, and
as such it will be more fully treated under the head of dynamical geology in the section upon the elevation of mountain-ranges.
In physical features, there are some points of resemblance between
this Sierra and the Wahsatch chain, but the comparison must not be
extended. too far, for the similarity is less real than might be imagilwd
from the perusal of finely-wrought descriptions of the scenery, which is,
indeed, impressi\Te and remarkable. A comparison of any well-executed
map of the region traversed by the Wahsatch chain with the topographical map of Captain Jones will render this more evident. Unlike tbo
chain of the Wahsatch, the Sierra Shoshone, though not a simple anticlinal, has no prominent series of folds which would cause the canons to
7
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be cut through the mass, more or less, longitudiually, but the streams
follow the general slope nearly transverse to the length of the Sierra,
but with a very irregular northward teudency. The whole area is, to
the last degree, rugged, and scored by numerous deeply-cut gorges and
cafions.
From the southeastern portion of the area. occupied by the Siena
Shoshone the Owl Ureek range extends eastwanl as far as the Big Horn
Ri\er. This ridge is much less elevated and generally more regular in
outline than any of the preceding, although it is not unlike the Uintahs
in some respects. The highest point is bnt little more than U,OOO feet
above sea-leYel, while in the Sierra Shoshone many peaks exceed 10,000
feet., and Washakie Nee(lles, a high point north of the junction with the
Owl Creek range, attains an altitude greater than 12,000 feet.
Besides the foregoiug there are several other ridges of more or less
importance which require at least a passing notice. These are:
1. The Teton range, a most jagged and apparentl;v inaccessible ridge,
witJ.1 a nearly meridional trend, lying in longitude 1100 48' west. This
culminates in a peak known as the Grand Teton, which is the highest
point within the limits of our parallelogram. Messrs. l.Jangford and
Ste,'enson, of the Snake River division of Doctor Hayden's party of
1872, report that they ascended to the summit, 13,858 feet aboye the sea.
2. The Wyoming Mountains, a transverse range, tren<ling latitU<linally almost along the line of the parallel of 430 30' north, west of the
main <livide of the Rocky Mountains. 'fhis ridge is sometimes calle<l
the Green RiYer .Mountains.
3. The Sweetwater .M ountains, lying east of South Pass and trending
eastward from that point.
4. Far to the northeast lies the Big Horn range, concerning the relations of \Yhicll much too little is known.
PLAINS, PLATEAUS, OR ELEVATED TABLE-LANDS.

The lowest point reache<l during the trip was not far from 5,000 feet
above sea-level. All that portion of country lying between the yarious
mountain-ranges, and partaking of the nature of plains, must, therefore,
be classed under the head of elevated plateaus or table-lands. Of the
19,300 square miles composing- the southern half of the district under
consideration, more than three-fourths belong to this class. The area of
plateau-surface within the limits of the northern square will scarct>ly
exceed one-third of the entire area of the square. Thus it will be seen
that the total area of table-land is not more than six-tenths of that of
the whole district; the 1emainder being occupied by mountains.
It will be unnecessarv to describe in detail the several divisions of
the plateau -surface, for they will require attention in various places in
the following chapters, where their special features can be more fully
discussed. Some general remarks in this place will, however, be useful
to those who may be more particularly interestt>d in the subject of this
chapter, an<l it will also be found that some subjects will be explained
by this means which would otherwise require much useless repetition.
The table-lands comprised within the limits of this district, excluding
such as are of small extent or of minor importance, are four, viz: The
Green Ri\er plateau, the Wind Ri\~er plateau, the section to which I
shall refer as the Shoshone plateau, and the Park plateau, occupying a
portion of the Yellowstone Lake Basin.
·
The Green Ri\er plateau, as here understood, embraces the ellipsoid
tract north of the Uintah Mountains, which, under the name of Green
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River Basin, will be frequently referred to in this report, extending from
the main divide of tlle Rocky Mountains westward to the "\Vallsatch
range and bounded on the north, in its northwest corner, by the W~·o
ming Mountains. For the purposes of this review, it is convenient to
take as its eastern boundary that portion of the continental divide between South Pass and the latitude of the Uintah Mountains. In reality,
hmrever, this is a semi-arbitrary line of division, and the separation of
the Green River Basin from the Laramie plains east of tile divide is
ratller geological than other""ise. Accepting this water-shed, then, as
its limit, the Green River plateau occupies an area of not less than
16,500 sqnare miles, its greater diameter extending from northwest to
southeast. Its surface is now very much broken into low buttes and
benches with iutervening vales, so that the elevation varies greatly;
but as this configuration has been accomplished mainly by the action of
running water, we need now consider only the elevations of the various
divides l>etw·een the principal streams. A comparison of these shows
that the plateau, as a whole, has an average elevation of about 7,000
feet above the level of the sea, and that there are se-v-eral points upon
the plain exceeding in altitude some portions of what is generally considered the Rocky Mountain divide.
The WiiJd River plateau, as the name indicates, lies upon both sides
of the Wind River, between the Owl Creek and Wind River Mountain
1ranges, extending as a triangle from below T6-gwo-te Pass as far as the
"Big Horn River, beyond which it passes out of t11e limits of thi s sketch.
j[ts topography is even more irregular than that of the Green River
1pJateau, an<l though not more than one-sixth of the latter in extent, it
·varies mueh more in extremes of elevation. It is safe to say, however,
,that th.e average altitude is cons1cleral>ly less than that of the Green
River Basin. The whole tract lies upon the eastern slope of the Roeky
Mountain chain.
The Shoshone plateau, extending east" of the Sierra Shoshone and
,north of the Owl Creek Mountains, is irregular in outline as well as in
jts topographieal features. In general shape it approaches the form of
a narrow quadrangle, with its length in a north and south direction.
Jts extent beyond the limits of our survey cannot be great, at least
toward the east. There are several prominent mountain-peaks over
;this district, but aside from these it is probable that the average elevation is less than in. either of the two cases before mentioned.
Much of the area within the district reserved for the national park
,comes properly under the head of table-lands, and it will be conven.ient to describe the whole of such area as the park plateau. This will
then inclndP. all the non-mountainous country comprising the Yellow:stone Lake Basin, with the broad Yalleys of many of the Jarge streams
.connected with or adjacent to it. A careful description would necessitate the division of this region iuto a number of districts, none of
'Which would be of wide extent, but which differ so greatly in position
.and in altitude that they cannot well be correlated in any but the most
,general manner. The physical features of the Yellowstone Lake Basin
may be mentioned here, leadng the minor areas to be treated elsewhere
~as occasion may require. To the south and southeast of the Yellowstone
Lake the great continental divide, or watershed, is quite low, compared
'with the surrounding country, in many places, where it must be re;garded as forming a part of the plateau which we are now discussing.
Including this, the lake-basin has an average elevation exceeding by
several hundred feet that of the Green River Basin. Its area is not
,g-reat, and it differs from the three foregoing tracts in the amount of
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timber and other vegetation, which is doubtless a result of the more
abundant supply of water. Its topograplly is more rounded and regular than is the case upon the "plains'' before alluded to.
RIVER-SYSTEMS.

In this rapid rel"iew of those physical features of the water-courses
of Western Wyomiug, upon the cognizance of which a full understanding of many points in its geology depends, it will be advantageous to
narrate the facts, as nearly as possible, in their geographical order, that
they may be the more reauily compared with the general topography as
previously indicated. The whole of the district being highly elevated,
we shall ~eet only with the headwaters portion of the great river-S.}'Stems, but the number of the streaws will be large.
In the extreme southwestern corner of the Green River plateau, the
junction of the Wahsatch and Uintah ranges forms a double watershed, which, according to the laws of the composition of forces, causes
the resultant stream to flow off in a direction west of north. At this
point rises Bear RiYer, which pursues its tortuous course northward between the parallel ridges of the Wahsatch Mountains, occasionally cutting through them, until it reaches latitude 42o 42' north, at a point about
thirty-five miles west of its source, wllen it turns abruptly south ward
and works its way out of the range upon the westeru side to pour its
contents into the northeastern prolongation of the Great Salt Lake,
known as Bear River Bay. East of the main sources of Bear Hiver the
water-shed from tl1e Wahsatch Mountains is unfelt, and the streams run
northward, escaping to the plains nearly at right angles to the Uintahs.
This is notably the case with Black's Fork, which rises well up in the
Uintall :Mountains, and, in a lesser degree witll :Muddy, Smith's, and
Oottonwoou Forks, which have their sources nearer the plains. East of
these is Burns' Fork, and other tributaries of Henry's Fork start northward, lmt joining Henry's Fork, and finding no immediate escape from
the mountains, they follow its calion eastward, which receives all the
mountain-streams along its course to the junction with Green River.
All the streams originating east of the sources of Bear River, upon the
northern slope of the Uintahs, flow directly or indirectly into Green
River. The main sources of Green River, however, originate upon the
southwestern slope of the vVind River Mountains, but it recBives important tributaries from the east, and several, which come in from the
west, rise in the outlying ridges .of the Wabsatch Mountains, north of
the Union Pacific Railr ad. The main ri\·er flows across its basin in a
general southeastern course. Green River and its tributaries may be
said to drain the whole of the plateau, for the streams of other systems
merely catch a p'Ortion of the surplus water from the corners, and,
although in each case a source of an important river, they do not to a
great extent determiue the main course of tlleir systems. Tlley are,
however, peculiar and important for some reasons, but it will be unnecessary to dwell upon them now, as tbey will be more fully treated in
another chapter.
Passing to the Wind Uiver plateau, we find that it is almost completely drained by the vVind River system, which receives nearly all
the precipitation between the crests of the Wind River Range and the
Owl Creek ].\fountains. All the tributaries of Wind River, with their
affluents, which rise near the nucleus of the \Vind River range, emerge
from the mountains through narrow canons in the outlying ridges, cut
at right angles to the axis, or nearly so; hence it may happen that the
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separate sources of one of these rivers originate many miles distant from
each other, and flow together from nearly opposite directions, until they
meet to pass to the plains as one stream, by a narrow gateway, as it
wme. Near latitude 43° north, longitude 1080 30' west, the \Vind Hiver
turns abruptly northward, pursuing a very direct course to its junction
with the Yellowstone River. Beyond this bend it is known as the Big
Horn River. The tributaries of the Big Horn which rise in the Sierra
SLoshone, viz, Owl Creek, Meeyera and Gooseberry Creeks, Grey Bull
aud Stinking Water HiYers, pursue a general easterly course, with a
northward te11uency, the latter increasing and continuing so that Clarke's
:Fork, the main Yellowstone below the lake, the three forks of the Mis~ouri, &c., are founu to flow almost due north for a considerable distance. The sources of the Stinking Water are so far to the west of the ..
more southern tributaries of the Big Horn that it drains a very large
proportion of the whole Sierra Shoslwne, its branclJes oxteuuing far to
the southwaru of the main head. Still farther to the soutlJ, howe,Ter, this
range is drained by some of the headwaters of the Suake and Upper
Yellowstone Ri,·ers, and it is in the Yiciuity of the point where these several streams originate that we have that peculiar water-sheu which has
been not inaptly termed the "Crown of the Oootinent."
The preceding reYiew givfls but tlJe bare outlines of the physical geograplly of a most interesting region, and many subjects have been passed
by without 11otice, while others have received but little attention; but
euough has been written to make a detailed review of the geological
structure of the region more comprehensible and valuable tlJan it could
be without a general knowledge of the facts related in this chapter.
There are many of the finer features or lineaments of the surface, particularly in mountainous countries, which are apt to be overlooked or
lightly treated because of their apparent insignificance; and yet it not
unfrequently happens that careful scrutiny will prove that they have
been iustrumental iu shaping the outlines of a vast expanse of territory.
It would be interesting to review these in a chapter b,v themselves,
but it has been thought best to defer special mention until they ean be
more carefully noted in connection with the subject of dynamical
geol~gy.

CHAPTER III.
STRATIGRAPHY-METAMORPHIC AND PALEOZOIC.
Introduction-Pre-silurian era-Silurian system-Potsdam sandstone-Quebec groupNiagara liruestone-Devouian s;ystem-Caruouiferous system.

In collating and arranging the results obtained in this department of
our subject, it has been deemed ad viRable to adhere strictly to the plan
adoptPd in other portions of the report, and to prest-mt topics iu chronological order rather tllan in the order of observation. Tbis method will
cause us to wander from point to point; but it will prevent much useless repetition, and g·ive something like system to the work, which will
renrler it more easy of reference; and it will also render more permanent
whatever of value the report may possess.
A.s we proceed, it will uecome more and more evident that the chief
value of the ueterminationR in this department will depend almost wholl.v
upon the relations which are found to exist between the rock-formations
of this section and those of other parts of the country and of other
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countries; and particularly will it depend upon their relations to the
formations of neigh boring districts.
Fortunately for the writer, the explorations which have been made of
late years in this region, under the direction of Hayden, King, and
others, have rendered tile tracing of the latter class of relationships
much less difficult and more certain than could have been the case under
less favorable eircumstances. Although much yet remains to be done
in various directions, it is but due to the~e men that grateful acknowledgment Rhould be made of the value of the information wllich bas been
derived from the perusal of such of their reports as have been consulted
in the preparation of this treatise.
To show at a glance the proper relations of the geological formations
of Western Wyoming, the accompanying synoptical table of the deposits
of the various epochs has been prepared, giving the formations representing them in different parts of the world as tlley are commonly named,
in which one column is devoted to the deposits 11ow to be described.
Til is table is so arranged that each formation i" placed in its proper
relath·e position to all the others; at least, so far as it can be done with
our present knowledgE: of the strata, and beyond this no explanatio11 of
its use is necessary.
METAMORPHIC ROOKS.
The question naturally arises, what is the earliest act of which any
record has been di-scovered within the territory embraced by the reconnai-ssance' Such records must evidently be sought in the lowest rocks
which are exposed over this area. It is now scarcely doubted that our
globe bas passed from a gaseous condition by successive stages to its
present form.
Accepting this view. we are prepared to find that many of the rocks
which were formed dtuing earlier stages of the earth's history have
been greatly altered since their deposition by the various kinds of action
to which they have been subjected. Wherever, then, as in some parts
of the district under consideration, sufficient force bas been employed
to rend apart or wear away the superincumbent strata, but without disturbing their relative positions, we may expect to meet with exposures
of the underlying metamorpl.tics. These exist in quantity throughout
the region of the Rocky Mountains, but they are not well exposed iu
all of the ranges. In that portion of the Uiutahs visited by the writer,
they are mostly concealed by the overlying purely sedimentary rocks,
as they are also iu the Owl Creek range, though in the latter one or two
fair exposures were noticed by Captain Jones from the summit of Phlox:
Mountain. Iu the Sierra Shoshone, it is almost impossible to determine
whether the metamorphic series ever came to light; for, with few exceptions, the whole section is now covered by a formation which bas been
deposited since the elevation of its primary ridges. The Wind Ri,•er
Mountaius furnish abundant opportunities for the study of these rocks,
however, and they are extensively exposed in the Wabsatch range,
according to the reports of Clarence King, Hayden, and otller ~·colo
gists. The central portions of the Rocky Mountain sy8tem, or, more
properly, the crests of the Rocky Mountain chain, furnish the best exposures of these rocks.
In tile Wind Riv·er Mountains, as in most other portions of the Rocky
Mountains, the nucleal rocks occupy an irregularly-exposed belt along
the axial line of the range. It is at least doubtful whether any true
igneous rocks are here exposed; for the gradations between the compact
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and the gnei8soid granites, and bntween the latter and the gneisses and
schists, are so close as to point toward the aqueous or sedimentary origin of the whole series, At any rate, there can be little question that
the exposures of purely igneous rocks, if any exist, are of very limited
extent. It will, therefore, ue conYenient to consider the whole series as
composed of metamorphic rocks, although the massive grauites are so far
changed from tlleir original condition as to be structurally inseparable
from igneous granites by any method of aual.)sis known at present.
The rock most nearly approachiug the igneous is a compact, fine-texturf>d grauite, containing an abundance of mica, apparently muscovite,
with more or less of black biotite distributed through the mass; the latter, in places, becoming so abundant as to give character in color and
mode ot weatl.Jering to separate portions of the rock. These granites
seem to be associated with gneisses and gneissoid granites, varying considerably in texture and composition; and these again pass somewhat
gradually into the meta.morphic schists, upon both sides of the anticlinal.
Beds of quartz and reddish and flesh-colored feldspathic seams are met
witb, and quartz veins traverse the slaty metamorpbics, charged with the
gohl which is mined in the neighborhood of South Pass. Some portion
of these metamorphic rocks contaiiJs, besides the magnetic iron, (Fe 3 0 4,)
which is a1Jut1dant, garnets, mostly quite small, but occasionally of fair
size. These were accidentally discovered in large quantities in the bed
aud- alluvial bottom of the Sweetwater Hiver, at Camp 13. The feldspar
seams in this section are mostly filled with nuggets, as it were, of muscovite. The quartz, iu many instances, is quite pure and wuite .; in
other cases it is darker colored and frequently contaminated by the
decompositiou of pyrites.
·
Beginning below, or at the center of the mountain-nucleus, we ha\e
then the following successiort of the metamorpbic rocks:
1. Gray and reddish g-ranites, with masses of black interspersed.
2. Gneissoid grauites, passing· through granitoid gneiss to3. Gneisses of varyiug composition and feldspathic seams.
4. Metamorphic slates and schists, with quartz veins containmg gold
and sil\er.
5. Pre-Potsdam metamorphics.
Tllis will sen·e to show tbe general ebaracter of the series, though b.v
no means intended as a complete section, whicll would require much
more investigation tbau is possible in a mere reconnaissance. It is not
improbable that a closer study would reveal many interesting facts iu
connection with the origin of many of tllese rocks. For instance, there
is some ground for the belief that some apparently local actinolite schists
and other allied forms may ba\e originally been tbe trap-dikes of the early
sedimentary strata now metamorphosed. Some rocks bere classed among
the metamorphics may be proved more recently trappean, but it is probable that such cases are Yery exceptional.
Other exposures of the metamorphic . rocks occur along the route of
the expedition. The gTanites appear at tile surface over a considerable
area in the valley of the East Fork of tlJe Yellowstone, and in the valley of the Yellowstone Uiver, between the mouths of East Fork and
Hell· Roaring Creek. The structurp, of this section is deserving of close
attention, for it cannot fail to add greatly to our knowledge of the dynamical history of a large portion of the Hocky l\1onntaiu system. North of
latitude 430 45', and west of longitude 109o, every exposure of the deepseated rocks is to be welcomed as an aid in the solution of difficult problems connected with the mountain -geology, because such exposnres oYer
a vast tenitory are rare indeed. There is here, perhaps, some evidence
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that a portion of the granites are igneous intrusions, or, rather, it should
be said that there is less evidence to the contrary; and yet, upon the
whole, I am strongly iuclined to the opinion that they are no less metamorphic than those of the nucleus of the Wind River Mountains. Here
we find the same general characteristics, with a similar succession of
gneissic and schistose rocks, wherever full exposures can be reached.
There is this difference, lwwever, that not only the overlying metamorphic and sedimentary beds, but the granites themselves, bear traces of
further change, owing, probabl.v, to tile subsequent ejections of molten
volcanic products, which have flowed over tht>m. This view is partially
supported by the fact that in this region there occur granites cornposed of tbe same Yarieties and proportions of mineral ingredients as
some from the \Vind River Mountains, but differing in their arrangement, and consequently in texture. This feature is also noticeable in
many of the micaceous sandstones, and in the schists, which haYe become
more friable, and, like some of the granites, have the appearance of
haYing been burned or baked. Quartz veins of various sizes occur
in these rocks, and gold has been obtained from some of them in what
appears to be a continuation northward of this system of ridges.
B etween the Two -Ocean Pass and T6gwote Pass there are exposures
of a metamorphic group, which undoubtedly represent the ridge of.some
mountain-range or its spurs, though it is a difficult matter at present to
define its xelations to the main chains; and the same remark will apply
also to the section just discussed. Here, again, the same conclusions
may be drawn from facts quite similar; and such trifling differences as
are found. to exist between these formations in the two localities may, I
think, be readily. reconciled by referring them wholl.Y to differences in
the amonnt of the pre-volcanic erosion. This will be rendered more
rtpparent as we proceed, as it will be necessary to refer more than once
to the evident chang·es in texture which have been produced in the rocks
by tile outflow of the later igneous material from volcanoes.
Age of the metamorphics.-Sufficient data for determining the exact age
of this series have not been collected; nor is it by any means cprtain
that this can ever be done. On account of the complete change which
most of these beds have UJHlergone since their deposition as sediments,
it is possible that future research can do little more than to extend
downwal'd the series of rocks of known age by the transfer to it of one
or two restricted groups from the upper beds of the metamorphic series.
The structure of the Wind River Mountains is, however, so regular that
it affords convincing proof of the relative age of such of these beds as
are exposed in the nucleus of that range, at least in one direction. In
other words, although it would be unwise to assert that they are identical with either tbe Saint John's, the Huronian, or the Laurentian system, as elsewHere known, without a wider knowledge of their relations,
we may confidently affirm that no portion of the whole series was deposited later than the formation of the Potsdam sandstone in the Rocky
Mountain region. There is a possibility that the comparison of facts
from a large numherof localities in the West may hereafter lead to some
very interesting developments concerning these undetermined rocks.
Certain it is tlJat the succession of the strata throughout the Rocky
Mountains is remarkably uniform, and a careful examination of the
metamorphic rocks over an extended area would do much toward unraveling their history. Uniformity of lithological characters over broad
districts is rare, even when the metamorphosed rocks were originally
identical in composition, because slight differences in the amount or
quality of action or resistance may cause great differences in the results.
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There are some slight reasons for placing a portion of the oldest of
these rocks in a group nearly equiv~lent to the Laurentian system of the
East, but it must be confessed that none of them are based upon much
better foundation than a certain similarity to that formation in litho.
logical characteristics. Their position upon the stratigraphic chart is,
therefore, entirely provisional.
SILURIAN SYSTEM.
As before remarked, no proof has been obtained of the existence in
recognizable form of a set of beds which can be referred to the horizon
of the Saint John's group of the Canadian geologists; although it is not
impossible that some of the upper beds of the metamorphic series may
be of that age. So far as can be determined from the hasty review
which is rendered necessary in a simple reconnaissance, there are few, if
an;r, indications of nnconformability between any of these lower beds;
but this is a question which can only be settled after careful examination
over a wide space. In the valley of a small branch of Beaver Creek, at
a point where the overlying sandstones have been cut through, the meta·
morphic slates appear in such a manner as to suggest unconforrnability
between themselves and the Lower Silurian sandstone, lmt the exposure
was so narrow and weather-worn that it was impossible to determine the
physical relations of the two groups to each otller. In most localities,
the sub-sedimentary beds dip at a much greater angle than the overlying
rocks, some of the former being very nearly vertical, while the adjacent
strata are much less inclined. This, of itself, is not sufficient to prove
the unconformability of deposition, however. Until we know more of
the rocks comprising the metamorphic series, this subject of their "lie"
is of minor importance, though it will be of consequence in determining
their geological relations. One great difficulty in working out such problems in connection with a reconnaissance is that the route of the expedition must necessarily lie through the least rugged portions of the
country, in which the geological structure is frequently obscured by drift
and other later formations of mere local extent.
The Silurian system is represented by several important formations in
the region of our survey, most of which probably underlie a vast extent
of country west of the Mississippi, but which are concealed by the more
recent deposits except in places where they have been brought to light
by the upheaval of the mountains; and even here they have been e:tgain
largely buried by the accumulations of later formations of non-sedimentary character. The lowest formation yet recognized is that of the
widespreadPOTSDAM SANDSTONE.

Beds of a reddish sandstone, of varying thickness, with the structural
and mineralogical cllaracteristics of the Potsdam· sandstone east of the
Missouri River, were noticed some years since by Dr. Hayden at various
places in t.he Rocky Mountains, from which a few characteristic fossils
were obtained in some instances. The first discovery of these remains,
announced by Meek and Hayden in March, 1858, in a paper read before
the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, was made in the region of the
Black Hills, Wyoming, (then Nebraska.) Subsequently, Dr. Hasden
reported other fossils, collected in tlle Big Horn range, near the head
of Powder River, and in his report for 1870 he mentions the discoyery
of others in this formation near South Pass. On the geological map
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accompanying his report in connection with the expedition of Col. "'Vm.
]'. J{aynolds, publisbed in1869, this formation is represented as an irregular l>and bounding the nuclei of all the prominent mountain-ranges.
In the colored map which I have prepared to accompany this report,
some modifications have been made in the distribution of these rocks.
in certain sections, but they are not of sufficient importance to call for
special notice. Unfortunately, though satisfied of the age of such rocks
as I have referred to this formation by reason of their order of sequence, and their lithological features, I was unable to obtain any fossils
from any of the exposures along our route.
In the Wind River Mountain district, there is a succession of beds of
a loosely granular, almost friable sandstone, varying in color from red or
brown below to white above; in texture, from a mere loose aggregation
of the siliceous particles to fairly compact sandstones; in structure, from
thinly-laminated or obliquely-lamina1ed to thickly-bedded massive rock.
The parallelism of these beds with much of the Potsdam sandstone of
the East, even to minor peculiarities, is quite remarkable. The following statement concerning this formation is taken from the Wisconsin
Report, (Hall and Whitney, vol. 1, 1862, page 141,) being a portion of
Prof. J.D. Whitney's contribution to that work:
The lower sandstone occupies the same position as the Potsdam sandstone of the
New York geological snrvey, and is the exact equivalent of it. As developed in the
Northwest, and especially in the State of Wisconsin, where it occupies a large extent
of surface, it is made up of an almost chemically pure siliceous sand, in minute grains,
hardly larger than a pin's bead, which are held together by the minutest possible
quantity of a calcareous or ferruginous cement. Frequently even this small qu:1ntity
of cemcuting-material is wanting, so that the rock can be readily crumbled IJetween
the fingers, like a crystalline granular sugar. Where the ferruginous material, which
is tbe peroxide of iron, becomes more abundant, so as to form 2 or 3 per cent. of the
mass, the sandstoue acquires a dark-brown color, and frequently affords a solid and
durable building-stone.
*

This description will apply to the rocks of this group along the east·
ern slope of the Win<lHiver Mountain~. In the same relative position
to the metamorphic rocks, there occurs, in the valley of Lava Oreek,
along the western base of the Sierra Shoshone, a thick formation, composed mainly of a compact red sandstone, almost a quartzite, portions of
it being entirely made up of coarse grains of bright quartz, with quite
small q nartz pebbles distributed irregularly through the mass. Hayden also mentions a similar outcrop east of So nth Pass; and other
exposures of apparently the same group as that on Lava Creek are
referred to by Hayden and Bradley in the report of the Department of
the Interior survey of 1872. The rock seen upon .the right bank of
La\·a Creek is very hard, but it has the appearance before noticed of a
partially-metamorphosed sediment, as if it had been modified by the outflow of the eruptive material, which bas largely covered this section,
and its imperfect jointing and consequent mode of weathering have
probably been induced by the same cause.
Other geologists have described beds of this formation in other sections, and their remarks will often be found to apply almost equally as
well to the exposures along our route. Emmons and the Canadian
geologists, as well as Ha11, Owen, and others, allude to peculiarities of
this saudstone and its associated rock~, which are strikingly repeated
in the Rocky Mountain region. Among these may be mentioned the
peculiar lamination of some of the harder brown beds, which contain
a considerable quantity of the ferric.oxide cement. A short distance
beyond Miners' Delight, the present wagon-road from Camp Stambaugh
to Camp Brown passes through a hollow, upon the edge of which the
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reddish-brown beds are exposed and weathered in such a manner as to
present something of the appearance of crowded shelves in tiers. This
is roughly represented in Fig. 1, whicll is a diagrammatic section in the
direction of the strike of the rocks.
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Fig. 1 -Style of weathering of cliffs of Postda.m sandstone, Wind River Mountains, near Miners' Delight. The lines all represent the un eroded portions; the spaces
between representing the eroded port.ions. A -:?Grtion of one stratum only is shown,
hence there are no lines of bedding.

This form of weathering is doubtless owing partly to variations in
the texture of the rock, which have produced the lamination or alternation of the fine and coarse materials, but, also, to other peculiarities
induced by the erosive agencies.
The greatest thickness of the Potsuam sandstone over the area
described is about 200 feet, in the region of the Wind River Mountains.
All the beds bear evidence of deposition in shallow seas, or upon
beaches or sand-flats.
QUEBEC GROUP.

Aboye the Potsdam sandstone in some sections, and probably in most
places uirectly superimposed, occurs a set of beds which, for reasons
that will presently be giveu, are referred to the horizon of the Canadian
Upper Calciferous strata, known as the Quebec Group. As exposed
along the eastern flank of the Wind River Mountains, these beds differ
widely from the underlying sandstone-formation, and they furnish
abundant proof of the deepening of the sea over the area in which they
were deposited. Their distribution is not yet fully determined ; but
some interesting hints in this connection may, if they have been correctly interpreted, go to show that, though a wide-spread formation, it
extends less regularly over the country than most of the beds below
and above it. This conclusion cannot be considered final until the
numerous missing links in the cllain of the western geological history
have been supplied by the more careful surveys of the future. The facts
upon which it is based are briefly these: The geology of the eastern
portions of the Rocky Mountain region ha~ been t1·aced over au extended
space from north to south without the discovery of important exposures
of this group of strata, which fact, to one acquainted ·with the di:fferencf'S of weathering between most sandstones and limestones, seems
remarkable if such strata exist. Again, Hayden, after Reveral good
opportunities of observation, bas expressed the opinion that no strata
between those of Potsdam and Carboniferous age occur along the eastern slope of the Wind River range. This, as we shall see, is certainly
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~:m error, but it was based upon an examination of well-exposed sections
at each end of the range, and there are some indications of the thinningout of the Calciferous beds iu the neighborhood of South Pass, which
would partly justify his opiniof!. West of the Rocky Mountain divide,
beds of the age of the Quebec group ha,·e been ouserved by both
Hayden and Bradley; but, aR is the case in several places on our trail,
the supposed Potsdam is also to he seen immediately overlaid by rocks
of more recent date.
The best exposure of these rocks which was reached during our trip,
and, in fact, the only one fi·om which the main facts were gathered, is
situateu near the central portion of the Wind River Mountaius, a little

south of west from Camp Brown. The connection with th e rocks below
is entirely obscured by heavy drift-deposits, as will be seen from the
accompanying section taken at a point where the overlying beds have
been worn away, (see Fig. 2.) 'l'he thickness of the exposed Quebec
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limestones is about 200 feet, which will constitute two-thirds of its
whole amount, if it he true, as supposed, that there is only a thickness
of 200 feet of Potsdam sandstone between this formation aud the metamorphic series, but which is not exposecl in this section.
This supposition is not of much value, for there is no means of ueter·
mining from this section the nature of the 300 feet which is covered by
drift. One thing, however, is certain: there is nowhere in the Wind
River range such a development of this formation as is reported by
Bradley from several localities farther west, unless it be in a very
restricted section.
The rock varies somewhat in composition and texture, but in general
it may be described as a ferrous -magnesian, or rlolomitic, limestone with
an oolitie structure, although la.rge portions of it, are not oontic. In
some of the layers there is a considerable amount of silieeous material
intermixed with the calcareous, and oecasionally there is a bed which
might better be callefl. a calcareous sand-rock. Local hands or streaks
of ferruginous shale are common, in some instances almost constituting
separate layers, but generally irregularly dispersed through the limestones.
..
The greater part of the silica, which is contained in the dolomitic
limestones, is exceedingly fiue, but there is scattered through the rock
a small amount of what appears to be the minute fragments of some
silicates of black anu orange-red colors. Occasional globular masses of
pyrites (Fe S2 ) are found distributed through the oolite, and" drusy"
caYities lined with rhombohedral cryst:-tls of calcite are very common.
Many of the fossils seem to be connected with the mineralization of the
rock by the introduction of special ingredients in the place of their
component minerals. The change of the calcic carbonate of the shells
to dolontite, and the alteration of other shells into ferric oxide, or the
filling of their cavities with the same mineral, are of common occurrence,
and in some layers a species of Theca('~) is now almost invariably largely
composed of a green mineral resern bling glauconite, (silicate of iron.)
Organic contents.-The heus of the Quebec group in this region contain an abundance of fossil remains of a Lower Silurian cast, such as
would require for their existence the contlitions under whicb these beds
were formed, viz, a comparatively clear sea, not necessarily of extreme
depth, nor free from occasional slight turbiditJ, but higllly charged with
calcareous matter. As a rule, these fossils are quite badly broken,
although the fragments are remarkably well preserved with few exceptions. In the oolite tbey are apt to be less broken than in the other
limestones. From the few specimens collected I have been able to identify a trilobite of the genus Dicelloceplwlus, several specimens of Orthist'rUonia (~)and a quantit,y of a species of Theca(~). Fragmeuts of other
fossils are present, some of wllich could, doubtless, be identified, with
more c>areful study and comparison with better-preserved remains, but
this bas been impossible under existing circumstances.
NIAGARA LIMESTONE.

Until the time of the present reconnaissance, all of the rocks of Silurian age north of South Pass, and east of the main crest of the H.ocky
Mountains, were referred to the epoch of the Potsdam sandstone. Bayden discovered evidences of the existence of strata of Upper Silurian age
ne!lr South Pass as early as 18u0, but he dirl not meet with any indications
of their presence elsewhere in the Wind River Mountains. The trip to
Chimney Hock, made by the writer from Oamp Brown, which is mentioned
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in Chapter I, proved very fortunate, as it resulted in the discovery of t;everal important groups of strata not heretofore suspected in that region.
The junction of the Quebec group with the underlying formation is still
unsettled; but very near the section shown in Fig. 2 its connection with
the formatiQn above is rendered plain by au exposure, which shows the
two groups in contact. Fig. 3 is a section illustrating the prominent
facts as there exhibited.
Several other outcrops of a similar limestone along our trail have been
referred provisionally to this formation on account of their relative
position to other beds. Near the summit of the Owl Creek range, where

Fig. 3.-Scction showing the connection of the Niagara and Quebec formations, Wind
River Mountains.

we crossed it, there is an exposure of compact crystalline limestone,
overlsing a thinly-bedded sbaly rock, which does not greatly resPmble
the limestones of the Quebec group lithologically, but which may be of
the same age, thou12·h there are, perhaps, better grounds for considering
it of later date. There are seyeral exposures of thick limestone formations iu the Yalley of the East Fork of the Yellowstone which haYe
yielded no paleontological evidence of their true horizon; but, as they
appear to lie not far above the metamorphic series, it seems more
likely that they were deposited during the Niagara period than that
they are of Carboniferous age, the rocks of which in tllis region they
do not so closel.Y resemble.
On Lava Creek, a locality before mentioned, the red sandstone which
I have referred to the Potsdam epoch is directly overlaid by limestones,
the upper portions of which are probably of Upper Silurian age, being
very similar in many respects to the foRsiliferous Niagara beds of the
Wind RiYer range. This opinion is streugthened by the discover.v or' a
co-incident arrangement of strata in the neighborhood of the Teton
range, forty miles west of this point, by Prof. Frank H. Bradley, geologist of the Snake River division of Doctor Hayden 7s expedition of
1872.
The lithological character~ of this formation are very similar to those
of some of the more eastern rocks of the same age. It is possiule tllat a
few beds of an arenaceous nature will eventually be included in the
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group, but, so far as its limits have been determined over the area
-which "l'"e are discussing, it is entirely made up of a compact cherty dolomite of a color Yarying from white to gray or light-drab. Some portions
of it are inclined to weather brownish-yellow, but much of it only
assumes a darker gray color upon exposure to atmospheric agencies.
Large masses of the dolomite frequently weather into turreted or castellated forms, and sometimes huge blocks are left standing by themselves
or tumbled down steep decliYities into the ravines. Caverns of various
sizes are also not scarce, affording fine shelter even for quite large animals.
Beautiful siliceom; crystals are abundant in the rock in '' drusy" carities, many of them being highly ferruginous, while others are opalescent,
and some are concretionary, with au agate structure. Portions of the
rock are also traversed by thin veins of chalcedony, interlacing and
stml<led with minute ancl brilliant crystals of quartz. An occasional
fossil is almost completel.v transformed by this 'process. Nodules or
flakes of hornstone are also found sometimes approaching in color the
cwrnelictn.
Organic contents.- Unfortunately, some of the most characteristic fossils belonging to the rocks of the Niagara period are not sufficiently characteristic of a single formation to enable one to refer the beds containing
them to their exact horizon. A cursory glance at the specimens collected
in 1873 might cause cousiderable doubt whether these beds would not be
as appropriately regarded. as synchronous with the Clinton limestones
of the East, hut a more careful review of all the evidence shows that the
affinities are largely iu the direction of the more recent limestone of the
Niagara epoch. In the interior basin, in the valley of the Mississippi,
where the limestone-beds are more extensive than at points fhrther east,
the lithological features, the mode of weathering, and other characteristics of the ~iagara limestone strikingly resemule the peculiarities
which have just been described. But the comparison does not end here,
for the character of the fossils also points to the more recent date of this
formation in the Rocky .Mountain region.
Perhaps the most common organic relllains are those of the wellknown Halysites ca.temtlatus, Ljnn., or "chain-coral," which can be obtained in quite large masses. Other corrtls, of the genera Cyathophyllum and .Zaphrentis, are not rare in the lower beds, and a brachiopod,
poorly preserved, resembling a cast of the interior of Pentamerus (galeatu.s ?) was collected, besides one specimen of an Orthoceras.
The fossils, with the exception of the brachiopods, are usually silicified and very well preserved; but they are difficult to collect on account
of the extreme hardness of the rock.
ABSENCE OF THE DEVOXIAN SYSTEM.
Overlying the Niagara dolomite there is a series of beds which are
mostly arenaceous, uut which promise to pro,Te of much geologic interest when they shall have received their due share of attention at the
hands of those who will not be obliged to merely "skim" the country.
In a paper published in the American Journal of Science, (vol. vi, December, 1873,) I haYe too hastily referred certain of these ·arenaceous
strata in the Wind River }\fountains to the Oriskany Period of the Devonian age. Prof. James Hall, of Albany, N.Y., who has since kindly
examined two specimens obtained from tllis locality, writes that one
proves to be identical wit,l1 Spiriferina pulchra,, Meek, a form originally
described from Nevada; while, concerning the other, he remarks,
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''Strange as it may appear, I am unable to refer it to any other than
Spirifer ca,menttus, from the ordinary forms of which it differs considerably. The charaeters of the specimen are certainly obscure, and the
determination may admit of doubt; but * * * I should give it the
relations I have indicated, and, if not Sp. cameratus, it is to me unknown
at the present time." It is probable, therefore, tl.tat the Devonian system is not repre ented by any considerable formation in this section of
the West, although tuere is a wide field for research here; and, if this
view be correct, the development of the Upper Carboniferous is quite
remarkable.
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM.
Above the Niagara limestone, there is a well-deYeloped and widely-distributed formation, which was early referred to the Carboniferous system. Beds of this age are quite generally exposed all along
the flanks of the principal ranges of the Rocky Mountain chain, and
occasional exposures of beds, which are usually considered syt1chronons
with them, occur in many places west of the main crest, where it is often
difficult to determine their relations to the adjacent rocks. Recent discoveries have made it doubtful whether such reference has not too often
been based upon the previous supposition that there were no beds in
this region between the Potsdam sandstone and the Carboniferous
rocks, so that it is possible that some outcrops of an earlier date have
been inad,·ertently reported as of Carboniferous age.
SUBCARBONlFEROUS ~ ~ ~ Lil\ffiSTONE.

The limestones of the CarbonifeFous age, flanking the ranges of the
Rocky ~Iountain system, with one or two exceptions, llave been generally
regarded as of the horizon of some portion of the Carboniferous period,
(the terms age all(l pe'riod being technically employed here.) In another
place,* the writer has expressed the opinion that this formation, as
exposed in a portion of the Wind Hiver Mountains, nortll of South
Pass, is of Snbcarboniferous age. That statement was made from a
review of the notes taken in the field, without the opportunity of further
examination of the specimens collected, and it is now so far modified
as to be less confidently expressed, for reasons which will presently
appear.
The rock in question (the arenaceous beds before mentioned being
excluded from the present review) is a bluish-gray dolomitic lime8tone,
quite compact and thickly bedded, with numerous crystalline facets and
geodes of calc-spar, besides occasional minute crystals of some foreign
minerals. Some heds which seem to belong to this age are exposed in
the calion of the North Fork of the Stinkingwater River, showing, in an
interesting manner, the effects produced by the molten volcanic outfiow8,
portions of which have passed in between the upturned layers, transforming the sedimentary rocks into forms with peculiar characters.
Organic contents.-Much of this limestone is quite fossiliferous, but
there is so little difference in the mineral composit,ion of the rock and its
contained remains that it is often difficult to procure specimens which
can be readily identified, and this difficulty is not lessened by the irregular manner in which tbe fossils are crowded together. Several recorded specimens, containing remains from a favorable locality, have been
*In a paper" On the Geology of 'Vesteru 'Vyoming," by Theo. B. Comstock, published iu the American Journal of Science aoo Arts, vol. vi, December, 1873.
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lost, so that tile material on band for final determination is far from
complete. Among t.be missing were a crinoid of the genus Poteriocrinus ? and two or three specimens of Lithostrotion, as recorded in the fieldnotes. If my determinations of the remaining forms are correct, this
limestone also contains 8pirifer biplicatus, and a chonetes closely allied to
0. variolata.
By some this might be deemed sufficient ground for the omission of
the interrogation-rnarks after the word Sub.carboniferous at the head of
this section, but in view of the novelty of such a designation, as well
as the doubt, which must be confessed, as to the \alidity of all the
determinations, it is best that it should stand as it is.
There is also another reason for doubt. It is known that limestones
of the age of the Ooal-M.easures occupy the position of this formation
OYer a very large an~a in the mountainous region of the West, and it is
difficult tv imagine snch a state of things as would have been necessary
for the deposition of a restricted Subcarboniferous group immediately
followed b,y a period in which the absence of any deposition was geographically identical, without some marked evidence beiug visible in
the arrangement of the strata. So far as known:at present, there is no
ground for the belief that there is any break of this kind structurally,
unless it be that an observed change in the character of some of the
Oarboniferous beds in the Big Horn range, reported by Hayden, may
indicate a difference iu horizon. As the subject now stands, it would
be unwise to press too strongly an opinion of the Subcarboniferous age
of this group; and it will be best to regard the whole series as Upper
Carboniferous, according to previous authorities, until the matter can
receive more thorough investigation.
CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE.

Near the head of Wind Hiver, overlying conformably the Subcarboniferous ~ limestone, there is .a, thick formation of arenaceous and calcareous beds underneath the brick-red sandstones usually regarded a~
Triassic. Toward the base of the group, from a non-homogeneous darkgray limestone, I obtained a portion of a tooth of Psammodus, and shells
undetermined, which have led me to place it in the Carboniferous group
or Coal-Measures. The rock resembles limestones of this horizon iu
Illinois and Indiana. This was met upon the return trip. •.:n-,d no opportunity afterward occurred for reaching another exposu,.
Its reference
must, therefore, be regarded as provisional. If the :.u1estone referred
doubtfq.lly to the Subcarboniferous be really the equivalent of Hayden's
Carboniferous east of our district, this formation would seem to occupy
the position of his Permian. The cleterminat.ion of the Carboniferous
eastward rests on such good authority as Prof. F. B. Meek, and cannot
be questioned without better evidence than I can offer. · These difficul·
ties can readily be settled by those who may hereafter have oecasion to
work in this region, by the collection of · more ma~erial from each formation.
The sandstones and arenaceous limestones before mentionecl, from
-which the supposed Spirifer cameratus was obtained, ~tnderlie beds which
are apparentl.Y continuous with those which have been referred 'ery
doubtfully to .the Subcarboniferous period, which fact adds another
element of uncertainty t@ the determination. Accepting, therefore, the
opinion of previous explorers, the thickness of the Oarboniferous limestones, the equivalent of the Upper Coal-Measures of the· Eastern
United Sta.tes, is not less than 2,000 feet (probably much more) in the
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Wind Hi\. . er }fountains. The entire absence of coal and the prevalence
of calcareous strata, as well as the widespread distribution of the formation, all point to the existence of an extensive sea of considerable
depth during the ·period of their formation; and no evidence has thus
far beeu collected of a shore-line in any part of tllis region during tJJe
era in question. The upper limest,ones are massive and very compact,
formi11g prominent ridges, with even, well-worn slopes, while the uuder·lyiog strata are more thinly bedded, being usually less calcareous.
Organic oontents.-Besides tllose already mentioned, no fossils have
been iden tifi.e<l. But few opportunities occurred of obtaining a good
supply, and the general toughness of the roeks renders it difficnlt to
proc:ure them in excellent coudition. As a rule, they are much crowded,
and poorly preserved also.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE P ALEOZOIO STRAT7. ,
There is yet too much to be learned concerning the geology of our
district to make any but the most broad . generaliret,i ons useful, but the
results of this expedition, in a geological way at least, will prove barreu
indeed if they do not fnruish future explorers with a few hints of some
of the unsolved problems yet remaining, that tlwy may know where to
seek for new facts for their elucidation.
It bas been already remarked that the Potsdam sandstone and the
Carboniferous limestone are widespread formations in t~e region of the
Rocky Mountaius, and that over the greater portion of the area east of
the main divide the, e two formations have heretofore been reported ia
contact. Knowing now that several other formations intervene in certain sections, it is natural to seek a reason for their apparently loeal
distribution. Two or three explanations are suggested by the facts as
far as they have been gathered. First, it will be noticed that few com-.
petent geologists have traversed this region, ·eyen in such a manner as
to collect all the data necessary for the mere tracing of the prominent
outcrops of the successive formations, and none have been able to
obtain more than a bare outline of the geological structure of any
portion. It seldom happens in a reconnaissance-and territorial surveys
are usually nothing more-that one can obtain informa~on to auy extent at a distance from the trail of the expedition; and the route pursued must of necessity be mostl_y away from tlw rugged country, making
it impossible to reach the most instructive sections in all cases. Thus
it may haYe happened that many exposures of the Quebec and
Niagara strata haye been entirely overlooked. This supposition, however, to one who Las engaged in western field-work, will have little
weight, and the \Yiser conclusion will be that such strata do not exist
where they haYe not been reported, except it may be in small patches.
But there is another question which i~ not so easily decided. Did these
formations once spread over this whole area, or were they deposited in
patches as we suppose them to exist at present~ An examination of
t.!Je limestones and their fossils shows that they were deposited in salinewaters of considerable depth and extent,. as. a sea or ocean. .Moreover,
duriug the Quebec epoch the shore need not have been very far distant
from the present position of t.IJe Wind River Mountains. A comparison of the statements concerning that gronp in this chapter with the
reports of Hayden and Bradley shows that this formation rapidly
thickens westward, while there is no doubt that it thins mtt southward
and eastward, so that it is very thin, if not entirely absent, in the vicinity of Miner's Delight. The same features are noticeable with the
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Niagara dolomite, which, as before stated, probably extends farther
eastward than the Quebec group.
If this idea be correct-and it seems well supported-there was an
ancient shore-line during the deposition of the Quebec and Niagara
groups, of uncertain trend, but a portion of which lay near the longitude of South Pass. This opens a new field for research in this region,
one which will doubtless add much to the great mass of facts which are
now helping on the settlement of the theories of mountain elevation,
and it also suggests the pos8ibility that the history of the far-past in
the West is not as simple as many have believed.

CHAPTER IV.
STRATIGRAPHY, CONTINUED-MESOZOIC AND TERTIARY.
Tri.assic system-Jurassic-Cretaceous and Tertiary systems-Age of the lignite
formation.

We have seen that over much of the region north and west of South
Pass the earlier Paleozoic rocks were deposited in a sea at first shallow,
but somewhat gradually deepening nntil toward the close of the epoch
of the Niagara dolomite, '''hen comparatively shallow seas were the
rule. During a consideral>le portion of the Devonian and Carboniferous
:.ages, it is probable that dry land existed over at least a portion of this
.r€gion; and east of the Big Horn River, it would seem that, during much of
.theera between the deposition of the Potsdam sandstone and the Oarbon:ifer{)u.s beds, the land was not covered by the sea. However this may baye
·been, there is abundant proof that the barrier was overflowed at least
.as early as the close of the Carboniferous age, since which time the
.geological history of the whole area has been essentially the same,
,generally speaking.
TRIASSIC SY8TEM.
Birectly overlying the limestones of Carboniferous age a thick series
-of brick-red sandstones forms one of tile most peculiar and conspicuous
features of Rocky Mountain geology. In most places where these beds
are well exposed they stand out prominently l>y themselves, their separation from the underlying hard limestones l>eing extremely distinct, on
account of the great difference in the texture of the formations and the
consequent greater erosion of the so-called Triassic strata. The brick;red sandstones .are generally considered Triassic, though full proof of
their age cannot •Be said to have been obtained. Notwithstanding the
fact tllat these beds are among the best exposed of any of the western
formations, less is probably known of th~ir true relations than of those
'
,of all the others, r exce~t the metamorphic series.
Frequent exposures of the red sandstones occur over our district,
but often the fomes wh~icll have operated to bring them to light have
also ai<leu in again obscuring their structure. The most simple outcrop,
'not complicated bF folds or subsequent deposits, is to be seen in the
canon of Deep Greek, at the b&se of the Wind River Mountaius. Figure
.4 is intended to represent a section across this calion at a right angle to
the axis of the range, but it also includes a portion of the exposures
.upon each side as tb~y are seen along the banks of the Little ;J?opo.Agie-River.
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Some outcrops in rleeply-eroded vales in the Owl ~reek range arc
quite similar, but many of the finest exposures are In eroded folds,
several of which occur in the Wind /
RiverValley,betwee11the two mountain-ranges. In these, the dip of
c:::
the red beds is often verv great.
t:J
Ripple-marks, and other evidences
t ~
of deposition in shallow water, I
~v~
~
abound in most of the strata. .
~ :
/
The rock appears to vary but !zttle
~ ·-u ,31 ~
over broad areas, though occasiOnal ~~
. :)i ~
beds of a different nature from that "".j
~ i}P.-;
of the red sar~dstones ba_ve b_een ;5
_.: · ~o"
observed. Besides the ferne oxide, '?/ ~
to which the color is mainly due, I
.? ~
much of the_rock ?onta:ins a consid:.))!:;;
erable quantity of_ Iron. m ~pots sc_at- g. .:::.i;!;;: ~
tered through the mterwr hkefossils, t:l .6/!)/_t: J
but showing no structural markings. g .)f)l ht~
Manyofthelayersarefairl.vcompact, ~ ~?:}.}t:J
and being trav~r~ed by a double ~ys- t:a f:\d! ~
tern of re~ular JOints, t_hPy b_reak m.to ~ :K~~~
bl~ck_s of a form and size smtabl~ ~or¥ :~;, .... 'JjfJaJ:;rlaaq
bmldmg-purpo~es. Large quantities § 1 · ;.~~::;i
?f betided_ gypsum occur, apparent].}~ ~::l
mterstratified between the layers of ~ ·~
····~,
I
the sandstone in many places. A g. /
short distance below Camp Brown on t:a 1
the Little Wind lUver, this is quite ~abundant, and it bids fair to become ~~
of much economic importance in the g
~
=ti
future. At the bead of Lake Fork, in ~
(I)
...,
;;;:
the calion, there are also extensive e.
::_1 //t::l c,
outcrops of this mineral, which are ~
~
~
very accessible. The greater part is
~
C)
probably in the form of saccharoidal
or compnct alabaster, but some portions closely resemble in properties
the finer varieties of anhydrite, and it
is not impossible that other portions,
in places where the rocks have been
folded, may prove valuable as a partial substitute for marble. as is the
case with the vulpanite or'Northern Italy. In most cases, however, the
anhydrite has been broken into quite small blocks by the heat accompanying the uplift. Some extensive beds of selenite were also observed.
Beds of limonite, some of which appeared to be of the argillaceous \ariety known as ):ellow oclwr, were noticed in the outlying ridges south.
of the Owl-Creek range, a portion of which may be of Triassic age.
AboYe the brick-red beds two or three hundred feet of lighter-colored
sandstones, containing less ferric oxide, lie beneat.b arenaceous limestone-beds, affording a transitional series between the so-called Triassic
beds and the succeeding strata of undoubted Jurassic age.
Organic contents.-The rocks of this age in Northwestern Wyoming are
as b~rren in the evidences of life as the Potsdam sandstone, and it is
seldom that one is so fortunate as to collect any fossils from them,
except when making a specialty of ·t heir study. None were obtained by
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the writer in 1873, hence no new facts were elicited concerning the age
of this formation. There can be no doubt that it is older than the Fossiliferous-jurassic of this section, for it is invariably found beneath it
wherever both are exposed, but its limits cannot at present be clearly
defined, although it is undoubtedly Post-Carboniferous, for it has been
reported in some sections as lying unconformably upon beds which have
been referred, with good reason, to the Permian period.
JURASSIC

SYSTEM~.

"\Vhere,Ter good sections can be reached, the brick-red and buff-colored sandstones, which constitute the provisional Trjassic system, are
almost always found covered by the Jurassic limestones, a group which
attains a thickness of nearly 1,000 feet in some localities. .l\Iany fine
outcrops of these strata are to be seen in the Wind-River country, particularly in the neighborhood of the mountains, upon both sides of the
plateau. The first exposures upon the northeastern slope of the 'Vind
River Mountains are in the main as simple as on the Little Popo-Agie
near Red Oafiou, (see Fig. 4), where there are no complications in the
way of folds, and the structure is not obscure<l by accnmulatious of drift
or other materiaL Passing across the plateau several prominent folds
have so tilted the strata that the Jurassic beds outcrop at different
angles to the horizon, but frequently dipping almost vertically, in which
case the harder layers jut above the softer intermediate beds, often to
a height of many feet, stretching like so many irregular walls across the
country. The formation is very widespread, its distribution in the
Rocky Mountain region being nearly identical with the supposed Triassic, at least so far as our district is concerned. West of the main divide,
on ·our route, no exposures were observed of rocks, which can with certaint.r be referred either to the Jurassic or the Triassic, but the existence
of the former in that section has heen proved by tile explorations of
Havden a.nd Bradlev, who have obtaine<l characteristic fossils of this
gro.up from localities· comparatively near.
The formation as a whole might be characterized as one of impure
limestones, the nature of the fossil~, as well as the composition of most
of the strata, iudicating that the beds were deposited duJing an epoch
of marine subsidence in comparatively shallow water. The beds composiug the wall.-;, before mentioned as occurring in certain sections, are
generally quite hard and compact, but they are not remarkably homogeneous. The proportion of silica is always large, seldom extremely
fine, but often quite coarse. In the more calcareous strata, containing
fossils, alumina seems to be present only in small quantity when com pared with the amount which is contained in less arenaceous rocks of
earlier date. The f'bssiliferons limestones are dolomitic and often somewhat ferruginous. Crystals of calcite and dolomite are very commonly
distributed through all the roeks, and much of the magnesian limestone is traversed by numerous Yery thin joints, filled with veins of
caleite.
The prevailing color of the rocks is a dull leaden or ashy gray, weathering from darker gray to brown and dark brown. Occasional beds of
quite purP. yellowish-white limestone al.'e seen, also yellow and brown
arenaceous limestones. It is probable, also, that this formation in the
neighborhood of the Owl-Creek range, upon its southern flank, includes
some valuable iron-ore beds; but, as before remarked, they cannot be
properly placed until the boundary between the Triassic and the Jurassic
shall be more definitely fixed, and this cannot well be accomplished until
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more complete paleontological evidence has been collected from the
lower series of arenaceous beds.
Organic contents.-Cbaracteristic Jurassic fossils have been more
than once collected from the region of the Rocky Mountains, and the
announcement of those collected from the Wind River Valley by Dr.
Hayden, while acting as the geologist of Captain Raynolds' expedition,
was made as early as 1861. These remains present strong resemblances
to many of the species which characterize the lower strata of the
Jurassic system in Europe. A good supply was collected from the
Yarious exposures seen upon the trip of 1873, but inopportune circumstances have made it absolutely impossible to work them up with any
degree of care, so that it must be acknowledged that there are a number
. of forms which have not been made out which lt is belieYed will ,a dd some
new members to the list of the characteristic organic remains of the
American Jurassic~ Enough has, however, been learned to determine
the age of the containiug beds, without a doubt, for their separation
from tile OYerl,ying group is very distinct, stratigraphically and paleontologically, as has been well rema.rked by l\ieek and Hayden.
Among tile forms which are most readily recognizable, there is a
species of Gryphaea, bearing some resemblance to the Eu1~opean Liassic
G. Arcuata, Lam., but perhaps nearer G. Gctlceola, Quensted.t, (whieh I
have uot seen represented.) Fairly preserved specimens of lltfonotis
cu1·ta C?) were obtained, besides a few of a species of Rhynchonella, specimens of the genera Lingnla (brevirostra~)J11od·iola, etc., and two ~peci
mens of Belemnites, near B. densus.
CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY SYSTEMS.
Perhaps there is no question of greater interest connected with western
geology, nor one which lms attracted more attention of late years, thau
t.he determimttion of the upper limit of the Uretaceous deposits. The
beds of this age are usually found to be so distinct from the Jurassic
strat<t that it is seldom very difficult to define the boundary between
these two formations, but there is an important group lying between the
known Cretaceous and the undoubted Tertiary rocks, the age of which
bas not yet been conclusively settled. Some geologists, with much apparent reason, are disposed to regard the majority of tllese intermediate
beds as Tertiary~ while perhaps a lal'ger number are of the opinion that
the weight of evidence thus far obtained places them more properly within
the limits of the Cretaceous system, and not a few, taking a middle view,
favor the idea that they are largely transitional in character. The opportunities afforded for the collection of facts bearing directly upou this
question were not many during our trip, as tile route followed was not
such as to offer good outcrops of the beds under discussion. No opportunity has since occurred for the elaboration of any of the material
which might throw light upon the subject, and it will therefore l>e
necessary in this }Jlace to pass it by with much less uotice than it desenTes.
Leaving the matter for some further consideration at the close of the
chapter we will now proceed to a review of the Cretaceous beds, as far as
full evidence exists of their true age.
CRETACEOUS STRATA.

As a rule, the Jurassic beds are conformably overlaid by the members
of the Cretaceous series, and the distribution of both formations is, in
the main, identical east of the Wahsatch chain, although the Cretaceous
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srsiem is made up of several more local groups. In the Wind River
Valley the beds overlsing the Jurassic strata are exposed in much the
same manner, but there are fewer good outcrops, owing to the more
extensive covering of the Cretaceous by the Tertiary rocks, in the neighborhood of the Wind River Mountains, and to the greater erosion of the
Cretaceous beds when they occur in the uncovered folds. North of the
Owl Creek range it is probable that these strata are fa,vorably exposed
for study over a wide district, but in many places they have beeu so
much folded and eroded that their stratigraphica1 relations to the adjacent formations cannot be satisfactorily worked out in a single trip
across the country. Sufficient evidence was obtained, however, to show
that there is no want of conformity between tile Jurassic and the Cretaceous within a considerable distance of our trail. About half-way
between Pacific Creek and Lava Creek the trail crosses the deep gorge
of a small stream, where some of the Cretaeeous beds are to be seen uippiug southwest 57°, and in the calion of Buffalo Fork, just below Camp
56, similar beds, with additionalmem bers, are found dipping in the opposite direction 890. Between these points no Cretaceous exposures were
noticed, but, judging from the dips of the lower sedimeutar,y strata,
wllich were observeti on La,~a Creek between Camps 55 and 56, there
must be one or more fo1<ls intervening.
The lithological characters of the included members are almost as
Yariable as possible, with intimate mixtures of arenaceous, argillaceous,
and calcareous ingredients~ in different proportions. There are very
few beds of limestone, and such are always very thiu, but there are some
sllaly layers, and m~en occasional beds of clay, though the formation, as
a whole, would best be designated as an argillo-arenaceous group.
Some of the shales, as well as many of the sandstones, are highly ferruginous, while other layers are quite free from the presence of iron. Much of
the ferric oxide can be traced directly to the plant-remaius which abound
in parts o'f the group, but a large portion is undoubtedly due to the decompo::sition of pyrites. Passing up through a thick series of strata, with
the arenaceous material somewhat gradually increasing in proportion,
seYeral beds of lignite, or impure bituminous coal, are reaclleu, which
are well exposed for working in many places. .More will be said of their
economic value in another chapter, but it may be mentioned here that the
beds are of considerable thickness, an(l that they contain much sulphur
and ferric oxide, besides a notable quantity of gypsum, all resulting very
largely from the deeompo~ition of iron pyrites, which is abundant in
tile coal. Beautiful grains or drops of amber, usually not larger than a
pea, are also rather common, and, rarely, a short piece of the stem of a
plant, several inches in circumference, will be found so completely carbonized as to approach somewhat closely to anthracite. These lignite
beds are usually separated b.Y several feet of soft sandstone, frequently
of a yellow color, and they are directly underlaid by a peculiar hardened clay, or soft, clayey shale, to which it is, as it were, cementeL1, the
lignite becoming browner below, and running into the shale almost
gradually.
Three of these coaly layers are exposed. upon the northeastern flank
of the \Vind River Mountains, and what appear to be the same be<ls
can be traced by numerous exposures across the country to the soutlleru
flank of the Owl Creek range, while, perhaps, similar outcrops O\er the
area beyond, as far as the Stinking Water Calion, North Fork, may not
be improperly referred to the same horizon. There is more or less of
variation in character and quality over this district.
Tllese lower lignitiferous seams are generally included in the Creta-
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ceo11s groups by those who have studied them, whatever may be their
views concerning the age of the doubtful beds which occur higher in
the series; and this conclusion seems supported by the paleontological
evidence. In the Wind River tegion, as well as over the district traversed in 1873, north of the Owl Creek range and east of the Sierra
Shoshone, the great bulk of the Cretaceous formation appears to lie
below the lignite beds, and it is supposable that the whole group, as
th-ere exposed, was daposited before the changes took place which
resulted iu the deposition of the strata of doubtful age.
Organic contertts.-It will be impossible now to give even the genera
of the distinctively Cretaceous fossils, bnt this lack will be less felt from
the fact that IIaydeu long ago gathered evidence that the Wind River
Valley deposits underlying the horizontal Tertiary strata are mainly of
Cretaceous age. The remains of marine life are of Cretaceeus types, and
there is, as yet, little or no evidence of a great thickness of uncertain beds
of brackish or fi'esh water origin. Still it must be confessed that this
formation has been, at the best, but hastily examined, and changes in
the character of the beds above appear to begin toward the head of
Wind River, and to increase in importance westward. Near Gray Bull
Ri,?er some interesting plant-remains, mostly leaves of angiosperms,
were obtained, and some very fine leaves in shale were obtained near
the top of the section exposed upon the left bank of the canon of North
Fork of Owl Creek. The latter resemble so clo~ely in character and
position, and in the nature of the rock, some very good specimens collected in a bluff upon the left bank of Wind River, a short distance
below Camp 58, that there can be little doubt that they are from the
same horizon. In both cases I am disposed to regard them as Cretaceous, though the dip of the beds is much less than that of many of the
underlying rocks. At any rate, the overlying Tertiary beds in the
vVind River Valley are horizontal, or nearly so, and unconformable to
tllest~ beds, while it is impossible to draw a similar line of unconformability between any two of the lower formations, although some of the
beds dip much more than the plant-layers. The same relative arrangement of the principal formations was also observed north of the Owl
Creek Mountains, where there ~re variations in degree but not in the
order of superposition.
The outcrop before mentioned, -which is exposed in the canon of
Buffalo Fork, affords a fine section of arenaceous and carbonaceous
strata, with abundant remains of plant and animal life, which seem to
bear affinities to Cretaceous types. These will be more fully discussed
in connection with the remarks upon the age of the doubtful lignite
group.
TERTIARY DEPOSITS.

Passing over the debatable ground for the present, we find that sufficient land had appeared above the sea at tile close of the era of the
lignite deposition for the existence of extensh·e fresh-water lakes over
much of the Rocky Mountain region. Some of the lake-basins far exceeded in area the largest of modern depressions containing fresh water,
and in them were deposited immense quantities of the detritus brought
in by the streams from the surrounding country. This process in some
places cont.inued until the sedimentary material had accumulated in the
bottom of the lakes to a thickness of hundreds, and even thousands,
of feet. The importaut chapters of the earth's history, in which the
records of these events are minutely recorded and profusely illustrated,
might have remained a sealed volume had not the later history of our
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globe required for its records the waste of what had been built up during
the long Tertiary period. As it is, the draining of most of the old Tertiary lake-basins has been accompanied with erosion upon a scale so
vast that it is often possible to obtain a nearly complete section of these
enormous accumulations by merely passing across the basin in which
they were deposited. A very few years since it was scarcely believed
that the Tertiary deposits of our country were capable of yielding as
rich a harvest as had been reaped from beds of this age in Europe, but
it is now ascertained that they are not surpassed in interest or pi;ospective importance by any known group of strata in the world. To
one at all familiar with the general geology of the United States it is
only necessary to mention tpe names of Newberry, Lesquereux, Marsh,
Leidy, Cope, and Meek to call to mind the rich results already obtained
by the careful study of specimens collected from this horizon in the
West. One of the most remarkable sections, the favorite field of se,-er-al
of the most experienced collectors, is situated in a portion of the territory embraced by our reconnaissance, and it therefore claims a share of
our attention.
The greater portion of the Green RiYer Basin, (as defined in Chapter
II,) is now occupied by fresh-water deposits of the Tertiary period. A
sectioh of these beds from top to bottom wiii, howe-ver, include a considerable thickness of the lignite formation. Excluding this from the
review, we shall have to consider here only that part of the series which
is exposed in the vicinity of the road traveled between the Uiutah
Mountains and . South Pass.
EOCENE STR.A.'l'A.

In view of the discrepancies found to exist between supposed synchronous strata in different parts of the world, tlw plan of employing
local names to designate the various epochs and periods represented
in the United States, has wisely been adopted by field geologists.
Strangely enough, however, the evident advantages arising from this
method when applied to the Paleozoic rocks have been overlooked in
the classification of the later formations, so that our Tertiary nomenclature is now encumbered with terms which are even less appropriate
than would be the names, "Lingula Flags," '' Llandeilo Flags," and
"Wenlock Beds,~' applied to American Silurian strata of the same adjudged horizons. The terms Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene, are particularly objectionable in American geology, and it must be distinctly
understood that they have no more literal significance at present. in
the West than does the term Triassic when applied to the formation
succeeding the Permian.
There bas been some doubt concerning the proper disposition of the
beds o-verlying the lignite or coal group, which were referred to the
Middle Tertiary (Miocene) by Hayden in his report for the year 1870.
This reference was largely based upon the supposd Eocene age of the
coal-formation of the Green River Basin. Dr. Newberry, after examining a very few of the fossil plants from near Green l~iver station,
remarked that they hinted of an earlier period thau the Lower Miocene.
Professor Cope pronounced the age of the Green .River fishes to be
more likely Eocene, and during the same year (1.870) that Hayden
crossed the basin, Prof. 0. C. Marsh determined to his own satisfaction
that some still higher beds are Eocene, since which time he llas t"'o or
three times visited the locality (Grizzly Buttes) and obtained more
·evidence. Professors Leidy and Cope, who have also collected au.d de·
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scribed numerous vertelwate remains from this section, regard them as
Eocene. Tlte weight of authority thus seems to favor their reference
to the Lower Tertiary. :filly own conclusions, somewhat tardily adopted,
were partially formed in the field, but have not heretofore been advocated for want of dech;ive proof. I can now express more confidently
the opinion that these beds are of Eocene or Lower Tertiary age,
although the paleontological evidence which I have collected is less
satisfactory on account of the fresh-water type of the invertebrate
remains, than would be the case were there more vertebrate forms.
The collections have not yet been carefully examined, and it is therefore impossible to speak of them in detail.
Hayden bas provisionally divided the beds comprising this remarkable formation into two groups, which may be conveniently recognize<l
in the· present state of our knowledge concerning them, though no
definite line of separation can be drawn between them.
GREEN RIVER

GROUP.-(Low~r~

Eocene.)

This name is at present used to designate that portion of the freshwater Tertiary strata which lies directly above the coal group, and which
is the present surface formation over a large portion of the Green River
Basin north of Fort Bridger. If it be true that the coal-beds are of
Eocene age, this group holds a position which will entitle it to be ranked
as Middle Eocene~ but if, as many believe, the former group be really
Cretaceous, these beds may be considered Lower Eocene, there being. in
tllis case no Middle Eocene, unless it shall be found that the whole series
is made up of three well-marked groups, which does not now seem
probable, to say the least.
The upper limit of the Green River group is not readily definable at
present, the transition between the beds of this and the overlying group
being rather gradual, "but the general character of the two formations,
both lithologically and paleontologically, differs greatly. The Green
River beds are mainly composed of a series of shales, marls, and harder
calcareous strata, the latter, e~pecially, containing quantities of the
remains of fresh-water forms of life, with laminated layers literally
filled with the remains of land-plants of the Ph::enogamous series. The
famous ., petrified-fish beds," so well exposed near Green River station,
Union Pacific Railroad, belong to this group.
The outline of the ancient lake-basin in which these strata were
deposited is not fully determined, but there are indications that its eastern boundary was outside of the present limits of the Green River Basin,
and there is no room for doubt that the Uintah 1\'lountains and the
Wahsatcll chain then, as now, towered above its surface. Northward it
is eq a ally clear that the \Vind River range · formed the shore of the
great lake, with probably more or less of gently sloping border during
a portion of the era of Lower Eocene deposition. This formation is now
exposed over our route from Fort Bridger to near South Pass, the excessive erosion over this area causing the rocks to be laid bare in
most places, so as to afford favorable opportu.nities for study, but tlley
do not yield as plentifully the interesting remains which are eharacteristic of these beds in the neighborhood of Ureen River City, though it
is highly probable that rich harvests will hereafter b~ reaped by collectors who may be able to examine the outcrops with some degree of
thoroughness.
Generally Rpeaking, the rock contains a considerable portion of calcic
carbonate, with au abundance of ferr~c oxide produced by decomposition
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and oxidation. Gypsurn and calcite of different varieties are abundant,
frequent,Jy occurring as thin, papery seams between the rock-layers, at
other times forming masses of considerable extent. These features are
scarcely as characteristic of this formation, however, as of the Bridger
group. Some of the layers are little more than a pure clay shale, while
there are a few quite arenaceous beds and some compact· limestones.
The mineral peculiarities are so generally the result of chemical and
other changes in the rocks of a secondary nature, that they will be
more properly considered in that part of the report which treats of the
action of atmospheric agencies, under the general head of dynamical
geology. The texture of the different beds is quite variable, but, in
general, the streams which have cut their channels through them are
walled by nearly vertical cliffs, and the buttes and benches for the most
part have quite precipitous sides. Numerous joints occur in many of
the strata, particularly in the more compact kinds, and fine examples of
concretionary structure or weathering are not rare. The tendency of
the thick beds of marly .sandstone on the banks of Green RiYer, at the
crossing, to weather spheroidally is very noticeable, and this is repeated
in various degrees in the argillaceous and calcareous rocks as well.
Organic contents.-In the absence of adequate knowledge of the affinities of the fossil-plants collected, it is impossible to state with certainty
their bearing upon the age of the beds now under consideration. Indeed,
after the abundant material of this nature which has passed through
the hands of Dr. Newberry and Professor Lesquereux, it is scarcely
probable that the meager collections made by myself in 1873 will furnish
cause for the changing of opinions so strongly held by these vegetablepaleontologists. Some remarks regarding tile manner of occurrence of
tllese remains will, nevertheless, not be out of place. The finest specimens were obtained from an exposure in a. bluff just below the stagestation at First Crossing, Big Sandy, on the left bank of the river, near
the top of the bluff. A few good specimens were ohtained from a cliff
upon the left bank of Green River, about one mile and a half below the
crossing at Robinson's Ferry. Outcrops of plant-beds at other localities
were not rare, but the rern~ins were seldom as well preserved as in these
places. The rock containing these is usually a very fine-grained wllite
or yellowish shale, often more or less ferruginous. The leaves, the most
common form in which the relics exist, are mostly spread out smoothly,
giving most perfect impressions of the ribs and veins, making their
identification a matter of comparatively little difficulty. In some places
the plant-layers are composed of comminuted fragmen~s of leaYes and
other \egetable matter crowded together in an indefinable mass, and
again mere bits of water-worn pieces were scattered thiuly over the
shale, seldom sufficiently distinct for determination, while even more
frequently the shales are traversed by irony streaks of ferric oxide, without a trace of the original vegetable tissne.
The animal remains gathered during tile summer of 1873 are mostly
well preserved, consisting mainly of Lamellibranchs and Gasteropods,
of the genera Unio, Oorbicula? Melania, Viviparus, and Turritella.? with
possibly others, including, perhaps, some undescribed specific forms. In
a bluff on the right bank of Ham's Fork, less than half a mile below the
old toll-bridge at the main crossing, a bed remarkably rich in Unio, associated with immense quantities of Viviparus, occurs, half way to the
top, directly above the stream. Directly opposite Camp 3, on Muddy
Fork, a few feet above the water, there is a bed almost completely made
up of Gasteropods-MeZania, Vivipara, and Turritella? This is but a
few rods north of the Union Pacific Railroad. A somewhat similar
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Gasteropod bed underlies a thinner layer, apparently almost wholly
made up of Cypris remains, which is exposed on the left bank of Black's
Fork, a few rods below the lower bridge across that stream at Fort
Bridger. This exposure is near the point at which the telegraph-line to
Carter crosses the creek. Back in the cliffs, on the right bauk of Green
River, nearly south from Camp 6, (three miles above Robinson's Ferry,) in
a thin calcareous shale lJartially saturated with petroleum, I obtained a
single specimen of the vertebra of a fish. Tllis ued is probably of the
sam e horizon as the petroleum beds not far from Green River station.
In the present state of geological science, there are few who will not
acknowledge that vertebrate remains are a better criterion of the age
of a formation than fresh-water molluscs, or the leaves of plants. No
one doubts that the beus of t.he Green H.iver group are Tertiary; and
more recent beds, with abundant remains of the higher vertebrates,
being referred to the Eocene by the best authorities, it will be seen that
the reference of the Green River strata to the Lower or Middle Eocene
is tolerably well founded. This classification receives additional support from the statement of Prof. E. D. Cope, uefore gi ,·en, concerning the affinities of the fossil fishes collected from this formation near
Green River City.
BRIDGER. GROUP.-(Upper Eocene.)
The beds overlying those of the Green River group are closely related
to them in age, for the transition from one to the other is not abrupt,
whether we regard tlleir structure or their contents. All who have bad
occasion to study the features of both groups, in the field or t.he closet,
have agreed in this, that they haYe regarded them as representati,es of
a single Tertiary epoch, the point of controversy being onl.Y tlle question
whether they togetller represent the Eocene or the Miocene era. .After
all, it will be found that the \Yhole difficulty originated mainly in the
doubt concPrning the true age of the coal group beneath, the settlement of which seems just now to l>e the chief desideratum of American
geology. Hayden provisionally referred the Bridger group to the period
of the Upper Miocene, which must haYe been proper had the Green
River group proven to be of Lower Miocene age, as he at first supposed.
Those wllo bold to the Eocene age of the lowm· strata will, therefore,
also be unanimous in the avowal of the Upper Eocene age of the members of the Bridger group.
This formation is exposed at the surface over a considerable extent of
country, northward and eastward from Fort Bridger as far as Little
Sandy H.iver and beyond, forming the top layers of numerous isolated
l>uttes. Along our ronte they are nearly horizontal or dip ,·ery slightly.
Perhaps the most instructive section observed on the trip, south of
South Pass, is in the vicinity of the Uintah Mountains, where the beds
of the Bridger group may be seen in their connection with the tilted
strata of earlier date. Figure 5 gives a general view of the structure
of the country lying between Fort Bridger and the Uintah Mountains
altliough it does not strictly represent a section in a direct line between
the post and Gilbert's Peak, but, more properly, it is a representation
of the principal facts with the surface features exaggerated, but mainly
correct, as far as the calion of Henry's Fork. Uil bert's. Peak is then
included to show its geological relations, although it is really out of the
line of the section .
. During the epoch of the Bridger g!·oup, it is probable that the land
was covered with fresh water in a lake as large as in the preYious era,
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if not more extensive. It may ha\e been that the northern shore was
farther south than during the time when the Green River beds were deposited, but the mere fact that few of the Bridger strata now coYer the

Grizz!f" Buttes

underlying group north of the Little Samly, on our road, does not
afford sufficiel'lt proof of thjs. There is, doubtless, much yet to be
learned from the field study of that section of the Green River Basin,
as yet unexplored geologically, which lies north of the forty-second
parallel and west of longitude 1090 30'.. It may, however, be safely
stated that the lake of this epoch did not extend across tlle divide of
the \Vind River Mountains. Tllere is also no doubt that the Uintah
l\iountains formed a portion of the southern boundary, thoq.gh Professor Marsh diseovered evidence of a synchronous basin south of this
range, which, having been much lo\Ter, may have received the outflow
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from t he ancient Bridger Lake, though he remark's that the outlet was
not t hrough the present channel of Green River. If the Washakie
group of Ba;p.l en, east of the present continental divide, be synchronous, and continuous with the Bridger group, the eastern boundary of
the basin in which both were accumulated was far outside of the pres·
ent Green River Basin, but this supposition is little more than a surmise thus far. The western limit could not have been beyond the
Wahsatch higher ridges, for reasons which will be obvious to those
who read tlle remarks upon the age of that chain, in the section treating of the subject of the elevation of mountains.
The beds of the Bridger group, as a whole, are readily distinguishable from those of the Green River group, being maiF~ly composed of dullcolored indurated clays, and arenaceous layeTs of considerable thickness, the latter usually brownish, or dull yellow or gray, often with more
or less of a concretionary structure. The clays are generally compacted,
but they become disintegrated upon exposure to the atmosph.ere, and
readily yield to the eroding forces. Some thinner layers of more calcareous material, with siliceous seams often affording interesting concretions, are interspersed, but they are rather exceptional tban otherwise.
These two groups of strata may also be readily distinguished wherm.,.er
seeu by the great difference in the effects produced by erosion in each
case. As before remarked it is the tendency of the beds of the lower
series to present nearly vertical cliffs, so that the general impression
recei\.,. ed in passing across the section in which they compose the surface
formation is that of traveling oYer an ordinary plain with occasional
descei1ts by a succession of terraces to the narrow valleys of the streams;
on the contrary, the topography of the country wherever the Green River
beds are concealed or only occasionally oopped by the members of the
Bridger group, is very irregular, often simulating that peculiar aspect
which b.as received the appropriate name of ''bad lands" in other
regions. In some places at a distance from the mountains, as in the
neighborhood of Church Buttes, and between that point and Bryan
along the Union Pacific Railroad, the beds of this formation have been
so eroded without complete denudation, that they now stand out in
butte:-:> by themselves, often with some slight resemblance to rude arcllitectural forms. The now famous "Grizzly Buttes" southeast. of Fort
Bridger belong to the Bridger group, and in that section the same essential features are observable, but the buttes are much more crowded, and
seldom so completely isolated as are those farther northward. This
in ten. ely interesting subject will receive more attention in another chapter. (See Erosion.)
The mineral characteristics of these Upper Eocene beds are generally
simil ar to those of tlle uo·wer group, l>ut tlley are exllil>ited upon a much
larger scale, which may uo doubt be mostly a,c counted for in the more
exten sive erosion to which the Bridger group has been sul>jected, especially as there are numerous indications of changes of a secondary
nature. The subject can be more appropriately discussed beyond, (see
Uhernical Geology,) but a brief reYiew of the more common mineral forms
will be now given. Gypsum, in the forms of selenite, satin-spar, and,
more rarely, as alabaster, is very common. One of the most striking
features of many of the buttes is the silvery, glistening appearance which
they present in the clear light of the sun, giving them at a little distance a very pleasillg aspect. Closer investigation shows that this is
pro<luced by the reflection from enormou;; quantities of bits of selenite
which lie strewn over the surface of the slopes. V\-.,.hen found in sittt it
usua.l ly occurs in thin layers between more extensive beds of other rna-
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terial, or in masses, the fibrous forms not unfrequently being rather· geo.
diferous in their formation. Joints and planes of loose lamination are
commonly filled with selenite, or even with gypsum in the form of small
crystals, which are often ferruginous, or coated with ferric oxide. Calcite
is abundant in se\'eral crystalline varieties, or calc-spar, also in other interesting forms, occurring in similar nutnners to the gypsum, of which it occasionally rrppears to be a pseuuomorph. The presence of iron in considerable quantity is shown by the reddish color imparted to many of the rocks
upon weathering, also by tue accumulations of ferric oxide in the crevices, and in connection with imperfect organic impressions. Pyrites is
probably commonly distributed, though scarcely ever obtained in distinct crystals. Silica, in its remarkable <levelopment ln these rocks,
constitutes one of the most interesting subject.s which claim the attention of the chemical geologist in this section. Saline efflorescence, and
the connection of the so-called "a,lkali" <leposits with much oflthe history of th~ region, are topics which naturally fall within the imits of
another portion of this report, where they will be further treated.
Organ·ic contents.-The scientific public, at least, are already familiar
with the great results which have accrued from the studies made b.v our
vertebrate-paleontologists of the remains which have been obtained in
such great abundance from the beds of the Bridger group, more especially from the vicinit.y of the Grizzly Buttes. The organic remains which
I have myself obtained from these strata are not numerous, but they
were obtained from new localities, as a rule, and may embrace one or
two new specific forms, though this is quite doubtful. Fr·om a ruggedly
weathered exposure of loot;ely compacted sandstones and conglomerates,
with some harder beds of white and slightly red sandstones, half a mile
Borth east of Camp 10, on Little Sandy H.i \'ee, some poorly presen·ed.
specimens of gasteropods (Melania ?) were collected, with nu merous
small fragments of turtles, which were found. partially imbedded in
tlle soil upon a small raise<l flat. At the foot of a promiueut butte
standing entirely alone near Sonblette's road, three miles or more
back from Camp 10, across tlle Big Sandy, a fragment of a costal plate
of the carapace of a Triunyx was obtained from about the same horizon.
B. D. Smith, one of our guides, who had collected for Professor Marsh,
brougllt from a locality abO\'e Camp 10, on the Little Sandy, at nearly
t.he same level, a caudal vertebre:-1. of a crocodile, a portion of the ilium
of a turtle, and the proximal .e xtremity of the left humerus of a turtle.
:i\1uch higller in the series specimens of Planorbis were collected from a
blufi' expot;ure at the foot of the Uintah Mountains west of the Grizzl.v
, Buttes. It was possible only to collect from these beds, in the most
superficial manner, but enough was observed to convince the writer that
a rielJer harvest than has yet been reaf)ed awaits the future collectors in
this field.
CONCERNING THE AGE

OF THE ·w iND RIVER TERTIARY DEPOSI1'S
AND SOME OTHERS.

During one or more of the long Tertiary epochs, there was deposited
over the space included between the vVindRiver and Owl Creek ranges,
a lacustrine formation of great thickness, com posed of beds of arenaceous and argillaceous ma.terial. Tlle general character of the strata is,
on the whole, more like that of the Bridger group than that of the Green
River beds, and yet the formation cannot be said to closely resemble the
former, nor \Yould such a similarity between the two series in lithological
features furnish, in itself~ the least proof of identity of age. The sandy
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marls of the Wind Riv-er deposits are frequently variegated, i.e., bands
of a bright red or a l>inkish color are associated with the blue, greenish,
and light-colored beds of this material. But few fossils have ever been
obtained from this ·formation, and it will be wise to make no definite
statement regarding its age until it bas been more carefully studied.
The whole group lies in a nearly horizontal positioh, and the erosion has
been so extensive that the beds are well exposed for observation, provided oue can regnlat~ his course so as to seek the most favorable localities; hence it may be hoped that the future development of this region
may greatly add to our knowledge concerning them .
The arenaceous nature of most of the strata, and the oblique lamination of the sandstones and conglomerates, prove that they were deposited
in quite shallow water; and these facts will account for much of the
lack of organic remains. The thick deposits, on t.be other hand, of more
:·t lluvial material, woul<l sug·gest the probability of the preservation of
some -vertebrate remains. Hayden has reported the discovery of fragments of the skeletons of Triony:r; and Testuclo, but diligent seareh along
our route was unrewarded by the sight of a single bone of any kind. It
is proper to mention here that a more definite statement coueerning
these beds, published elsewhere,* was based upon the supposition that
some underlying beds, now belieYecl to lJe Cretaceous, were of Tertiary
age.
In the same unsettled state must be left the Tertiarv beds which are
exposed north of the Owl Creek Mountains, of small eLxtent a.t present,
but in many respects resembling the Wind River deposits. Tllere is
here, however, stronger proof that these are of later than .E ocene date,
and it may be suggested that the Wind River deposits may proYe to
have been laid down nearly simultaneously, but certainly in a separate
basin.
In all of these beds there is an absence of the great deposit.:-; of gypsum
and calcite, as would Le readily supposed from their arenaceous cimracter. The topography, also, is different, from a similar cause, although
the erosion has been great, and interesting forms have been produced.
PLIOCENE DEPOSl'l'S.

In the neighborhood of South Pass 1 extending across the water-shed,
is a deposit which apparently represents the closing sceues of the lake
period in the Green River Basin. It would ::;eem that during the Miocene
epoch, or near its close, while, perhaps, extensive but shallow lakes existed in the Wind River Valley, a portion of the Sweetwater Valley, and
north of the Owl Creek range, the wat.ers upon the western slope of
the Rocky Mountains had so far been drained off as to allow of partial
denudation of the old lake-bottom. During the next epoch (Pliocene)
a shallow lake spread o\·er the northeastern portion of the Green Ri ,~er
Basin across the outlying metamorphic ridges, and connecting with a
body of fresh water which more or less covered the area occupied by
the Miocene(~) lake of the Sweetwater Va,lley. Figures 6, 7, and 8 are
intended to explain this idea, without giving the slopes, elevations, or
distances with any degree of accuracy.
It should be understood that the Pliocene deposits are represented as
if local, merely because their boundaries are not known positiYely. Iu
these deposits in the Sweetwater Basin, Dr. Hayden has obtained fos¥ In a paper "On the Geology of Western ·wyoming," in Amer. Jour. Sci.; vol. vi, December, 1 n.

H. Ex. 285-9
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sils which show close relation to those of the Niobrara River bed,'
Pliocene age. On the left bank of Little Popo-Agie River, some
tance below the entrance of Deep Creek from the right bank, there is
similar deposit of marls and laminated sandstones aud conglomerates
that near South Pass, which may be of Pliocene age. The South
beds, as shown in Fig. 8, cross the outer portion of the metam
rocks, and some of the beds contain pebbles from those beds of
mountain nncleus.

The deposits in the Yellowstone Lake Basin and in the valley of the
m'ain river audits tributaries, which may be regarded as Pliocene, are
mainly the sediments of an ancient lake, of which the present body of
water is the repres~ntative on a much reduced scale. Beautiful and
highly instructive sections of the old beach formations are exposed in
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the valleys of the streams, particularly in the lower valley of Pelican
Creek, and far down the Yellowstone River, where they become more
complicated, but on that account all the more interesting. An examination of these shows that the lake formerly extended over a much
larger area, and that it bas held its place amid changes of great importance. It is impossible for the most enthusiastic and imaginathTe
person to go beyond the truth in the description of the remarkable
events which are here recorded in this one page, a!? it were, of tbe
world's history; but this is but the begioning of the end, for the mind,
even of the careful observer, fails to grasp in its entirety the vastness
of the variety which is here displayed.
It was during the later portion of the Tertiary age that much of the
volcanic activity took place which was so general over tbis portion of the
country, though probably only the closing stages of the lava flows are
represented by the eruptive deposits of the Pliocene epoch. As it will
be necessary to speak somewhat iu detail of the histor.Y of those accumulations in a section specially devoted to the subject of volcanic action,
a mere resume of the deposits of Pliocene age will here be presented.
A section of the lake sediments, taken on the present lake-shore, between Blufl' Point and Steam Point, is as follows in descending order:
1. Grass-covered soil pas::;ing gradually to loose sand, 2 feet.
2. Various sand, gravel, and S!Jring deposits, with scattered irony concretions, 6 feet.
3. White and dark lake sand, verJ' thinly laminated, with beach
structure, and occasional irony layers, 5 feet.
4. About 15 feet of thinly laminated, blue-black clay, locally contorted ·
and beautifully cut by a small rill emanating as a spring from one of the
irony layers in No. 3. Tbe water is slightly chalybeate.
Other sections in this vicinity show the same general features with more
or less of variation. They represent the upper portion of the Pliocene
series, deposited toward the close of the era of volcanic activity, hence
the occasional beds of volcanic ejectamenta which were poured out into
the lake are mainly composed of volcanic sand and the finer textured
conglomerates, as may well be seen near Steamboat Springs. As we
descend the vaJley of the Yellowstone River we find the lower members
of the group well exposed and the beds of unmodified* non-molten
material becoming more common~ with increasing proportions of the
molten or lava series, until the latter are almost uuiversal, and doubtless
represent an earlier period, though frequently largely concealed by the
subsequeut spring deposits. Near the close of the Pliocene epoch the
internal fires had so far died out that the igneous ejections were of fitful occurrence, and geysers, solfataras, fumaroles, &c., abounded to an
almost iucredibl~ extent, giving rise to enormous deposits of siliceous
and calcareous material, ·which bas continued to be deposited with
decreasing vigor until the present day. From the nature of the circumstances under which these rocks were deposited but few fossils will be
exp.ected, and yet there are some interesting facts which lead to tbe belief
that not a few organic remains now entombed in these strata are really
the relics of the Pliocene epoch and not of an earlier date. For a more
complete elaboration of this and other subjects of great interest connected with this group the reader is referred to the dynamical portion
of this report.
*The term modified will be a con\enient one to apply (as in the case of drift devosits)
to those lake or stream deposits which have been re-arranged by aqueous action, after
having been deposited in beds by ernptioJ.l from volcanoes. fTnrnodified in this sense
applies to beds of volcanic sand aud ashes thrown out into a lake without subsequent
re-arrangement.
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CONCERNING THE AGE OF THE COAL OR LIGNI'l'E GROUP.

It is not pretended that the true horizon of the contested coal scrieR is
to be settled by the scraps of evidence which are now brought together,
nor is it probable that the little that the author can present in the shape
of newly obtained facts, will materially aid in promoting a decision of
the mooted question. The least that can be done, however, is to place
on record the field-notes of the writer, as far as they may bear upon the
subject, and to show the grounds upon which they have been referred
to the Cretaceous epoch in this report. It would be presumptuous to attempt, from so few opportunities of observation, to solve a problem
~
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which has received the thoughtful consideration of the ab1e~t minds
without satisfactory settlement. It will, therefore, not be expected that
the quest.ion will be treated here, except with extreme brevity.
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The investigations of Clarence King, in particular, have shown that
the westward continuation of the known Tertiary strata of the Green
River Basin is in a series of broad folds, and that the beds do not lie
horizontally, as is the case farther east. 1t has also been determined
that the Eocene series is there unconformable to the underlying coal
group, while the latter rests conformably upon the rocks of undoubted
Cretaceous age. Again, the formation of the coal was begun during the
Cretaceous epoch~ proba;bly while the Rocky Mountains were slowly rising, and several lignite beds were deposited during the marine era. It
is not difficult to believe that the elevation of a prominent chain in the
eastern ocean, which then beat upon the flank of the Wahsatch, would
gradually cut off the Green River Basin from free communication with
the sea, causing it to be occupied by a brackish-water estuary, while
marine deposits were still accumulating in the east; for it must be
borne in mind that the Unitah Mountains then exi8ted as a prominent
range, as remarked by Clarence King. Continued gradual elevation
would finally completely shut off the estuary basin from the ocean by
raising it higher, when the liquid contents would gradually become
fresh, provided that the outlet was not closed, as would probably be the
case, tile elevation being gradual. The three accompanying sections
will show the idea more clearly, although some of the beds are necessarily represented as unconformable because it is impossible to show in
a drawing the gradual nature of the upheaval. Subsequent to the depositiou of the fresh-water beds here referred to the Cretaceous, the .
whole series was disturbed westward, and the Tertiaries were afterward
unconformably deposited upun them. The question must at length be
decided upon the evidence furnished by the organic remains, no doubt.;
but in the absence of conclusive evidence of this nature, it is not,
unreasonable to suppose that such marked physical changes as took
place after the d~position of the fresh-water beds which underlie the
Green RiYer group, would have b~en unnaturally local if they had
transpired between two of the fresh-water sub-epochs of the Tertiary
period. It would certainly be difficult to account for the deposition of
the estuarv beds in the Green River Basin without the existence of a
sea to the "eastward at nearly the same level, and in view of aU the facts
thus far collected, to the writer at least, the belief that the coal-group
is of Cretaceous date seems much less difficult to support than the
opinion that the strata were formed during the Eocene epoch.
1t is unnecessary to make more special mention of the coal-beds
which, it bas been previously observed, are exposed in the canon of
Buffalo Fork of Snake H,i,'er, for the foregoing remarks are largely
based upon a study of that section, and no special features have been
elicited from them.

CHAPTER V.
STRATIGAPHY, CONTINUED.

Post-Tertiary u.nd recent Glacial and Champlain epochs-Terrace epoch.

From the numerous organic remains entombed in the strata of the
Eocene epoch, we learn that the climate O\er a large portion of the
H.ocky Mountain region was tropical or subtropical; but the gradual
elevation of the mountains to a considerable d-.stance above the sealevel, with, perlwps, other causes now too little understood, produced
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al~o more or less gradual changes in the climatic conditions. Hence we
:fiud that the plants and otlwr relics collected from the Miocene beus
indicate a climate cooler than that of the Eocene epoch, though
milder than that of the present day. This condition of things continued with little apparent change during the Pliocene epoch, or
until near its close. In Eocene times there roamed over the we8tern
continental hills and plains vast numbers of peculiar mammal~-;, and
in the dense forests innumerable birds filled the air with sonorous notes,
1rhile reptiles of the most varied forms sought the darker recesses of
the murky swamps, aud fishes and molluscs in wonderful variety inllauited the great fresh-water lakes. Then was presented a scene in
many respects similar to what may now be viewed in some of the more
eleYated portions of the trop\cs where lakes abound, but on a scale more
Yast than has ever been witnessed by human eye'S. The "struggle
for existence," ever more severe in tropical regions than in milder
climes, resulted in the destruction of millions upon millions of indiYiduals, the remains of which, as Dana remarks, are now comiug to a
new "existence" through the researches of our eminent paleontologists.
Slowly but steadily the growing severity of the climate doubtless compelled the dominant forms to maintain their positions by successively
more vigorous contests until they were finally compelled to seek the
lower latitudes nearer the sea-leYel, and finally to succumb to their in·
e-vitable fate when the climate had reached the climax of severity,
thus forcing them into a small area southward. Dr. Newberry (Hayden's Report on Wyoming, 1870, p. 337) has well suggested that exposure to such vicissitudes would have less effect upon some of the more
bardy plants than with animals, on account of the smaller space required by the former for support; benue, as be concludes, the cause of
the greater similarity of our flora than of Ol.U fauna to that of the Miocene epoch. The rise of the land continued during the Pliocene epoch,
and the more elevated lakes were gradually drained. thus adding to the
increasing rigor of the climate. There are probably few who will insist, after a careful study of the facts, that the period of extremely low
temperature which undoubtedly succeeded the Pliocene epoch, was
wholly the outcome of the mountain elevation. However this may be,
this is not the place for discussing the influence of cosmical causes in
bringing about the results which followed. We will~ therefore, turn our
attention directly to the main features of the deposits of the more
modern periods, without here entering deeply into the subject of the
forces employed in their accumulation.

POST-TERTIARY, OR QUATERNARY SYSTEM.
We have now reached a point in geological history beyond which it
will be impossible to divide the separate formations into so many di8tinct and related groups, and we shall find, as we proceed, that we haYe
entered upon the discussion of a series of events of a more ~10deru
character than those which have preceded, many of which still continue
with diminished energy and effect. The close of the Pliocene epoch
left the country in the neighborhood of the mountains in a partially
exposed condition. During aU the previous periods erosion had taken
place upon a grand scale, but the material transported had been only
removed to short distances from the mountain eminences, and it was
then accumulated at their bases in such a manner as to add largely to
the elevations of the surrounding plateaus. The streams were so small
and so swollen at inter'Vals by large lakes, not remarkably high above
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the level of the sea, that their ero~ive power was comparatively slight,
ex-cept for short distances. It is probable that the lakes were fed by
numerous small tributaries from all sides, rathe1.· than by one large inlet
recei\'ing the contributions of many branches.
The draining of the lake basins, and the elevation of the land, wi th
the accompanying decrease of temperature, would increase the amount
of erosion by giving greater slope to the surface, and by combining
more extensively into river-systems the hitherto independent streams.
This would also be facilitated by the precipitation of the moisture as
snow in the place of rain, as before. Such, in brief, were the conditions
at the close of the Pliocene epoch.
GLACIAL AND CHAMPLAIN EPOCHS.

Evidences are not rare in the west, north of the 41st parallel at least.,
of the forme.r existence of a period during which there occurred the
principal phenomena which have had such an important influence in
shaping the surface-features eastward. However difficult it may be to
fully account for the important climatic changes which succeeded the
Tertiary period, there is now no reason to doulJt that the Pleistocene, or
Post-tertiary period, was opened by an epoch of frigidity with a climate
similar to that of the subarctic regions at present. In seeking for the
causes of such an apparent difference in temperature between these contiguous eras, it is necessary to bear in mind the fact that the cold of
the glacial epoch was universal over the northern portion of our globe;
hence it is unnecessary to suppose that that portion of the Rocky Mountain region lying south of the forty-fifth parallel was elevated much, if
any, higher above the level of the sea than in the Pliocene epoch, for
the extreme severity of the climate farther north would have had a
chilling influence upon the temperature in the lower latitudes. J udging from the observations of others south ward, it is concluded that the
lower limit of the ancient glaciers of this age in the west was not far
from its latitude in the east, i. e., about 39° N., or in Colorado, near the
latitude of Pike's Peak.
Inasmuch as the drift-deposits in many portions of the Rocky
Mountain chain are often of comparatively small extent, and usually
lJear evidence of tr~nsport for short distances only, it would seem that
the glaciers from which they came were more local in character than were
those which then existed farther to the east. Dr. Hayden, whose opportunities of observation have been very extended, bas repeatedly remarked in his reports that he has "never been able to find any evidence
in the Rocky MountaiB. region of what is usually termed a northern
drift."
There is, however, little doubt that the glacial deposits in this section
are synchronous with those which ex.ist in the east, and it is the opinion
of the present author that the causes of the actual differences can
mostly be explained. This will be rendered more plain as we proceed;
but, first, it will lJe well to take a cursory glance at the deposits as they
occur in Western Wyoming.
·
In passing southward from Fort Bridger toward the Uintah Mountains, the buttes are frequently found covered with small fragments of
various rocks, which are quite firmly imbedded so as to resemble a variegated pavement. Many of them repr~sent the more recent formations,
lJeing largely siliceous, aud these may owe their present position to the
action of water, or other causes, not entirely during the glacial period,
which is probab1y the case when found upon the terraces of the streams.
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Associated with these in many places, however, are undoubted (lriftpehbles, composed of materials from the earlier strata, and deposits of
the finer and coarser mixed gravels of considerable thickness are not
infrequently exposed. along the banks of the streams. The remarkable
Pxtent of the erosion over the Green River Basin, and its relations to
the surrounding mountains, mal\e it unsafe to generalize upon all tbe
phenomena of t.he Drift period in this section, without extended observation of. the facts; but it may be said that the features already mentiouell rapidly increase in importance as the Uintah Mountains are
approached, showing clearly that much of the material was transported
from that direction. l\Iuch of the structure of the Uintah range,
particularly near the line of junction between tlJe tilte<l strata and the
nearly horizontal Tertiary beds, is obscured b,y very' thick deposits of
drift-material, an<l the harder formations of the outlying ridges have
been erodetl into rounded hills by glacial ag-ency, as is shown by the
quantities of bowlders which are strewn over their summits and down
thfir sides.
Northward from Fort Bridger the drift-deposits seem to thin out,
and finally almost to disappear until pebbles of the metamorphic series
begin to be seen beyond Green River, and they gradually increase in
size and amount northward to South Pass, in the vicinity of which some
of the rounded hillR of Pliocene strata are covered with numerous heavy
bowlders. One mile south of Dry Sandy Creek a bowlder thirty inches
iu diameter was observed lying over bed5 of probably Eocene age,
though now well imbedded in the soil. The water-divide at South
Pass is composed of Pliocene rocks, which were deposited in a lake
which covered the upturned edges of the metamorphic group, and it is
evident that the erosion of the valley of the Sweetwater, in at least a
portion of its extent at this point, was accomplished during the glacial
epoch, for the stream has since, in some places, cut its way through the
drift-deposits. Over the district from South Pass to Camp Stambaugh,
the erosion bas been great, and numerous local valleys haYe been
formed, many of which are now filled in with moraine-deposits, or occasionally with modified drift. Bowlders are scattered over the surface in
many places, but they are, perhaps, less numerous than might be expected. Between South Pass City and Camp Stambaugh, particularly
near Atlantic City, a vfry :fine road bas been laid out through the accumulations of the fine material, and over several quite large moraines.
Much drift, composed of quartz, quartzites, and a great Yariety of
fragments of the metamorphic rocks, largely covers the slopes of the
lJills above Beaver Creek. The two forks of Twin Creek are separated
by part of a moraine, jutting out from the bills in a direction nearly
northeast, (N. 40° E.) Deep Creek Valley (Red Canon, see Fig. 4,)
was probably cut during this epoch, and it was then partially filled
with the detritus of the Triassic brick-red sandstones, which was modified by the action of the water. Between the Little Popo-Agie and
the North Fork of the Popo-Agie River erosion has been extensive,
and heavy drift-deposits occur. The same may be said of the country lying between North Fork and· Camp Brown, where these features are noticeable on a larger scale. On the trip from Camp Brown
to Chimney Rocks, described in Chapter I, the evidence of ancient
glacial action was abundant. At intervals along the northeastern
slope of the vVind River Mountains, the various streams emerge from
the mountains through narrow canons with nearly vertical walls hundreds of feet in height. but an examination of the country inside of
the great ridge of limestone of the Carboniferous age shows that each
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of these cailons receives the accumulated waters of seYeral prominent
tributaries which rise in the mountain nucleus far to the northward or
southward. Moreover, the higher points of the nucleus stand as islets
hundreds and often thousands of feet above th ·
so.nrces of the streams at their base. Clearly,
then, we have here complete proof of an amount
of erosion since the elevation of the range which,
without this evidence, would seem almost incredible. But this is but a small part of it, for there
are in this section magnificent and extensive
parks; long and high moraines, composed of
huge granitic bowlders, stretch like vast wal1s
acrosR the way, with intervening lakes or ponds;
scattered bowlders of other material, and immense blocks of the tougher sedimentary strata
of Silurian age, are to be seen in the greatest profusion; yawning chasms many hundreds of feet
in depth have been scooped out of the very summits of the bighest ridges, and the numerous
water-courses now follow channels which they
could never have cut for themselves.
The deposits of the drift are in general abundant across the Wind River plateau, decreasing
in amount toward the main stream until an increase is again apparent upon approaching the
Owl Creek Mountains. Northward from Camp
Brown the coarser bowlder ingredients are more
common, and the streams which flow cut from
the Wind River range, including Bull Lake ],ork,
are often seen passing directly to the main river
by continuous canons, at right angles to the
trend of the mountains. Such streams are usually bounded by heavy deposits of drift-bowlders,
composed of granitic and metamorphic rocks
from the nucleus of the Wind River range. Frequently these accumulations are found :filling
large hollows which had been previously eroded
in the Tertiary and lower stratified rocks, and in
one case the v.alley of Wind Hiver bas been cut
for some distance through an extensive deposit
of this natLue. This is shown in Fig. 12, which
represents a section across the main stream, between the mouths of North Fork and a smaller
stream fro:n the right bank a short distance
above.
Passing up the Wind River Valley from this
point the materials are found to become gradually :finer, with occasional
exposures along the river-banks of some modified drift. 'l'he materials
also appear to change character somewhat, and to partake more of the
nature of the volcanic rocks of the Sierra Shoshone.
To return to the Owl Creek range: The evidences of glacial action are
not rare, and the erosion and deposits of this epoch have greatly added
t,o the complications in the structure of the outlyingridges. It would
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appear that the greater effect has been produced upon the n.ortbern
slope, although it is often mnch less rugged thau upon the soutlwrn side.
As good a place as conld be desired for the study of the dynamics of
the early Quaternary period is the region inclosed by the trail of our
party during the two months' absence from Camp Brown. The remarkable canon of the main stream of Owl Creek, far more deserving of the
name of river than three-fourths of the larger streams of the district,
now undoubtedly marks tile course of a former glacier of gre::tt power,
for the remains of the ancient drift-deposits are abundantly exposed iu
many places along its borders, where tlley have been cut through by
the stream. The same may be said of many other channels origiuatiog
in the Sierra Shoshone, and in lesser degree of nearly all the minor or
secondary water-courses, but it is only wllen we pass across to the main
upper tributaries of Snake River that we ean form an adequate idea of
the enormous amount of the material which must have heen worn away
<luring the glacial era. In numerous places between the Two Ocean
Pass and the T6gwote Pass, the finer materials of the drift are well
exposed in sections along the streams, silo wing that a formation at least
500 feet in thickness was deposited during this epoch.
The study of the Rocky Mountain drift, when it can be entered upon
witlwut special regard to other subjects, will fully reward those who
may undertake it. It would greatly exceed the limits of this work to
attempt anything like a complete discussion of its history, and the most
that can now be done is to gi\'e very briefly an outline of the author's
conclusions so far as they seem warranted by the facts. We must believe, from the enormous thickness of the Tertiary strata whicll were
deposited at the base of the higher elevations, that the denudation
which had been produced at the beginuing of the Quaternary period
was very great, and this view is well corroborated by the records which
have come down to us. Before the close of the Miocene epoch the anticlinal of the Wind River Mountains had so far been eroded that the
Sweetwater Basin then, as now·, formed a portion of the Atlantic drainage system; and the same is true of the Win~l River Basin. The Green
River Basin during at least the latter part of lille Eocene epoch was occupied by a lake which probably shed its water into the Uintah Basin,
though by a different channel from that of the present Green River.
The existing canons through the hard limestone ridge upon the northeastern slope of the Wind River range were doubtless begun during the
Cretaceous period, toward its ,close. We may, then, with good reason
suppose that a section across the main chain at the beginning of tlle
glacial epoch would be e~sentially as indicated in Fig. 13 by the broken
line. The dotted lines may be taken to rep-resent, in a general way, the
relative positions of the bed of tbe main branch of Little Wind River
along its course through the mountains, though it is obvious that this
cannot be done with great accuracy. It would require a dozen sections
to show the variations in the transverse outlines of this range at different points, but it is believed that the most prominent features are fairl,v
exhibited in the accompanying figure. Leaving the reader to supply
the details of the argumentfrom the facts which have already beeu given,
it may be remarked that the conclusion seems natural enough that the
main glacier of this region followed a course very nearly coinciuent with
the axis of the range, probably gradually increasing in Rize, from a mere
cap at the summit until it had spread so as to fill a large portion of the
space between the flanking Carboniferous ridges, thus wearing for itself
. an irregular channel in a southeasterly direction. At various points
along its sides the material inclosed in the ice was separated from the
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marked out. .A.s the snow-line came nearer the plains the glacial action
would become apparent also; and still later smaller side-glaciers would,
doubtless, partly follow the larger valleys or canons, widening them aml
often slightly altering their courses. Through some of these valleys
and in places over the ridges through which the water-canons had been
cut, some portions of the main glacier would finally escape. It might
happen that one of the side-glaciers would dam up the main valley below the mountains, forming a lake above itself, which would distribute
the bowlders and finer material according to size. In places along the
Wind River Valley, above Lake Fork, this feature is displayed, and
elsewhere in the narrower portions of other valleys. Later Ati1l, the
melting of these ice-streams gave rise to accumulations of fine aud
coarse matP.rials which were afterward re-arranged by the streams, according to the force of their currents, in the upper valleys usually being
stratified irregularly as modified drift, while the very fine particles were
often carried below and deposited in the undrained lakes.
To sum up, then, it is tbe author's opinion that these deposits may be
conveniently divided into two groups, sufficiently distinct in character
and origin to warrant the belief that they represent the two eastern
epochs, generally known as the Glacial and the Champlain-the freezing and the thctwing eras, as they may not inaptly be termed.
During the freezing or Glacial epoch, glaciers spread widely over the
more elevated portions of the Rocky Mountain region, and the effects
produced by them were enormous, but mainly locaL
·
The general direction of the motion was from the northwest, but
greatly modified by the slopes of the country. Erosion by water aJJ(l
ice was very great, and in some places immense deposits of bowlders
and detritus were formed.
The deposits which I have ·r eferred to the Champlain epoch may belong in part to the Glacial epoch, for it can hardly be said that it is
proper, in all cases, to separate these eras. All over the Green River
Basin, in the Wind River Valley, and elsewhere upon the plains, away
from the mountains, the materials of the drift are widely but thinly
scattered, the particles gradually increasing in size as the mountains
are approa~hed. Thus, fine pebbles of red sandstone from the vVahsatch or the Uintah range, twenty to fifty miles distant, may be obtained from the summits of some of the higher llenches north of Fort
Bridger, and the metamorphic series of the Wind River range begins to
be represented before these disappear. Clearly these are not the direct
products of a glacier, but the facts would seem to indica,te de-position by
re-arrangement in the waters of a shallow lake, as Hayden has remarked.
The agency of small icebergs might be suspected, but the arrangement
of tbe materials according to size is too regular for the support ·of thut
supposition. The large isolated bowlder noticed south of Dry Sandy
Creek, with some others nearer the mountains, may have been thus
transported for a short distance, but these are quite exceptional. The
principal reason which can at present be offered for referring these accumulations in the Green River Basin to the Champlain epoch is, perhaps, not very conclusive, but it affords some little ground for such a provisional classification. It is this: If the lake over the hottom of which
they were spread, had existed during the glacial epoch, it is but reasonable to suppose that in this long period of time .a considerable thickness
of material of various sizes would have been deposited from the wear of
the mountains, but this has not been observed; hence it is probable that
this lake was a later body of water caused by the melting of the glaciers
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upon its borders, and the accumulation of morainal debris, which were
assorted, as it were, according to weight, by its waters. But there are
other deposits of greater thickness iu various localities, which, by their
position overlying the drift, show that they are of more recent date. It
is impossible to do more than to enumerate them here. They are1. Deposits of modified drift of varying thickness, mostly exposed
along the banks of existing or ancient streams.
2. Deposits of'' till," sometimes of great thickness, evidently deposited
during the melting period in the deeper portions of the lakes, or in other
more local lakes.
3. The connection of the graduated drift, as it may be called, with the
other Quaternary deposits in the Wind River Valley renders the reference
to this age of similar accumulations in other localities more probably
correct.
TERRACE EPOCH.

The transition from the Drift era, including the Glacial and Champlain epochs, to the succeeding epoch in the efl,rth's history, was certainly
not abrupt, and inasmuch as we are now dealing, as in the whole of this
chapter, with surface-formatiolls which are still being subjected to great
changes by reason of their exposure to destructive agencies, it is often
difficult to determine correctly the synchronism of results. Moreover,
the forces which were at work during the epoch immediately succeeding
the Drift era are still active, and many of them had produced such great
effects previous to theQuaternary period that the glacial denudation was
insufficient to eradicate them. There is no lack of proof that the present drainage-system over the southern portion of our district was at
least outlined as early as the close of the Cretaceous epoch, while over
the northern portion changes have probably been produced by the igneous outflows, but still the present courses of th(3 streams are mainly
through channels of ancient erosion. But even in these regions there iR
enough to indicate that the epoch of the Champlain deposits was followed
by a period during which the valleys were cut deeper, apparently by a
succession of impulses imparted to the streams, and the records of this
time are now to be seen in the form of terraces which more or less regularl~y follow the general courses of the present river-channels. The erosion of the valleys b,Y the stream still goes on, but there was eYidently
a long era in the past when this action was upon a grander scale, and
to this indefinite and transitional period it is convenient to give the name
of Terrace epoch.
Concerning the causes of the fluctuations of level in the stream-beds,
little can be said in a work of the local nature of t.his report, for it is
necessary to accumulate evidence from a wide extent of countr~, in
order to fairly discuss the subject; but the author may, perhaps, be
pardoned for the expression of an opmion in this place, not hastily
formed, out greatly confirmed by observations in the upper valley regions of a large number of streams during our trip. There are yet a
large number of geologists who, though ever ready to acknowledge tlle
inconceivable length of geologic time when found necessary to explain
many phenomena, are still prejudiced to the old theories, which refer
all great changes in the surface-features of the earth to the action of
internal forces. There is, however, a growing conviction in numerous
minds that this is a serious error, and it is the candid opinion of the
writer that the production of theRe terraces, except in rare instances, is
very largely the result of external causes.
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Many interesting varieties in the forms of the terraces may be
obserYed, some of which will be again referred to when considering the
subject of erosion. A few only of the more common examples will ue
mentioned here. In many portions of the Green River Basin, particularly in sections in which the lower or Green River group is the surfaceformation, the approach to the larger streams upon each side is made
over a succession of extensive and quite regular terrace-benches; and
in some places the same regularity is noticeable in the minor valleys.
Elsewhere in this basin, and perhaps much more commonly, the snrface
of the terraces bordering ancient streams has been much changed, so
that it is not always an easy matter to determine their courses. Fine
examples of regular benches are also to be seen in the vVind River Valley and in other places away from the mountaius.
Even in the gorges of the streams issuing from the rugged Sierra
Shoshone, this structure is often observable, though now much obscure<l
by the growth of trees. In the valley of the Yellowstone RiYer. at
many points, the terraces can be readily made out, but their surface is
largely scored by gulleys, which cause them to appear les;::; regular than
they really are. One of the best places for the study of the effects of
running water upon the beds of streams is the section of country between the Two-Ocean Pass and T6gwote Pass, where there is prouably
as much variety in the results as could well be found over an equal area
elsewhere.
HUMAN PERIOD.
The close of the Terrace epoch brings down the histor,y of the earth
to a time when the present conditions were in force, and the changes
which have since taken place are of comparatively slight extent,
although much has been done in the way of denudation, transportation,
and deposition, from which important local formations have not unfrequently resulted. Some very prominent recent deposits, which haYe
been in process of formation during several of the preceding epochs,
have been lightly passed over, that their history may be more cl0arly
elucidated by comparison with similar action now in progress. Snell
are the hot-spring aod geyser deposits, many of which doubtless originated loBg before the present epoch, but, being HOW active and of spedal
interest. from their comparative rarity, it bas been thought desirable to
devote one or more chapters to their exclusive consideration. It is also
proposed in succeeding chapters to treat as completely as opportunity
will allow of the forces or causes which lJaye produced the effects previously discussed. It is consequently unnecessary to speak very fully
of the remaining general deposits of the human period which exist in
the·district under consideration, for they are almost entirely the direct
results of local action, which can usuall.v be traced with little difficulty.
The so-called alkali deposits, and the rather common dunes, mouuds,
and furrows of wind-blown Hand, will each receiYe dne attention in the
part of the work devoted to dynamical geology, and this passing allusion must here suffice. The same remark may be made concerning the
prehistoric and other relics, which will receive special mention beyond.
There are not a few other topics also about which much of interest and
importance might be written, such as come more properly within the
scope of the science of zoolog?. These also must be left for review
in another portion of the report, and this chapter may appropriately
conclude with some-
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GENERAL HEMARKS ON THE POST-TERTIARY AND HUMAN
PERIODS.
Whatever may have been the cause of the cold of the glacial epoch,
there can be but little ooubt that by some means the northern portion
of the continent was raised to a consilleral>le height above the level of
the sea during the period of its continuance. The resulting glaciers
extended far to the southward, causing great erosion of the surface over
a very wide area, but the effects produced near tlw summit of tile Rocky
Mountains, though frequently of much importance, were usually of a
local character. The general course of the motion of the ice-sheet
between the forty-first and the forty-fifth parallels was ab-out southeast,
varying according to circumstances to a greater or less degree 1 It may
be suggested-the writer is not sufficiently familiar with the facts farther south to offer it as a confirmed opinion-that the cause of the local
nature of the deposits, resulting from comparatively slight glacier motion, was the gradual change of climate after the Pliocene epoch. In
other words, if tlle decrease of temperature was almost wholly owing to
the slow approach of glaciers from the north, we will suppose that the
Wind River Mountain glacier, for instance, did not fairly begin its
erosive action until one-third of the glacial epoch bad elaps.e d; that is
to say, one-third of the whole time during whieh the bulk of the glacier
existed in the north. Now, we know that there was a more or less gradual reversal of these conditions during the Champlain epoch, and it may
have happened that the climate at the supposed point farther north
would cause the glacier there to continue as much longer as it had before
preceded the '\Vind River Mountain ice-mass. Thus the latter would
have just one-third as much time, with much less force for the performance of its work of erosion and transportation. Upon this supposition,
it is not necessary that the effects produced should be found to decrease
quite gradually as we go southward, for the amount of erosion or
transportation effected at any one point depends quite as much upon
the resistance as upon the power employed. The author must not be
understood to imply by these remarks that the formation of the more
southern portions of the great ice-sheet was separated from the Pliocene
epoch by a greater interval of time than was the case farther north,
though this may haYe been true. In such a case, it is more than likely
that ~11 the southern Pliocene beds are not synchronous with what might
be called the paraclwonous beds farther north, using the latter term in
the sense of beds of the same relative age.
The Champlain epoch, as a whole, was one of relative approach of the
land elevations to the sea-level, and during this era the climate gradu-ally
became more mild from the diminished amount of surface a.bove the sea.
There was then a partial return toward Lower Tertiary conditions, and
the valleys were partially filled with material washed from the deposits
of the melted glacierR, which was afterward partly removed by the
action of the streams during the Tertiary epoch. The fauna of the west
became enlarged, and finally man entered upon the scene, leaving behind
him relics of his rude skill, with monuments of his super8titions. Passing down thus through the prehistoric period, we uext find proofs of
the existence of later tribes, who have left ns far too little of themselves,
and by degrees we come to the present Indian families Rpread apart by
fortune and misfortune until their tribal relations are even less understood by each other than by the white man who makes them his study.
Accompanying man, or rather accompanied by man, in his nomadic
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condition, large herds of ruminating animals next crowd the plaiml,
deriviug therefrom their sustenance. With remorseless baud, the wily
saYage drives them from their haunts, and in a few short years spreads
their bones far and wide across the conn try. Literally exterminating as
be goes, for a brief while he rules supreme, when, pushing eastward to
seek the food-supply of which his reckless waste has deprived him, he is
met by other tribes more savage than himself, pressed westward by a.
power greater than hunger-the onward march of civilization. Then
begins itnothcr conflict, and the records wllich have hitherto been the
property of the geologist and the archooologist are silently placed in tl1e
keeping of the historian, where we must leave them.

CHAPTER VI.
STRATIGRAPHY-RECAPITULATION.
General review, with economic geology-Fort Bridger and Uintah Mountains-Northward to South Pass and Camp Stambaugh-Sweetwater gold-mines-To Camp Brown
and across Wind River Valley-Owl Creek Mountains-Sierra Shoshone, &c.-Yellowstone Park and return.

It is only intended in this chapter to give a very general description
of the geology of the district traversed by Captain Jones in 1873, for the
benefit of those who ma.v require a concise statement of the facts in
local order. In connection with this review, some few topics bearing
upon the economic geology of the region will also be very briefly considered. Should fuller information upon any special subject be desired, it
will usually. be found more completely discussed in another portion of
the report, which may readily be ascertained by reference to the alphabetical index at the close of the work.
From Creston, on the continental divide, at an elevation of 7,030 feet
above the sea, the traveler on the U uiou Pacific Rail way passe::~ down
to the valley of Green River, and be,voud across tlle plains to the Wah·
satcll Mountains, over and among the fresh-water Tertiary deposits of
the great Green River Basin, striking in the western portion the tilteu
brackish and fresh-water strata, containing large deposits of coal, which
are referred in this report to the Cretaceous period. Leaving the rail·
road at Carter station, nearly sixty miles west of Green River City, a
wagon-road is foand running eleven miles south ward, to Fort Bridger,
which pursues au undulating course over successive benches of the lowest 'l'ertiary formation, known as the Green River group. Tl.tis represents the Lower Eocene epoch in the earth's history, and is well exposed
o'Ter a wide extent of country.
FOR'l' BRIDGER AND THE UINTAH MOUNTAINS.

Fort Bridger is pleasant!~; located in the well-watered valley of Black'~
Fork, having been a prominent station on the old overland stage-route
to California. This was the initial point of our reconuaissauce; but the
writer was able to pass in redew the country southward to the Uintah
range, whicl.t forms a promiueut natural boundary in this section, and
it will be '"ell to notice its peculiarities. South of west from the Post,
the principal feature in the landscape is a flat-topped hill or bench, called
Bridger Bntte, rising to a height of more than seven hundred feet above
the valley-level at the Fort. This is also interesting from the fact that
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its upper portion is composed of mostly arenaceous beds of the Upper
Eocene formation, or Bridger group, while its base contains more calcareous beds of the Green Hiver group. The Green River beds are exposeu in part in the vicinity of Fort Bridger, and to some extent southward; but as we pass toward the mountains, the sandstones and the
indurated clays of the Briuger group appear at tlle surface, and finally
entirely conceal the underlying formation. Still farther south, the denudation has been less eff:'ecti,~e, auLl a great thickness of the Bridger beds
is revealed in the sides of the buttes and benches. In some places, as at
the locality known as Grizzly Buttes, tl1e erosion bas produced remarkable forms, and tbe argillaceous strata are cut tlll'ougil so extensively as
to afford numerous exposures of their fossil contents, whicil are very
largely nutde up of tile rernains of e:x:tiuct ,~ertebrate animals.
Tbe Tertiary beds in the vicinity of t.Ile mountains dip \ery slightly,
and they jut against the northern slope of the Uintahs in a manner
wbich plainly indicates tbat· tbey w·e re deposited after tbe upheaval of
that range. Thick accumulations of the fine and coarse materials of
the drift are so common that tile structure of the point of junction is
much obscured; but examinations of sections at se,·eral points show that
the sedimentary rocks to tile close of the Jurassic period were represented in tbe main upheaval. The l\Ie~wzoic rocks seem to cover tile
underlying formations to a greater extent in the Uintah range than
is common in the Hock~7 :l\Iouutain system.
Drift is abundant and coarse toward the central portion of the Uintahs,
somewhat gradually decreasing in size and quantity northward. It is
\ery difficult, however, without extended examination, to determine the
amount of this material which may have been tbe result of glacial action
in the \Vahsatch Mountains. Accumulations of some extent exist in
the Yicinity of Fort Bridger, to the origin of which a hasty r~dew of the
country southward furnislles little or no clew. There are very interesting questions connected with the history of similar deposits over the
whole district, which deserve careful attention in the future.
Tbe return from tlle mountains is much more satisfactory to one
desirous of gathering only general facts, for it enables the observer at
many points to obtain \iews of the country extending over a wide area.
Tbe traveler across the Green Ri\er Basin can obtain but an inadequate
idea of the vast amount of erosion wbich has taken place since the deposition of the horizontal strata, without pas~ing down througll the valleys
of the northward-bound streams from the present summit of the Bridger
group of beds.
FRO:M: FORT BRIDGER, VIA SOUl'H PASS, '1' 0

CA~IP

S'l'A:UBAUGH.

Along our route, the Bridger group is exposed at the surface over a
considerable extent of countrv nortbward and eastward from Fort
Bridger, and numerous isolated butte::-;, largely compo~ed of the strata
of this formation, are met before reaching Little Sandy Ri \er, while a
number exist bnyond this point, whicil are merely capped with these
beds. Between Bryan and Church Buttes, ou the railroad, tbere is an
interesting collection of l.mttes which are weathered into forms sliglltly
resembling the Grizzly Buttes, but much less crowded and irregular.
The Green River beds are exposed beneatll tile Bridger group oYer tile
whole country north of Fort Bridger; and beyond tbe Little Sandy tbey
are at the surface almost to Pacific Creek. This formation is now noted
for tbe abundant and finely-preserved remains of fisbes and land-plants
which it has yielded, particularly in the railroad-cutting~ uot far
H. Ex. 285-10
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from Green River City. A shale highly charged ~ith petroleum is also
found, containing the remains of fishes. This was met upon om' trip
above Robinson's Ferry on the right bank of Green River. Its fuel·
properties are fair, but no economical methods of utilizingit have yet been
proposed on account of the great amount of ~aste which clogs the furnace and smothers the fire. It is not probable that it will soon be brought
jnto use, as the supply ofbetter material near at band will be sufficient
for all demands for a long time.
The coal of this country occurs in a group which underlies the freshwater Tertiaries. It is not exposed along the road between Fort
Bridger and South Pass; but it is worked at several points along the
railroad east and west. In the neighborhood of the \Vahsatch Mountains, the strata are much tilted and the coal is easily reached. East of
Green River City, the coal-bearing group is nearly or quite conformable
to the overlying Tertiary series, anu is occasionally found by boring at
some distance beneath the surface. East of the continental divide, similar beds underlie a large area of the country, and a thriving miningtown bas sprung up at Carbon station, half-'"ay bet~een Creston and
Laramie.
Shallow-water lacustrine beds of the Pliocene epoch are seen in quantity near Pacific Springs, though not ~xtending far southward over the
plains. · These have spread across the outlying portions of the metamorphic series of t he \Vind Ri,-er l\Iountains near South Pass, and they
have been greatly tlennued since their deposition. Remnants are now
left standing in the shape of immense buttes, forming prominent landmarks to the traveler in this region.
Passing northwaffl from Fort Bridger, the drift-material tllins out
gradually, then increases by degrees until it is rather abundant near
South Pass, its size increaRing in about the same proportion. Alkali
deposits, cbalcedonic masses and concretions, deposits of gypsum and
calcite, and interesting changes in the minor surface-features by wind
and water action, are among the more important peculiarities which
claim a share of the attention of those who shall make the Green Hi\er
Basin the field of geological labors.
The low di-vide at South Pass might readily be crossed without being
observed, except by the most watchful traYeler; for there is no high
ridge to mark the passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic waters, an<l
tlle change in direction of the streams upon each side would scarcely
be noticed, unless special attention ~ere giveu. The water-diYide is
not the geological di-vide, or axiR of the anticlinal, which is situated
some little distance beyond, and is often lower than portions outside the
nucleus of the mountains. It will thus l>e seen that tbe Sweetwater
R.i-ver rises upon the southwestern slope of the \Vind River range, but
cuts its way across to join the Atlantic ~ater-system without escaping
to the plains of the Green RiYer Basin. Near the point at which the
road crosses, it runs in a narrow calion through the metamorphic slates
and schists, occasionally meeting with a swell or l>asin filled with Pliocene strata, or the more recent accumulations of the Post-Tertiary
period. Below this it meets with the fl'esh-water sediments of a lake
which existed probably in the l\liocene epoch, occupJring what is now
termed the Sweetwater Basin.
The metamorphic slates pass rather gradually through the common
forms to the granites, which compose the axis of the VVind Ri,·er range,
which here constitutes the main crest of the Rocky l\1ountain chain.
The geological divide is crossed before reaching South Pass City, and
it is here compara'" ively low. The same gradations in the metamorphics
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are noticed beyond in rtwersed order until the overlying sedimentary
rocks make their appearance upon the northeastern slope. Quartz and
feldspathic seams are abundant upon both sides of the anticlinal. Heavy
drift-deposits fill many of the variously-eroded valleys, and excellent
roads are built without difficulty on this account. South Pass City and
. .Atlantic City are located in deep valleys occupie<l by tributaries of thG
Sweetwater, which were in part at least cut out during the Glacial
epoch, and afterward more or less completely filled with the finer driftdeposits, probably to some extent during the Champlain epoch. The
Pliocene deposits extend to a remarkable distance over the metamorphic
series, being discovered where wells have been dug in places where
they are covered by the drift, as at Camp Stambaugh, which is almost
directly upon the divide between the Sweetwater River and \Vind River.
SWEETWATER GOLD-::.\IINES.

Some opportunities of observation having occurred, the gold-mines
of this section, known as the Sweetwater mining country, were examined in company with Captain Jones, with as much care as time would
allow. It should be here stated that the writer is greatly indebted to
the proprietors of the mines now in operation, and particularly to l\Ir.
James Smith, of ~1\tlantic City, for facilities given, in every case very
courteously rendered and without hesitation.
The gold of this region occurs in thick veins of impure quar(z among
the schists and gneissic slates of the northeastern side of the anticlinal.
The greater portion is disseminated through the matrix, but it not nnfrequently is found in cavities in the quartz in fair-sized flakes or scales.
Silver is frequently associated with it, and iron-pyrites in varying
proportions is rarely absent. There are at least two prominent lodes,
which may be called the Cariso and the Miners' Delight. The
mining-section is locally divided into two portions, known as the Shoshone and the Miners' Delight districts. The Shoshone district, in particular, has been the scene of great excitement, and signs of comparati-vely recent prosperity are evident in the numerous fine dwellings,
hotels, factories, and other concomitants of :r;nining-settlements, which
mark the sites of the now <leserted Atlantic and South Pass cities. The
mines have not been exhausted, and some are yet in operation; but so
far as could be learned, the entire lack of capital and the cost of transportation of the ore to points where it can be worked, have caused their
gradual abandonment or suspension. The small number of remaining
inhabitants of the two cities-not more than thirty in all-are very
sanguine of ultimate success, and it is quite probable that a railroad
through this country would add the necessary incentive to the profitable development of these mineral resources.
The notes upon these mines, active and abandoned, will be given in
order, beginning at South Pass City, in the Shoshone district. The
natural facilities for placer-mining are very good, and .the channels of
former ditches are by no means uncommon. Some of these exist in
the neighborhood of South Pass City. Numerous "prospect-holes" are
to be seen in all directions.
Cariso mine.-~ ot now in operation. This mine has yielded well, and
much labor has been spent in its working. Very good buildings, with
good but not extensive machinery, are still standing above the main
shaft. The shaft has been sunk two hundred and ten feet, in a tough,
dark quartzite with numerous thin, quartz veins. l\1arshall's shaft is
ninet,y feet in depth, and has a tunnel along the vein, toward the main
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shaft, one hundred and sixty-fin~ feet in length. The 'Vein is here four
fi'Ve feet in thickness, dipping 70° to the northeast, being conforma
the adjacent rocks. Some free gold is found in the cap and wall rock,
the shafts and tunnels ha\e been excavated partly in these. A rich
cimen from the hanging-wall represents a reddish or speckled, rather
ble, quart:wse layer, with the gold finely disseminated. This rock
readily splits into thin lamin::e upon exposure to the air, owing, don
less, to the quantity of ferric oxide which it contains. The :t\erage oft
gangue is more refractory quartz or quartzite. Iron pyrites is more or:
less abundant, occasionally being found in the form of cubes in the attle,
or refuse. Very little water was met before· reaching a depth of twohundred feet, but the reason giYen for Ruspension of the work is iua,
bility to supply pumping-machinery, which is now rendered necessary.
Young America mine.-Suspended or abandoned. Across a ravine,
easterly from the Uariso mine, the Young America shaft, ninety feet in
depth, has struck the same lode. Considerable silver is found in the
attle, but it has neYer been worked, though said to exist in sufficient
quantity if the more Yaluable gold were not present. This mine has not
yielded as well as the Oariso; the aYerage being not more than 825 per
ton.
Irishman and Sheridan mine.-Not in operation at present. Two
mines, consolidated under this name, haYe a shaft ninety feet in depth.
The rock which was worked yielded fairly, but it is not extremely rich
in gold. In general, it is an impure, bani quartz, but much decomposed,
in parts containing pyrites.
There is apparently a ''horse" in this miue, containing a eonsiderable
quantity of magnetite.
Below this mine a few rods, the Grecian Bend mine was opened, "'ith
the hope of reaching the same lode, but was finally abandoned. Tennessee, Golden Gate, and Flora are the names of other mines, which
were opened and prosecuted with comparatively little success, though
with fair prospects. The Barnaby prospect-pit, farther eastward, wa
sunk with a view of striking the lode on which the Duncan mine is
located.
Dztncan mine.-Worked on a small scale in summer; James Smith, of
Atlantic Uity, proprietor. The approach· to this mine, sixty-five feet iu
length, is roughly timbered, and its CQntinuation in a tunnel seventyfive feet in length along the vein enters the hill about eighty feet below
the summit. The mean width of the tunnel is four and one-half feet,
with a large expansion or pocket, ten feet in width, near the inner end.
The height is about six and one-half feet, and it slopes inward about
three feet. Abo\e this tunnel, on the hill, a shaft twenty feet in depth'
has been opened, with a tunnel at the bottom fifteen feet in length,
striking along the same Yein, and a'' slope" to the surface eastward. A
windlass worked by hand constituted the motive-power. A layer occurring near the middle of the vein contains an abundance of iron-pyrites
and ferric oxide, mostly in small pockets. In lar~·e swellings or pockets in the vein, there occurs a soft irony layer, much decomposed, \ery
rich in gold, most productive near the northern or hanging wall. Au<?ther hard quartzy layer is rich, and is also abundant in pockets on the
side of the banging-wall. Along the northern side of the vein, more
prevalent eastward, runs a streak of quartz containing notable quantities of a blue salt of (apparently) copper, probably some silver, and
much ferric oxi(le. An " an·astra '7 has been in use at this miue, and it
is very favorably situated for obtaining a supply of water. The yield
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of gold i ~ less than at the Cariso, but it will probably a,~erage S20 or
more to the ton if properly worked.
J1Iar.IJ Allen 1nine.-Snspenclcd. This mine is located one mile and a half
eastward. from tlle Duncan, apparently striking the same lode, which
seems to turn "Very slightly to the north in that direction. It was not
YiRited during our tdps.
Buckeye mine.-Now beiug worked by l\IcBnrk, Lawn, and Dawkins.
The metamorphic rocks are here nearly Yertical, but tlle vein appears
to haYe filled joint-fissures near tlle snrface, making tlw dip of the
lode at this point from 340 to 3flO southwest. They haYe apparentl_y,
by sinking a shaft, also struck and worked another smaller \eiu or
branch below, with much the same direction, which does not come so
near to the surface. Along the upper vein, and penetrating in the same
way the lower, a thin foreign seam occurs, with a :fine example of,; slickensides," where it eomes in contact with the quartz "Vein. The upper
Yein near the surface is about nine feet in thickness. At the lower end
of au incline, seventy-six feet from the entrance, it is about four feet in
width, but the gangue is richer. Tbe gold-bearing rock from the bottom
of the shaft and on tlle side of tlJe incline is a tough but broken quartz,
witlJ some Yisib1e particles of gold.
Between this mine and Camp Stambaugh, tlJe Caribou mine, not far
distaut, and a few placer and other mines in Promise Gulch, were
hastily passed for lack of time to examine them.
Young America rnine, (East Encl, liiiners' Delight.)-~ow in operation.
The dip of the lower wall averages 72°, S. 650 E. The -shaft, which follows the Yein, is one hundred and eight feet in depth ; :first level, sixty
feet below the surface, the portion of the shaft aboYe being on an incline.
The width of the Yein varies from nothing to four feet. The lower wall
of the workable portion is quite quartzy, and there is much adhering
quartz iu many place8 on the hanging-wall. The average yield is about
$15 per ton, and the working is easy. The proprietors run a twentystamp mill, and the hoisting-machinery and the timber-work are in good
order and substantial. At a rlepth of less than one hundred feet, the
shaft runs Yertical for twelYe feet, and then bears northward. In the
center or to one side of the \ein, often in pockets, occurs a blackish
rock-material, which decomposes readil,y. At a depth of one hundred
and :five feet, water issues from tlle wall in a good-sized stream. The
gold is here often found in large scales in the quartz.
The ~liners' Delight district is now more thickly settled than the
Shoshone district, and more or less of an impulse has been given ~o this
section by the success of those who haYe opened mines. Several other
prominent mines are worked, which could not be examined for want of
time. These few notes gi,Te but a bare outline of the facts; but the
report of Captain Jones will, don btless, contain other items of information
connected with their economy. 1\ir. R. W. Raymond, United States
:Mining Commissioner, has given these mines due attention, and be has
already publi8hed more complete accounts of them.
FRO)I

CA11P STA:;.\IBAUGH 1'0 CA11P BROWN, 1'HENCE ACROSS
WIND lUVER VALLEY.

'l'HE

On the western slope of tlJe Wind HiYer Mountains, near South Pass,
no signs of strata older than the Tertiar.v were discoyere.d; but upon the
northeastern slope many fine sections were afforded, exposing representatives of the great groups of the western sedimentary rocks, from tbe
Silurian to the Cretaceous, inclusiYe. B_y comparing and elaborating
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the materials collected from various points, it is ascertain~d that the
following formations are represented in ascending orcler, above the metamorphics:
1. Potsdam sandstone.
2. Quebec group limestone, &c.
3. Niagara limestone, (cherty and dolomitic.)
4. Carboniferous group.
5. Triassic red sandstones.
6. J urassic limestones, &c.
7. Cretaceous beds.
8. Tertiary (miocene~) beds.
9. Pliocene~ clays and soft or loose arenaceous bedt::i.
10. Drift-deposits of glacial epoch.
11. Uhamplain deposits.
12. Terrace-formations.
13. Recent accumulations of blown sand, &c.
The streams :flow down from the mountains by a very direct course
to the plains through the sedimentary strata, including the Cretaceou:s
and occasionally the Tertiary. A fold in these rocks is then met, wbicll
turns the more southern of the streams more or less to one side, sometimes
for a shor.t distance in a direction opposite to the general course of tile
\Viud River. Several of these folds stretch along tb.e Wind Rh·er plateau, being yariously eroded at different points.
There are several places between the Little Popo-Agie and Camp Brown
where the Triassic gypsum-beds are thus exposed in a manner which
makes them quite accesRible, as well as the valuable building-stone, which
would otherwise have been kept concealed. Several extensive seams of
coal outcrop in the Cretaceous series, and a portion of it may hereafter
prove of economic value, though it is mostly of an inferior quality
so tar as olJserved. Just beyond the Little Popo-Agie, and on the Little
\Yind River below Camp Brow·n, oil-springs exist, which bid fair to become of importance in the future. That near Camp Brown has alreally
furnished a quantity of asphaltum by its evaporation as it flows owr
the ground, and this has been extensively employed at the post f01
pavement and roofing purposes. The Hot Spring, two miles below
Camp Brown, is a \ery interesting feature of this section, and colll sulphur-springs are found in other localities. Camp Brown itself is located
in the midst of a rolling country, which has been much planed <lowu
since the upheaval of tlle mountains, so that the geological structure i~
much obscured by drift-accumulations.
The fresh-water Tertiary beds jut against the older deposits, almost
exactly as those of the Green River Basin overlie the red sandstones of
the Uintah l\lountains, and like them they are nearly horizontal. Tbey
form the surface rocks across the \Vincl H,iver Valley to near the junctiou
of Spring and Dry Ureeks, when they are replaced by the underlying
strata, which are much folded and erolled, making their study rather
difficult. Fine exposures of the Jurassic and Cretaceous beds are seeu
in the outlying ridges of tile Owl Creek l\Iountains, with numerous fossils in tile former. A species of the LwnelUbranch genus Grypluea is
remarkably abundant. in some of the nearly vertical Jurassic limestones.
The Triassic brick-red sandstones are also exposed in places. The miueral conte!lts of all these formations are intensified, as it were, in quality
and in number of exposures by the excessi\e folding to \lbich they have
been s u bj ectecl.
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The metamorphic nucleus of the Owl Creek range is not well exposed,
being covered, except in a few isolated localities, by the early sedimentary rocks. Glacial action and the consequent deposits of bowlders and
finer material are abundantly manifested, but especially upon tile northern side and in the cailonR or narrower valleys of the streams.
The country between Owl Creek and the Gray Bull River is very
rugged. Beds similar to those south of the Owl Creek l\fountains continue. Lignite or coal, some probably \alnable, iron-ore, and gypsum
are not scarce. The Tertiary beds are very scanty, and it is difficult to
determine their original distribution. Drift continues abundant, and
interesting studies in dynami(~al geology, including water-erosion, windaction, and other subjects, could hardly be more favorably presented than
in this section. Cretaceous strata are most common along our route,
but lower beds are occasionally seen.
From Gray Bull River to the Stinkillgwater Valley, the surface is
less rugged, but it still shows great erosion. No new developments of
structure can be made out until the divide abo\e Short Fork is reached,
when we are obliged to descend by a \t>ry steep trail to the tributaries
of the Stinkingwater. Here the Yolcanic conglomerate, which makes
up such a large portion of the mass of the Sierra Shoshone, is seen as
detached fragments scattered upon the hills, and to some distance upon
the plains. An examination of the main portion as it is ·exposed back
upon the lligher ridges near Washakie's temporary camp, reveals large
quantities of silicified wood, sometimes in small pieces, but often as
large logs and trunks of trees. Passing beyond across Ish-a-woo-a.
Ri \er to the North .Fork of tl1e Stinkingwater Rh~er, more outcrops
of coal are met, and a dying sulphur-spring. Near this point, a fair
section is afiorded, including the Triassic beds.
As we pass up the North Fork, the volcanic rocks increase in quantity,
at first covering the sedimentary rocks, without obscuring tllem, but
shortlJ becoming so thick tllat the streams have not cut to their base,
tllus continuing for many miles, completely concealing the structure of
the original range. In fact, little or notlling was learned of the underlying rocks, while passing through this calion, except w·hat was gleaned
from a yery few exposures to\Yaru the lower end, with an occasional
outcrop of some of the later strata in most unexpected places. The
-eruptive rocks extend westn-ard over a vast extent of country far beyond the limits of our reconnaissance, and they constitute one of the
most interesting features of the geology of the \Vest beyond tile Rocky
l\1ountaius. The canon of North Fork has been cut to a depth of many
llnndrcds of feet in this material.
Tlte Stinkingwater Pass is a narrow opening between two high points
on the divide between the~ orth Fork and the Yellowstone Lake.
THE YELLOWSTONE PARK .AND RETURN TO C.A.:rtiP BRO\YN.

The geologist who reaches the park from the east, by way of the
Stinkingwater Pass, will soon find llis attention drawn from the study
of the more ancient deposits to the consideration of the rare and too
little understood phenomena attendant upon the closing stages of volcanic acth·ity. Almost tile whole tract is covered with hot springs and
geysers in the greatest variety, and in many places the older stratified
deposits are not visible. The Pliocene lake-clt>posits are very prominent, high above the present sheet of water, and they extend to a con-
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siderable distance northward, where their connection with the Yolcanie
opens a field for careful investigation. At otller points, particularly northward, the earlier sedimentary strata outcrop in some case
as far back as the Silurian and m-ren to the metamorphic rock::;. Following down near the lake-shore to the rh-rer, and descending the latter for
fift.y miles to the bridge, one has the ad'\antage of meeting with the
facts in such order.as to obtain an mH.lerstan<ling of their significance in
the best manner possible in a limited time.· 'l'hen making the trip to Gardiner's RiYer, where the hot springs are at work upon the gran<lestscall),
he is better able to comprehend what he sees, and to apply the knowlellge thus gained to tl1e future study of the geysers in another section.
It is unnecessary to dwell here upon any of these phenomena, which are
to be discussed by themselves, and which are· of such special interest
that no general statement concerning them would be at all satisfactory.
We will, therefore, llastily review the country southward and eastward
to Camp B1·own, the closing point of our labors.
South of Yellowstone Lake, although the volcanic rocks still contiune,
there .are numerous places in which the sedimentary strata are rm·ealell
beneath them, or are uncovered by them. These occur mostly on the
banks of streams which are tributary to the Snake River. On Laya,
Creek the granites are exposed, overlaid by a quartzose sandstone,
which is probably Potsdam, and tllis by limestones, which may be of tl!e
ages of tl;te Quebec gronp and the Niagara lin;1estone. Cretaceous strata
are exposed ·before reaching LaYa Creek on our route; also the coalbearing series on Buffalo Fork. The strata containing the coal are
nearly Yertical and in folds, so that the beds are several times exposetl
along the canon within a stort distance. 1\luch of this coal is very good,
and will, doubtless, some day be of value. Drift is very abundant in
some places between Two-Ocean Pass and T6gwote Pass. Near the
latter point, the eruptive rocks are largely uenuded, if they ever covered
the lower strata, and tlle sedimentary rocks are finely cut through diagonally by the vVind River, exposing numerous good sections. Before
reaching North Fork, this river has passed through the later formations,
and is then almost entirely walled by the Tertiary beds for the remainder of its course. The drift-accumulations are very abundant, both
as bowlders and gravels and as modified drift. The details of its distribution are :in many respects very similar to the synchronous deposits of
the Green River Basin. It would seem that the Pliocene beds, if any
were formed in the Wind River Basin, were quite local in extent, but
the evidence of action during the Champlain epoch is much more conclnsh-e. \Veil-formed terraces mark the courses of the streams here as
elsewhere, and recent surface-deposits are, perhaps, as well shown as
anywhere oYer our district.
~:mtflow

ECO~O:\UC

GEOLOGY.

It has not been the main purpose of the writer to collect statistical
information, nor to examine tlle country with special reference to its
capabilities for improvement, but such data have not been entirely
neglected, and the following summary of facts in this connection will
not be without some interest to a large class of people.
The Sweetwater gold-mines have certainly not been worked to their
full capacity, and the introduction of capital and machinery consequent
upon tlle increase of railroad facilities, which must no doubt take place
at an early day, will probably add to their productiveness. In such an
e'Tent, markets will be proclnced for the ganlen-truck wllich can be very
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readily raised in many parts of the \\Tincl River Valley, where the facilities for irrigation are of tlle best. The deposits of coal and oil can
doubtless tllen be utilized; the inexhaustible store of building-material,
of stone, au<l the aunuclaut supply of timber will fnrnish ample accommodations for the settlers, as it has already done at Atlantic City, South
Pass Cit.v, Miners' Deligllt, Camp Stambaugh, and Camp Brown. The
gypsum-deposits will be found valuable and easily obtainable, while at
uo Yery great distance iron-ore may be cheaply worked. The main railroad through this country will probably be on tlle regular route to the
National Park from the East, and distant markets could be supplied
with the products of this section. The Potsdam san<lstone, it is very
possible, is in some parts well calculated to be used in the manufacture
of glass, and a good quality of li~ne ean be produced from much of tlw
limestone.
EYerything considered, the 'Yind River Valley is the most favorable
locality for this deYelopment, but it can be extended across the 0"1
Creek .l \Ionntains to the Shoshone plateau l{nd beyond without difficulty.
The rich fuel-deposits along the line o.f the Union Pacific Railroad
will some day demand the intrOLluction of an agricultural population to
furnish the food-supply. Very many localities are now very favorable
for grazing purposes, and tlle soil is, as a rule, very rich in the necessary
ingredients of plant-food. In most places irrigation is all that is needed
to turn the desert wastes into productive fields, as has beep done in tlle
Salt Lake Basin, and on the Rio Virgin, by l\formons. The possibility
of irrigation is a deeper question, but it is certain that much can be
done in this direction e,~en no\Y, while tlle capabilities of the future will
-very largely depend upon the measures which are adopted to husband
and distribute the water-supply. There are those, and the author is one,
who believe that the results to be obtajnecl in this way will be almost
exactly commensurate with the time and money which may be spent in
diligently working out the problem of the influences of vegetation upon
atmospheric precipitation. This is not the place for argument upon
this subject, and this reference to it is all that can here be made.
Enough has been said, howe-ver, to show that the possibilities of
ad van cement are far greater than many ha,,.e imagined, and it will ue
found that these Yiews are shared in common with the great majority
of observers in this region, who are competent to form an opinion from
the facts.

CHAPTER VII.
DYNA~HCAL

GEOLOGY-ELEVATION, EROSION, AND DENUDATION.

Mountain EleYation_:_Erosion and Denudation-Glacial Action-Aqueous ActionPeculiar Effects of Erosion-\Vind Action.

In all tlle preceding chapters we have dealt mainly with results,
studying the history of each epoch from its completed works, and paying but little atteution to the forces which have aided in their production. In Chapter II, when reviewing the general surface-features of
the country, it was stated tllat there are many physical peculiarities
which are at first sight remarkable, and which must be, in a measure,
explained, before one can fully appreciate the great changes which have
taken place in this portion of the Rocky Mountain region since the
formation of the earliest strata. This portion of the report is, tllere-
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fore, devoted to a consideration of the causes of these changes, with a
more complete account than has previously been given of the direct
effects; that is to say, the indirect, or ultimate effects, will require little
notice, as they have already been discussed in the chapters on stra.
tigraphy. In other words, we are now to deal, in a general way, with
forces ·which have been at work more or less permanently, and we shall
endeavor to trace their aetion in the production of results, many of
which have been already considered. The subject will be topically discussed, somewhat systematically, but with scarcely any regard to local
or chronological sequence, except in the treatment of minor or special
topics.
ELEYATION OF lVIOUNT.A.INS.
It bas been elsewhere remarked that the elevation of the \Vahsatch
and Uintah ranges was accomplished before the chain of the Rocky
Mtmntains eastward had risen to any extent above the ocean. This
conclusion was reached by Clarence King, from the fact that the Cretaceous beds extend up to the eastern base of the Wahsatch chain, but
they are not found upon the western slope. The relation of the Cretaceous strata to the underlying rocks in tbe neighborhood of the \Vahsatch and Uintah ranges also fa\ors this belief. Previous to the deposition of the Paleozoic strata, an uplift of limited extent occurred in
Arizona, according to the published reports, and some statements ha\e
been made in Chapter III of this report, which point toward. the conchlsion that there may ba\e been a slight elevation somewhere in the
neighborhood of South Pass during early Paleozoic times. This lattm
supposition requires further evidence, however, for its support. Tlle
\Vahsatch and Uintah ranges, then, were uplifted toward the close of the
Jurassic period, with a broad area westward, the whole of which was
thrown into a series of parallel folds, with a general north-south trend.
The upheaYal of the ranges composing the Rocky Mountain chain,
east of the \Vabsatch range, took place at a later date. The disturbance
appears to have commenced. during some portion of the Cretaceous
period, and to have continued gradually until its close. King also reports ell later uplift affecting Green RiYer Tertiary beds in the neigh·
borhood of the Wahsatch ~fountains. It is very difficult to determine
the complete orographic history of the northwestern portion of our
district, but the uplift of the wllole region seems to have been completed before the opening of the 1\'Iiocene epoch, although larg-e achlitions haYe since been tnacle to its height by the accumulation of material poured out oYer its surface.
The Jurassic uphea\·al, as well as that of the Cretaceous period, was
accompanied by sufficient heat to transform or metamorphose a great
thickness of strata below tile Potsdam sandstone, and almost to melt some
of the lower beds, if the granites be rightly considered a part of the metamorpllic series. North and west of the \Vind River ~fountains, the heat
accompauying the later uphea,·al was so intense as to lead to outflows
of igneous material from fissures, upon a scale of such magnitude that
whole ranges \'\"ere concealed and a new aspect was giveti to a vast extent
of territory. These ejections of molten matter continued with greater
or less force during tb.e Miocene epoch, and probably through the Pliocene, or even later, gradually diminishing in quantity until the fissures
were coYered by lines of Yolcanoes, from the craters of which the lava
poured down upon all sides at irregular interyals. The remnants of
many of the cones now stand as clustered. peaks, to mark their former
positions. These Yolcanoes finally became extinct, and geysers, fuma -
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roles, and solfataras, in almost inconceivable numbers, were left through
ucceeding ages to attest by the accumulation of enormous mineral deposits the persistency of the subterranean heat. l\Iany of these still
remain, but they are slowly dying out, and it is ev-ident that they reprc.Jsent the last stages of the volcanic action.
The development of the eruptive rocks is Yery great westward, and the
author would here express his obligations to those investigators "·hose
writings hav-e enabled him to obtain
additional evidence of the truth of se\eral opinions which were formed in the
field, and largely confirmed by the study
of notes and specimens. In the succeeding pages these views will be freely
expressed, together with the facts upon
wllich they are based.
In the lower portion of the cafiou of
the S orth Fork of Stinkin a- \Vater Ri Yer
there occurs a peculiar patch of Tertiar.v
rocks, lying nearly horizontal upon each
side of an almost vertical dike of compact andesite, in such a manner aR to
.... :n lea\e no room for doubt that some of
~~
~ a the \olcanic rocks were deposited prior
~8 to ~ the existence of the fresh- ·w·ater
~ § Tertiary lake in \\hich the horizontal
§ ~ beds were formed. These strata are
~C) composed of about 300 feet of clays apd
~ ~-- light-buff sandstones;,very similar to the
~:;: Pliocene beds in tlle neighborhood of
~ ~ South Pass. It was impossible.to deter~ ~ mine whether this basin was continuous
~ "'@ with an outside lake during. the deposi~0 ~JJ tion of these strata, but it appears to
·~ ;.g have been quite isolated, and not more
] .:: than a dozen square miles in area.
~il.l Figure 14 illustrates the section referred
,.§ to. Similar Tertiary beds, with nearly
.;::: the same relation to the lower volcanic
conglomerate, also occur near the jnucg. tion of the Owl Creel(~ l\Ionntains and
,. . tile Sierra Shoshone, at a much higher
~ level than these.
J3
Beyond .this point tlle dikes are Yery
1
numerous, but usually rather narrow, at
;=;:;
firstucut through by the stream with a
cS
general~ north-south7 trend parallel wise
~
to.the axes of the folds)n tlle underlying :sedimentary rocks,~then becoming
more abundant and irregular and crossing each: other,\l in almost every
direction. Fig e 15 gives an outlinev-iew of se\eral~dikestas seen in a
cliff on the right bank of the sream, a short distance below Camp 34. :
The conglomerate frequently contains large masses of the sedimentary rocks, particularly those of Tertiary age, which are often baked so
hard as to give a peculiar metallic ring when struck with the hammer.
Iu these not unfrequently fiuely- preserved specimens of lea Yes of angio-
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sperms are found;almost indelibly impressed upon the rock, much after
tlle manner of the porcelain print. Logs, stumps, and even trees silicified are found in many. places in lar~e <]nantities.
The effects produ0cd upon
the sedimentary beds by the
~ outpouring of the heated
~ volcanic material upon them
. are v-ery instructive. liard
B~ limestones have becomefria~0 ble, sandstones have b.en
.s changed to the texture of
:3 quartzite, and beds of gy]\·
ill sum have been very much
'0 hardened where thev ba-re
..!<:!
._. not been convertecl corn~ pletely into anhydrite. Some
,..:::j beds
of cherty limestone
,.::_
\ \ 1- , ~ ha ,~ e also been rendered
\\':\
\vK eyen more compact and
'0 finely-jointed, and apparent/~
§ ly some beds of sandy marl
/::/--------_./ f, \ ~~0 have been locally trans/ M
formed into quite compact
-~ but much-jointed rock .
.£~
AR we pass up the calion
~ of North Fork the con glom§ erates are interstratified
'to with and overlaid by thick
§ beds of trachytic material
-~ varying in texture and ing closing many minerals. The
I ] whole series to tlte Stink/;' ::i ingwater Pass is of great
interest, but few lithological
I
.§ details can herebe given.
;.c;
Judging from all the facts
L':::
'B which have tltus far been
f,
·:n gathered, we may read the
/~
~ history of these deposits in
/ /
-<:1 this region, including as
/ .:
~ well their continuation be,/ /
8 ,)vond the limits of our recon: :
~ naissance, briefly as fo1lows:
'
During the Cretaceous period there began a disturbance in the strata east of the mountains which bad been elevated at the
close of the Jurassic period, resulting in the upheaYal of the Rocky Mountain chain. This was gradual in its effects, and, whatever may haYe been
its cause, the trend of the new system was parallel wise to the axis of the
previously-formed chains; in some portions of its lengtQ.the later system
is almost exactly parallel in trend with its predecesso~. 0\Ter a large
part of the area 11ow occupied by the Sierra Shoshone a considerable
range was probably elevated during the period of the Cretaceous upheaval. This is now so nearly obscured by tlle igneous deposits that
the evidence of its age is difficult to obtain, and it is at best Yery fragmentary. In some respects it resembles more closely tbe Jurassic than
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the Cretaceous mountain-clwinl', but wllerever tlle Cretaceous beds are
exposed in the Yicinity of its ridges they are invariably involved in the
folds; it must, therefore, ue considered a portion of the Rocky Mountain system. From a review of all the facts which bear upon this subject it is inferred that the nucleus of this concealed range is to be found
in a helt of granites and otller metamorphic rocks extending northward
from 'l 6g\rote Pass, hearing· about 19° to the west, and crossing the
East Fork of Yellowstone River just above its mouth. If this be the
case, the range formed a part of the north ward continuation of the main
geological didde of the Hocky 1\lountains, or the prolongation of the
axis of the Wind Hiver l\Iountains.
The early outflows of igneous material were accompanied l>y masses
of the stratified rocks, broken from the walls of tlle fissures no doubt in
many cases, but also, it is probal>le, entangled in the liquid stream from
the upturned edges of tilted l>eds, caught from cliffs, and in other ways
accumulated until thick beds of conglomerate had been deposited. As
a rule, the successive outflows are arranged in a stratified manner, and
the lower layers follow closely the inequalities of the pre-existing surface, wherever the latter is exposed. The overlying layers, and especially the lavas, have gradually filled the depressions until the later
outflows ha\e passed away from the fissures over _a comparatively
e1en course. In some places large patches of stratified rock llave
apparently been engulfed in the lava-flows without removal from their
position; and there may be seen in tlle left wall of the calion of the
Yellowstone, not far al>o\e the mouth of Hell-Hoaring River,. and at
other points, the uprigllt trunks of large trees, which may have grown
where the.r stand. ~on~ but the earlier outflows extended eastward to
the moutll of the North Fork of tlle Stinking "\Vater River, or, if so, they
"~rere remoYed from a broad area prior to the deposition of the pro\isional Pliocene beds. No sudden breaks are noticed, however, westward
to tlle Stinkingwater Pass, but tlle change from fissure to crater eruption seems to haYe beeu rather gradual.
It is possible tllat the eruptiYe rocks of the Jurassic uphea\al extend
eastward beneath a portion of the district under consideration, but tllis
is rather <louotful. A limited outflow took place after · the Cretaceous
period, and perhaps prior to the l\1iocene epoch, l>ut the great lava-flows
probably occurred during the Miocene. l\1uch more investigation is required beforetheqetails of tllis history can be made out with certainty, but.
it is l>e1ieved that the foregoing statements, though of necessity less complete than the material collected warrants, are yet generally correct.
Prof. Joseph Lecoute, of the University of California, has published, in
the numbers for .March and April, 1874, of the American Journal of
Science and Arts, two admirable articles upon the subject of tlle lavafloods, with whose conclusions in the main the present author heartily
concurs-the chief differences in the facts being clne almost entirel.r to
local causes, independently of age. It would be a pleasant task to follow
this subject to the cud, but the peculiar difficulties under which tllis
report is prepared forbid further ciiscussion, and it is \ ery reluctantly
dropped at this point.
The Owl Creek range is a ldud of spur or shoot from the angle formed
by the bending eastward of the main axis of the Cretaceous upheaval, and,
with the many folds of similar date, doubtless served as the mechanical
expression of much of the elevating force which would otherwiHe ha\e
been conYertecl into beat for tlle melting of the rocks.
1
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.A~CJE:gT EROSIO~

.A"XD

DE~UDATIO:N.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in the way of generalizing eorrectly
upon the results of fi~ld-work is that of determining accurately enu
the main surface features of the country at any given period in the
past. It is rare, indeed, that one will find each successive step in the
history so clearlJ and unmistakably revealed that it may be read with
ease in a hasty passage through a complicated district. There cau be
no doubt that erosion has been as active in past times as at present un<ler like conditions. We must, therefore, believe that each succeeding formation has l>een built up from the waste of those which ha\e
preceded it, wherever the latter bt-n~e been exposed to disintegrating
influences. The evidences of excessive denudation of some portion of
the earth's surface during the Paleozoic era are abundant, but there is
no proof of the existence of extensive tracts of land high above the seaJeYel, in \Vestern \Vyorning, until the period of the Jurassic uphea\al.
Tile ele,ation of the \Vahsatch and Uintah ranges, with the accompanying Sierra Nevada chain, tllen furnished ample material for the
accumulation of the arenaceous and other deposits of the Cretaceous
seas, and the succeeding estuaries and fresh-water lakes. Subsequently
the uplifting of the Rocky l\Iountain chain added largely to the superaqueous surface, and, notwithstanuing the conservative effects of the
lQxuriant vegetation during much of the Tertiary period, the country
was denuded to an extent sufficient to produce at least three thousand
feet of lake-sediment over a very wide area. It is safe to conclude that
the average height of the mountains in this section was reduced by denudation fully one thousand feet during the Tertiary period alone, and
if we add to this the accumulation at their base of more than three
thousand feet in thickness, we shall ba,Te a reduction in altitude, from
base to summit, of four thousand feet since the Cretaceous uphea\al,
withont taking into account the uenudation during the Glacial epoch.
·There are good reasons for belieYing that this estimate is much too small,
for the Eocene beds of the Green River Basin present a thickness of certainly four thousand feet. Two thousand feet of beds whicll are probably l\Iiocene occur in the \Vind H,i,Ter Valley, and the Pliocene beds
near South Pass are fully one thousand feet in thickness. It is almost
impossible to decide how much of the material deposited in the Green
River Basin was worn from either mountain system, but some clew to the
proportionate amount furnished b.v the WhlCl RiYer 1\-fountains may be
obtained by an examination of the physical features of that range.
During the Eocene epoch there seems to have been a comparatively free
passage for the waters upon the northeastern slope; and, although the
erosion may have been as great as at a later period, very little of the
material was deposited until it bad passed some distance from the mountains. Upon the western slope a great lake existetl during this epoch,
and whate\er fine material was carried do·wn h,y- the streams was deposited in the Green River Basin. n the l\fiocene epoch these conditions were almost reversed as far as the opposite sides of the range were
concerned, and during the Pliocene epoch both shared in the deposition
to some extent. Judging from the present aspect, and takmg into consideration the effects of the glacial action, it seems very probable that
the \Vind River Mountains have always been characterized by greater
erosion upon the northeastern slope, though it must be acknowledged
that less is known of the southwestern flank.
In the Owl Creek range and the Sierra Shoshone almost nothing can
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be learned of the early denudation, but in both of these the drainage
appears to haTe been mainly northward and eastward, as at present,
though not in an cases through the same channels.
GLACIAL ACTION.

To one accustomed to the heavy drift-deposits of the East,. often hearing e\idence of transport for many miles, the local nature of the
western accumulations, in dew of the excessive erosion which has been
produced in certain sections, is somewhat be\Tildering. It is unnecessary to repeat here the facts and explanations ·which have been offered
in Chapter V, but an attempt will be made to give a more satisfactory
re,iew of some topics which were there too lH'iefly considered.
It has beeu remarked that the general course of the glacier movement was southeastward, varying more or less according to the resistauce encountered, and spreading out, in some cases, nearly at right
angles from the sides. In the '\Vind Rh·er range the main glacier followed a course apparently not strictly parallel with the axis, but trending slightly more tow·anl the east, so that the erosion was usually much
greater upon the northeastern slope. From the top of the Chimney Rocks,
in the axis of the range, the whole country north ward and eastward can
be taken in at a glauce, but the view in the opposite direction is extremely limited, being almost entirely confined to the exposures of the
metamorphic series.
There are many remarkable fetttures in the erosion of channels which,
from their form and the partial filling in of undoubted drift-deposits,
no one would hesitate to refer to the Glacial epoeh, but which it taxes
the mind to trace to their special causes. The absence of grooves
or strire fi·om sections in which the volcanic products are almost universal
may be accounted for by the rapid weathering; but it is more difficult to understand why they should not be found in the harder and
more durable metamorphic rocks. The only instance during our trip in
which I was able to detect anything approaching to the nature of a
glacial mark, was in the case of a very limited outcrop of a dolomitic
limestone above the Niagara, which h~d upon its surface two or three
faint scratches, which may ha\e been quite recent.
In the valley of the East Fork of the Yellowstone, and on Lava
Creek, a quantity of very large granitic bmrlders are strewn over the
surfaces of the higher terraces, and similar masses of granite occur
isolated and in moraines, in the central portion of the \Vind Hiver
range. In the latter, outside of the nucleus, large masses of the stratified rocks are occasionally seen standing by themselves, but usually in
such positions as to indicate transportation \ery gradually, and for
hort distances only. 1. he bowlders becoming smaller extend out into
the plains, and some of them are composed of the material of the
sedimentary rocks, sometimes containing fossils.
The general course of the glac· ·s over the igneous district was not
very different, and all the observed peculiarities of the drift in this
region are traceable rather to the outlines of the surface and the texture
of the rocks thau to any important difference in the glaciers from those
farther south. In the upper ·v alley of the main fork of Owl Creek
there are extensi ye accumulations of bowlders running down from the
east in low ridges, similar to those noticed. in the \-Vincl River Valley. The erosio11 was rather tmeven, and the southern-bound glacier
seems to have met an insurmountable obstacle in the Owl Creek range,
and to ha\e been deflected from its course; or, perhaps, the erosion
1
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was effected by separate glaciers existing at different times, and possibly pursuing different courses. At any rate, there is auunclaut eridence, also, of the final deposition of volcanic-drift material at the base of
the mountains, between the upper and lower caiions of Owl Creek, far
to the eastward. Mere glimpses were obtained of the wonderful history which is yet to be unrayeled in this region, but e.nough wa'
learned to show that these deposits and their channels are out the
subordinate parts of one system, in unison with similar accumulations
in other portions of the district.
Between Pacific Creek and Lava Creek, and in the valleys of La-ra
Creek, Buffalo Fork, and Rock Creek a large portion ·o f the drift is Yery
finely comminuted, and this is often the case elsewhere in the volcanic
district~ especially where the lavas prevail. l\1any of the metamorphic
bowlders may have come from the volcanic conglomerates. l\luch modified drift, probably of the Champlain epoch, occurs in the valleys of
Buffalo Fork, Rock Creek, and in other places, of which the later terraces have been formed. In these cases, and perhaps in many others,
there is evidence that a part, at least, of the valley was cut out by a
glacier, and the same may be said of portions of the valleys of the
majority of the streams in the Uintah and the \Vincl Rh~er ranges, 3•'
well. As before remarked, lwwmTer, it is almost certain that the narrower
canons of many of the streams have been for the most part, or entirely,
cut by running water, partly or wholly since the Glacial epoch. In
some places the streams have plainly turned from their origiual courses
to cut deep canons through solid rock; at other points these calions,
though narrow, bear unmistakable evidence in the shape of drift-deposits
that they were partly cut as early as the close of the Glacial epoch,_
while some even appear to have been in progress during the Tertiary
period.
Erom the facts that have been given in this aud a previous chapter,
it cannot be doubted that, whether the movement were rapid aud
m~anescent, or \ery slow and longer continued, the element of power
was present, though it seems to haYe become concentraLed iu its effects,
causing extensive erosion with little trausportation, comparatively.
RECENT EROSION.
In discussing the causes of the erosion aud denudation which have
taken place since the close of the Post-'rertiary period, it is often
impossible to separate that part of the effects which properly belongs
to the Champlain or Terrace epoch, nor is this necessary for our present
purpose. The term recent at the head of this division will, consequently,
be used to designate all that time whieh has elapsed siuce the period of
the drift.
AQUEOUS ACTION.

Since the laying down of the fre -water Tertiary strata they llare
been denuded to a degree almost iuc clible to one who has never -risited the region in which they· occur. The Green River Basin in particular
ha~ been subjected to this process, lying as it does almost completely
hemmed in by the mountains. The Bridger beds originally co-vered
the Green River formation over the greater part of the basin with at
least one thousand feet of clays and sandstones, but now the lower
group is laid bare to a remarkable extent by the complete wearing
away of the superincumbent str<tta. The position of the drift-deposits,
at least in the southern portion of this tract, iudicates that much of the
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denudation had been accomplished prior to the close of the Post-Tertiary
period, and it is probable that local glacial action had much to do with
the early erosion, though I have had no opportunities of observatiou of
such effects, except in the vicinity of tlle Uintah Mountains and near
South Pass, in both of which cases thet'e is no doubt that extensiYe
denudation was accomplished during the Glacial epoch. Of the great
effects which have since been prouuced, the largest part must undoubtedly be attributed to the action of running water during the Terrace
epoch, in comparison with which the amount is very small which has
taken place in modern times. Nevertheless it- must not be thought.
that the erosion now iu progress is by any means of trifling importance.
Ou the contrary, it would be a simple matter to bring forward abundant
evidence to pro\Te that the amount of the material wb.ich is annually
removed by the streams is excessive when compared with ordinary
standards. There are many causes of this, a few of the more important
· of which may here be mentioned.
1. The great altitltde qf the Tegion.-Two prominent results accrue from
this cause, viz, the accu~ulatiou of snow in the mountainous distric-ts,
and an increased force to the currents of the streams arising from the
greater slope of the surface.
The aceumulation of the greater portion of the atmospheric precipitation during a long winter causes powerful freshets in the late spring,
which produce greater effects upon the surface than would be accomplished by the same amount of water passing off gradually. The ·
mountain-slopes give free scope to the action of gravity, and the streams.
strike the plains witll a force sufficient to carve out deep channels in
the soft strata, and to remove large quantities of the finer material, as .
sediment, to great distances.
2. ·1 he alternate melting and freezing of the snow by day anrl night.-In
this section of the country during the months of late spring and summer there is usually much difference in the temperature of the days and.
nights. The snow in the mountains thus melts by day and freezes by
night, causing alternations in the level of the streams of considerable·
magnitude. In some instances these changes are so regular for days at
a. time as to closely simulate the ebb and flow of the tide in rivers cominunicating with the sea, except in the length of the intervals. The ·
frequent importance of vt-ry Hlight diff~ rences of this nature, dynamically considered, will be readily acknowledged.
3. The character of the rocks.- This influences not only the amount
bnt also the character of the erosion. Accordingly we .find that the
Bridger beds, where they have not been entirely removed by the longcontinued action of the streams, are left standing for the most part as
isolated hillocks, though these vary greatly in size and frequency. The
harder Green River beds are usually more r~gularly and perpendicu,
larly worn. Between the extremes nearly e,~ery possible for·m may be·
met, according to position, and other circumstances which are generally
not difficult to understand. To
is cause must be mainlv attributed'
the irreg-ularity in the results which have been produced, lor the aqueous eroding agencies, though not constant in their intensity, have practically al wa.y s held about the same relations to each other as at present.
These and other agents acting in concert are steadily degrading the
surface by undermining the cliffs, washing out the alluvial deposits from
the old stream-beds, and transporting the finer materfal to points below. One who has only seen these stream-beds in the late summer or
early fall, when they are traversed by mere wiry rivulets, can form no
auequate idea of the powerful river-torrents which fill and often oYerH. Ex. 285-11
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flow their banks for several weeks early in the season, so thoroughly
charged with sediment as to appear more like mud than water.
The foregoing remarks will apply almost equally as we.Il to the \Vind
River Valley and to other portions of the Rocky Mountain region where
the conditions are similar, but there are usually minor differences, dependent upon a variety of circumstances which are more or le~s special
in occurrence. The sandstones are at the surface over a large portion
of the Wind River plateau, which has caused the erosion to result in
valleys and gorges similar to those which have been cut through the
beds of the Green River group. In some cases peculiar buttes of small
size remain, and Crow Heart Butte ~md another similar to it, in the main
val1ey of Wind River, are in some respects like the more regular ones
of the Bridger group. There are also "bad lands," exposures of the
indurated green and red marls of the Wind River Tertiary, near the
mountains and in the upper valley where the upper sandstones have been
worn away, having a peculial'ly rugged uspect. These may very appropriately be named the Gothic Buttes. 'l'he peculiar mixed structure of
some of the sandstone-conglomerates of this formation bas given rise
to many curious and remarkable forms resembling familiar olo>jects, as
urus, pillar~, altars, &c., and many of the Grizzly Buttes near the Dintab 1\iountains are capped by masses even more strikingly similar in
outHne to other less regular objects. In the volcanic rocks the chasms
are lined with caverns, pillars, towers, and steeples, often hundreds of
feet in height. In some cases narrow fissures have been produced by
water-action through lavas anu conglomerates thousanrls of feet in
depth, so that, in numerous places, the whole formation now has an
extremely rugged, turreted, and castellated appearance. It seems
remarkable that many of these thin chimney-columns can remain in
,position. In the canon of North Fork of the Stinldug \Vater, in one
locality, there is a vertical block of volcanic material less than fifty feet
jn length, two feet in breadth, and fiTe hundred feet in height, standing
alone at a distance of three or four feet from the north wall of the
.canon, and this is but one of many similar instances which migllt ue
given. Hundreds upon hundreds of lofty pinnacles, deep-worn caverns,
.and fathomless crevices attest the resistless power of apparently insig·
nificaut forces with unlimited time in which to work; they stand as
.mute witnesses of the alrnoRt inconceivable length of the era which has
elapsed since the comp<Hati\Tely modern igueous ejections; and they
add one more to the long list of proofs of the immensity of geologic time.
Sections taken at intervals across the valleys of the streams would
-show that the erosion, ancient and modern, has been Yery unequal at
·different points, and it may seem rather peculiar that this statement is
.nowhere more applicable than in the Yolcauic district. This is no doubt
largely owing to the local nature of the glacial action, but it must be
~partly attributed to the character of the rocks and partl.v to other exist•ing causes. In the lower part of tile calion of North Fork, bard dikes
of trachyte are abundant, many of which are almost vertical. Tltese
rarely cross the path of the stream at a right angle to it; but, in most
cases, being tougher than the adjacent rocks, they now jut above them,
. and in a line making a more or less acute angle with the stream. This
causes much of the detritus from abo,~e to accumulate behind the high
walls thus formed, affording lodgment for trees and other vegetation,
and allowing of the growth of thickets of symmetrical pines on slopes
so steep that there would otherwise be frequent land-slides. Tllis is
wel1 shown by the comparative absence of growing timber from lesser
slopes which are not thus protected.
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Some of the most remarkable and interesting effects of water-erosion
are to be seen in the Yellowstone Valley, where the gradual draining of
the very large ancient lake has caused t.he formation of a river-channel
of very great depth. The Great Falls, at a distance of fifteen miles
below the lake, are a complete study ofth.emseh~es. (See Fig.16.) For a
number of miles above the rapids the river ruus through a broad, level,
grassy bottom, made up of sandy lake-deposits and of gravelly deposits
of the stream before the period of its present level. Here it pursues a
very tortuous course, but the current is visibly rapid, although the water
is too deep for fording, except in a few places. Below the mouth of
Sour Creek the sandstones and fine beach-conglomerates, largely composed of volcanic material, are cut through by the stream, which
is thus narrowed at first, and then turned slightl,y eastward. It next
strikes against ridges or masses of purplish trachyte-porphyry, containing crystals of sanidine. This is made up of alternations of fairly
compact and slagg.y portions, the latter containing reddish-brown
botryoidal geodes and spherulites. Much of the material is very
nearly pearl-stone, between which and the tr<-tehyte-porphyry there is an
almost insensible gradation. The resistance offered to the current by
the hard face of th.e trach.vtic-porphyry creates a counter-current, which
causes a bay-like expansion of the river~ in which the water appears
almost stagnant. No notice is given of the coming turmoil save the
muffled roar from the rapids below. But the rock also feels the shock and
it is finally cut through, this action being facilitated by the joiutage of the
rock. The stream now pursues a general conrse along one of the lines of
jointing, trending north 4° west. It then meets the verlitic trachyte-porphyry, which, being thinly bedded and more loosely arranged. yields
more readily to the eroding forces, making swells at the sides aud transverse troughs or gullies in the bed of the stream, the action upon the
sides being increased by the formation of eddies produced by the striking of the main current against another portion of the tougher or uonperlitic rocks. Here the rapids begin, but they are not yet very boisterous. At each ridge of the more massive material more or less of an
eddy is formed by the resistance of the rock, which ca,uses currents to
rush in from the sides to join the main current in the center, thus throwing the eroding force by degrees toward one point, concentrating it, and
enabling the stream to force its way through the remainder of the section in a straight and narrow gorge. The rapids or cascades are largely
due to the irregular erosion along the bottom, as will be seen by examining its general outline represented in Figure 17.
The terraces bordering the river at this point show the same features,
but they are much more regular at a distance from the stream, as they
have there been c:1t through the soft sandstones which overlie the porphyry. Upon the right l)ank, at the gorge, there arc low spots or basinshaped holes which, before viewing the rapids, were almost inexplicable,
but were made clear when considered as the positions of eddies in the
former stream. A mass of tlle harder rock also marks the place of a
small islet in the stream at a higher le\~el, which then stood in the midst
of the rapids.
Figure 18 gives the existing contour of the surface at this point. A
similar sketch would, doubtless, properly represent the transverse outHue of the present bed of the stream at the lower rapids in the midst of
which now stand the islets shown at II, Figure 16.
Below tbe gorge the river widens, owiug mainly to the absence of
hard beds in one spot on the left bank, which may have once been at
the mouth of a tributary stream. It continues its conrse, alternately
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cutting into the right and left bank, according to the nature of the
rock. The stream below the rapids, at the last rock islet, is thrown
mostly into a deep hole near the right bank; then meeting hard rock,it
is thrown across to the left bank against hard rock, which forces it to
pass through another gorge by t.he formation of a powerful eddy.
Through this the water rushes with remarkable force in a short series
of rapids or cascades, then suddenly plunges by a sheer fall of 150 feet
down into a large amphitheater in which the water spreads out shallowly, flowing O\er a comparatively smooth bottom with little current.
The cause of the falls is the rather sudden change in the character of
the rock to a fine-jointed argillo-trachyte-porphyry, which gives way
more readily to the action of the water than the more massive rock
above.
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Less than a quarter of a mile below the upper falls, nearly opposite
the entrance of Cascade Creek, the stream again meets with greater re-
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sistance, so that it is deflected very greatly from its course and narrowed
at the same time. Just at the verge of the lower falls it is quite suddenly constricted by the protrusion of a hard ledge from the left wall
of the gorge, which causes it to leap with redoubled ~nergy over the
steep but irregular precipice, (nearly 330 feet) which was undoubtedly
caused by the passage to the softer conglomerates whicL here underlie
the porphyries.
Numerous other intensely interesting studies of this character are
available to the investigator in this wonderful region, but this one
example must serve as the type of the class, and it will convey some idea
of the enormous results of the long-continued action of running water,
while it will also serve as another reminder of the great length of .time
which has elapsed since the geologically modern igneous products were
deposited in this section. It must not be supposed that the transitions
from one kind of rock-material to another are as abrupt in all cases as
might, perhaps, be inferred from the foregoing description. On the
contrary there are many varieties in the volcanic rocks alone. Between
the rapids and a point in the Grand Canon a few rods below the foot of
the lower falls, I collected not less than twenty forms, exclusive of the
sandstones and conglomerates, sufficiently distinct to merit special
description. These include, besides those already mentioned, obsidian,
obsidian-porphyry, various spring deposits, and other varieties which
cannot be noticed here. These affect more or less the results of the
erosion, but usually only in minor degree.
PECULIAR EFFECTS OF .AQUEOUS EROSION.

From what bas already been said of the present surface features of
much of the countr,y, it will not be matter of surprise to learn that there
are many peculiarities in the manner of distribution of the atmospheric
precipitation, and in other directions, which seem quite remarkable
when portrayed upon any but tlle most minutely accurate maps constructed upon a very large scale, and even then they can be only
imperfectly understood without at least a general knowledge of the
geological structure. An examination of Captain Jones's -admirable
map will show the force of these remarks. One of the most striking
features in the topography of the district is the interlocking or overlapping of the headwaters of many of the rivers, particularly in the portion
occupied by the volcanic rocks. The continental ''"atershed (see Figure 19)
is now very irregular in trend north of South Pass, there being several
instances in which the Atlantic waters rise far to the westward of the
geological divide, and the Pacific streams vice versa. This result may
be traced to two main causes, each of which bas taken effect since the
upheaval of Cretaceous date, i. e., erosion or denudation and deposition. In some cases one of these causes has apparently operated to
a much greater extent than the other. In the neighborhood of South
Pass, it would seem that the deposition of the Pliocene heds has influenced the course of the headwaters of the Sweetwater River more than
the previous extensive erosion, but it is an open question how much of
the transfer of the precipitation from the western to the eastern slope
through these channels is due to the subsequent glacial erosion. It is
quit~ certain, however, that the latter has exerted a powerful influence,
from the fact that the watershed at this place in most points is directly
upon the Pliocene beds, which have been glacially eroded between the
water-divide and the geological divide, or axis of the range, forming n,
trough in which the Sweetwater now lies, in part at least.
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In the ancient volcanic district it is llighly probable that depositiou
has had the greater share in the marking out of the pre::~ent streamchannels, though, as we have seen, these have been much enlarged antl
otherwise modified by the glacial action. The Yellowstone Lal\:e Basin
bas undoubtedly been partly formed by erosion; but, as remarked by
Doctor Hayden, the deposition of the igneous rocks around it has had
much to do with its formation.*

FIG. 20.-Example of acute junction of streams.

The occurrence of low divides in this portion of the Rocky Mountain
region is somewhat characteristic. The slight elevation of portions of
the water-shed at Sonth Pass may be inferred from the fact that several
of our party passed some rods beyond the divide before observing it,
although they were at the time specially engaged in its determination.
The divide at the Two-Ocean Pass, as the name indicates, is so nearly
level that the single mountain-torrent which feeds the divergent streams
is passed northward and southward with little disturbance, and an ordinary observer might pass from the Pacific to the Atlantic waters, or
'l..lice versa, without noticing for a time the difference in the direction of
the currents. South of Yellowstone Lake the divide is often quite low,
being, in places, scarcely three hundred feet above the lake-level, though
s0me miles distant. Other examples have also been given in the course
"Doctor Hayden, iu several phwes in his reports, has spoken of this basin as largely
one of elevation. This term is liable to cause misapprehension, for certainly he cannot
intend to express the opinion that the basin has been formed partly by its own elevation, but rather by the elevation of its boundaries by deposition. I shall therefore use
the less objectionable phrase, basin of cil·cwrn-deposition, which may be conveniently
employed to designate sueh basins or valleys as have been more or l~ss causod by the
deposition of beds about them as au inclosing wall or walls.
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of this report. In nearly all such cases these effect;; may readily be
traced to the deposition of nearly horizontal beds in such a manner as
to cover pre-existing ridges withont materially affecting the general
course of the drainage. This, at least, will explain the general results;
but modifications of greater or less extent ha-ve arisen from subsequent
erosion in special cases.
Among the many interesting features of this region one or two other
...,.
peculiarities of the aqueous erosion
0
must suffice for the present. The
'a)
~
course~ of conjoining streams near
~
their junction are not unfrequently
-a gradually convergent, so that they
~
uuite acutely, although often widely
§ divergent in their general courses. As
~
a type may be taken the case of Rellt.o
Roaring River, entering the Yellow·~
stone six miles below the bridge. Figo
ure 20 represents this feature fairl~r.
~
Slough Creek, the last tributary of the
~East Fork of the Yellowstone, is an>
other good example, as are also some
~ of the Stiuking \Vater tributaries and
·t other streams, found, as a rule, in the
~
volcanic district, this result beiug
~
doubtless due to the nature of the
~
crok in a large measure.
ti1
At A, Figure 20, there is a curious
'8c:e cutting, the place of a former channel
of the Yellowstone, which is separated
_B
by a very thin ledge from the present
=::::::::::==::::::._-... ~
~
canon. This ledge is so frail that it is
~ ~ .s
difficult to understand how it could
~ii ~
have remained, even bad it been but
----~----.-- ~
.....
an islet in the middle of the earlier
~
stream. A section across both the
:3 Yellowstone and Hell-Roaring Rivers
g is shown in Figure 21, including this
·~
thin wall.
<l)

r-.

c:e

<l)

~

WIND ACTION.

~

0

~ ~

Like the circulation of the water
upon the land, the atmospheric move~ ~ ments are also controlled by the topo~ ~ graphy of the country to a very great
(,!) >extent, and it will not be surprising
~ ~ to find that the results of such action,
in a district composed of comparatively level plains. bounded by high walls upon one or more sides, have
a certain uniformity about them which could not be expected in more
open tracts.
The Green River Basin is, practically, a plain, hemmed in upon all
sides but the east _by snow-clad mountain-ridges, while t.he open side
communicates with a wide expanse of prairie-surface. During the summer the heatecl air rises from the plains, causing 'a current which is kept
up by the continued supply of colder air from the mountains. The

1~
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direction of the wind, or of the surface-currents, will thus depend partly
upon the position of the outlet, but even more upon the location of the
surrounding mountain-walls. The prominent features, as exhibited in

Fig. 22.-Showing cause and effect of wind action in the Green River Basin, Wyo
miug Territory.

the Green River Basin, are illustrated in Figure 22 and Figure 23
gives an outline view of the main facts as they occur in a portion of the
Wind River Valley. The arrow points in both indicate the courses of the
prevailing atmospheric currents. The power of the \vind is plainly shown
in the Green River Basin b.v the peculiar position of those composite
plants which are collectively known as "sage-brush" and" grease-wood"
in this section, and by the scooping out of the road-bed in some places
to a depth of 3 or 4 feet. These plants, in spots which are well exposed
to the wind, now stand upon isolated mounds or small hills, not unlike
the potato plants in a well-tilled field, except that the hills are often
three or four times the height of a potato hill. In the section marked
'' San<l Hills," in Figure 22, there is now a very large barren tract extend-
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ing for miles to the eastward, said to be the abode of innumerable rattlesnakes, but it is entirely ·destitute of vegetation. When viewed in the
reflected light from the sun it closely resembles an immense tract of
drifted sno,v; and if a strong wind be blowing at the same time, as is
almost always the case, one could readily mistake the clouds of sand
for a driving snow-storm.

·····...

FIG. 23.-Showing cause a.nd effect of wind action in a portion of the Wind River
Plateau.

In the Wind River Valley, in the region indicated by the lettering in
Figure 23, similar formations exist; but one or two special features deserve notice here. Dunes, or sand-hillocks, of considerable Hize may be
seen in places, usually in hollows or along the edges of low cliffs which
serve to break the force of the wind and cause the sand to be there
deposited. Figure 24 represents the structure of the sand-drifts when
only herbaceous vegetation is present. Here the prevailing winds are
from the west, or nearly so, and the slope of the hillocks is much less
upon that side. As a rule they are less regular than here represented,
owing to the growth of clumps of grass upon many of the summits,
which finally changes the hillocks into tufty hummocks.
Some peculiar forms of soft sandstone, already referred to as results
of aqueous erosion, have no doubt received their finishing touches by
the direct influence of the wind or by the abrading action of wind-blown
sand. Many of the pinnacles and other irregular masses of rock which
cap the conical and pyramidal buttes of the Bridger group in the Green
River Basin, as well as the grotesque forms found elsewhere, were probably shaped in part by this force.
Lastly, the action of the winds in the felling of timber in ·large quantities has produced results the importance of which can scarcely be
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estimate(]. To say nothing of the ultimate effects which may be sup.
pose(] to follow from the decay of the 'egetable tissue and the
possible or probable accumulation of peat, coal, or other material, there can be no question that the present features of a
vast expanse of country in tlle West are due, in a measure, to
the influence of these wind-falls upon the ·circulation of the
...;. water in the streams. The snow which becomes lodged in the
~ intricate masses of logs resists tlle thawing power of tlle sun's
s rays for a longer time, and it is also often prevented from slid8 ing down declivities with force. Streams are not seldom
'd dammed or otherwise obstructed, retarding their progress for
-£! a time, only to renew their courses with increased power when
~ the resulting lake overflows the barrier. Swamps are formed in
~ other places, allowing of the growth of denser and more luxuri~ ant vegetation, and the consequent increase of humus by decay.
~ In these and in numerous other ways these all but impene~ trable stretches of fallen timber are playing their part in the
> dynamics of the country, but chiefly by retarding the passage
~ of the atmospheric precipitation from themountaiuousdistricts,
Z5 and providiug for its more equable distribution throughout the
~ year.
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CHAPTER VIII.
DYNAMICAL GEOLOGY-CONTINUED.
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.... Biological and chemical action-Effects of plant and animal life- Weathering of rocks-Chemical changes and products-'' Alkali " deposits-Conclusion.
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The geological action of plant and animal life, directly and

w. indirectly, is, perhaps, too frequently overlooked in estimating

J the effects of the various forces engaged in the formation, de~

struction, and consen·ation of deposits, although it must be

~ acknowledged that results of importance are often produced

by these agents in their growth and deeay. There are many
questions of the greatest economic interest as yet unsettled
which can only be finally solved by the accumulation of facts
bearing upon this and kindred subjects. As a single example
may be mentioned the opinion· now quite commouJy, but probably erroneously, held that forests exert an attractive influenec
upon the moisture contained in the clouds~ but there are other subjects
concerning which even less is known, which are more or less connected
with the dynamical action of life.
In view of all this, a portion of the present chapter is devoted to a
consideration of some of the important effects visible in Western Wyoming, which have been accomplished through the agency of living
forms.
EFFECTS OF PLANT LIFE.
The geological results of the growth and decomposition of the members of the vegetable kingdom may be conveniently divided into three
classes, viz: 1. Protective or conservative; 2. Formative, or reproductive; 3. Destructive.
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I.-CONSERV.A.TIVE ACTION.

In cases in which two or more forces are simultaneously at work in
nature, it is often not easy to determine accurately the results which
should properlj~ be accredited to each, and even when certain of these
agencies are antagonistic, the difficulty is not always decreased. Thus,
)' !.:·.':~::~···.~· .
t>,
the sand-bills southeast of South Pass, men/A ·;;:~:r't:~·<l:,7
"g tioned in the preceding chapter, (see Fig ure
~Mi:=:::;:};,;~::f .,
,.,. r2 22,) were there formed because of the absence
. _;~-j·U:t.:h~}.;:!:\';!./\~:·.\ ~ of vegetation from that tract, but the lack of
?i;i~+:~;~~j,:;{~~.:h::.)(~:-~·::.: A
vegetation is, doubtless, caused lJy the power
':;.,. :.:;~;:_::;:.:..=r.:::~<~}:/:.::.!1 ~ of the wind which bas drifted the sand. 'l'he
'·)\hi\;;:·:'/· ~~ protective or conservative effects of plant.{:;~·
:~:·:·:: ~:·:::: ~~
life, in the shape of the hardy "sage," and
... .. .... ..
0
r:t~.:)~·:/.':! ~ ~ "grease-wood," are well shown in the hillocky
C! '0{/.~):~·).:~ ~ : re~ion t<? the westwa~d. S?, also, in the sandHi~~·:.~:~·:::'-:~:; ~ . . . dnft regwn of the Wmd Rrver Valley, before
<l> ,..d
t~:(:}:.:/.t. b'o'b mentioned, (Chap. VII, Figures 23 and 24,)
'\·S~e~:·:::.:::·· :: P=l the growth of grasses upon some of the small
'{~:}~!i).: "g . hillocks has produced similar but less regular
\ r///· ~~] features upon a reduced scale. Figure 25
·}~·;:: ~ ~ represents a section across the old emigrantt\{~::
road and overland stage-route, at a point
'F:i).~:: .t:: r-o where its course lies in the direction of the
~,::}.:t:i
preYailing winds. It will be seen that the
~\}/ ::rn sand bas been blown out of the track, (which
~·\~:·~\·. <+-:<
bas been much worn by use.) to a depth of
'·"'· ·.~·:o;;::r~:::M~~ii,::·.:.::. ~ .g seve1al feet, while the plauts have protected
~\ I J~i'!£f/}[~;'):!!,~·,c :!! "! the greater portion of the district, partly by
.~···•/••'" ••

se
io

l

~Ji1Ujt[~~'i
Hs;t{~fli~~~Ie:~J:~;p:~:~;;~~i~;;;~
}?:~H~~.:·-:·:.~;:.~·X:;· ~~
~asm. sm~ll

fl

twns of tl_le Yello,ystone

A

~~~!-::~;.~~;=~. ~::~:.:. ;<-~; 8 ci stream wh1~h flows mto Peh~an Creek a nnl_e

;~\-:::·/.:?~·:·\·~ ~-: ~~· ~

. and a half above the crossmg of our tra1l

~1;=:·?~-:;:·::·:.··:.<~(: -: -~ illustrates this in a peculiar and remarkable
~~:~_~::;:'(_.:~:~~:.:/:< ~ ~ manner. The amount of water which passes

~ :[;~::;y:.~:.~·:~\:.=::.: ::: ~ ~- < through the channel is not \ery small but

H

:ij&;.(~-~\/~~\\::-:

the matted turf layer of consi~er~ble thickness bas held the stream w1tlnn narrow
ti~~~i\4:~7/:·::~\/ ~ ~ bounds, thus preventing great lateral spread
~;,·.·:;r~~~i[;E;.;_~;i:~·:X~:·i ~ 0 at 'f~he surfa ce.. Werhe thedsup~lJ:' of wf.atther
",. .- . . .:~/~~:~;:)./:_!;::~·:~~;~: 1.6 ~~ un1 orm a~ a11 ~1mes t _e un ermm~ng o e
~ ~ ba:nks which 1s contmua:lly takmg ~h~ce
, .\_:.:':~,~iJ)f;!~:;/(:"'~~~:_-:~~:
,:;·:;~F;~-;:::·;·'..·~,::-~.~
o might prove more destructive, but the differ·.::::d:.:+·:: ~;·.-. ~~~~~~\~·-~
ence in the amounts furnished during the
spring and the summer is so great that the channel is over:ftowed in the
flood -seasons, resulting in the production of shallow ponds. Occasionally
masses of the overhanging turf (see :B"~igure 26) fall down, damming the
stream, and thus in a measure retarding the erodiug action behind. In
the upper portion the valley is very boggy, and here again the growth
of the grasses prevents the soil from being removed, though a treacherous quagmire is the result.
The growth of underwood in numerous places has served to retard
the transportation of material to the great advantage of many parts of
:?[;;::-: -. :_:,:.::~·. :~~<:-"::\;

S.;
o~
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the country. Accumulation of leaves, detritus, and other loose deposits
are swept down in times of freshets in large quantities and retained,
thus gradually increasing the depth of the river-channels by thickening
the deposits upon the banks. The dense growth of gooseberry-bushes

FIG. 26.-Average section across Fool Creek, Yellowstone Basin.

upon the banks, and almost in the bed of the stream of Gooseberry
Creek, (tributary of Big Horn River south of Gray Bull River,) as well
as the large patches of tall grass, resembling grain-fields, in the same
section, are of the greatest value in this way, as is evinced by the less
effective action of the stream in wearing away its banks, and by the more
extensive accumulation of alluvium in these localities than at other
points along the same stream. These and other · plants of like nature
are frequently met in similar situations, but they are especially cllaracteristic of the volcanic district and of the region about the eastern base
of the Sierra Shoshone. The excessive erosion of the Tertiary plains is
attributable in a large degree to the general absence of protective vegetation, particularly to itR . absence from the vicinity of the streams.
Numerous examples are in mind, which could be given, of the existence
of deep gullies, small ''earth-pillars" and other results of water-erosion
which would have been almost wholly prevented had there been but a
mere covering of turf or other matted vegetation.
Cotton-wood and other forms of Populus serve in the same manner as
the willow, the gooseberry, &c., to bind the soil by their roots and pre~ent rapid waste of the land by running water. Fair-sized trees of this
genus border the streams in favorable localities, not unfrequently accompanied by a dense undergrowth of the same plant, as upon the 1\iiddle
Fork of Owl Creek, half a mile above Camp 26, where their value as a
restraint upon the action of the water is well indicated by the depth
and narrowness of the channel as compared with its limits beyond the
extent of their influence.
The importance of accumulations of fallen timber in preventing the
sliding and the rapid melting of the snow was mentioned in the last
chapter. Growing trees to a certain extent answer the same purposes,
and they also protect the surface in other ways. Binding the soil by
their roots, even with added weight, they have been the means of retaining much of the detritus upon the steep slopes of the caiion-walls of the
North Fork of the Stinking Water, and elsewhere, perhaps nowhere
more noticeably than in the Grand Caiion of the Yellowstone. In the
nucleus of the Wind River Mountains, huge bowlders have been imprisoned by the gnarled and tangled roots of the pines on slopes so
nearly vertical that the snow could not rest upon them were it not for
their roughness. The decay of leaves and trunks has covered the rocks
in very many places so deeply with vegetable mold that the ordinary
processes of weat,hering have been retarded or almost wholly checked.
The ancient spring deposits on Gardiner's River and at other localities
are extremely liable to degradation by erosion and decomposition, and
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yet they have often been remarkably well preserved, owing mainly to
the protective action of plant-life and its results.
·
Lastly may be mentioned the protection afforded the less hard ~ plants
by belts or patches of timber lying upon the side from which come the
prevailing winds. It is always difficult to estimate the true value of
this element in special cases without more extended observation than it
is possible to obtain in a single season spent on the march, but some
slight idea of the real importance of this influence may be gained from
a single well-marked example. In the valley of Yellowstone River, just
southeast of Sour Creek. there is a sand-flat of several acres so exposed as
to .be frequently acted .upon by local wind-currents, while the adjacent
timber is well arranged for the protection of much of the contiguous
unwooded area from the same currents. The sand-flat is more or less
covered with drifts and shifting dunes, but the protected portions are
clothed with excellent grass. Similar features are noticeable, with
variations according to circumstances, above the forks of Warm Spring
Creek and in one or two other sections.
!I.-FORMATIVE ACTION.

Allusion has already been made to certain accumulations of vegetable
mold or humus, resulting from the decay of leaves and the trunks of
fallen trees. There is nothing very peculiar in these formations, except
that they are often rather remarkable for their extent and protecti,Te
power. The thick layer of this material which now coYers deeply the
ancient hot-spring deposits of Gardiner's River is particularly noticeable
on this account. This and other extemdve accumulations in the present
thickly-wooded districts bear abundant evidence of the coniferous nature
of the vegetation, which, as now, has occupied these regions almost exclusively for centuries past. The dry pine "needles" falling upon the
ground not only directly tend to increase the deposits, but they also
largely prevent water-erosion of their own accumulations by the forma·
tion of a kind of thatch which protects the surface and serves to bind
the decayed material more firmly together. These facts will probably
expl ain the more abundant humic deposits in pine-clad countries, a
feature not confined to the Rocky Mountain region.
Upon the treeless plains, when clothed with turf, the amount of the
vegetable mold varies greatly, in some places being but two or three
inches in thickness, while in others, more accessible to moisture and less
exposed to the winds, accumulations of as many feet in depth have been
formed. On the arid Tertiary areas remote from the mountains and away
from the streams, especially in districts open to high prevalent winds,
there is, practically, no formation of humus, although the soil is usually
very fertile.
Many interesting observations concerning other deposits of this character are necessarily omitted here, though often extensive and of great
importance. Alluvial deposits in portions of the district have been
caused by the damming up of the streams by fallen timber or by driftwood, but much more frequently by the retaining action of growing
vegetation in the flood seasons. These latter accumulations are most
abundant, perhaps, in the valley of the Upper Yellowstone River,
though they are represented in parts of the Wind River Valley, and,
markedly, on the tributaries of the Big Horn Rh,er north of the Owl
Creek range, as well as in the v-alley of Burns' Fork, (Uintah Mountains,) and more especially on some of its affiuents. ~mall lakes and
ponds abound in many sections, and it would require a lengthy chapter
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for the description of the characteristic deposits of each, to say nothi"'
of other striking peculiarit,ies. · To allude to some of these in a very
general manner, it will answer the present purpose to divide these minor
bodies of water into three not well-defined classes. In the first division
may be included those lakes and ponds, with outlets, which are constant
or perpetual, i. e., those which retain water throughout the year, however they may fluctuate in level at different seasons. Such basins rarely
receive important deposits of purely vegetable matter, except as drift·
wood, which occasionally accumulates to a certain extent upon the
shores. Leaves and herbaceous stems wil1, however, become mixed with
the alluvium, and thus aid in some slight degree in the formative process,
though the comparativ~ absence of deciduous trees from this region prevents such effects to any considerable extent. Another class of lakes,
those, with or without out,l ets, which become dry during a part of the
year by drainage or evaporation, may be the cause of not unimportant
vegetable-deposits. A single case in point must suffice for Hlustration,
although many might be given from notes taken in the field. About
four miles south of Camp Brown, upon our outward march, on the first
day of July, we encountered, directl~T in the road, a still pond of shallow
water less than half an acre in extent. Around it, upon all sides, the
land surface was exposed to the wind, and consequently mostly barren.
Upon our return, in the middle of September, we rode through a slight
hollow where the pond had been, now completely dry and clothed with
the choicest grass, which was being made into excellent bay for use at
the post. The soil in which it grew was quite rich in humus, the result
of the decay of many previous crops not reaped by the band of man.
The third division embraces the stagnant pools and ponds of various
sizes which are so very abundant in the Yellowstone Basin, though by
no means strictly confined to that region. These are usually productive
of important cumulative results on account of the continual progress of
decomposition, which furnishes abundant food for the growth of many
plants. Accordingly we find these places crowd~d with aquatic forms
of vegetation, which by subsequent decay gives rise to noticeabl~ deposits
of humus.
Nor is this
The very large tracts of country covered by fallen
timber have so influenced the drainage as to form vast swamps in which
the greater portion of the local vegetable products are retained and decomposed. In such places the vegetation is, of course, very luxuriant
and of rapid growth, and it is also of such a character that the annual
contribution of waste material, such as leaves, stems, and fruits, is much
larger than in the drier and more exposed localities. The consequent
accumulations of muck are very great, while to all this must be added
the enhanced decay of the fallen timber itself, resulting from exposure
to conditions brought about by its own prostration, though in many
cases this is retarded by the antiseptic properties of t,he swamp extract,
which only Rerves to increase the bulk of the deposit, however.*
In this connection, the enormous quantity of silicified wood, which is
so commonly distributed in portions of the volcanic series, and which is
now being formed to some extent by geyser action, may be mentioned
in passing as one very prominent example of a vegetable accumulation.
In this case, however, the result is due mainly to the exertion of forces
elsewhere considered, and to the deposition of preservative material
Hot deriYed from the vegetable . kingdom. The process by w.hich this
"It sl;)ould be noted that the dryness of the climate and the nature of the vegation
together exert a retarding infinence upon the decay of the blasted timber, thus adding
greatly to the continuance of the above effects.
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deposit has be.en produced will receive attention in a succeeding chapter, to which the reader is referred for further information upon this
subject. To avoid repetition one or two other formations of minor importance, resulting more or less directl.v from the growth and decay of
plants, but also dependent upon the action of geyt:;ers or hot springs,
will be left for discussion beyond.
III.-DESTRUC'l'lVE ACTION.

So far as Western Wyoming is concerned it does not appear that the
det:;tructive effects of plant-life have been at all commensurate with the
protective and reproductive influence of vegetation. Land-slides in the
mountainous districts are very rare, if we may judge from the absence
of frequent proof of such occurrences. There are many places along
the walls of the calion of North Fork of Stinkingwater River, where
the loose earth and gravel is almost constantly falling down the steeper
slopes, but this bears no resemblance in extent or effect to a real landslide. Even upon the nearly vertical walls of the Grand Canon of the
Yellowstone, wllere pines often grow, there is no evidence of frequent
or extensive changes of this nature. There is, on the contrary, conclusive proof that the roots of the trees often prevent land-slides by binding the soil and the rocks more firmly together.
The destructive element in connection with vegetation is, therefore,
reduced to a small amount. The extensive growth of lichens upon the
rocks, giving them at a little distance an unnatural color, shows that
the disintegration due to their presence is notable, at least, although it
would be difficult to determine the extent of their influence. Large tre(ts,
undermined by the wear of the water upon the banks of streams, cause
consideraule destruction when they fall by tearing up the soil about
their roots, and the effect is produced more generally by the prostration
of timber by the wind.
EFFECTS OF ANIMAL LIFE.
The geological or dynamical action resulting from the life and death
of animals will be treated under three heads, similar in scope to the preceding, dz: 1. Protective effects; 2. Cumulative effects; 3. Destructive
effects.
I.-PROTECTIVE EFFECTS.

Animals exert but little conservative influence in any way, and that
indirectly, but it is, nevertheless, true that some slight preservation of
the surface can be traced to them in this region. To say nothing of the
hard-beaten paths or trails made by the domesticated animals of the
white man and the Indians, game-trails almost without number are to
be seen all over the district wherever the country is not so open as to
allow of the scattering of the animals to feed, and one soon learns to
detect the character of the animals which have made them, from certain
peculiarities in each case. The bison prefers the plains, and the great
weight of his body and its clumsiness compels him to climb the heights
and knolls by a gradual or zigzag course. The elk often passes high up
in the mountains, and the trails made by droves of this animal are quite
direct, but never as steep as the courses often taken by the big-horn, or
mountain-sheep. At first the passage of large droves of animals over
the same course wears the surface, loosening it and causing the dust to
be swept out of the trail. by the wind, but the final result is to leave the
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soil so compact that vegetation will not grow upon the path for many
years afterward. This protects the surface somewhat, especially if the
trails have been made along the edge of a bluff, one above another, as
is so commonly the case with the bison· paths. But this conservation i$
slight compared with the effects produced by another habit of this ani·
mal. All over the wide tract which has been traversed by the bison
within the past fifty years there may be seen circular patches of grass
in greater or less number, often now raised slightly above the surrounding surface in windy sections. Catlin, in his valuable work entitled
"North American Indians," refers to these patches in the lower valley
of the Missouri, and his explanation of their origin is no doubt correct.
Without entering upon a lengthy discussion, it may be remarked that
the bison is fond of wallowing in the mud, and no one can travel far in
the West without meeting with what are there called ~'buffalo-wallows."
These are shallow depressions, bearing some resemblance to the familiar
"bog-wallow" by the roadside in the rural districts, though more nearly
circular or semi-oval in outline. On account of the erratic habits of the
animal large numbers of these depressions will be left, wherever the
herds have rested in a suitable spot, to be filled with water by the rains,
which, by evapora't ion, allows of the growth of grass to fix the soil by
its roots, while the surrounding surface, if parched, as is often the case:
may be degraded by the winds, leaving the grass-plats at a higher level.
H.-CUMULATIVE EFFECTS.

There are very few recent anima] formations of much geological im·
portance to be presented under this head, but there are several interesting and somewhat peculiar deposits of limited extent which deserve a
share of our attention in this place. Next to the barren aspect of the
great plaius produced by the aridity of the climate, there is nothing
which has so much to do with their appearance of utter desolation as
tl1e widespread accq.mulations of the bones of the bison and other animals which have been so recklessly slaughtered for the sake of the sport
of bunting(~) them, or, at best, for the mere value of their hides. Millions upon millions of the skeletons of these animals now lie bleaching
upon the surface, and it is almost certain that very many of them will
become entombed much after the manner of their Eocene ancestors
buried in the deposits of the Bridger group of strata. The present conrlitions for their fossmzation are less favorable than during the Tertiary
period, but many of the bones are already partly or wholly covered by
the drifted sands, or by the growth of vegetation around them, and
many ba ve, no doubt, been transported b,y the streams and buried in
the alluvial deposits.
"Buffalo-chips," as the dried dung of the bison is called, is common as
a thickly-scattered surface-deposit in sections where it has not been
covered by wind-action, though it is scarce along the line of the welltraveled roads, on account of its frequent use as fuel for camp-fires. In
a few localities small deposits of guano exist in crevices in the rocks
not exposed to the action of the rains. Opposite Camp 24, on a short
trioutary of Dry Creek, (\Vind River Plateau,) I noticed in such a crevice
a rich deposit of at least half a bushel. In many places in the Sierra
Shoshone the weathering of the rocks has produced admirable crevices
or fissures for the nests of owls, and frequently the walls of these are
lined with a richly-colored glossy deposit of their excrement, mixed with
the peliets of indigestible material ejected through their throats, according to their habit. Much of this is very resinous and not in the least
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offensive to nose or eye of one who does not know its real character.
In fact, one of the party expressed a desire to taste a portion of it until
informed of its true nature. This very strong resinous odor and quality is rather difficult to explain, except upon the supposition that the
crevices are commonly Rhared by the owls with other birds which feed
upon the seeds of the pines, though it is just possible that it is theresult of secon(lary action, caused by the decomposition of the pine
"needles'' which fall into the crevices and become mixed with the guano.
The beaver may, perhaps, be properly credited with the indirect and
unintentional formation of local deposits of allu \rinm by the damming
of streams, but this effect is more than counterbalanced by its destructive tendencies. A few rather important but not extensive cases of fossilization by immersion in the basins of hot springs were noticed, but
they do not require fuller notice in the present cllapter, as further mention will be made of them in the section devoted to the ge:rsers and hot
springs.
IlL-DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS.

The beaver is probably entitled to take the lead in the work of destruction. These animals are still common in portions of the Yellowstone Park, and elsewhere, but the hand of man is already turned against
them, and their works are, in most places, more numerous than themselves. It is unneceRsar,y to describe these structures or their effects,
for the,y are already videly known. Prairie-dogs and other burrowing
animals are very commonly distributed throughout the region, and their
actions have resulted in more or less destruction to the soil b.v bringing
to the surface deposits of sand, which is scattered by the winds, aud by
injuring the solidit,y of the ground above their burrows. The destruction of vegetation by beavers occasionally has been quite general over
small areas, but usually it has only accomplished a more or less beneficial
thinning out of superfluous growth. Grasshoppers, in some sections,
particularly on the Shoshone Pl~teau, have been instrumental in the
destruction of vegetation to a remarkable degree, at seasons of the year
when such devastation is often detrimental to the life of the plants.
CHEMICAL GEOLOGY.
A large number of interesting details remain to be considered, con •
cerning which a quantity of illustrative material has been gathered, but
which must be very generally treated within the prescribed limits of the
present chapter.. 1\fuch of this material requires careful chemical anal3·sis for its complete elucidation, and this it has been impossible to procure, though the author indulges the hope that opportunity for its elaboration at some time in the future may yield valuable results in a department of geological science which assuredly deserves thoughtful consid·
eration on the part of investigators. In the foregoing pages of the section relating to dynamical geology, very little has been said of the
chemical changes which have taken place in the rocks since their depo·
sition or of the important products which have resulted from chemical
action.
The remainder of this chapter is, therefore, allotted to these subjects,
including also some of the more important effects produced by the action
of the atmosphere. No classification can well be adopted, and the
various effects will be taken up in con\Tenient order without r6gard to
perfect system. In order to partially supply this lack, minor headings,
in italics, are introduced for greater convenience of reference.
H. Ex. 285-12
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WEATHERING OF ROCKS.

It will not be necessary to speak in a detailed manner of tbe c
teristic modes of weathering of the rocks of the various formatious,
there are certain peculiarities in the effects of climatic and other ·
ences upon special layers in some sections, which are of sufficient importance to merit attention .
Ozone in the atmosphere. -Many of the sandstones of the Green River
group of Eocene beds, though white inside, weather reddish upon tbe
exposed surface. The mere presence of iron in this rock seemed. insnf.
ficient to account for the very marked change in color, lmt for sereral
days no clue was obtained toward any more satisfactory solution. While
engaged with Dr. Heizman in some preliminary analyses at our camp
on Little Sandy Hiver, I noticed that blue litmus-paper rapidly redtlened
upon exposure to the air, even when riwistened with ammonia. Dr.
lleizman, then and subsequently, kindly made several t ests for ozone
with iodized starch-paper, and found it abundant. Tllis, then, may
account for the excessive oxidation of many of tile rocks of the Green
River basin. This action is also noticeable in other sections where similar beds are .e xposed, but it seems to be mainl,y confined to the more
compact beds, which, is, perllaps, owing to the fact that the more friable
beds become more rapidly disintegrated and crumble before they can
become colored. This will also explain the otllerwise remarkable fact
that the reddening effect is seen onl,y upon those rocks not very highly
ferruginous, though oxidation has taken place much more extensh'ely in
rocks highly charged with iron. If we seek to account for the presence
of so great an amount of ozone in the atmosphere, it seems probable
that it is due to the strong wind-currents or to some peculiar electrical
condition of the atmosphere not accompanied by sufficient beat to prevent its accumulation.

Concretioncwy structuTB.
It is in the Tertiary rocks especially that the most interesting examples of nodular and concretionary forms may be found .
It would be no easy matter to enumerate the various peculiarities in
the modes of weathering which ba\·e been iudnceu by this structure,
·much less is it possible to describe more than a very few of the leading
varieties, within the narrow limits of this r:;ection. In tlle Bridger group
of beds large quantities of siliceous material are found, sometimes iu
compa~t cherty layers, but often in nodular masses, and frequently in
concretionary forms with concentric or concentring la}·ers. Sometimes
these are lined with minute crystals of quartz, being in effect roughlysllaped geodes; others are little more than the fillings of cavities of
irreguiar form, without separation into bands. Again there will be seeu
a huge concretion, composed of alternatiug layers of sandstone and
intrusiYe chalcedony, the latter partly in ''tears," partly massive or even
crystalline. Very often in arenaceous and marly beds the concretionary
structure appears almost to be entirely induced by the weathering of the
rock, the oxidation of calcareous or ferruginous material giving rise to
more or less concentric bands of color.
In the sub-Tertiary rocks concretions are often common. The Niagara
limestone contains jaspery flakes and "drusy" cavities filled with beautiful agate concretions; clay ironstones, sometimes with plant-fossils, oreur
in the Oret::tceous beds near Gray Bull River and at other points; aud
geodes of ca.lc-spar are abundant iu nearly all of the sedimentary rocks.
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The volcanic rocks are very well supplied with these secondary formations, as instance the botryoidal geodes of the Yellowstone River, mentioned in the last chapter, and the great variety of interesting forms
associated with the masses of silicified wood at Amethyst Mountain, on
the south of the Bast Fork of the Yellowstone. Even the geyser
deposits sometimes take on the concretionary, or, more properly, the
concentric structure.
The principal forms of concre.tipns will be found more fully described
in the chapters relating to stratigraphy, under the heads of the <liff'erent
formations.
lnji1tence of climatic conditions.-In winter the temperature of this
region is severe but steady, and the surface is mostly covered with
snow, which protects it to some extent from the eff'ects of the various
weathering influences. In tlle early spring and late fall the action of
frost, in rending apart the rocks and enlarging the fissures, becomes an
importaut element among the numerous dynamical agents, aud it is
probable that the alternate freezing and thawing which takes place at
these seasons is 'productive of a large part of the weathering effects
which are exhibited upon a scale of great magnitude in many parts of
the district. Positive proof of the workings of this force from actual
observations are wanting, but no one at all familiar with the ordinary
results of such action will be disposed to doubt the propriety of the
above statement when told that tlle ne~essary conditions of thawiug
and freezing are present during a large portion of the year in a higll
degree of intensity. Evidences of the slight moYement of large masses
of rock from the original positions by some force of this nature are Yery
common. Some excellent examples of this action may be seen in the
Wind River ]\fountains, particularly in the neighborhood of the ·nucleus,
though it would be llifficult to name a single rock- exposure in the whole
district where such .effects are not visible. Any person at all familiar
with this process and its results in places in which freezing can take
place only during a small portion of the year, will be prepared to recognize the dynamical importance of this ageut in a country where there
are but few nights, even in summer, during wllieh the temperature does
not fall below 32o Fahrenheit. In the central portion of the Wind River
range the profound chasms have often been choked wi'th immense accumulations of angular granitic bowlders which could never have been
thrown down from positions in the cliff's without the intervention of the
force produced by the expansion of water in a~sumiug the solid condition. Steep cliff's of the Qnebec group and the Niagara dolomite are
almost invariably accompanied by large blocks at their base, which
have thus been forced from their original places. The same features
are observable in jointed exposures of the rocks of all the formations,
but not always to the same extent. In many of the Tertiary rocks, as
well as with some of the members of the metamorphic series and in cer tain argillaceous beds of the intervening formations, the strata are tra Yersed by very numerous joints, which in a measure prevents the accumulation of water in the crevices for the formation of ice, and also leaves
in the talus much less convincing proof of its mode of origin.
In the volcanic conglomerate in a large number of places there are
good-sized cavernous holes, sometimes high above the ground. It is possible that some of these at the bases of cliff's may haYe been formed by
'vave action upon the shores of :Th'Iiocene lakes; but many, and by far
the greater number, have, undoubtedly, been caused:by other agencies.
Not n. few show pretty clearly that they are the result of the action of
freezing water in fissures, which has caused large masses to be dis-
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lodged at the weaker points from time to time without affecting the bulk
of the rock adjoining tile crevices. The alternate expansion and con·
traction of tho rocks by differences of temperature in the days antl the
nigilts is, doubtless, of great consequence as a dynamical agent, although
the· actual effects produced are usnally very difficult to ascertain. No
special facts have been collected which can be offered with entire confidence, but the follow·ing remarks will enable the reader to form some
general idea of the influence which ·these thermic changes must exert
upon the rocks of this section: The difference between the day autl
night temperature (i. e., maximum for day, minimum for night) upon the
plains during the summer months is frequently as much as 300 or 40J,
aucl it often lJecomes as great as 50° during the month of August. Dr.
LiYingstone* reports that the rapid contraction by cooling of rocks in
Africa heated to a temperature of 137° Fahrenheit during the day, was
sufficient to cause the breaking off of masses weighing even two huntired pounds in some instances. It may at least be suggested that this
cause has been instrumental in the weathering of the rocks in the Rocky
:Mountain region to a greater degree than bas generally been supposed,
Bummary.-In general, it may be remarked that the Tertiary roeks
show the effects of erosion and weathering much more clearly and extensively than the earlier rocks. This is due to two things: the greater
acti Yity of the eroding agencies, and the more fragile and soluble nature
of tile later horizontal strata. Another prominent cause is the rather
abundant presence of formative and protective agencies in the moister
mountainous districts, which are almost entirely absent upon the plains.
Again, in the mountains there is greater resistance to the exercise of
mecllanical force, wllile below the chemical action is also increased, so
that, upon the ·whole, the later series is exposed to far greater destructiYe iufiuence, at the same time that its power of resistance is yery small
in proportion to that of the more ancient deposits.
CIIE::\IICAL CHANGES AND PRODUC1'S.

As before stated, a clear and comprehensive elucidation of the important subject of chemical geology cannot be given in these pages, but
the present chapter would be incomplete without some reference to the
more prominent clmnges resulting from chemical action, botll in the
direction of degradation of ancient deposits, and the accumulation of
new formations from their waste. Hitherto, the chemical or physical
processes of solution, condensation, evaporation, and precipitation, have
been scarcely mentioned, in order that their effects might be more sys·
tematically considered in this portion of the report. For the sake of
convenience, rather than from any natural method of arrangement,
these subjects may be taken up in tile order which has just been given.
Solvent action of water.-As water, in its passage over the rocks,
takes from them tbe more solulJle ingredients, its power to effect similar
changes upon the rocks afterward met is more or less modified, according to a variety of circumstances. On this account it will be best for
us to begin at the sources of the streams in the mountains and follow
them down across the plains, that the ascertained results may be more
clearly understood. Chemically speaking, there are two classes of
mountain streams, wllich may be productive of somewhat different
effects in the way of solution of the mineral ingredients of the soil and
*" Zambesi," pp. 492,516.
edition,) p. 376.

Quoted in "Manual of Geology," Jukes & Geikie, (third
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the rocks. To the first group belong those which are the direct products of the melting snows, and which pass off quickly to the plains O\,.er
the surface of the ground. The second division comprises those which
proceed from springs, in which the water has percolated through the
soil, and has become partially saturated with the more soluble substances. In the region of the Rocky Mountains, where snow lies in the
higher ridges almost perpetua1ly, it is seldom possible to separate these
two classes of streams, for very soon they will be found unite<l in tbe
same cllannels. Tllere are, it is true, in the Yellowstone Basin, some
important streams which proceed from spriugs alone; but in nearl,y
e\·ery instance of this klnd, the water passes for many miles over rock
which is practically identical, mineralogically, with the formation in
which the springs occur, so that the observed effects are mnch the same
as in the snow-fed streams, which traverse the same district. A notable and not unimportant exception must be made in the case of the
prominent aqueous products of the geysers and hot springs, which will
receive special attention.
The extensive accumulations of decomposing Yegetable matter in
most of the mountainous districts furnish fa\Torable conditions for the
absorption of carbonic acid by the water, and this bas uo doubt bad
much to do with the excessive erosion which bas taken place in the
limestone exposures, and it may partly account for the general em ~rg
ence of the streams from the mountains through canons cut in the
limestone. The absence of thick accumulations of soil is a ver.v noticeable feature of a large part of the country, and this is due to the solution of the limestone, which is then carried ofl' by the streams. Upon
reaching the plains the waters become saturated \lith the more soluble
mineral ingredients, though in seasons of freshets this may not take
place until the stream bas traversed the open country for a long distance. The water at this stage will contain alkaline carbonates which
will have increased its sol\ent power, and even silioa will be attacked
and dissolved. In the Tertiary rocks there are many cherty bects and
layers of the more soluble forms of silica which thus add their q nota
to the amount. In flood-seasons the banks .of the streams are overflowed, and pools anu small ponds are left in low spots when the current subsides. Rains and melted snow-water pass down through the
credces of the rocks, and the same ingredients are extracted, but witll
less of variety in each case than will be found in running water which
has passed over many different rocks containing a great assortment of
minerals.
S~tbterranean waters.-The presence of limestone-beds in such great
quantity as to form the bulk of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks as
well as the regular but extended tilting of the strata, has produced
fissures and underground passages, since enlarged by the waters, through
which the drainage of the country is now partly effected. When the
streams from these subterra.nean channels reach the surface in limestone
districts, or in places where carbonic acid is forming from the decomposition of carbonates or of organic matter, bubbles of this gas (0 0 2 ) are sent
off in quantity. Springs of this kind exist in many parts of the Yellowstone Basin and in other portions of the volcanic district. Yellow
Water Ureek, a southern tributary of Gray Bull River, originates in a
chalybeate spring which is very highly charged with carbonic acid. The ·
hot springs below Camp Brown also evolve considerable quantities of
this gas. Several cold sulphur-springs issue from the Triassic and other
rocks containing gypsum as a deposit or in process of formation by the
decomposition of pyrites. Near the left bank of the Little Popoagie,
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and also at Camp Brown, thick oil issues from the earth, probably connected in some way with the Cretaceons coal or lignite beds not far distant in either case. Both of these springs are located within or near
a promiuent fold involving the Subtertiary strata. At our camp on
Svring Creek, at the southern base of the Owl Creek range, several
spriugs of bitter "alkali" water aff<..;rded the only means of quenching
thirst. Sour Creek entering the Yellowstone above the falls, from
the right bank, Warm Spring Creek, nearly opposite, and all the prominent streams of the geyser basins, are highly charged with mineral
ingredients held in solution, largely the result of the action of subterranean waters.
As might be inferred from the horizontal disposition of the Tertiary
strata, and from their extensive erosion into buttes and benches, spriugs
are seldom or never present over the area occupied by them, except in
cases in ·which they may originate in other formations and reach the
surface through the Tertiary beds.
The most important and extended results of the action of underground
water are exhibited in those sections where heat bas accompanied its
movements, as in the geysers and hot springs of the National Park
"hich fall to be described in a subsequent portion of this work.
Results of condensation and evaporation.-In the Tertiary districts the
surcharged streams, and particularly the stagnant pools produced by
the overflow, soon become condensed by the heat of the sun and the
drying action of the wino. In soHs which are not argillaceous, or in
those which are covered with turf, this results iu the production of a
sirupy saline liquid, and finally, if the evaporation be sufficiently extended, the so-called "alkali" deposit is formed. In clays the evaporation is retarded and chemical changes doubtless take place continually. If the saline accumulation be excessive, or if the. evaporation be
insufficient to dry the clay, a bog or slough is the result, and these are
commonly known as "alkali bogs" and ''alkali holes." Along the
edges of the streams and upon the overflowed grass after the receding
of the waters, a deposit is formed which is usually reddish or brown at
first, from the presence of iron, becoming white or grayish upon exposure to the air and drying. This is usually called "alkali,'' altl10ugh
it frequently contains scarcely a trace of potassa or soda. A specimen
of this deposit gathered by myself on ,June 20, 1873, from a fresh accumulation on Little Sandy Ri,Ter, was qualitatively analyzed the samPday by Dr. Heizman and myself with the following result:
Alumina, very abundant.
:Magnesia, in considerable quantity.
Lime, in small quantity.
Iron, small amount.
Carbonic acid, considerable.
Sulphuric acid, very abundant.
In a peculiarly weathered concretion exposed in a bluff or butte nenr
the same locality a quantity of siliceous marl was inclosed by a deposition of chalcedony in " tears." An analysis of the marl yielded :
.Alumina, in considerable quantity.
:Magnesia, in considerable quantity.
J,ime, abundant.
Iron, small amount.
Silica, basis of the marly deposit.
Oarbonic acid, in considerable quantity.
Sulphuric acid, in considerable quantity.
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The very large quantities of" alkali" which exist so widely over the
plains as an efflorescent deposit have .probably been formed by the
evaporation of former extensive lakes and ponds I eft over the Tertiary
basins by the draining of the ancient lakes which once covered the
whole area. Some of these deposits are of great thickness, but none
worthy of more special notice were met upon our line of march. The
same process is in operation at present, as described above, but theresults are small when compared with what was accomplished in ancient
times, beC'.ause the streams now carry off the greater portion of the soluble material. In these old ponds ::~lso are found the readily soluble ingredients as well as those which are sparingly soluble, while the streams
lea-ve behind only the substances which are not so easily held in solu~on.
·
The various deposits of the hot springs and geysers to be hereinafter
described might properly be discussed under this head were it not more
convenient to consider them in a chapter by themselves.
Precipitation.-The only prominent example of undoubted precipitation occurring in a natural aqueous solution along our line of mareh
was noticed in a portion of Yellow Water Ureek.* The water is slightly
alkaline, and contains or receives a large amount of iron from an orebed near its source. Much of the iron is precipitated as ferric hydrate,
(Fez 0 3 , Hz 0.) This settles to the bottom, but it entangles carbonic
acid which struggles, as it w.ere, to free itself, thus lifting the precipitated mass toward the surface a little way. A few rods below, the water
becomes clear and more palatable, from which it would seem that the
iron had by this time exhausted the alkaliue principle so that the precipitation can ItO longer take place. This phenomenon is very interesting· and quite remarkable.
Nothing bnt the absolute necessity of completing this report within
the allotted time has compelled the omission of not a little in the way
of facts bearing upon the important subjects of this chapter. An endeavor has been made, however, to introduce those facts· and obsen·ations of the writer which are of the greateRt interest, and such as will
most aid in connecting together the Reveral parts of the report in a harmonions whole.
*Precipitation occurs commonly in regions of hot.spriugs and geysers also, but this
subject will receive more attention beyond.
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NOTE EXPLANATORY OF ']HE COLORED GEOLOGICAL MAP.
The general distribution of the various geological formations in West.
ern Wyoming is sufficiently indicated by the coloring upon the accom·
panying map, specimens of the tints being separately given with their
proper numbers.
It should be remarked that the author lays no claim to strict accuracy in the delineation of outcrops, a task which it is manifestly impossible to accomplish, unaided, in a single season. Believing that such a
map, however imperfect in minor details, will serve as an aid in the
more complete understanding of the text of this report, and cberishiug
the hope that it may hereafter prO\""e of some slight value as a guide for
future laborers in this field, it is offered as an exponent of the geology
of this region with the conviction that it is as nearly correct in its main
features as it is possible to make it without more extended research.
In fact it is just such a map as the author would use as a basis of oper·
ations if he were again to enter the same field.
As far as possible the introduction of conjectural material bas been
aYoided, but in most cases it will be fair to consider that the number of
known facts is in inverse ratio to the distance from the trail of O;tptaiu
Jones's party. In some cases the map of Dr. Hayden, accompanying his
report to Capta:in Raynolds, bas been followed outside of the limits of
this reconnaissance upon the northeast. Prospective maps from competent authorities will doubtless soon render possible quite accurate
delineation of the prominent features in the west and south of the district. For this reason the former area bas been left uncolored, and the
structure of the latter bas been but roughly designated.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSES 01<, RIVER AND SPRING WATERS, SPRING DEPOSITS, E'l'C.-THERAPEU'l'ICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

SIR : I have the honor to submit the following report of analyses of
spring and stream waters, &c., examined en route during the summer of
1873 to and from the headwaters of the Yellowstone River through
North western Wyoming Territory, together with general observations
of the medicinal qualities of the springs within the section known as the
National Park.
As a thorough description of the trails and surrounding country will
be included in the topographical and geological reports of the expedition under your charge, I confine myself to allusions to the former in
localizing waters, and advise references to the latter for particular geological features, instead of incorporating in the report a reiterated account of the route. The date and number of the camp, therefore, will
serve to fix the geographical position of streams and springs as well as
to guide to the correct appreciation of the natural relations. :Moreover,
the thermometrical record, wbicll is of the greatest import in the proper
estimation of the medicinal value of a water, will be found very incomplete; this on account of the desultory character of observations, necessitated always in a comparatively new and unexplored country. However, the meteorological report of thjs expedition can be consulted, but
it must be remembered that careful readings of instruments for a day
or a month in one place are now-a-days deemed insufficient for a strict
understanding of climate and its influences. Reference can also be
made to the excellent reports and tabulated statements of Dr. A. C.
Peale in Haydeu's Report,s of the U uited States Geological Survey for
1871 and 1872.
In consequence, and to make easy by a connected account, I have
adopted the field system, a recital of observations and notes day after
day. A few general quantitative analyses, however, subsequently made,
are thougllt necessary to be incorporated in the body of the report.
After our return, I found in Hayden's Report for 1872 analyses of deposits which cover a great deal of the ground of the Yellowstone Basin,
and you will find, therefore, that I have only noticed such as have some
special relation to a water or have not been analyzed before.
Our journey from Fort Bridger, through South Pass, to Camp Stambaugh, (June J2 to June 24,) over one of the well-worn overland emigrant-routes, crossed the eastern section of the Green River Basin,
which is mainly traversed by Green River and five of its branches.
All of these streams were greatly swollen and they impeded our progress,
particularly the Sandys, whose origin is in the foot-hills of the Wind
River .M:ountains, and which, then \iolent torrents, in September following had an insignificant flow. The water of these streams at neither
period is acid nor alkaline, though bitter to the taste, and causing a
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burning sensation to the skin. One fluid-ounce of the water of the Little Sandy contained in suspension one-half grain of sand, ctll of which
deposited one llour after standing. The reactions of the clear water
showed only the presence of magnesia and sulphuric acid. A bit of the
so-called "alkali dust," a white or grayish deposit taken from the banks
of this stream, contained lime, magnesia, iron, alumina., sulphuric and
carbonic acid, and silica.
Here (June 21) was first noticed a peculiar behavior of the blue litmus-paper used in testing, that of showing after immersion and short
exposure to the air an acid reaction; even after wetted with ammoniawater it turned red after a few seconds free · exposure.
Ozone papers became of a deep brown color in a few hours, and thus
accounted for the phenomenon, which was verified afterward ::tt Camp
Stambaugh, and the higher localities of the route, before et1tering the
Yellowstone Valley.
The waters of the Sweetwater, (June 23,) of the streams supplying,
and those about Camp Stambaugh, (June 24, July 1,) viz, Beaver, Twin
Creek, Little and Big Popo-agie, at this season, and at the points crossed~
were pure mountain-streams, exhibiting uo reaction though they carried
different amounts of sand. Iu contrast the valley (5,560 feet above sealevel) of the Little Wind River furnished novelties, a .1d I think my
regret on leaving it was shared by all of the members of the expedition.
The abundance of material for the geologist, botanist, and meteorologist in it makes it a desirable point for their work ; and I have no doubt
of its possessing advantages for study and discovery for the medical
hydrologist, excluding the sources already known there-one large sulplmreted lime, (sulphuric calcique,) ~everal cold. sulphurous springs,
and one carbureted and oil spring-l>ut including its mild and invariable
climate of summer, (mean average temperature for J nly, August, and
September, 1873, 620,) and its beautiful surroundings.
The sulphureted-lime spring, two and a half miles from Camp Brown
and near the bed of Little Wind River, into which its water flows in a
not insignificant stream, is elliptical shaped, (315 feet and 250 feet diameters,) neutral, and contains free carbonic acid, (abundant,) sulphuric
acid gas, lime, magnesia, soda, sulphates, chlorides.
Its deposit, hard, stratified, yellowish, contains iime and magnesia
carbonates, some chlorine, and a little (not deposited) silica.
The waters, used for bathing only, have the reputation of curing
rheumatism and some skin-diseases, and are similar in composition and
effects to Aix-les-Bains, (Savoy.*) Even a short stay in them for the
first time makes one weak, dizzy, and nauseated; afterward, however,
after a sensation of depression (rapid beating of the heart) there occur
agreeable feelings of cleanliness and st.rength with mild thirst. The
following observations of temperature, taken by Dr. Thomas G. Maghee,
United States Army, are interesting:
"Vide Barrault, Eaux Miuerales.
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1874.
March 18 .....
March 19 .....
March 20 .....
March21 ..•..
March22 .....
Mal'Ch23 .....
March 24 ...•.
March 25 .....
March 26 ...
March 27 .....
March 28 .....
March29 ..•..
March 30 .....
March 31 .....
April!. ......
April2 .......

16. I
13.33
24.33
18.00
24.33
29.66
32.00
35.33
31.66
36.3:1
27.33
27.33
25.33
23. 3~
30.00
36.33
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106.8
104
107
107. 8
106.4
107.2
106.4
106
107.6
109.9
103.6
106.2
106
107.1
108.6
107.2

109
106
108.8
109
109.4
109.8
108.9
107.2
108.1
110.1
106
109.4
107.5
109
110. 4
109. 4
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1874.
April 3 .....
April 4 .....
April 5 .....
April 6 .....
April 7 .....
April 8 ......
April 9 .....
April10 .....
April11. ....
April12 .....
April13 .....
Apri114 .....
Aprill5 .....
April16 .....
April17 .....

35.66
3~. 66
29. :l3
24.00
3::!. 33
38.66
40.33
44.33
15.66
43.33
38.00
:34.66
30.00
32. 3:{
28.00
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Temperature of the Hot
Springs, in degrees
Fahrenheit.
cenAt the shore. In the
ter.

107.2
104.2
105.4
108.8
108.4
106.9
108.4
109.1
107.1
10l.1
97.2
104.6
105
105.1
107.6

109.1
106.2
108
109. 9
110.1
108.5
110
110.3
IC9. 2
102.4
99.5
106.8
107.5
10G.1
109.2

~he cold sulphurous springs arise from the base of the foot-hills of the
mountains, abont six miles from Camp Brown. One, (Tesson's)-temperature 500-blackish brown deposit, contains lime, magnesia, carbonates, chlorides, sulphates, and abundant sulphureted hydrogen. Doctor
l\Iaghee writes that he found its water to be diuretic and mildly laxative.
T e carbureted oil-spring about one mile from the camp is remarkable only for its oil and great amount of asphalt making up its shores.
vYith the gases-sulplmreted hydrogen and carbureted hydrogen (~)
rising from its sandy bottom -(water two feet deep) spring up to tLe
surface plenty of oil-globules, which, floating, are blown ashore, and
there become a hard asphalt after some time. The oil, taken as it arises,
after evaporation of tpe water, loses on burntng exactly 90 per cent.
The water, I think, possesses no interest in a therapeutical point of
view, as the bathing or drinking facilities are small, it being constantly
filled with tho rising globules of oil.
After leaving the Little \Vind River Valley and croRsing Sage Creek,
(Camp20) Wind River, (21 and 22,) and Dry Creek, (23,) all of no noticeable
interest, we passed over the Owl Creekl\iountains, which were remarkable
for the scarcity of springs and water-courses. One spring, (Camp 25,)
the only one ou our route over, gave very little water, very hard, and
intensely disagreeable to the taste. The water of the Beaver, (28,) a
small stream, and Grey Bull, (29,) possessed nothing worthy of note, but
a series of little springs were found a few miles south of the latter river,
which form a creek (Yeliowwater of the Indians) flowing into it. Their
sides and bottoms were of deep yellow; their water contained an abundance of iron, some lime, magnesia, sulphuric acid, sulphurets, and carbonic acid combined and disengaged-were neutral, and of 50° temperature. The exterior of their deposit (carbonate of iron) became, after
short exposure to the air and light, a wllite impalpable powder.
Camp 30, July 24, was made on a small stream flowing into the Stinkingwater, and formed by a large number of mountain-springs, with a
temperature of 500 (air 700) neutral and containing lime, magnesia,
sulphuric and carbonic acids. The deposit of these, tasteless, was scant,
white, and reacted for carbonic acid and hyposulpburic acid.
Camp 32, July 26, was made on the Stinkingwater, near which we
found a large spring raised two or three feet above the ground, with an
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abundant flow of a blackish water of great specific gravity, of strong
sulphurous smell, (temperature 560; of air, 750,) and depositing black.
The water contained soda, sulphates, and sulphides. The deposit was
made up of sulphur and hyposulphite of soda. As we approached the
river, by Cretaceous bluffs, an odor of sulphuretted hydrogen became
<listinctly perceptible in the air, observable several miles away. A
number of extinct springs occur here, but the existence of numerous
active ones near, besides the last mentioned, was indubitable. The Indians stated that many large similar ones could be found at the junction
of the forks, about twenty miles east of our trail.
The river, North Fork, which we ascended July 26, August 2, was
fed by many pure mountain-streams, flowing abunLlantly from both the
north and south. These often consisted of a succession of falls, sometimes of 100 feet, over the volcanic sides of the canon; most of them,
however, were furious torrents, over steep inclines, broken by great
masses of rock.
At the headwaters, where the sources were attainable, the temperature of these wa~ found to be invariably 5oo, (air 71o to soo.) They
were pure, or nearly pure, as they exhibited no reaction. The water of
one spring, 100 feet beneath the top of the pass over the mountains into
the Yellowstone Valley, gushed from a hole in the perpendicular rock
and made a perfect fall of 20 feet before reaching its first flowing surface.
The pass into the Yellowstone Basin, August 2. At no time or point
of our subsequent trail within the Yellowstone region was spread out
for us a more complete or effective view of it than here in the Sierra
Shoshonee Mountains. Sufficiently above timber-line to meet with no
obstruction, we in wonderment looked upon the great placid lake
glimmering in the sun, imbedded in ridg~s, among bald peaks and timbered hills; a great flowered lawn here, a dense forest there. A large
ascending mass of steam marked the Firehole section; others, smaller,
the localities of less thermal activity; the course, entrance, and exit
of the river, the whole water-shed of the valley as an amphitheater;
the scene backed by the Teton range, with its sharp-cut and jagged
contour, the three sisters of which l:ltood out grandly in the clear sky.
Nor was our curiosity less gratified when, after a slight descent, we
camped (37) (9,000 feet) on a decline whose beautiful clumps of pine and
spruce, running streams, and plots variegated by flowers, were suggestive of a cultivated park. Around us buried in the woods we discovered a number of circular springs, 10 to 15 feet in diameter, each on a
small terrace. The water of these (temperature 370-4:20) was clear and
limpid, revealing a soft grayish bottom pierced here and there by little
round holes from which bubbles of gas ascended at intervals of one
minute exactly. It showed no reaction of any kind, while -the gas collected was suspected to be sulphurous-acid gas, on account of its bleaching litmus paper. Tests for carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen
were frequently but fruitlessly applied. These springs were remark·
able because of being sui generis, none anologou:s having been found
afterward in the other hiUs or the valleys of this region. What relation they bear to the thermal springs immediately below them (Turbid
Lake) could not be discovered either by their deposits ur contents in
solution. Their outlets gave egress to a small quantity of water, which
soon joins the larger streams from the melting snows of the summit.
Turbid Lake is an instance of a class of many thermal foci, others
existing near Orange Creek, shores of Yellowstone Lake, west l:lide of
Yellowstone River, &c., though the surface involved and degree of
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activity differ in all. A common reservoir for two mountain-streams
and innumerable bot springs, it supplies a good stream to the lake. Its
clay-colored surface was in constant agitation by the bubbling gases,
carbonic acid, and sulphureted hydrogen; its temperature near the shore
varied whether taken near the entrance of a hot stream or not, though
only a few degrees, the lowest being 60° , highest 70°. Reactions were
obtained for iron, alumina, magnesia, sulphates, and sulphides.
The shore of this pond presented, as compared with that of the others
to be mentioned, a diminut,ive representation of the activity of its class.
A scaly surface, almost 100 feet wide, was broken by countless springs
of all shapes and sizes, temperatures, contents, and deposits, from the
emission of a fine puff of steam, or little bubble, to a spring a few feet
in diameter, varying from 660 to 192°, sometimes two within six inches
of each other differing 20° to 300, anil containing in different proportions lime, magnesia, iron, and alumina, sulpbates, chlorides, sulphides,
and silica. Indeed, some of the waters tested failed to show the presence
of lime or iron, aud alumina. Their deposits or surfaces about them, in
all cases brilliantly colorerl, were as various; green, ( Gonfervoidea,) yellow,
red, or white prominently; and the forms of them were as many as the
colors, dry scaly layers, glazed viscous precipitates, and villous or nod uled
masses. The last, for the most part, consisted of a green base covered
with white fungiform protuberances, the manner of the formation of
which I could at no time suspect.
A little southeast of the lake, but in the same class, were a number of
larger springs than those immediately about it, whose waters flow into
it, and two mud-craters in some way connected with it. On the rim of
its barren shore, unusually near timber and grass, was a circular hole
20 feet in diameter, borrlers clean cut, filled to within 12- feet of its top
with a steaming, bubbling, and thudding mass of seemingly plastic and
drab-colored mud, (184°.) It bad no visible outlet, but its relatinn to the
common reservoir of the surrounding springs may be guessed from the
fact of tbe hollow-sounding surface 25 feet above it, which was broken
by small orifices, puffing steam, lined with sulphur crystals. At times, or
spasmodically, the mud in the middle of this bole was thrown a foot
above the level surfac~; and strewn on the ground near its border was
found a number of chunks of sulphur which is nearly pure, being nearly
all soluble in benzole. A specimen of this mud contained iron, alumina,
lime, (apparently in small quantity,) magnesia, sulphates, hyposulpbites, and sulphur.
The companion of this mud-spring, south of it, differed from it in no
respect except by being smalier and puffing like a steam-engine.
Three water springs of large size were found on the banks and in the
bottom of one of the mountain streams running into Turbid Lake. One
of these was remarkable aud curious in its violent ejection of hot water
3 to 5 feet from the midst of a cold, rapid stream. The others (18001820) gave large flows to the creek from slightly-elevated banks, but
from the enormous mass of deposit (some nearly pure sulphur) about
tltem I think they will soon become extinct.
The banks of Pelican Creek, which we followed to its mouth to Camp
38, presented for the most part very little of importance until a few
miles from its entrance into the lake, where were found remains of
extinct springs and a collection of active sources in many respects
peculiar.
From a high, large, red bank, flowed into the creek two hot streams
beginning in little springs, (average 124°,) depositing the same noduled
masses as some waters at Turbid Lake. One, after flowing a few feet,
1
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disappeared through a ~mall bole in the bank and re-appeared 70 paces
below, when it continued openly its course to the river. Although a
few of these springs steamed and gave off the odor of sulphureted
hydrogen, none bubbled carbonic acid. Curiously, the red bank contained carbonate of iron. The Indians with us used its material for
pigment to ornament themselves and horses. It is of mixed consistency, color, and texture; portions being soft and oily to the touch,
others hard and jrrefragable; from dar~ to light red, with purple and
brown intermixed; compact or loose; and these differences not owing
to the depth from which taken. It is partially soluble in watel, (chlorides of lime and magnesia,) partially in acids, (carbonates of iron and
lime.) A. portion of the hardest intermixed with white, contained:
Silica, 70 per cent.; iron, 29.54 per cent.; lime, .13, with traces of magnesia. The hard white nouuled ·deposit from the !Jed of the flowing
spring, a few feet from its source, lost on ignition 9.50 per cent. and
contained 75.55 of silica, with iron and alumina, lime and magnesia.
A. soft green, white, and brown granular specimen, taken from a spring
near this, lost on ignition 11 per cent. and contained 83 of silica and
other similar contents. The waters contained iron and alumina, magnesia, sulphates, and chlorides.
Here in one of the average (124°) springs animal life was active.
Between the mouth of Pelican Oreek and Steamy Point, on the shore
of the lal{e, is a chain of springs (100°-1920) some steaming. most of
them with lead-colored deposit and water, all bulJlJling carlJonic acid,
and only some sulphureted hydrogen. In one I noticed the gases rising
from small holes similar to those of the springs at Camp 37, and from
the top of little cones in its bottom. One, (106° ,) the largest, and like
Turbid Lake a reservoir, bubbled along its shore, while its hanks were
filled like it with small active, and remains of small extinct springs.
One, 20 feet from the last, 3 feet in diameter, temperature 120°, lead-colored
ueposit, reacted for sulphureted hydrogen, iron, alumina, and soda,
sulphides, sulphates, and byposulphites, and became very acid after
standing four hours.
Nearer Steamy Point another like series of springs around a bubbling
pond (760) exists. Steamy Point, covered with large vegetaule growth,
contained a small number of springs, (1840-1920,) all bubbling violently,
and a few boles in the side of a rocky bank, from which issued jets of
steam, but little water, depositing a yellowish-brown on the surface. At
times, irregularly, the puffing steam was more violent than at others.
The ground about these was insecure, as about the mud-springs. The
watel' of one spring, (l 920,) lead-colored and slightly acid, (specific
gravity great,) contained lime, iron, and alumina, sulphur, sulpilates,
and hyposulpbites. Its smooth, convex bank, 1-rr feet deep, was composed of a soft, green, amorphous deposit, which, after having lost
mJst of its water by long keeping, and breaking down into a tiry powder,
lost on ignition 9.01 per cent. and contained a large quantity of silica,
some sulphur, and the same constituents as the water, excepting the
hyposul phi tes.
From Camp 38 we followed the course of the river, east side, dmrnstream, through thiek timber and by pure springs, and over beautiful
streams (42°) flowing into the river. En 'route were passed many sulphurous sprjngs also. A.t Camp 39, which was opposite the head of
the canon, were numerous extinct and active springs, the latter materially aiding in the formation of a clear, rapid stream, (70o,) which was
very acid and astringent, depositing reddish yellow, and running by a
great mound-shaped bank containing both the active and extinct springs.
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Its water, taken from below all its sources, contained only iron anll
alumina, sulpllates and chlorides. It is formed by several groups of
springs about Camp 39, closely allied, judging by the great preyalence
in all of iron and alum. Two springs in one set north of us, (156°
and 158°,) each 4 or 5 feet in diameter, muddy bubbling contents, with
no outlet visible, emitting a strong odor of sulpllureted hydrogen, and
ejecting with it sulphurous-acid gas, contained lime, iron, aud alumina,
magnesia, sulphates, sulphides, chlorides, and hyposulphites. They are
surrounded by countless springs and mud-Yents of all temperatures;
the contents of one of the latter, a very large one, are colored like molasses, and have in agitation a curious intermittent thudding sound.
Of the others, the shades are as various as their temperatures, black
mud and lead, light and deep green, colorless, &c. Six of those with
light green water, (880-100o,) having an outlet, and very acid, gave
only reactions for iron, alumina, magnesia, (al)Undant,) sulpbates,
sulphides, (slightly.) 'rwo in the same group had water, blackish,
(deposit; drab-green,) boiling (170°) and bubbling so violently in deep
oblique boles as to be thrown out in great waves, slightly acid, and
containing iron and alumina, sulphates, and sulphides. The sulphur
was hardly appreciable after the water was taken out, but together
with byposulphites was deposited in great quantit.y.
Another group, separated from the last by a small ridge :filled with
the remains of springs and apparent geysers, possessed not so many
springs but all of the same kind excepting one, (1400,) which ltad a colorless water, more acid than any tested, and contained iron, alumina,
sulphates, and sulphides, (slightly).
All of these springs tested emitted sulpbureted hydrogen, (some
steam and sulphurous-acid gas,) the deeper-colored the greater quantity, but none evolYed carbonic-acid gas. The deposits of all contained
silica in Yarious though small proportions.
Sparsely scattered along the east bank of the river at the bottom of
the calion there are some small springs, pouring their water directly into
the river. Sulpbureted hydrogen was freely emitted from all, carbonicacid gas from only a few. Their salts were the same and as differing
as those of the springs at Camp 39 and on Turbid Lake. One, however,
was remarkable in being something like a geyser in its action, that of
ejecting five feet transversely through the air and directly into the river
a thin stream from the top of a conical eminence.
August 10-0amp 40.-We found a number of springs on the bank of
Orange Creek, which where we crossed bad a fine appearance, flowing
rapidly between rocky and timbered hills, over a bright orange, siliceou.s
bottom, though its valley is redolent with odors of sulphurous gases.
All of these differed in temperature; two of the largest, within a few
feet of each other, were of 1700 and 1960. The :first (green-yellow· deposit) sending a blackish water into the stream, coutained iron and alumina, lime, sulphates, hyposulphites and sulphides, and silica~ which last
deposited in enormous quantities.
The largest and most numerous steam-jets we saw in the Yellowstone
region were found here, in a gap giving egress to a small stream arising
from them and flowing from the south into one of the forks of Orange
Creek. Its sides and bottom, of deep-red and yellow, included about 50
acres and were .tilled with hundreds of steam-jets, but contained ouly a few
small boles bubbling hot water. Over the greater portion of its surface
the ground was very insecure, often breaking under the tread and exposing soft sulphur crystals, from the midst of which issued a new jet. Hard
chips of sulphur, in very great quantities, are strewn about. Scattered
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in this gorge on firm foundation were rocks of all sizes, some 50 feet
high, from beneath most of which violently puffed steam which deposited on the roofs sulphur crystals. There were two very large vents,
whose action could be heard a great distance, that of throwing columns
of steam from caverns half-way up the declivity, 200 feet into the air.
These, together with a few others not so large, emitted small, clear
streams with variegated deposits, which united to form the main one
through the gap. Water taken about 20 yards from the greatest jet, as
near as one dared to venture, had a temperature of 14JP, while the temperature of the steam issuing from the smaller and accessible vents
was 19GO; of the air 59°. It contained iron and alumina, magnesia,
probably, and sulphates.
Six miles from Camp 40 on our trail was found a group of springs in
a ravine the upper half of which was filled with extinct springs, where
the water flowing through it was potable, the lower half with active
sources greatly acidifying it. These were (contents, depo 'its, &c.) exactly like the last-mentioned. Farther on another group similar to that
about Turbid Lake exists. A large central pond, water 100°, with an
outlet giving a considerable flow toward a small creek, is surrounded
by many small, clear, bubbling springs with nearly the same variety of
temperature (860-J500) and with the same deposits. Near it is a mudhole (40 by 25 feet) in violent agitation, so much so that the mud iu its
center is sometimes thrown 2 to 3 feet in the air-great waves of mud
being thrown with considerable force against and over its sides-but in
other respects having the same characteristics as those at Turbid Lake.
No waters of importance were met with during our journey over the
high divide to the East Fork of the Yellowstone River from the camp
on which we visited the celebrated Hot Springs at Gardiner's River.
The region about the East Fork of the latter river is one of great beau·
ty. The hills are broken by the stream, which nearly the whole distance
to its mouth runs tllrough cafions and over precipices, making fine falls
constantly exposing their stn1eture of volcanic rock, basalt, and trachyte, topped by columnar ridges of metamorphic limestone; the falls
and rapids alternate in quick succession and give life to the seene. As
we approached the mouth of this fork the Great Hot Springs appeared
on the west side of the river itself, several miles away, as an enormous
dirty-white projection from between two hills, looking like the slag-pile
of a giant furnace. Indeed, one's impression is unsatisfactory even after
crossing the ri\er at a point facing the springs, and admiration only
arises when standing almost at the foot of the great mass of terraces,
basins, and cascades.
GREAT HOT SPRINGS, GARDINER'S RIVER.

As these springs have been described and mapped several times as
well as a few days' sojourn in their locality permitted-for there is still
a great deal of untouched material of all kinds to be observed and examined-I confine myself to a few general remarks.
Each basin is perfect, excluding such as are in a state of forming,
composed of crystal-covered walls, from 6 inches to 6 feet higll; its
sides in columns and consequently its rim scalloped, 1 inch to 5 inches
thick; its depth varies 1 inch to 3 feet, its length or breadth from 4 feet
to 12 feet. Sometimes its material is snow-white, (when it has just been
deprived of water-supply,) at others grayish, (extinct sometimes,) at others brilliant brown or yellow with green-trimmed edges, (wllen it contains
water to its rim, which is. either constantly supplied from a main source
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abo\e, or, if this is cut off, percolates from others in its ·dcinity, probably through its own bottom, signifying, I think, early extinction.)
The deposit on tlwir bottoms is as multiform as the whole system of
crystalization. A thin sheet of pure white, looking like rice-paper and
breaking to the touch, is very abundant; little wllite spheres l to~ inch
in diameter, with one small opening, their exterior rough, somewhat1ike
a mulberry, interior smooth-also very fragile-exist in all, and in some
cover ~ompletely and form the bottom. ~!any tubs are filled with coralloid crystals springing from the bottom and branclling like trees or
spreading over the surface in all conceivable shapes. In one basin I
observed, attached to a beautiful sandy bottom, an abundant, very thin
gelatinous growth 3 inches high, shaped like a mushroom, and of the
same bright yellow color as the oscillating silky substance fouml more
frequently. The white deposits are sheets of lime, (mainly,) rapidly precipitated, beneath which become entangled bubbles of rising gas which
slowly molded the sphflres. Other forms are accounted for by crystalization and deposit of the contents of the water, sometimes modifie<l by
intermixture, with minute organic matter, or even by the presence of
large growth, as twigs and lea-ves blown into a basin.
The colors of tlle granular contents of many bottoms diff~r -wonderfully; white, violet, pink, flesh-color, brown, red, green, yellow, &c. As
noticed by observers before, the basin temperatures were curious, often
those of two lying together differing 30° to 40°, and the cohler, though,
in general, not always the farthest removed from its source. Of these
the lowest I took was 70°, the highest 144P, with all shades between.
Between basins are smooth covered slopes, which contribute mostly to
the general cascade appearance. They are nearly pure white when the
water is falling over them. Their structure is as various and as wonderful as that of the basins-generally small radiating crystals giving
the mass an asbestos-look, (when the water flows over it from basin to
basin;) sometimes a smooth surface becomes rugose b.v ripples coursing
in all directions, (abundant specimens among the extinct springs;)
sometimes the exterior is shaped like scales overlapping each othermailed. Often these slopes terminate abruptly without connecting with
a basin below or with a more horizontal surface; their under surface,
then, is composed of small, many-colored stalactites, finely fringed, and
having the appearance of wings, feathered horns, &c. Sections of level
floor have the same structure, forms, colors, &c., but are thicker and
have larger stalactites beneath. The temperatures of the sources taken
last year do not differ materially from tlwse tabulated by Dr. A. C.
Peale, (Hayden's report for 1872,) excepting one, which we succeeded,
after considerable trouble, in taking at the center where the water was
violently agitated and thrown a foot or more high, (No. 22, 9th terrace of Peale) ;-it was •found to be then 16-JP. All of the springs on
all of the terraces evolved carbonic-acid gas, sulphureted hydrogen,
and vapor, all in d1fferent proportions. The water of one little spring,
on the 12th terrace, (1500,) alum taste and acid, contained silica, lime,
magnesia, iron, alumina, carbonates, (slight,) snlpbates, sulphides, and
chlorides. The water of the springs (13th terrace) flowing from geyserlike tubes on the largest mound contained silica, lime, iron, carbonates,
chlorides, an<l sulphides. There was no spouting, during our stay, from
any of these, as witnessed b_y Peale in 1871, although now and then a
rumbling sound from beneath the monncl or the more violent gurgling
of one or two sources seemed to threaten such an eruption.
A deposit, yellowish-green, scraped from the surface of one of these
mound-springs, nearly all soluble in water, contained very little silica,
H. E:s:. 285--13
,
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iron and alumina, lime and magnesia, carbonates, hyposulphites, snlphates and sulphides. The white deposit of extinct springs near the
"Liberty Cap" reacted for carbonic acid (very abundant) and lime, with
a trace of iron and very little silica.
A pure white deposit (powder) of one of the springs on the 11th terrace contained lime and magnesia, carbcnates, trace of iron, trace of
sulphur, and very little silica.
August 23-0amp 44.-Before reaching this point a camp was made on
Cascade Creek, which is of no special interest outside of its beautiful
fall into the Yellowstone Ri\er. Leaving it and the falls of the river,
we passed the locality named :i\lnd Volcanoes, where were a number of
springs of the same class as and similar to Turbid Lake. Here, flowing
into the river, is a small creek, (Alum~) which we followed to near its
source in the little divide between the Yellowstone and the Madison,
(Firehole.) All along its banks were hundreds of boi~ing and bubbling
springs and remains of extinct ones, all of which may be classed witll
the last, although there is a greater profusion of clear alum-springs
evolving only sulphureted hydrogen, intermixed with the others, tllan
elsewhere. One, near the head of the stream, was for the most part
walled (6 feet high) by its deposit on small timber, which, partially silicified, gave it the shape of a yellowish-brown snaggy cone. Although
not exactly like a geyser, it neYertheless threw constantly its water (1940)
with great violence against its sides aucl 8 feet into the air. It contained
lime, iron, alumina, magnesia, sulphides~ snlphates, and chlorides, and
evolved no carbonic acid but sulphureted hydrogen. All of the springs
surrounding it, very numerous and close together, evolved carbonic-acid
gas, but, strangely, some of them only it and sulphureted hydrogen.
The creek above, besides being supplied by many small springs (100°1800) on its banks, contains in its bed many bubbling carbonic-acid gas
but no sulphureted hydrogen.
The temperature of the running water here was 84°. However, a
tread or the mere piercing with a stick of its sandy bottom anywhere
within one-half mile, started a thin, bot, and unbearable stream containing carbonic-acid gas, but no snlpbnreted hydrogen; of course, as its
flow was only momentary, its relative temperature could not be got, but
the temperature of the surface-sand where no visible spring existed was
the same as that of the water, 840, AboYe the point where camp was
made and where this phenomenon gradually disappeared, the water of
the creek was pure and potable.
Camp 45-.August 24-in Lower Geyser Basin, and on a little pure
stream running into the Firehole Rh-er. On the hill back of this camp,
100 feet aboYe the open-geyser area, and surrounded by a. large growth
of timber, was found a number of springs, which for beauty exceeded
all in this locality; some large, perfect-shaped fu.nnels, 20 to 50 feet in
diameter, at the bottom of which, through the transparent water, could
be seen the orifices proportionately as large as the spring, (largest having
one of about 1 foot diameter,) venting great bubbles of carbonic-acid gas
and vapor. From any point, whether as one approaches them or is
directly over them, their bright azure ·color strikes one even more
pleasantly than the sources (21-32, Peale) on the terraces (9th, 12th) of the
Hot Springs at Gardiner's l{iver. This color is not entirely due to sky
reflection, but partially to the mixedcolorsofthe deposits. A few deposits
were iron-rust, drab, yellow, red, &c., and these were always semi-plastic
coatings, (silica just deposited,) which, as they became exposed to the
air, hardened. Sometimes the mouths at the bottom were oblique,
cavernous-looking boles. A few are surrounded by walls a few teet
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high, and eddently are, or were, geysers. One spring, (1020,) evol\ing
only carbonic-acid gas, differed from the rest in its sides, not sloping
toward its center, but uniformly away from it and under its banks, and
was apparently bottomless.
In the most acti\e (geyser) space, the surface surrounding each basin
or geyser for 100 yards or more is composed of white, scaly, siliceous
deposits, is mound-shaped, gently rising a few feet, and only broken here
and there by water trickling dowl). Frequently at the base there are
traces of little basins, something like those at Gardiner's Ri\er; at the
top they exist wbole, bnt never more than 3 to 4 inches deep, thus in
some measure giving to the whole a terraced appearance. The top
contains the spring or geyser, averaging in this basin 10 to 30 feet
across, irregularly shaped, often like the contour of the human ear, and
bordered generally by a corrugated elevation of 2 to 3 inches of various
beautiful and brilliant colors. On looking into the limpid water from
the rim one can see that he is standing on a thin projecting shelf. The
water is constantly boiling and steaming in one or two places, and bubbling great gas globules oYer the rest of the surface; these were carbonic acid and sulphureted hydrogen. In one case I succeeded in taking
tbe temperature when the geyser was in action, throwing water 30 feet,
and found it to be 200o.
In the Lower Basin there are very few springs with rims elevateu more ,
than 2 to 3 inches; one, however, was about 12 feet high, dome-shaped,
ha\ing no water \Tisible, but constantly puffing steam, and only intermittingly ejecting water 5 feet. In all cases in both basins where so
great a deposit had formed as to hide from view the water, the internal
border of the orifice was composed of from 4 to 10 beautiful rounded
surfaces coyered with little crystals of white, yellowish, drab, &c.; sometimes surrounding the base of these are small holes, vent probably, giving issue to steam and an occasional spurt of water.
'rhe water of the geyser mentioned above (30 feet) contained silica,
iron, alumina, lime, magnesia, (trace of,) sulphates, carbonates, chlorides,
and sulphides. A specimen brought home to obtain the quantity of
silica for the purpose of comparing with a like specimen from the Upper
Basin was unfortnnatelv lost.
Tht Upper Geyser Basin differed from the Lower in greater activity
and larger deposits. As the maimer and periods of eruptions of geysers
ha\e been described and noted, and as our stay was so brief that few
observations only could be taken, I refer you to these descriptions:
Doane's, Barlow's, Ha,Yden's, &c., and to Prof. T. B. Comstock's collated tables.*
''Old :Faithful," the most notable for its having furnished the best
opportunities for transient observations, ejects water containing .14
grammes silica to the litre,t lime, a Yery small quantity of iron, alumina,
and magnesia, carbonates, sulphides, chlorides. The pools at the base
of its mound are filled with water, lowering between the eruptions to 70°,
while tlwse about the Yent (containing pebbles) retain a great deal of
heat, varying according to proximity. In some of the latter, just preYions to an eruption, tbe thermometer showed 122o, 1300, 1380,
The water of a spring or geyser, (not determined,) at the opening of
"Vide Scientific Value of Yellowstone Park, by T. H. ComRtock, B.S., Geologist, &c.,
in American Naturalist, vol. viii, February, 1874.
t The geyser water of Iceland contains 5.40 parts of silica in 10,000 parts of water,
the remainder of the total (10.75) constituents being soda principally, (2.74.) In all
Yellowstone geysers this base appears to be replaced by lime, there being traces
only of soda.
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the Upper Basin on the trail along Firehole RiYer, with a drab, nodn
lar deposit, contained iron and alumina, magnesia, carbonate~, chlorides
and sulphides, but no trace of lime.
By analysis the geyserites of the Upper Basin do not differ essentially from each other in the quantity of silica they contain; the loss
on ignition, however, is comparatiYely small when the specimen is old or
taken from the lower layers. Yide Doctors Endlich's and Peale's analyses
in Hayden's Report for 1872. The results obtaiued from four anal.vses
since our return are nearly the same as those. I think it, therefore,
proper to note -only that one of my specimens, a piece whieh was fouutl
broken oft' for some time from the rim of a little geyser near the
''Giantess/' and lying loose some distance from it, with a Yelvety, (lrau
surface and interior of pearly luster, lost on ignition 6 per cent., and
contained 93 per cent. of silica. It thus closely resembles in analysis
the opaloid, stratiform specimen No.2 of Doctor Peale, (p. 15± H:.tyden's
Report 187~,) though in description is more like No.1. Howenr, it
has only traces of iron, the remainder consisting of magnesia and lime.
Camp 48~ August 28, on west shore of Yellowstone Lake. Two miles
of the shelving beach here are filled with thermal springs, which extend
a mile back of the lake, with characters generally like those in the Firehole ·valley. :Many of them are wnlled high, or are on conical eminences-two perfect ones in the waters of the lake, some distance from
shore. The temperatures range from 70o to 180o, and all eyol\e carbonic acid; a· few only, sulphureted hydrogen. One (80°) whitishwater, like slaking lime, clay-colored deposit, and slightly acid, contained
silica, (very little,) iron, alumina, lime, magnesia, sulphates, sulphides,
and chlorides. Another, near it, (160°,) evolves water, drab deposit,
slightly acid, reacted only for iron and alumina, sulphates, and chlorides.
Another, (10oo,) with reddish-brown, soft, gelatinous, follicular deposit,
evolving carbonic acid, contained soda, lime, magnesia, iron, alumina,
silica, sulphides, chlorides, and sulphates. Tllis group can be classed
with the springs of the ]"irehole Valley; whether any active geysers
are among them has not been determined.
Jn our course around the southern shore of the lake and up the Yellow~tone River there were no spl'ings except pure mountain, amon~·
them the source of "Two-Ocean Pass."
On the picturesque slopes of the Snake Ri ,~er sources occurred many
springs, but of no especial interest. The springs at Heart Lake were
not visited. On the· north side of the fork of Wind River, which we
followed to Camp Brown, was (Septern her 8) a small, cold, sulphurous
spring, like those in the foot-hills of the Wind Ri\Ter Mountains at
Camp Brown.
In conclusion, the difficulties of field analyses in so new and interest.
ing a section as the Yellowstone Basin will lle remembered. The imperfect means of transportation (pack-animals) for instruments was
often a not unforeseen cause of disappointment and annoyance in all
the department~ of science represented. As an instance, you will rec·
ollect the previously-prepared means to measure the gases at tlle
sources, and in failure thereof to imprison them for subsequent laboratory inspection. Both efl'orts were frnitless: the first on account of
breakage of glassware long before our entrance iuto the valley; the
second for the reason that the manner of collecting and sealing in the
open air was not well understood by myself, and though repeatedly tried
was only partially successful-so little, I ought to say, that it 'il"aS
always found worthless in result, estimating the exact quantity of free
gas. The importance of a correct knowledge of this is appreciated not
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onl,y by medical hydrologists, bnt more so, probaqly, by geologists anrl
physicists; for no one who has witnessed the character of geyser-action
can fail to suspect an immense influence of subterranean gases (especially carbonic acid) as a motive-power.
l\Ioreover, before starting, through the kindness of Surg. J. B. Brown,
U. S. A., medical director of this departmeut, reagents of all kindsa complete outfit-were supplied for qualitative analyses; for it was
\ery well 4nown that quantitative analyses could not be made on account
of our rapid transit and the abundance of material. . Indeed, much
more than was required was taken with us, and, consequently, much
that under the circumstances became a useless burden : several experiences, in other words, arc necessary to select what is necessary. In
this counection, should any new student in this field (open-air chemistry,
nuder similar circumstances) desire to know what is or is not requisite,
I will be glad to fnruish him the needed data, since, after disco\ering
the unwelcome facts, I took pains to note wants and superfluities.
However, in anticipation of imperfect work, means were suspected and
amply taken to bring back waters, deposits, &c. Of the vmters (GO
specimens in pints) only 20 were brought unbroken to the Union Pacific
H.ailroad, and these, tbrongh some oversight or unexpected delay, were all
frozen and rendered worthless before reaehing Omaha. As an instance,
one specimen of geyser-water from the Lower Basin, brought for the
purpose of comparison (silica) with that of the Upper Basin, bad frozen
and \\as mostly lost, and what remained had deposited all of its silica,
as no reaction for it could be obtained.
In consequence of these difficulties experienced, and many others nnfore·
seen, of the great scientific value in innumerable respects of the Yellowstone region, I fear that much that is now passing there will remain
unobserved until such times as the permanent resi<lence of observers is
secured by appropriations by the Government, and their material preserved likewise by a properly-paid superintendency.
Chemical analysis comes in particularly for mention in assistance to
geologs* and to medical hydrology, a much-neglected brarich of medicine in the United States, except when for the benefit of this or that
corporation or landholder.
From my own imperfect analyses, I would classify the therm~l points
of the Yellowstone Basin as follows, premising that no definite system
(pre\alence of an acid, gas, or base) bas been copied,t and that the numerous springs in the localities mentioned are merely generalized and do
not exclude some with them possessing otller characters:
For the localities see context.
~eutral and containing-~ Turbid Lake.
1. Carbonic acid anu
East shore of Yellowstone Lake.
Sulphnreted hydrogen.
Eight miles from Orange Ureek.
~Opposite bead of Yellowstone River.
Acid and
2. Sulphnreted
Canon (falls) east side of rhTer.
hydrogen only. Orange Creek springs, six miles from Orange Ureek.
" Vide Geology of Northwestern Wyoming, by Theo. B. Comstock, B. S., American
Journal of Science and Arts, voL vi, December, 1873.
tBarrault-Eaux miuerales-is probably th e best to use because the latest.
Eanx:
1. Cblor,jnes Sodiqnes, (6 divisions.)
2. Bicarbonates, (3 diYisions.)
:t Snlpbates, (4 divisions.)
4. Snlphureuses, (2 divisions.)
5. Ferruginenses, (4 diviRions.)
Others, like Dnngli on, (Dictionary, art. w ·aters , Mineral,) or Nysten, (Dictionnairede
~ICdicine, &c., art. Eanx min erales,) classify, 1. Gaseous or acidulous. 2. Chalybeate.
3. Saline. 4. Snlphureous.
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3 · Ironk,
1 l Pelican Creek snrinzs, six miles from its month.
mar yecl.
f
~
Lime and
~
4. Carbonic acid, Gardiner'~ R.h·er.
marked.
Carboni? ~ciU ) Gevser reo·ion (Fire Hole VaHey) westsiue Yellow ·tone
5. and Silica, ~
· _ o
~'
l
Lake.
mar k ed .
}
From a therapeutic point of dew, as there is no recognized system
attainable, and elaborate chemical (quantitative) analyses an(1 medical
observations are necessary, it is difficult to make comparisons with other
well-known sources. Barrault says that "the appreciation of springs
is like the science of physiognomy; two sources may have the same
constituents in close proportions without being identical from a therapeutical point. In consequence, every analysis must be considered only
as relative. Nevertheless, the chemical constituents of a water, the
prevalence of one element over another, its temperature, balneo-th em
peutical means, the climatology of its position, are ..-ery valuable indices
to the physician in the selection of a water." In this conuection
Nysten (Dictionnaire art. cit.) remarks of sulphureted waters particularly, that they are the most difficult to imitate, anu although their
composition is now well known, nm·ertheless there is something outside
of chemical analysis which is not unuerstood, for the manufactured
waters do not have exactly the same effect as the natural.
I made several attempts to experiment on the effects of different
springs, but as the time allowed was short, nothing was determined.
Gardiner's Ri,Ter springs (external use) seemed to alleviate chronic
rhenmat.ism, and, no doubt, woulu by protracted u~e cure some forllJS
(syphilitic?) of dermatoses; both believed by residents aud the inYalid
Yisitors from Montana.
Howeve.r, taking the points mentioued by Barrault, I woulu suggest
the probable relation of the following springs to welt-known sourees:
1. All those '\\hich emit carbonic-acid and sulphureted.bydrogen
gas, (lose sulphureous principle on keeping,) to Aix-la·Uhapelle. 1\leiuberg, (Lippe-Detmold,) in chemical constitution, bnt not in thermality.
Yirginia springs, (White Sulphur.)
2. All those which give oft' sul phnreted hydrogen in great quantity,
to Bariges, Canterets, Bagnols, (Lozere.)
3. Iron-marked, to all sulphated chalybeate springs, except in temperature, as none but cold springs of this class exist eh;ewhere.
4. Carbonic acid and silicia-marked, to Rockbridge springs (Virginia)
in constib1ents and effects.
5. Lime and carbonic acid, to Carlsbad, (Bohemia,) in thermality and
effects, as the incrustating base of the latter is soda instead of lime. In
constituents to Saint Galmier~ (Loire.)
By all patients ad vised or inclined to be hydropathically treateu, it is
thus seen that the Yellowstone Basin offers all the meanR, as far as
chemical constitution is concerned, with the exception of the unproreu
existence of manganese, bromine, iodine, and arsenic. The latter element was more than once suspected, but in the burry tests for all were,
unfortunately as the event showed, reserved for a more thorough laboratory analysis. The infinity of springs in all parts, and their great
flow, their variety of temperature, any shade of which can easily be got
at different points from their source, the facility for all methods of treGttment, (inhalation, water·bath, vapor-bath, drinking, douches, &c.,) are
L
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remarkable-probably no resort in the world. comparing with this
region.
·
A few objections only occur: one, that of the hygienic action of the
position. This is defined b~r Barrault as the influence of altitude, climate,
temperature, (relation to water,) &c.
Reference to the meteorological tables will explain the unfitness of
this region except for non-(lebilitctting diseases, those of the cutaneous
and lymphatic systems of the skin, scrofulous (but not tubercular) disorders, rheumatisms, and articular maladies. For asthmatic diseases,
bronchial catarrhs, and some forms of dyspepsia; for phthisis, malarial sequelrn, &c., it is evidently inappropriate, and for an additional
reason, that of the debilitating result of even a few days' inhalation
of the sulphureous air about springs-a constantly-noted fact by many
members of your party. At present there is one other objection, remediable, that of the expensive accessibility to invalids of this basin, this
to be corrected only by a direct road from the Union Pacific Railroad,
.anu suitable measures for their retention.
Very respectfully, your obedient serYant,
0. L. HEIZMANN,
Assistant Surgeon U. S. A.
Capt. W. A. JONES, U. S. Engineers.

BOTANICAL REPORT . .

LIST OF PLANTS COLLECTED.
DEAR SIR: The following comprises a list of the plants collected on
the route of the Northwestern ~Yyoming expedition, under your command, during the season of 1873.
·
The numbers affixed are those under which the collection has been
distributed to the principal herbadct of this country and Europe.
A general sketch of the botanical features of the country passed O\er,
with notices of rare plants and descriptions of the new species collected
ou the expedition, has been published by your permission in the Ameri·
can Naturalist, being included in consecutive numbers of "Vol. viii, foe
January, February, Marcll, and April, 1873.
Respectfully~ your obedient servant,
0. 0. PARHY.

Capt. W. A. JoNES,
Engineer Om·ps, · U. S. A.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, April1, 1874:.
BOTANICAL LIST.
No. 1. Clematis Douglasii, Hook., Camp Starn baugh, June.·
No. 2. Aquilegia jia.vescens, Watson, Yellowstone Park, August.
Aquilegict ccer'lclea., Torr., Owl Creek range, July.
:Xo. 3. Aq'ltilegia Jonesii, n. sp., Owl Creek range, July.
No. 4. Delphinium JJienz-iesii, DO., Fort Bridger, J uue.
No. 5. Delphinium azureum, 1\lichx., Wind River, July.
No. 6. Ranu1.W'ltl'lts occidentalis, Nutt., Little Sandy, June.
No. 7. Ran~mculus jlarn'ltla, L., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 8. Ranunculns glaberr·imus, Hook., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 9. Anemone mult-iflda, DO., Owl Creek, July.
No. 10. Trollius laxus, Salisb., 'Vind River range, July..
No. 11. Myoswrus minirnus, L., Snake River, September.
No. 12. Thalictrurn alpinmn, L., Wind River range, July.
No. 13. Stnnleya tornentosa, n. sp., Owl Creek, July.
No. 14. Stanleya viridijlora, Nutt., Wind River, July.
No. 15. Draba ventosa, Gray, n. sp.~ Snake Pass, September.
No. 16. Draba alpina, var. densifolia, Pacific Springs, June.
No. 17. Smelou.:slcia calycina, 1\-Iey., Stinkingwater divide, August.
No. 18. Arabis canescens, Nutt., var., Sweetwater, June.
No. 19. Sisymbrimn juncmtm, Bieb., Green River, June.
No. 20. Vesicaria alpina, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 21. Vesicaria Ludot,iciana, DO., Wind RiYer, July.
:No. 22. Capsella divaricata, Walp .• Little Sandy, June.
No. 23. Lepidium montan~tm, Nutt., South Pass, June.
No. 24. Thelypodiurn sagittatum, Endl., Fort Stambaugh, June.
No. 25. Physa,ria, didynwccrrpa, Hook., Red Calion, July.
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No. 26. Nasturtium lyratwn, Nutt., Yellowstone, August.
No. '27. Subularia aquatica, L., Yellowstone Lake, August.
No. 28. Arctbis Drwnmondii, Gray, Stinkingwater Pass, August.
No. 29. Sisyrnbrium canescens, Nntt., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 30. Arabis caneMens, Nutt., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 31. Draba alpina, L., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 32. Oleome aurea, Hook., Green River, Jnne.
No. 33. Viola N7.tttallii, Pursll, Wind River, July.
No.3±. Violn Nuttallii, Yar., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 35. Arenaria Franklinii, Dougl., Wind River, Jnly.
No. 36. Arenarict Hookeri, Nutt., Wind Rh·er, July.
No. 37. Arenaria congesta, Nutt., 'Vind River, July.
No. 38. Arenaria pungens, ~utt., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 39. Arenaria arctica, Steven, Owl Crrek, July.
No. 40. Arenarict Rossii, H.. Br., Owl Creek range, Jnly.
No. 4:1. Cerastiwn arvense, L., Owl Creek, July.
No. 42. Lyclznis Drummondii, \Vatson, Owl Creek, July .
. ._To. 4:3. Lychnis Ajanensis, RegeL, Owl Creek range, July.
No. 44-. Sp1·ag1.tea wnbellata, Torr., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 45. LeuJisia, ?'edil:iva, Pursh, 'VitHl Rh-er, July.
No. 46. Oalandrinct pygmcca, Gray, " Tind River, July.
No. 47. Calypt?·idiwn rosewn, \Vatson, Green River, June.
No. 48. Sphwralcect acm·ifolia, Nntt., Snake River, September.
No. 4:9. Rhctnmus aln[f'oli'lts, I.J. H(:lr., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 50. Lathyrus linearis, Nutt., \Viud Htver, July.
No. 51. Thennopsis fubacea, Yar., montanu, Gray, Big Sandy, June.
No. 52, Lupin'lts pusill'lls, L., Green Rh-er, June.
Po. 53. Lupinus mininws, Doug., var., Stiukingwater, August.
No. 54. L 'npinus sericeus, Pursb, (~) "'ind River, July.
No. 55. Lupinus argenteus, 'Vatson, \Vincl RiYer, July.
No. 56. Lupin us cwgenteus, var., Yellowstone, August.
No. 57. L7.tpinus cmspitosus, Nutt., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 58. L1tp-inus ca.:spitosus, Nutt., var., Yellowstone Falls, August.
No. 59. Hedysctrwn boreale, N tut., Owl Creek range, July.
No. 60. Hedysarwn JJ!cwkenziei, . Rich., Winu l~iver, July.
No. 61. Trifolium ,r;ymnoca.rpon, Nntt., Green River, June.
No. 62. 1'rijolium Andinwn, Nutt., Ham's Fork, June.
No. 63. Trifolium, longipes, Nutt., Sweetwater, Juue.
No. 64. Trifolium dasyphyllwn, T. and G., Wind River, July.
No. 65. Astragalus ventorum, n. sp., Gray, '\Vinu River, July.
Astragal~ls megacarpus, Gray, Camp Brown, July.
No. 66. A8trafjctlus sericoleucus, Gray, Wind River, Jnly.
No. 67. Astragalus triphylhts, Ptusb, Owl Creek, July.
No. 68, Astragalus simplicifolins, Gray, Green Hi ver, J uue.
No. 69. Astragalus ccespitosus, Nutt., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 70. Astragalus 1llissour·iensis, Nutt., " 7 ind Ri,Ter, July.
No. 71. Astra!Jctlus glctbriusculns, Gray, Win<l River, July.
No. 72. Astragalus lotijtonts, Hook., 'Vind River, July.
No. 73. Astragctlus Geyeri, Gray, Green River, June.
No. 74. Astragalus Purshii, Doug., Greeu River, June.
No. 75. Ast;·agetl·us jtavus, Nutt., Green River, June.
Astragalus G'ra.yi, n. sp., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 76. Astragctlus pnbentissimus, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 77. Astragctl'ltS Shortianus, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 78. Astragalus hJ;poglottis, J.J., Green River, June.
No. 79. Astragalus glareosus, Dongl., Green River, June.
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No. 80. Astragalus junceus_, Nntt., Green RhTer, June.
No. 81. Ast-rctgalus catnpestris, N utt., var., Dry Sandy, J nne.
No. 82. Astt·agalus mic·rocystis, Gray, Stinking-water, July.
No. 83. Ast-;·agal'lts microc.1Jstis, var., Stinking-water, July.
No. 84. Astragalus oroboides, Hornem., Stinking-water, July.
No. 85. Astragalus KentTophyta, Gray, Stinking-water, .July.
No. 86. Oxytropis catnpesttis, L., var., Green Hiver, June.
No. 87. Oxytropis campestr·is, L., var., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 88. Oxytropis campestris, L., var.(~), Owl Creek, July.
No. 89. Oxytropis viscida, Nutt.(~), vVin<l Ri\'"er, July.
No. 90. Oxylropis La'mberti, Pursb, Wind River, July.
No. 91. Oxytropis Lamberti, Pursh, yar., Yellowstone, August.
No. 92. Oxytropis lctgopus, Nutt., Pacific Springs, June.
No. 93. Spirma betulccfolia, Pallas, Yellowstone, .August.
No. 94. Spinea cmspitosa, Nutt., Owl Creek range, July.
No. 95. P ·ztrshia tridentata, DO., Pacific Springs, June.
No. 96. lvesia Gordoni, Gray, Stinking-water Pass, August.
No. 97. Potentilla Plattens·is, Nutt., Stinkingwater Pass, August.
No. 98. Parnctssia jintbriata, Banks, Stinking-water, .Tuly.
No. 99. Heucherct cylindrica, Doug-1., Stinkingwa.tcr, July.
No. 100. Sax~fraga Jamesii, Torr., Owl Creek range, July.
No. 101. Saxifraga debilis, Engel., Owl Creek range, July.
No. 102. Jllitella tri.fida, Grab., Stinking-water, July.
No. 103. Tellimct tenella, Benth. & Hook., Sweetwater, June.
No. 104 Ribes cereum, Dougl., s,,eetwater, June.
No. 105. Ribes la custre, L., Yellowstone, August.
No. 106. Ribes setosum, Dongl., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 107. Ribes leptanthwn, Gray, Wind RiYer, July.
No. 108. Ribes viscossissinwm, Pursh, Yellowstone, .August.
No. 109. Ribes bracteosum, Doug-1., Wind River, Jul,y.
No. 110. Epilobimn alpinwn, L., Stinking-water, July.
No. 111. <Enotherct A ·ndina, Nutt., Green RiYer, June.
No. 112. <Enothera scapoidea, Nutt., Green Hiver, June.
No. 113. <Enother·a brevifiora, Nutt., Yellowstone, August.
No. 1L1. <Enothera cmspitosa, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 115. Zauschneria Cc~;lifornica, Presl., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 116. Bupleurium Ranunculoides, L., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 117. Cymopterus monta.n'us, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 118. C((;rwn Gardineri, Bentb. & Rook., Stinkingwater, July.
:No. 119. Peucedanwn leiocarpwn, Hook., Yellowstone, August.
No. 120. Peucedanwn - - - , (~), Stinkingwater, .August.
No. 121. Ligusticum scopulonun, Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. 122. Oymopterus anisatus, var., Gray, "'\Vind Ri,Ter, July.
No. 123. Cymopterus Fendleri, Gray, Green River, June.
No. 124. Valm·iana dioica, L., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 125. Kellogia galeoides, Torr., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 126. Aster Parryi, n. sp.~ Gray, Green River, June.
No. 127. Aster pulchellas, D. U. Eaton, Yellowstone, August.
No. 128. Aster adscendens, Lindl., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 129. Aster montanus, Rieh., Suake River Pass, September.
No. 130. Aster conspicuus, Lindl., Yellowstone, August.
No. 131. Aster integrifoz.ius, Nutt,., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 132. Jfachceranthera ccmescens, Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. 133. Aster elegans, Nutt., Yellowstone, A_ugust.
No. 134. Aster Engelmanni, Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. 135. Erigeron ursinum , D. C. Eaton, Yellowstone, August.
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Erigeron compositum, Pursh, Green River, June.
Erigeron radicatus, Hook.(~), Wind River, July.
Erige1·on rctJdicatus, Hook., var. (~),Wind River, July.
E1·igeron canescens, Hook., vVind River, July.
140. Erigeron concinu1n, T. and Gr., Green River, June.
141. Solidago Virga-aw··ea., L., Yellowstone, August.
142. Townsendia spathulata, Nntt., Wind River, July.
143 . .Townsendia strigosa, Nutt., Wind River, July.
144. TownsendictJ Pan·yi, n. sp., D. C. Eaton, Wind River, .Tuly.
145. Townsendia SlJatlntlata, var. (~), Stinkingwater Pass, August.
Townsendia condensata, n. sp., \Vashake's Needles, July.
No. 146. Olucnactis Douglasii, H. an<l A., Green River, June.
No. 147. Ok;·ysopsis hispida., Rook., Yellowstone, August.
No. 148. Bahia Ozwophylla, DC., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 149. Aplopappus inttloides, Nutt., \Vind River, July.
No. 150. Schkztr'ia integrifolia, n. sp., Gray, Wind River, July.
No. 151. Grindelia squarrosa, Dunal., vVind River, July.
No. 152. Rudbeckia occidentalis, Nutt., Snake River, September.
No. 153. Arnica Parryi, n. sp., Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. 154. Arnica angustifolia, var. (~),Yellowstone, August.
No. 155. Arnica angustifolia, \ar. C?), Fort Stambaugh, June.
No. 156. ArnicctJ longlj'olia, D. C. Eaton, Snake River Pass, September.
No. 157. Actinella accwlis, Nutt., Stinkingwater, .July.
No. 158. Act-inella grcuulijlo'ra, T. and Gr., Wind River, July.
No. 159. Oosmidium gracile, T. and Gr., Green Ri\er, June.
No. 160. Tetradymict canescens, var. inerm·is, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 161. Aplopappus su.ffruticostts, Gray, Yellowstone, .August. •
No. 162. Aplopappus accwlis, Gray, Green River, June.
No. 163. Aplopappus Nuttallii, T. and. Gr., Wind River, July.
No. 164. Aplopappus multicctulis, Gray, Wind River, July.
No. 165. Balsamorhiza Hookeri, Nutt., Pacific Springs, June.
No. 16G. Balsamo·rhiza sagittata, Nntt., Wind River, July.
No. 167. Senecio amplectens, var. taraxicoides, Gray, Yellowstone, Aug.
No. 168. Senecio Fremontii, Gray, Stinkingwater, July.
No. 169. Senecio camts, Hook., Yellowstone, August.
No. 170. Senecio Andimts, Nutt., Yellowstone, August.
No. 171. Senecio lugens, Rich., Yellowstone, .August.
No. 172. AntennaTia dimorpha, Nutt., Green River, Juue.
No. 173. Antennaria dioicct, Gaertn., Owl Creek, July.
No. 17±. Antemwria lttzuloides, Torr. and. Gray, Stinkingwater, July.
No. 175. Antennarict alpina, Gmrtn., var. (~), Stinkingwater, July.
No. 176. Antennaria Ou..rpathica, H. Br., Wind River, July.
No. 177. Antennaria racemosa, Hook., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 178. Tanacetum capitatum, Nutt., \Vind River, July.
No. 179. Tnnacetwn Nuttallii, T. and Gr., 'Vincl River, July.
No. 180. Artemesia peclat-ifida., Nntt., Green H.iver, June.
No. 181. Artenfesia spinescens, D. U. Eaton, Green H.iver, June.
No. 182. Artemesia incomptctJ, Nutt., Owl Creek, July.
No. 183. A1·temesia scopulorum., Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. 184. Artemesia Ludovicia.na, Nutt., var., Yellowstone, August.
No. 185. Troximon parviflorwn, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 186. Macrorrhynchus glaucus, D. C. Eaton, Green River, June. ·
No. 187. Troximon ct'ltrantiacwn, Hook.(~), Green River, Juue.
No. 188. Hieraciwn Scouleri, Hook., Yellowstone, August.
No. 189. Stephanomeria paniculctta, Nutt., Stiukingwater, July.
No. 190. Orepis accuminata, Nutt., \Yind Rin•r, July.
136.
137.
138.
139.
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Orepis occidentalis, ~utt., Wind Hh·er, July.
Porterella carnttlosa., Torr., Yellowstone, August.
Bryanthus EnLpetriformis, Gray, Stinkingwater, July.
Ledwn glanclulosum, Nutt., Yellowstone, August.
Gaultherict JJiynrinites, Hook., Yellowstone, August.
llfon'otropa. hypopothys, L., Yellowstone, August.
Lonicera ccerulea, L., Yellowstone, August.
Pyrola dentata, Hook., Yellowstone, August.
Dodeccttheon Jlleadia, L., \Vind River, July.
Androsace filiformis, L., Yellowstone, August.
Androscwe Ohwnajasrne, L., Owl Creek, July.
Douglasia montanct, Gray, "\Vasbakee's Needles, July.
No. 202. Phez.ipcect lutea, n. sp., Owl Creek, July.
No. 203. Phelip(cctjasciculata, Nutt., Owl Creek, July.
No. 20±. Pentstemon Jlfenziesii, Hook., Stinkingwater, August.
No. 205. Pentstemon JJ[enziesii, Hook., Yar., Snake Pass~ September.
No. 206. Pentstemon la?·icifolius, H. and A., Owl Creek, July.
No. 207. Pentstemon deustus, Dougl., Stinki11gwater~ July.
No. 208. Pentstemon gracilis, Nutt., Pacific ::-3prings, June.
No. 209. Pentstemon secund~fiorus, Benth., Yellowstone, August.
No. 210. Pentstemon hwnilis, Nutt., Pacific Springs, June.
No. 211. Pentstemon gluum.ts, Graham, Stinkiugwater, July.
No. 212. Jllimul'lts Lewisii, Pursb, ::)tin kingwater, July.
No. 213. JJlimultes moschatus, Dougl., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 214. Eunanus Fremontii, Gray, Yellowstone, August.
No. ~n5. Pedicularis Parryi, Gray, var. (f), Yellowstone, August.
No. 216. Oastilleia breviflout, Nutt., Stinkingwater, July.
Nd. 217. Oastilleict jlava, Watson, Stinkingwater, July.
No. 218. Orthocarpus Parryi, n. sp., Gray, Yellowstone, A.ugust.
No. 219. Oastilleic~; affinis, H. and A., Nebraska, June.
No. 220. Echinospermwn deflextttm, Lebm., Yellowstone, August.
No. 221. Echinospermum aejle.xwn, Lehm., var., Yellowstone, August.
No. 222. 1lfyosotis alpestrisi L., Stinkingwatee, July.
No. 223. JJl,l}osotis alpestris, L., var., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 224. JJiyosotis alpestris, L., var., Yellowstone, August.
No. 225. Eritrichium villoswn, var. aretioides, DU., Wind River, July.
No. 226. ][ertensia alpina, Don., Stinkingwater, Ju1y.
No. 227. J.lfertensia alph~a, Don., var., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 22.q, Eritrinchiwn glomeratum, DO., \ar. ('!), Green River, June.
No. 229. Phaoelia circinata., Jacq., Stinkingwater, July.
No. 230. Phlox bryuides, Nutt., Pacific Springs, June.
No. 231. Phlox canescens, T. and Gr., Green River, June.
No. 232. Phlox Dmlglasii, Hook., Owl Creek, July.
No. 233. Phlox longVolia, Nutt., Green River, June.
No. 234. Gilia lin~florc~;, Bentb., Stinking-water, July.
No. 235. Gilia nudiccmlis, Gray, Wind River, July.
No. 236. Gilia ptttngem;, Bentb., var., Green River, June.
No. 237. Gilia inconspicua, Dougl., Green River, tTune.
No. 238. Gilia congesta, Hook., Ureeu River, June.
Gilia iberidifolia, Benth., Green River, September.
No. 239. Gilia spicata, Nutt., Green Ri,·er, June.
No. 240. Gilia Breweri, Gray, Dry Sandy, June.
No. 2±1. Oolomia gracilis, Dougl., var., Green Hiver, June.
No. 242. Polemoniwn confertwn, Gray, 'Yind River, Jnly.
No. 243. Polemoniwn pctrvifoliwn, Nutt., Stjnkingwater, Jn1y.
No. 2!±. Swertia p erennis, I;., Yello\Ystoue Falls, August.

No.
No.
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No.
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No.
No.
~ o.
No.

191.
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193.
19±.
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~o. 200.
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- · -No. 261.
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No. 263.
No. 264.
No. 265.
No. 266.
No. 267.
No. 268.
No. 269.
No. 270.
No. 271.
No. 272.
No. 273.
No. 274.
No. 275.
No. 276.
. No. 2a7.

No. 278.
No. 279.
No. 280.
No. 281.
No. 282.
No. 283.
No. 284.
No. 285.
No. 286.
No. 2~7.
No. 288.
No. 289.
No. 290.
No. 291.
No. 292.
No. 293.
No. 294.
No. 295.
No. 296.
No. 297.
No. 298.
No. 299.
No. 300.
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Gentiana detonsa, Pries., YellowRtone, August.
Asclepias brcwhystephana, Torr., Green Hi\er, June.
A cerates ro irid·[flvra, .Ell., Owl Creek, July.
rolygonwn imbricatwn, Nutt., Stinking-water, July.
Rumex pauc~foz.ius, Nutt., Sweetwater, June.
En'ogonumfiavum, Nutt., Qwl Creek, July.
Eriogonwn breviccmle, Nutt., vVind River, September.
Eriogmmm ovalifoliwn, Nutt., Green River, June.
Oxythecct denr7roiclea, Nutt., Big Sand,v, June.
Paronychia sessillijiora, Nutt., VVinrl River, July.
Shephe1·dia argentect, Nutt., \Viud River, September.
Eleagnus argenteus, ~utt., Green River, September.
Cornandra pallida, DO., vVind Hiver, ,July.
Atriplex enclolepis, \Vatson, ined., Stinking\vater, July.
Grayict polygctloides, H. and A.. , Green River, June.
Kochia prostrata, Schrad., Green River, September.
Succda depressa, Pursh, Green River, September.
Atriplex ccmescens, " 1 atson, ined., Green River, June.
Betula occidentalis, Hook., Green Ri\er, June.
Salix---(?), \\'ind River, July.
J 'w tiperus Sabina, ...-ar. procwnbens~ Pursb, Owl Creek, July.
Calochm·ttts Eurycarpus, Watsou, Yellowstone, August.
Fr-itillarict atropurpurea, Nutt., Wind River, July.
Pritillarin pudica, Spreng, Yellowstone, August.
Spiranthes Rornanzofiana, Cham., Yellowstone, August.
Allium brevistylttm, 'Vatson, Yellowstone, August.
Allium Scltrenoprasum, L., Yellowstone, August.
Allium Schrenopra.sum, L., Yellowstone, August.
Allium reticulatum, (\Vatson, 1181,) Sweetwater, Jnne.
Allittm cernuum, Roth, Owl Ureek, July.
All,i um reticltlaturn, Fras., Green River, June.
Jttncus xiphioides, E. Mey., Yellowstone, August.
Carex Douglasii, Boott., Fort Bridger, June .
Carex Raynoldsii, Dewey, Yellowstone, August.
Carex vitUus, Fr., Yellowstone, August.
Carex aquatilis, Wabl., Yellowstone, August.
Carex rigida, Good., Yellowstone, August.
Carex Boodii, Boott., Wind River, July.
Carex festiva, Dewey, Yellowstone, August.
Oarex Dou,glasii, Boott., Stinkingwater, July.
Carex ten'uirostris, Olney, ined., Yellowstone, July.
Ca'r ex vulgaris, Fries., Yellowstone, August.
Oarex Jarnesii, Torr., Yellowstone, August.
Oarex lepor·ina, L., Stinkingwater, July.
Eriophonun polystachyon, L., Yellowstone, August.
J[mleria cristctta, Pers., Yellowstone, August.
Poa, - - - , (~), Yeliowstone, August.
Tristewn S?tbspica.tum,, Beauv., Stinkingwater, July.
Agrostis scabra, "\Villd., Yellowstone, August.
Festuca - - - , (?), Yellowstone, August.
Poa tenuifolia, Nntt. (¥),Yellowstone, August.
llfelica bulbosa, Geyer, Yellowstone, August.
Beckma.nnict crucifo·r m·is, Host., Stinkingwater, July.
Elynws condensatns, Pursh, \Vind River, July.
Poa Andina, Nntt., Yellowstone, August.
Triticum ccgilipoides, Turck., Yellowstone, August.
Calamagrostis Lapponica, Trin. ('?), Yellowstone, August.
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302.
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Oheilanthes lanugi.nosa, Nutt., Owl Creek, July.
Oystoptetisjragilis, Beuth, Yellowstone Falls, August.
lYoodsia scopulina,, D. C. Eaton, Yellowstone, August.
TVoodsict, Oregana, D. C. Eaton, Sweetwater, June.
Botrych~iwn lnnaroides, L., Yellowstone, August.
Botrychiwn simplex, Hitchcock, YellO\vstone, August.
LYCOPODIACE.r"E .

No. 307. Isoe'tes Bolcuuleri, n. sp., Engel., Yellowstone, August.
FUNGI.

No.
No.
:No.
No.

308.
309.
310 .
311.

Trichobasis .leg~trninosarum, I..Jk., "..,.ind River, July.
LEcidium Ranuncalacearum, DO., Wind River, July.
.1Ecidium Psoralere, n. sp., C. H. Peck, Colorado, June.
.JEcidium Parryi, n. sp., 0. H. Peck, Stinkingwater, August.

E~T0~10LOGICAL

BY

J.

REPORT.

D. PUTNA:\L

DEAR SIR: The ft>llowing list embraces the Coleoptera collected during the months of J nne, July, and August, lt;73, on the route from Fort
Bridger to the YellO\YStone National Park, via Green Riv·er, South Pass,
Camp Brown, \Yind RiYer, and Stinkingwater RiYer; and on the return,
in September, via Snake and Wind Rivers. 1\ly opportunities for collecting were quite limited, having responsible meteorological duties to
perform at all times, and being almost constantly on the march. For
these reasons, and alRo on account of the lack of transportatjon facilities,
the collections are much more imperfect than they should have been.
All the regions passed through, and especially the Wind River district,
give promise of good yields for future collectors. I am much indebted
to the officers on the survey for various kindnesses, and to Mr. Henry
Ulke, who very kindly determined the Coleopte,r a, hereafter enumerated,
for me. I also annex a list of words used by tlle Shoshone Indians to
designate insects.
·
RespectfnllJ:, your obedient servant,
J. D. PUT~Al\1.
Capt. W. A. JO~ES,

United States Corps of Engineers.

LIST OF COLEOPTERA.
Cicindellct tnmquebar,icct, Herbst,= vulgctris, Say, Green River basin,

,June.
C. dttodecimguttatn, Dej., Yellowstone basin, August.
Elaphrus Oalifornic'lts, Mann., Green River basin, J nne.
Nebria hudsonicct, Lee., Yellowstone basin, August.
Calosoma, luxaf'lf/in Say, vVind Ri\-rer basin, June.
Cara.bus Agassii, Lee., variety of 0. tceclatus, Fort Bridger, :\iay ; Wind

River and Stinkingwater, July.
Lebia guttula, Lee., Wind River basin, July.
Philotecnus nigricollis, Lee., Green Hiver basin, June.
.
' Pterostichus protractus, Lee., Fort Bridger, May ; Yellowstone basin,
August.
Pt. Lttezotii, DPj., Fort Bridger, May.
Amara lacustris, Lee., Fort Bridger, .May.
A. patricia, Dej., Yellowstone basin, August.
Chlmnius sericeus, Forster, Green River basin, June.
Harpalus ampntcttus, Say, Green River basin, June.
H.funistus, Lee., Fort Bridger, :May; Yellowstone basin, August.
H. stupidus, Lee., Fort Bridger, May.
H. furtit'us, Lee., Fort Bridger, May.
H. obes'ltl'I.!S, Lee., Green River basin, June.
Bernb1'dium n ~braskense, I.~ec., Yellowstone basin, Angnst.
B. l'ltcidu n, Lee., Green RiYer basin, June.
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B. wnbratum, Lee., Green Ri ,~er basin, J nne.
Dytiscus marginicollis, Lee., Yellowstone basin~ August.
Silpha lapponica, Herbst, Fort Bridger, ~lay.
S. rmnosa, Say, \Vind Hiver basin, June.
Aleochara bimcwulata, Grav., Green River basin,. June.
Oreophilus villosus, Grav., Yellowstone basin, August.
Philonthus, (undetermined,) Fort Bridger, 1\Iay.
Saprinus p'i·atensis, Lee., Green Hiver basin, June.
Phalacrus pennicillatttts, Say, Green River basin, June; Wind Rirer,
July.
Nitidula ziczac, Say, 'Yind River basin, July.
Dermestes 'inannorc(;tus, Say, Green River basin, June.
D. ca.n inus, Germ., Green River basin, June.
Aphodius denticulatus, Hald., Green Rh-er basin, June.
T 'roX alternans, Lee., Fort Bridger, 1\Iay.
Hoplia laticolis, Lee., vVind River basin, July.
Serica mwvata, Lee., Wind River basin, July.
~...")·fronta.lis, Lee., Wind River basin, July.
Lachnosternafusca, Frobl., Fort Bridger, 1\Iay.
PolyphyllcJJ decemlineatc(;, Say, Owl Creek, July.
JJlelwwphila longipes, Say, Stinking-water Valley, July ; Yellowstone
basin, August.
Acmceodera mixta, Lee., 'Vind River basin, July; abundant in the
flowers of the prickly pear, ( Op1mt·ia.)
Brachys terminans, Fabr., vVind Hiver basin, July.
Dolopius pauper, Lee., Stinking-water Valley, July. .
Oorymbites tincttt(;s, Lee., black variety, Yellowstone basin, August.
Podabrus, (undetermined,) Stinkingwater Valley, July.
Oollops vittatttts, Say, Green River l>asin, June.
0. cr,ibrosus, Lee., Green River basin, June.
P'l'istoscellis, near jitsmts Lee., Wind River basin, July.
Listrus inte'r ruptus, Lee., "\Vind River basin, June.
Dolichosomctfoveicollis, Kirby, ~Vind River basin, July.
Dasytes breviusculus, 1\iotsch., Green River basin, June.
Eleodes obscU1·a, Say, Wind River basin, July.
E. hispilabrus, Say, Green River basin, June; "\Vind Ri\~er basin, July.
E. extricata, Say, Green River basin, Juue; Wind RiYer basin, June.
July.
E. nigrina, Lee., Green Hiv-er basin, June.
E. pimelioides, Mann., Wind R1ver basin, July.
Blapstinus pratensis, Lee., Green RiYer basin, June.
Owlocnemis dilaticollis, J\Iann., Yellowstone basin, August.
Oorphyra lugubris, Say, Yellowstone basin, August.
0. Le'wisii, Horn, Wind River basin, July.
Notoxus serratus, Lee., Wind River basin, July.
N. subt-iUs, Lee.,(~) Green River basin, June.
Anaspis rufa, Say, Wind River basin, July.
Epicauta puncticollis, Mann., "\Vind River basin, June.
E. 'lnaculata, Say, 'Vind River basin, July.
E. sericans, Lee., Wind River basin, June, July.
Lytta fulgifera, Lee., variety of l(uttalli, Say, Wind River basin, July.
Oephaloon leptltrides, Newm., yariety, Yellowstone basin, August.
rlYir. Ulke says, " Your specimens differ in size anu coloration feom
the Northern-Atlantic types, but I have an intermediate form from
Oregon."]
Prionus Oalifornicus, niotsch., Stinkingwater l>asin, July.
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Oriocephales prod1wtus, Lee., Yellowstone basin, August.
Cr. aspeTatus, Lee., Yellowstone basin~ August.
JUonohammus scutellatus, Say, "\Vind River basin, July.
Oxoplus corallimts, Lee., Yellowstone basin, August.
rDiffers from lHr. Ulke's New :Mexico type in having the base of the
elytra blackish.]
Pachyta lit1trata, Kirby, Yellowstone b~sin, August.
.Acmreops pratensis, Laich.,=strigilata, Fabr., Wind River basin, July .
.Ac. subpilosa, Lee., "\Vind River basiu, June.
Galeruca americana, Fabr., Green River basin, June.
Luper'lts longulus, Lee., Wind River basin, ~une, July.
Haltica ( Graptodera,) inccrata, Lee., Green River basin, J nne.
Disonycha alternata, Ill., Wind River basin, July.
Saximts sa/Lteia, Lee., Wind River basin, July .
.Adoxus vitis, Linn., Wind River basin, July.
Trirhabda alternata, Say, var., Yellowstone basin, August.
Jlfonoxia guttulata, Lee., Green River basin, June.
Bippodarnia Lecontei, l\'Iuls., Green River basin, June.
H. q'ltinquesignata, Muls., Wind River basin, July.
H. pcwenthesis, Say, Green River basin, tlune.
Coccinella, picta, Rand., Yellowstone basin, August.
C. tr~fasciata,,Linn., vVind River basin, July; Yellowstone basin, August.
C. transverso-g'ltttata, Falfl., Yellowstone basin, August.
C. novemnotata, Herbst., Green River basin, June; \Vind River basin,
June.
Sphenophonts Ulkei, Horn., Green River basin, June.
Lepyrus colon, Linn., 'Vind River basin, July.,

There were also collected five or six undescribed species of Ourculionidce, belongi11g to the genera Listroderes, Lichenophagus (?), and
Erirhinus.
INDIAN

N.A.~IES

FOR INSEC1'S.

The following words, used by the Shoshone or Snake Indians to designate insects, were obtained September 14,1873, at Uamp Brown, Wyoming Territory, from Moonharvy, Charlie, and Bob, three Shoshone
Indians belonging to Washakie's band:
Large, wingless cricket, (.Anabrus simplex, Hald.,) :l\fescb.
Black cricket, ( Gryllus - - - , sp. ~), Mesch; Mes-oo-wan-ich.
Spider-like cricket, (Stenopelmatus ?) Nen-i-gt1ipo.
Pupa of a large grasshopper, ((BJdipoda,) ...t\..t-tung.
Large grasshopper, ( (BJdipoda,) A-d(m-ich.
Hateful grasshopper, ( Oalaptenus spretu,s, Uhler,) U d-see-guee.
Tenebrionidcc, ( Crelmnemus dilaticollis, J.\;Iann,) Bee-s6u-guah.
Cerambycidce, Prionus Californicus, Motsch.,) Gon-i-pee-ah.
Green bupresticl, E-wee-et.
Horse-fly, (Tabanus,) Bee-meet.
Common fly, (M'usca,) (An-e-vou,) An-e-ou.
Tremex, (sp. ~) An-e-g6ot-tsee.
Cicada, (sp. 1) KU-ah.
Ant-lion (111yrmelion,) Es-pou-see.
Day-fly, (Ephemera,) Mo6-po.
Various diurnal butterflies and moths, A-e-pril.
Oolias philodice, (yellow,) Oabit A-e-pril.
Moths, from Washakie's Needles, (.Arctia,) Un-clwust.
Large, brown caterpillar, (larva of some Sphingidcc,) Beer-waub.
H. Ex. 285-~14
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Colors.
\Yhite, T6s-it-eh.
Black, Ton-6r-wit.
Brownish-black, Tou-gon-dmi-bit.
Brown, Tou-gon-umph.
Red, En-ga-bit.
Yellow, fOabit,] Orbt.
Green, A went.
Blue, (bright,) Tsoi-w(l-it.
Blue, (grayish,) Ah-m(dt.

c

